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CHAPITRE I

LIFE

Gabriel Gilbert is all but unknown today. He is so

entirely forgotten that his name is without significance

save to a very restricted group. An occasional student

of seventeenth century literature has observed the name
upon rare instances as that of a lesser contemporary

of one of the great writers of the period. Yet Gilbert

was, in his own time, an author of repute. His compo-

sition for the theatre brought him into contact, either

through his works or personally, with Corneille, Racine

and Moliere. His Rodogune, a contemporary and riva-

of Corneille's tragedy of the same name, became in

the next generation, the subject of a heated discussion

which involved charges of plagiarism. Comparison with

the work of Racine is provoked by Gilbert's theatre

in two instances : Hypoliie, which suggests Phedre,

and Arie ei Petus, which recalls Brilannicus. His pieces

were produced by Moliere's company. He wrote tra-

gedies, tragi-comedies, comedies, and one opera. This

last occupies an important place in the history of

French opera, and yet its author is forgotten. " II est

assurement peu de noms aujourd'hui plus inconnus ",

is the testimony of a student of Gilbert's contem-

poraries (1). This name stands first in M. Lanson's

(1) FouRNEL (Victor), les Contemporains de Moliere, Paris, 1875»

II, 3.

Gabriel Gilbert. 1



2 GABRIEL GILBERT

list of " les principaux auteurs de cette periode peu

etudies " (1). It is given a place by Bedier et Hazard,

who, citing the titles of tragedies of the year 1647,

name, third in the list, Semiramis by Gilbert (2). The

same authors mention the name again as that of the

author of a work known to them by title only (3).

The name is mentioned by Lachevre in his discussion

of the authorship of Melisse (4), These notices are

unusual, for the majority of the remarks in general

works of reference or, more rarely, in the biography

of a contemporary call attention merely to the obscu-

rity of Gilbert, and note the forgetfulness of posterity as a

just reward of his work.

Gilbert's name is found in Le Long's Biblioiheque

Hisiorique de la France (5), not under the division

auteurs, but under personnes, where Poeie IV 47457

refers to the Notice in le Parnasse Frangais (6). In the

work thus referred to by the later compiler, the Notice

states that Gilbert's works " lui ont acquis quelque

reputation dans le xvii® siecle" (7), while Pherotee

de la Croix, still nearer to the poet's period, places

Gilbert fifth in a list of Neuf poetes du troisieme ordre

suivani le terns (8), between Pierre Gorneille and Ra-

cine. La Croix says that Gilbert was a bet esprit, that

he had quelque reputation dans ce siecle, and that of

his works Endimion especially a ele si bien regu (9).

(1) Esquisse d'une histoire de la tragedie frangaise, New-York,
Columbia TJnwersity Press, 1920, p. 78.

(2) Histoire de la Litterature frangaise illustree, Paris, s. d., I, 284.

(3) Ct op. cit., 11,7.

(4) Cf. Lachevre, Frederic, Les (Euvres de Jean Dehenault, Paris,

Champion, 1922.

(5) Le Long, Bibliotheque Historique de la France, Paris, 1775,

Tables, vol. V.

(6) Loc. cit., Table, V, p. 242.

(7) TiTON DE TiLLET, Lc Pamassc frangais, Paris, 1732, p. 386.

(8) L'Art de la Poesie frangaise et latine, Lyon, 1694, pp. 419, et

422.

(9) Op. cit., p. 393.
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La Croix attributes only seven pieces to Gilbert (1).

Somaize, in le DicUonnaire des pretieuses, speaks of
Gilbert under the name of " Gallus "

(2), and accords him
the standing of " bon poete" (3).

To day, with the exception of his published work, few
traces of Gilbert are to be found. Yet, success of no mean
measure seems to have attended his literary career at
the outset. In proof of this fact one has only to cite the
five plays published between the years of 1641 and 1647.
Gilbert knew, apparently upon terms of intimacy, some
of the leading literary figures of the time. And yet, after
this period of activity and of favorable comment from
well-known men of letters there intervenes a silence,

almost absolute, which lasts for ten years. In his chosen
field this silence is unbroken. At its close, the theatre
again becomes the focus of his interest. The explanation
of his withdrawal and later return to a work which
was evidently Gilbert's chief concern remains hidden
by the mystery which obscures so large a portion of his
life. Each of these acts constitutes a problem as yet
unsolved. So great is the difficulty encountered in the
endeavor to establish the fact that the author of the
works which still exist lived at any certain time in any
certain place, that, were not the testimony of the works
incontestable, one would be justified after long and all

but fruitless research in asking if such a person ever
really did live. Had there been concerted action on the
part of the poet and his friends to conceal the facts of
his life the result could have differed little from
existing circumstances.

The earliest date discovered thus far in connection
with Gilbert is a reference by Chapelain in a letter of
July, 1640, to Conrart : "M^. Gilbert eust bien souhaitte

(1) Les Heraclides, Thdephonte, Endimion, Arie et Petus ou les
Amours de Neron, Les Amours d'Angelique et de Medor, Les Intrigues
amoureuses, Les Amours d'Ovide^

(2) I, 189-190.

(3) II, 239.
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aussy que vous eussies assiste a la representation de

sa Marguerite frangoise " (1). The evidence that

Gilbert's Marguerite de France had beeen composed and

seen upon the stage in Paris before July 4, 1640, and

that this event was of interest to the writer and his

friend Conrart is indisputable. Reference to the occasion

as a premiere of the author makes equally incontestable

the fact that with the presentation of this play Gilbert

was introduced as an author of drama to the Pa-

risian public. Wanting information of earlier facts of

the author's life, his biography must begin with the

record of this first success.

Gilbert is generally conceded to have been of the

protestant faith (2), though of this fact there is no

extant evidence (3). No question has ever been made of

the poet's connection with the protestant church, and

there is no reason to doubt it. He is the subject of an

article in la France proiestanle (4), is called "Calviniste"

by Pherotee de la Croix (5), while Beauchamps says,

*' de la religion protestante" (6) and Goujet's phrase

is : "de la Religion pretendue Reformee" (7). Depping,

in his monograph on Herwarth, the protestant financier,

mentions Gilbert as a coreligionaire (8). There is like-

(1) Lettres de Chapelain, ed. Tamizey de Larroque, 1880-1883, I,

658, no 2.

(2) The dictionaries of biography and the encyclopedias all make this

statement. So recent and carefully edited a work as the Bibliographie

des Recueils Collectifs de Poesie, by F. Lachevre, repeats it (II, 293),

(3) Since the registers containing the data of marriages, births and
deaths kept at the Hotel de Ville were destroyed by fire during the

Commune, the only source of information is the extracts of those

registers, giving data of protestant families, kept at the Societe du
protestantisme en France, rue des Saints-Peres. The name of Gabriel

Gilbert is not found in these lists.

(4) Eug. et Em. Haag, La France Protestante, Paris, 1846-1858.

(5) Op. cif., p. 393.

(6) Recherches sur les Theatres de France, Paris, 1735, II, 168.

(7) Bibliotheque frangoise et histoire de la litterature frangoise, Paris

1756, XVIII, p. 90.

(8) Un Banquier protestant en France au xvii® siecle, Barthelemy

Herwarth, Controleur General des Finances (1607-1676), Paris 1879,

p. 341.
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wise no reasonable doubt of the truth of the con-

stantly repeated statement that Gilbert was a native

of Paris (1).

The dates of Gilbert's birth and death are equally un-

known. Lacking authentic data, the authors of the articles

in encyclopedias and dictionaries of biography have ap-

parently trusted to conjecture, and one editor has followed

another. The statement that Gilbert was born "about

1610" is that which is met in the greater number of

cases (2). One or two editors prefer "about 1620".

The date of the poet's death is usually given as 1680 (3),

and this ascription is with more logic since the second

edition of the translation of the Psalms, published in

that year, bears upon its title-page the author's name

preceded by ''feu". Titon de Tillet says that in the

uncertainty of the exact time of the death of Gilbert^

"on I'a place apres Perrin" (4). In a few instances

a date as early as 1674, 1675, or 1676, is chosen (5).

No reason has been given for this selection. It may

be that the editors, unaware of the Psalms published

during Gilbert's lifetime, acfuainted only with the edi-

tion alluded to above, in which the author's demise is

mentioned, attempted to fix a date between that of the

opera of 1672 and that of this edition.

There is no discoverable record of Gilbert's birth. In

neither preface nor dedicatory epistle does the author

allude to facts of his life from which a date might be

(1) Cf. Pherotee de la Croix, op.cit., p. 393 ; Titon de Tillet, op. cit.

loc. cit., ; Beauchamps, op. cit, II, 168 ; Goujet, op. cit., loc. cit.

(2) Les freres Parfaict, Histoire du Theatre frangais, Paris, 1747-48,

and most of the modern works of biography, Michaud, Biographie

universelle ; Didot, Biographie generate ; Lachevre, Bibliographie

des recueils collectifs, p. 87, and many others.

(3) Beauchamps, " Vers 1680", op. cit., II, 168 ; Goujet, op. cit.y

loc. cit., Titon de Tillet, op. cit., 386, 387 ; Le Long, op. cit., loc. cit.

(4) Op. cit., loc. cit.

(5) Cf. Chaudon et Delandine, Nouveau Dictionnaire historique.

Critique et Biographique, 1804, art. " Gilbert "
; freres Parfaict,

" 1676", VI, 119, 120 ; also, Depping, op. cit., " vers 1675 ", p. 340.
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approximated. The first authentic date we possess is

Chapelain's reference to the premiere of Marguerite de

France in 1640. The only allusion to his age made by the

poet is in the epiire of VAri de plaire des dames dedicated

to the Queen of Sweden. Here Gilbert uses the words

"ma jeune Muse". The privilege of this work was granted

in March, 1654. How old was the author who produced

an artistic success in 1640 and who calls himself young

in 1654 ? Had he been born in 1610, he would have been-

rather mature for the production of a first work in 1640.

Still more impossible is it to imagine his alluding to

his young muse in 1654. Marguerite de France, though

correct in versification and creditable from the stand-

point of characterization, yet possesses some weaknesses

dramatically which might indicate the youth and inex-

perience of the author. It seems probable that the

author of this first play was about twenty, and that the

epitre of VArt de plaire was written before the fourth

decade of the author's life had advanced too far for

him to refer to himself in terms of modest youth. It

may be advanced as a reasonable hypothesis that the

poet was born about 1620.

A date for his death may be assigned with somewhat

more precision. The last work of Gilbert, published many
years after his play-writing had come to an end, was the

translation of fifty of the Psalms. The publication of

this work occurred in 1680, as has been said above (1).

The permis d'imprimer is of May 26 of that year. The

attestation (as to the doctrinal soundness of the work)

is dated May 24. A second printing must have been

planned almost at once. This, according to the assertion

of the title-page, was reviewed and corrected by the

author. It received the additions of the Decalogue and

the Cantique de Simeon. The attestation for these addi-

tions to the work bears the date of July 23 ; the permission

for printing is dated two days later. The attestation

(1) Cf. above, p. 5.
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of July 23 names the author "feu M. Gilbert". There is

naturally a possibility that his death had occured before

the date of the first attestation but had not been made

known to the officer whose signature is affixed. But it

seems probable that Gilbert died between the dates of

May 24 and July 23, 1680. Since, in the Preface of his

Psaumes, Gilbert speaks of the version made by Conrart

and of the violence done the work of Conrart by the

editors of his posthumous work, it is evident that Gilbert

was living in 1677, the date of the first edition of

Conrart's Psalms, and makes probable his knowledge of

the second edition of 1679. The remarks about Conrart's

work support the theory that Gilbert's death occured

as late as 1680 (1).

While the name Gilbert is not uncommon in France,

it has not been possible to connect the poet with any

family of his name. The Archives Naiionales^ at Paris,

contain no record which gives a clue to Gilbert's

family connection. The name Gabriel Gilbert appears

in the records of les ojficiers de Toulouse in the sixteenth

century. The bearer of the name, Tresorier et receveur ordi-

naire du domaine da Rolen la senechausee de Carcassonne,

is mentoined under the dates of November 9, 1568 (2)j

May 23, 1569 (3), and September 1, 1584 (4). Between

the date of the last of these three entries and that of the

death of the poet there is a lapse of a century. There may
be a possibility that this iresorier of Carcassonne, a section

where protestantism was strong, was an ancestor of

the playwright and poet of the seventeenth century,

but there is no proof of the fact.

(1) Cf. Kerviler et Barthelemy, Valentin Conrart, sa vits

tt sa correspondance, Paris, 1881, p. 160, and n. 2 ; also,

Bourgoin, A. Un Bourgeois de Paris, Valentin Conrart..., Paris, 1883,

p. 307.

(2) The entry is of a verification auxlettres, n" 1, A*, 54.

{3) NO 1, A2, 66.

(4) Ibidem, under date given. For these notes from the Palais de Jus-

tice of Toulouse, I am indebted to the kindness of D"' Esther Crooks,

'Of Johns Hopkins University.
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Another group of notes on certain Gilberts fails to

exhibit an identity of names, as in the instance cited

above, but on account of the similarity of profession,

suggests a possibility of relationship. Two persons of

the name are noted as secretaries of the due de Guise.

The title is borne by a Guillaume Gilbert in a record

dated June 11, 1617 (1), and by a Claude Gilbert under
dates of December 5, 1615, and April 19, 1618 (2). If

a family connection with either of these secretaries of the

due de Guise could be established, it might be possible

to go a step farther and see in that relationship the

source of the introduction of the poet to the Queen of

Sweden. It was the due de Guise who was sent by the

queen regent as her representative to welcome Christine

upon her first entry into France. It was at the home of

the due de Guise that the reading of a "comedie" by
Gilbert occured, related by Menage (3). There is much
temptation to consider seriously the possibilities of

this relation. The scholarship of the poet might be re-

garded as a natural possession, could a family connection

be established with the private secretaries of a noble

of the importance of the due de Guise. But again, there

is no evidence to confirm conjecture.

Gilbert seems to have possessed a broad and, for the

period, sound education, but there is no means of knowing
where it was acquired. At a time when the majority

were content with superficiality (4), Gilbert's learning

indicates early opportunity. It is conceded that Gilbert

(1) Cf. Insinuations du Chdtelet (Archives Nationales, Paris), VI,
1188, where there is a record of a donation from the baron Francois
de Bassompierre to Guillaume Gilbert, secretaire du due de Guise,
Cf. 185).

(2) Cf. ibid.,Yl, 1660, declarations about a will and a contract of a
person named, deceased, and Claude Gilbert, .secretaire du due de Guise
(f° 143). I am indebted for these notes to D^ Josephine de Boer of

Johns Hopkins University who kindly communicated them to me.
(3) Cf. Menagiana, I, 139 (ed. Delaulne, 1715).

(4) Cf. Lanso>;, Histoire de la litterature jrangaise, Paris, 1912,

pp. 379-389.
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was a Greek scholar (1). His knowledge of Hebrew is

attested by his Preface of the Cinqiianie Psaumes which

makes clear the fact that the work was a translation and

not a new version of an older translation (2). Familiar-

ity with Italian authors of the preceding century

is seen in his use of Italian stories as sources of cer-

tain of his plots (3). It may be claimed for Gilbert

that his education was more thorough and his culture

broader than that of the majority of the contempo-

rary authors of second rank.

The reference to Gilbert in Chapelain's letter is suffi-

ciently casual to denote a degree of intimacy which

obviates any necessity of explanations as to the identity

of the young author. Had the circumstances been diffe-

rent, we might have expected some note which would

have given a hint of the author's personality. The
first work, published in 1641, (4) is dedicated to the

duchess d'Aiguillon. An epitre of the conventionally

flattering type is signed "G. G." and provides no personal

information of the owner of the initials. The name of the

author does not appear upon the title-page, and the

privilege is to the publisher Courbe. A second edition of

Marguerile de France was published the following

year (5). In the same year Telephonic was printed (6).

This second work is dedicated to the patroness of the

first. The initials " G. G." are again found as signature

of the epilre. We learn as additional contribution to the

author's biography only that his patroness had honored

him by selecting this play for private presentation (7).

The following yearthe ode to Anne of Austria, acclaim-

(1) Cf. CEui^res de Racine (ed. Grs. Ecriv.), Ill, 322, n., where Mes-

nard remarks Gilbert's happy translation of Euripides.

(2) Cf., below, p. 305, n. 1.

(3) Cf. Chaps, on le Courtisan Parfait and AngSlique et Medor.

(4) Cf. below, chap. ii.

(5) Cf. below, chap. ii.

(6) Cf. below, chap, ii, sec. ii.

(7) Cf. Epitre of Telephonte.
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ing her regency, was published (1). Possibly Rodogune

was seen during the next year, 1644, but this is not

certain (2). The work was published two years later,

1646 (3). The epiire of Rodogune, addressed to the due

d'Orleans is the first to be signed "Gilbert". Hijpoliie,

published the same year and dedicated to the duchesse

de Sully, again gives the author's last name in full as

signature of the epitre (4). The ode to the Queen of Sweden
may have been composed in this year, as is stated in the

Table of les Poesies diverses, though about the date of

this work there is much confusion (5). Semiramis was
probably presented this same year, since it was published

in 1647 (6). This volume is dedicated to the duchesse de

Rohan, Gilbert claims, in his dedicatory epistle, the

honor of serving, or of having served, the duchess :
" On

SQovoii que pavois Vhonneur d'esire a uosire service" (7).

This is the first personal word from the poet. It is the

basis for the generally accepted theory that Gilbert was
at the time of indicting his epitre secretary to the duchess.

The only contradictory hypothesis is one with no

certain evidence to support it. Viguier believed that

Gilbert was in the employ of Gaston d'Orleans when
Rodogune was writteB. (8). The only foundation for this

statement is an allusion to the banks of the Loire as

Gilbert's residence. The verses cited (9) are part of a

poem whose date of composition may be 1646, and may
be 1651 (10). Another work of Gilbert's, dedicated to

Mademoiselle de Montpensier in 1650, might be added

to the slender support which Viguier has brought to

(1) Cf. below, chap, xi.

(2) Cf. p. 59, below.

(3) Cf. ibid.

(4) Cf. p. 81, below.

(5) Cf, below, chap, xi, sec. i,

(6) Cf. p. 107, below.

(7) Epitre of Seminaris.

(8) Cf. discussion of this point in chapter, below, Rodogune.

(9) Cf. below, chap, xi, Poesies Diverses,

(10) Cf. chap. XI, below.
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his hypothesis. This Panegyrique des Dames seems to be

composed for oral presentation before la Grande Made-

moiselle : Ayant a parler devanl Vosire Altesse Boyale,

are the opening words of the epitre. There is no evidence

in contradiction of a theory that Gilbert was in the

employ of Gaston d'Orleans from the year in which

Rodogiine was written through 1650, or 1651. Neither is

there definite evidence to confirm it. The only fact is

Gilbert's statement in the epitre to the duchesse de Rohan
which makes it appear that he was in the service of the

duchess at about the date of the publication of Semi-

ramis. The usually accepted theory of Gilbert's occu-

pation of the office of secretary to the duchesse de Rohan
at this time is strengthened by the fact that the epitaph

of Tancrede de Rohan (1) is by Gilbert. This much dis-

cussed son of the duchesse de Rohan took part in the

Fronde and was killed at Vincennes, at the age of nine-

teen. By a decree of Parlement, February 6, 1646,

Tancrede had been forbidden to use the name or to

bear the arms of Rohan (2). The affaire Tancrede had

deepened the feeling of hostility between the duchesse de

Rohan and her daughter Marguerite de Rohan-Ghabot,

who had incurred her mother's displeasure by a marriage

contrary to the wishes of the duchess. The lines written

by Gilbert represent the party of the duchess in the

family quarrel and the point of view of the mother of

the youth :

Rohan qui combattit pour delivrer la France,

Est mort dans la captivite :

Son nom lui fut a tort, en vivant, dispute
;

Mais son illustre mort a prouve sa naissance.

(1) Cf. Martin, Henri, Histoire de Tancrede de Rohan, Paris, 1856 ;

Griffet {P.), Histoire de Tancrede de Rohan, Liege, 1767; Michaud,
Nouvelle collection des memoires relatifs a I'histoirede France, "Notice

sur Henri due de Rohan, " XIX, 490 ; Michaud, Biographic univer-

selle, art. " Rohan, Tancrede de " ; Haag, France protesiant, art.

'• Rohan "
; Michaud, op. cit., art. " Rohan '\

(2) Notice, Memoires du due de Rohan, cit. sup , loc cit.
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II est mort glorieux pour la cause d'autrui
;

C'est pour le Parlement qu'il entra dans la lice :

II a tout fait pour la Justice,

Et la Justice rien pour lui (1).

The verses which accomphsh both praise of the

fallen hero and reproach to the body which withheld

his name from him, echo the claims of the duchess

and, while not proof that the writer is in her employ,

give considerable support to that theory. It seems

fitting that a member of a famous protestant family

should have a protestant secretary.

The verses in honor of Tancrede and the prose Pane-

gyrique des dames, of 1649 and 1650, respectively, are

the only signs of the poet's literary activity between

Semiramis and the Ode to the Queen of Sweden composed
in 1651. Gilbert appears as the author of vers liminaireSy

accompanying the poetical works of Charles de Beys,

published in 1651. He celebrates his friend de Beys in

an epigramme "A M, Beys sur ses Poesies", as follows :

Ce chagrin Legislateur

Qui bannit de sa Republique

La Poesie et la Musique,

N'avoit pas leu cet Autheur :

Beys, avec tant de grace,

Des mensonges du Parnasse,

Fait un Art pour nous charmer,

Et dans sa Muse immortelle,

II nous peint I'erreur si belle,

Qu'il nous force de I'aymer (2).

He signs his tribute " Gilbert".

In 1654 the privileges for VArl de plaire and Us Poesies

diverses, granted the author in his own name, seem to

indicate his presence in Paris. What his occupation was

(1) Griffet, op. cit., p. 56, and Michaud, op. cit., loc. cit.

(2) Les CEuvres Poetiques de Beys, Paris, Quinet, i>ers liminaires,

1651.
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at this time can only be conjectured, for we have no

information on that point. The duchess of Rohan was
still living, and Gilbert may have continued as her

secretary. Or more exacting employment may have left

no leisure for writing. UArl de plaire was published in

1655, but the privilege of the Poesies was neglected

until the collection was printed with the addition of

poems of later date, in 1661. There is a possibility that

the poet went to Italy in 1654, for the next authentic

date to be noted is in connection with his return from

that country to France.

Where Gilbert met the Queen of Sweden and entered

her service, when this important event of his life occurred,

and the manner in which the relation was brought

about are questions answered thus far only by silence.

This silence is the more regrettable since the connection

with the Queen of Sweden is a fact of the utmost impor-

tance in the biography of Gilbert. It is ordinarily assumed

that Gilbert became the secretary of Christine in 1657.

This is the date in which he announces himself in that

office by adding the title to his name in connection with

his published works. The printing of les Amours de

Diane el d^Endimion provided the occasion. It is natural

that evidence of his appointment being unobtainable (1)

the office should be dated from the first known claim to

it on the author's part. Certain writers believe that

Gilbert was called to Sweden by the queen and entered

her service there, before her abdication. " Etre appele a

la cour de Suede devenait le reve de chaque poete

francais : Menage, Scudery, G. Gilbert, U. Chevreau,

d'autres encore rimaient a qui mieux mieux en I'honneur

de Christine", says Bernardin in his work on Tristan

I'Hermitte (2). The poet who is the subject of this work

(1) Application to the archivistes of the Archives des Affaires Eiran-

geres, resulted in the reply that no record of the appointment of Gilbert

as the Secretary and Resident in France of the Queen of Sweden has

been found.

(2) Un Precurseur de Racine : Tristan VHermite, Paris, 1895, p. 287.
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is said to have had an ardent desire to " se refugier,

comme Gilbert et Ghevreau, aupres de la reine de

Suede" (1). This statement, so far as it concerns Gilbert^

appears to be unwarranted. Had Gilbert served the

Queen of Sweden in her own country, he would doubtless

have been known to Arckenholtz, the chief biographer

of Christine. But this author speaks of the poet as « ce

Gilbert » (2), which seems to indicate one known through

report only. Arckenholtz makes mention of Gilbert

first in :
" Gilbert devint son Resident en France, ou il

I'etoit encore en 1657" (3). Again, the Swedish biographer

says :
" Le Sr Gilbert etoit Resident de Christine aupres

de la Cour de France a son arrivee a Paris" (4). Further

allusion by Arckenholtz, again on the uncorroborated

authority of another, supplies a possible reason for

the poet's presence in Italy before his period of em-

ployment by Christine. A reference to VAri de plaire is

made and the fact that the work was translated into

English mentioned, whereupon the queen's biographer

adds :
" Le traducteur presume que I'Auteur de cette

histoire a ete autrefois au service du Marquis de Lavardin

Ambassadeur de France k Rome, et ensuite a celui de

Christine" (5). The person who has taken the most

infinite pains to inform himself of every detail in the

life of the Queen of Sweden is unable to speak with

certainty of the term of office of minor persons (a Resident

and secretaire des commandements would be such) (6)

who were from time to time in the employ of his queen.

Among the documents relative to the " Ceremonie de la

reception de Christine de Suede a Paris" (7) is a sonnet

(1) Ibid., p. 289.

(2) Cf. Arckenholtz (Johann), Memoires concernant Christine, reine

de Suede..., Amsterdam, 1751-1760 (4 tomes en 2 vol.), 4°, I, 255, n^ .

(3) Op. cit., I, 255. (4) Op. cit., II, 18, n^ .

(5) Op. cit., I, Pref. v. no .

(6) "In the XVIIth century "resi'dent" was a grade half diplomatic

and half consular ", le baron de Bildt, Christine de Suede et le cardinal

Azzolino, Paris, 1899, p. 34, no 1.

1

(7) Archives des Affaires Etrangeres, n° 1836, i° 172.
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by le Sr G., entitled Sur VaffecUonque sa Majesle porie

aux Muses. The sonnet begins :

btrange changement des fortunes du monde
ApoUon tout en feu passe aux glaces du Nord (1).

It is presumable that the verses were composed by
Gilbert. As the queen always demanded that she be
received with ceremony befitting her rank upon her

entrance into a city (2), this poem doubtless was recited

before Christine upon the occasion of her entrance into

Paris on the eighth of September, 1656 (3). A theory
which would permit the adoption of the date 1654,
were there evidence to support it, is advanced by
Goujet who assumes that Gilbert was in the queen's

service when he dedicated to her the Art de plaire. He
says :

" 11 etait attache a la Reine de Suede, lorsqu'il

donna en 1655 UArt de plaire, qu'il dedia a cette

Reine" (4). Since the privilege of this work is dated
March, 1654, could Goujet's assumption that the author
was already in the queen's employ when he dedicated
the work to her be proved, this date could be substituted

for his hypothetical 1655. The latter date has support
from an entirely different quarter. Baron Bildt gives

the name of Gilbert in the list of persons composing
the court ("la nouvelle cour") of the queen. In a note
he states his authority : the name occurs in a list "envoyee
a Rome par le legat Holstenius (de Mantoue, 21 octobre

1655) "
; the list is found in Arch. Vatican, Miscell, I,

19, c. 263 (5).

Gilbert's connection with the Queen of Sweden is

(1) Ibid., ibid.

(2) " ...likes to be received with honors and have an entree into any
city with eclat..." Tr. from ms. letter to Mazarin from Leissens,
July 31, 1656 ; Archives des Affaires Etrangeres, F. frangais, no 900,
fo 236.

(3) Cf. Bildt, op. cit., p. 54, and other biographies.

(4) Op. cit., XVIII, 88, 89.

(5) Op. cit., 39 et note.
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shown indisputably in a letter from de Leissens to

Mazarin, dated Marseilles, July 31, 1656. The writer

encloses a letter from Christine to Mazarin in answer

to one which he has handed the queen from the cardinal.

In submitting to his superior the request of the queen

of Sweden that she may see their majesties, he adds

that she desires to see him (Mazarin) a half day before.

He continues :
" Le S^ Gilbert secretaire de sa Majeste

m'a tesmoigne qu'il souhaiteroit fort pouvoir voir V. E.

avant que la Reine la vit" (1). This letter leaves no

doubt of the fact that Gilbert occupied the office of

secretary to the queen when she landed in France the

last of July, 1656. He doubtless came to Paris with

the queen, presented his sonnet as part of the ceremonie

of her welcome to the city, and remained in France

with her that summer. The queen took leave of the court,

which was then at Compiegne, the twenty-third of

September (2). After visiting Ninon de Lenclos, she

started back to Italy, crossed the Mt. Cenis, October 13,

and arrived in Turin the sixteenth (3). In November,

the queen is in Pesaro, where she lingers through the

winter and until the following June " k cause de la peste

a Rome" (4). It was at Pesaro that the queen enchanted

Azzolino's agent, Lescaris, by reading a French comedy

which related the love of Diane and Endimion (5).

We might presume that Gilbert remained in Paris, as

"Resident", were it not for a letter from the queen

to her Swedish friend, the Countess Ebba Sparre. In

this letter, which invites the countess to come to Pesaro,

is enclosed a madrigal by Gilbert (6). From this it may

(1) Archwes des Affaires Etrangeres, F. Fr. 900, {« 236 (ms. lettres a

Mazarin).

(2) Cf. BiLDT, op. cit., p. 60 ; Arckenholtz, op. cit., I, 545, etc.

(3) Cf. BiLDT, op. cit., p. 61.

(4) Letter of Christine to the Countess Ebba Sparre (Pesaro, March

27, 1657), cf. Arckenholtz, op. cit., partie I, 559.

(5) Cf. below, chap, vi, and Bildt, op. cit., p. 64.

(6) Cf. Arckenholtz, op. cjf., I, 559, n° ; Gilbert, Poesies dit^erses,

p 150.
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be presumed that the poet was with Christine in Italy

during the winter of 1656-57. Pesaro is not far from Fano,

the scene of le Coiiriisan Parfait. The former city con-

tinued to be the residence of the queen until midsummer,

when she began to turn her steps toward France again.

She pauses in Lyons on her way to Paris and makes

every effort to remove the suspicion attached to her

movements and to receive an invitation to Paris. In

October she is permitted to come as far as Fontainebleau.

Here the assassination of Monaldeschi occurred the tenth

of November, 1657 (1).

It seems likely that Gilbert was sent back to France on

some diplomatic mission in the spring of 1657. On the

28 th of May, 1657, the privilege of les Amours de Diane

el d'Endimion was granted, and upon the same day that

of Chresphonle (2). The poet is named in the privilege

with his title of Resident, and the queen is referred

to as noire chere sceiir. It may be at this period that the

secretary went to England, if indeed he ever did go,

and this mission may be the journey which provided

Menage with the material for his story about Gilbert's

fear of the Channel trip. Menage says : "Les Poetes...

ne sont pas naturellement fort hardis. M. Gilbert vouloit

aller en Angleterre voir M. de Croissy qui y etoit alors

notre Ambassadeur. II fut un mois k Calais, ne trouvant

jamais la Mer assez calme pour hazarder le trajet. Tons

les soirs il comptoit avec son bote, mais, des qu'il etoit

pret a s'embarquer la crainte le prenoit, et il s'en re-

tournoit a I'Auberge" (3). There might be presumed a

connection between this story and the incident related

by Arckenholtz, on the authority of another. The
Swedish biographer cites Gregorio Leti (4), author of a

Life of Cromwell :
" Elle aura depeche a Cromwell son

(1) Cf. BiLDT, op. cit., p. 74 ; Arckenholtz, op. cit., I, partie II,

2 ; Mem. de M"e de Montpensier (Michaud, vol. 28, 279, n" 1).

(2) Cf. chap. VI, below.

(3) Menagiana (ed. cit.). Ill, 88, 89.

(4) " Comme le rapporte Gregorio Leti ". Op. cit., I, pt. II, 23.

Gabriel Gilbert. 2
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Secretaire et son Gentilhomme de chambre qui etoit

fort aime a Londres, sous pretexte de complimenter le

Protecteur, mais en eflet, pour d'autres desseins plus

caches" (1). Monaldeschi is meant as the genlilhomme,

doubtless, under the " Madalschi" of Leti, as Arckenholtz

explains in a note. This incident may be referred to the

year 1657. It must have occurred before November,

the date of the death of Monaldeschi. There is no evidence

that the person called the Secretaire was Gilbert, nor

that the journey is the one alluded to by Menage, but

there is a possibility of such identity. A mission for the

queen would have explained Gilbert's absence from his

royal mistress, his presence in Paris permitting the

business of securing the privileges of the dramatic

works he brought with him, finding his publisher, and

taking a journey to England, Meanwhile evidence of his

interest in poetry and especially in the group of players

with whom he must have been on intimate terms is

seen in the two contributions from Gilbert to the vers

liminaires which accompany La Muse naissante du

Petit Beauchasteau. This is a slender volume of verse

by the gifted young son of the actor and actress, Frederic

and Madeleine de Beauchasteau (2), published by Sercy

and de Luyne in 1657. Gilbert introduces the young
author in a quatrain which appears below the frontispiece

of Apollo touching his lyre. An epigramme by Gilbert

in which the father is complimented, as well as the

son, is the seventh among the vers liminaires. La
Muse naissante returns the compliment with an epigram

on Gilbert's Endimion (3).

What one would most wish to know about Gilbert

during the year 1657-58 is how much knowledge he had
of the assassination of Monaldeschi. Had he witnessed

the atrocity or had knowledge of it from any persons

(1) Loc. cit.

(2) Members of the Troupe Royale, cf. Chappuzeau, Le Theatre

Jrangais, Lyon, 1674, pp. 185-207.

(3) P. 151.
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concerned in the act, would it have been possible for

him to refrain from using the material thus offered for

tragedy ? It may be a question whether the original of

Felismant in le Courtisan parfait was not Monaldeschi (1).

A pendant to this piece in which the tragic end of the

favorite was set forth would have given Gilbert fame

to a degree now denied him. In spite of Christine's

frequently expressed desire to come to Paris and her

prayers to Mazarin to intercede for this privilege, the

coveted " invitation " did not come until February (2).

The queen was in the city from the twenty-fourth of

that month until March 18 (3). A few days after her

arrival Loret notes the fact of the queen's pleasure in

the presentation of les Amours de Diane ei d'En-

dimion (4). Christine sailed from Toulon, disembarked

at Leghorn, and reached Rome the fifteenth of May.

Was Gilbert with her ? The question can be answered

only by inference. Christine's avowed motive for the

trip into northern Europe was business in regard to

her income from Sweden, which had not been paid

her. Although she was suspected of deeper motives of a

political nature, the collection of revenues from Sweden

must have been a true reason, if not the most important

one, for the visit. In this connection the ode by Gilbert

to the King of Sweden, which is included in les Poesies

diverses, and which is there dated 1658, is an interesting

contribution. The tribute from the Resident may have

been part of a campaign planned by the queen. Possibly

Gilbert was sent to Sweden with his ode and requests

from his royal mistress, for another was left in Paris :

" Elle laissait pour la representer k Paris, le due de Cas-

telnuovo, promu grand ecuyer a la place de Monal-

(1) Cf. chap, VIII, sec. 3, below.

(2) Cf. Arckenholtz, op. cit., I, partie II, p. 24 ; Bildt, op. cit.,

p. 81

(3) Cf. Bildt, op. cit., p. 82, Un des premiers jours du Caresme i

Arckenholtz, op. cit., II, p. 26.

(4) La Muze historique, II, 450 (March 2, 1658).
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desco" (1). At any rate we have no record of literary-

activity on Gilbert's part during the year 1658, save for

the ode to the Swedish monarch. It might be presumed

that the poet had left the employ of Christine, but for

the titles still accorded him in the privilege and displayed

upon the title-page of the piece published during the

last month of 1659, Arie ei Peiiis (2), and his designation

as Christine's agent in Loret's notice of this tragedy (3).

The ode to Mazarin was published the same year (4).

It was republished under the date of 1660 (5), also. In

the same year, 1660, Gilbert published his ode to the

king (6).

The year 1660 saw Christine taking the long-contem-

plated journey to Sweden for the purpose of securing

the income due her. She remained in Sweden nearly

two years. It is evident that Gilbert did not accompany
the queen upon this journey. The years 1660 and

1661 are marked by literary activity on the part of

the secretary. The seventh of the month of May, 1660,

was the occasion of Gilbert's endeavor to defend the

outraged Precieuses. Perhaps at the solicitation of one

of the ladies whose feelings were so deeply offended by
Moliere's satire, Gilbert wrote la Vraye ei fausse pre-

iieuses, which had its premiere at the Petit Bourbon
on the date indicated above. It was bought and paid

for (7) after the third presentation of three consecutive

nights, but had only nine presentations. In June and

July a reprise of les Amours de Diane el d^Endimion (8)

kept the name of Gilbert before the frequenters of the

Petit Bourbon. In August his Huon de Bordeaux (9)

was seen, on the fifth of the month and several times

(1) BiLDT, op. cit., p. 82. (2) Cf. below, chap. vii.

(3) Cf. below, chap. xi. (4) Cf. below, p. 276, n" 1.

(5) Cf. below, chap. xi. (6) Cf. below, chap. xi.

(7) Cf. Registre de Lagrange, under date of 1660, May 7 ; also, below,
chap. IX.

(8) Cf. Ibid., dates, June 25 to July 18 ; also below, chap. vi.

(9) Cf. Ibid., date cited.
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during that month and September. On Saturday, the

fourth of September, Gilbert was honored by having

this piece performed before the king (1). The following

year Gilbert produced a new piece for Moliere's company

called le Tyran d'Egypie (2). This appeared in Feb-

ruary, was played upon Mardi Gras, and several times

during the month of its introduction and the following

month. In June the Tyran was given with the premiere

of Mohere's Escolle des Maris (3). After two perform-

ances of the double bill thus arranged, Hiion was

substituted for le Tyran (4). Through the month of

July, Gilbert's Huon de Bordeaux was seen by the

crowded houses which were attracted by Moliere's

new comedy. As accompaniment to VEcole des Maris,

Huon was played on a " tour ". It was given at Vau
for Fouquet (5) and still held its place upon the double

bill when the company returned to Paris July 15, " pour

jouer Huon de Bordeaux et VEscolle des Maris ", as the

entry of that date in the Registre de Lagrange states.

No trace remains of Gilbert's three plays produced

during these two years. Only one has received comment
which has come down to us, and that comment is slight;

Le Dictionhaire des Prefieuses permits us to know that

la Vraie et Fausse Pretieuses aimed at la louange des

Pretieuses (6), and that the satyre was more successful

than the panegyrique (7). It is too evident that Gilbert's

piece failed. In 1661 Poesies diverses (8) appeared.

Its privilege is the old one granted in 1654. Gilbert still

uses his titles of Resident, and of Secretaire des Com-

mandemens of the Queen of Sweden.

The author of the Dictionnaire des Pretieuses as-

(1) Cf. Ibid., date cited.

(2) Cf. Ibid., 1661, February 25.

(3) Cf. Ibid. 1661, June 24.

(4) Cf. Ibid., 1661, June 28.

(5) Cf, Registre de Lagrange, under date of 1661, July.

(6) Cf. op. cit., I, 190.

(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Cf. chap, XI, sec. 2.
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cribes Gilbert's success in securing the queen's pa-

tronage to his quahty of bel esprit :
" C'est en effet

en quahte de bel esprit que la reine de Suede s'at-

tacha I'auteur d'Endymion, d'Arrie et Pcetus" (1).

An explanation of the beginning of the relation with

Christine may be provided by Saumaise, but little

assistance in dating the appointment to office is afforded.

The works cited are those published in 1657 and 1659 (2)

respectively, or after Gilbert had assumed his titles

in connection with the publication of plays. The sta-

tement of Arckenholtz that Gilbert was " Secretaire

en Frangois de Christine, et apres, son Resident en

France ou il etoit encore en 1657" (3), is regrettably

insufficient evidence for dating the beginning of the

secretaryship. The earliest dated evidence is the letter

to Mazarin of July 31, 1656 (4), cited above (5), in which

Gilbert is seen already in possession of the post. A
madrigal to the queen of Sweden included in the Poesies

diverses, makes the sort of allusion to the recompense

received by the secretary that is frequently found in

accounts of the business dealings of the extravagant

and bankrupt queen. The poet says :

En servant cette Reyne egale aux Amazones

le n'auray pas perdu six ans :

Car qui sgait donner des Couronnes,

Sgait faire d'autres presens. (6)

If in 1661 the poet had served the queen six years his

service must date from at least 1656. There is a possi-

bility of the madrigal having been written before the

date of publication, as are many of the poems of the

volume. In this case it might be possible to date Gilbert's

(1) Op. cit., II, 239.

(2) Cf. below, chap, vi et vii.

(3) Op. cit., I, 255, et note.

(4) Aff. Etr. Fonds fr n" 900. fol. 236.

(5) Cf. above, p. 16.

(6) P. 152.
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service from Christine's establishment in Rome. But

the verses to the queen are the last in the collection,

appearing just before its final division, les Poesies chres-

liennes (1), which form the last group and may have

been written at different times. A definite word from

Gilbert, definitely dated, occurs in a letter of Chape-

Iain's of December 1, 1661. The poet's advice to another,

through Chapelain as intermediary, is to distrust Chris-

tine's promises of high recompense for service. He is

quoted as referring to " appointemens plus propres a

estre promis qu'a estre tenus (2)
"

. The writer adds :
" luy

mesme qui la sert depuis quatre ans n'ayant pas touche

un double de ce qu'Elle luy avoit assignes" (3). But

the qiiaire ans of Chapelain's letter is a mistake so far

as the secretaryship is concerned, since Gilbert was

acting in that capacity in July, 1656, and was still

exercising the functions of Resident at the date of the

letter, and even somewhat later, as is attested by a

letter from Chapelain to Huet, December 8, of the same

year ; in this letter the secretary is characterized as

"aflame de servitude" (4). It is probable that the "four

years" begin with the appointment as Resident. The

author still uses both titles upon the titlepage of les

Amours d'Ovide (5), published in 1663, but omits them

from les Amours d''Angelique et de Medor (6) the follow-

ing year. In all probability Gilbert withdrew from his

office during the queen's long stay in Sweden.

Before the publication of the last named pieces,

however, a play which was never published was pro-

duced, and with some eclat, since it was given before

Monsieur and his bride. Theagene (7) is praised by

(1) Cf. Poes. dw., p. 153.

(2) Tam. de Lar., Lettres de Chapelain, II, 179, n. 3

(3) Hid., ibid.

(4) Cf. Ibid , II, 183. n. 7.

(5) Cf., below, chap, viii, sec. i

(6) Cf. Ibid., ibid., sec. ii.

(7) Cf. below, chap, ix, sec. ii.
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Loret (1) upon the occasion of its premiere, July 15,

1662. Les Amours (TOvide and les Amours d^Angelique

el de Medor mark the two years succeeding Theagene.

About the same time le Courtisan Parfaii must have

been played, though we have no record of its perform-

ance, and it is believed by most commentators that

it was never presented. However, it was known to Loret's

successor, Boursault, who mentions the title in July,

1665. Gilbert seems important enough to Boursault

to be quoted as one of the authors who have urged him
to continue the Gazette after the death of Loret :

En cor un Autheur qui veut pres^ue

Que je fasse aussi du Burlesque

Et qui croit que c'est mon Talent,

C'est Gilbert, cet Esprit Galant, (2)

In the same Gazette Gilbert is mentioned again that

year under thd date of July 18, by Mayolas, in a list of

authors, called beaux esprits
•

Les Chapelains et Tes Corneilles

Qui produizent tant de merveilles,

Les Scuderys et les Gombauds,

Les Boyers, Gilberts et Quinauts (3).

It is probable that Gilbert's comedy les Intrigues

amoureuses (4) was seen on the stage in 1664, though

its premiere is assigned to the year 1666 by the freres

Parfaict. Certain textual details indicate its composition

at about the date of les Amours d^Angeliquelel de Me-
dor (5). The work was printed in 1667, the year which

saw the presentation of the unpublished Ero et Leandre^

(1) Muze historique, III, 527.

(2) Les Continuateurs de Loret..., Paris, 1882, I, 121.

(3) Op cit , 1, 101.

(4) Cf. below, chap. ix.

(5) Cf. ibid.
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noted by Robinet, August, 1667 (1). The following year

le Courtisan parfait was published at Grenoble with

no name of author, but only the enigmatical initials

D. G. L. B. T. (2). Apparently the publisher received

the manuscript from a person who either himself did

not know the identity of the author or for some reason

unknown to us wished to conceal it. The publisher's

introductory word makes a promise of more works

by the same author (3), which implies that he had been

assured that the author was writing at the time, and

with at least moderate productivity. Since the work
was known to Boursault in 1665, and supposedly to

his readers (4), the probability is that it was composed
several years before publication.

In the ten years since his return to dramatic compo-
sition in 1657, Gilbert has, then, to his credit seven

published and five unpublished pieces whose presen-

tation is proved by mention in letires or gazettes. In

addition he composed the odes noted above, published

the Poesies diverses, and the two poems entitled VArt

de plaire. This volume of published work does not

represent prodigious productivity, yet, considering the

time given to his secretarial duties, it may be claimed

for Gilbert that he was diligent in poetic composition.

With the publication of le Courtisan parfaii, the author

seems to disappear again from the world of letters for

several years. When it is remembered that le Courtisan,

mysteriously published at Grenoble in 1668, was al-

ready known, apparently, in Paris in 1665, and that

les Intrigues amoureuses, published in 1667, had been

seen in Paris a year or two previous to that date, the

second period of silence that intervenes in Gilbert's

literary career may with some confidence be dated

irom 1665, or 1666. New secretarial duties and new

(1) Cf. below, ibid., sec. ii.

(2) Cf. below, chap, viii, sec. iii.

(3) Cf. below, ibid.

(4) Cf. ibid., ibi(jl.
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occupations (1) may explain the lapse in the artistic

record. Possibly work was produced which was unsuc-

cessful or of which no report comes down to us. Whatever

may be the reason for his silence, this is punctuated, so

far as we are able to discover, only by the allusions

cited below (2) in Boursault's satire published in 1669.

No mention of his retirement from association with the

theatre is encountered
;
yet, nothing further is heard

of Gilbert until about 1671. At this time, when, because

of the difficulty about Perrin (3), the promoter of the

new form of entertainment known as opera turned to

Gilbert, it was not an unnatural thing to do. The poet's

reputation had evidently been sustained during the

interval of silence. As is related in the chapter devoted

to Gilbert's opera (4), when Sourdeac appealed to him
for a libretto, les Peines ei les plaisirs de Vamoiir was
composed. In either the latter part of 1671 or early in

1672 the opera was produced. If Gilbert's silence was
broken by the composition of the opera in the earlier

year, five or six unproductive years still remain

unaccounted for.

It cannot be credited to the beauty of the verses

written by Gilbert that the name of the heroine of his

work was thenceforth given to M^^^ Brignolle who sang

the role (5). It is universally conceded that Cambert's

charming music won the honor for the soprano. However,

the opera had sufficient vogue to keep Gilbert's name
before the playgoing public for some time. Doubtless

this success would have been followed by other pro-

ductions in this genre, for Gilbert's delicate fancy and
skill in composing lyrics would have won him further

opportunities for operatic composition, but the mono-

(1) Cf. « Affame de... servitude », Lettres de Chapelain, II, 183, n. 7.

(2) Cf. p. 29.

(3) Cf. below, chap. x.

(4) Cf. ibid.

(5) Cf. below, chap. x.
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poly granted Lulli forced out all competitors (1).

Whether on account of the fortunes of art, subject to

court intrigue, or for some other reason, Gilbert again

becomes silent, publishing nothing for ten years until,

in 1681, his translation of fifty psalms shows that he

had not spent the entire decade, if indeed any portion

of it, in idleness.

This work, preceded by an interesting preface, attests

the author's scholarship, but gives no information

about its acquisition (2). At least a portion of the last

period of silence may have been devoted to study. The

divergence from subjects treated hitherto might pre-

sumably be the result of some event in the author's

life. But the Preface which describes the undertaking,

the aim, and method, assigns no definite motivation (3).

The author wishes to provide a usable French form of

the sacred songs, that believers on earth may participate

in one of the chief exercises of heavenly beings (4).

The simplicity of the manner of statement gives no

evidence of anything out of the usual in Gilbert's in-

terest in sacred writings. The well-known case of Con-

rart (5) whose severe attack of gout turned his mind to

religious contemplation and his hand to the writing

of a new version of the Psalms in French may or may
not have been duplicated in the case of Gilbert. He
himself has not told us anything on this point, nor has

any one else supplied the want.

The years between 1657 and 1666, or 1667, seem to

have been the years of greatest activity in Gilbert's

literary career and to have been those of his greatest

success. During this time twelve pieces for the theatre

(1) Cf. Prunieres, UOpera italien en France avant Lulli, Paris, 1913,

p. 362.

(2) Cf. below, chap. xi.

(3) Cf. Preface cit., pp. 303, 304.

(4) Cf. p. 305.

(5) Cf. BovET, Felix. Histoire du Psautier des eglises rjformees,

Neufchatel, 1872 ; and chap, xi, below.
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were composed and other poetical work (1) produced.

He was evidently, at this time, a well known figure in

the literary world of Paris. In spite of this fact, there

is little allusion in either the private or public comment
of the period which gives a hint of his personality.

Loret's early references to Gilbert usually accord him

the epithet docie. This is not to be considered seriously

as a contemporary estimate of the poet's scholarship.

Loret is given to undiscriminating praise, and the

same epithet characterizes in his verses too many
authors to permit the belief that it is singularly merited

by Gilbert. Loret's praise of the poet in his notice of

Arie ei Peius is particularly effusive. He celebrates.

la Plume immortelle

De I'excelent Monsieur Gilbert,

Rare Ecrivain, Autheur expert,

Qu'on prize en toute Compagnie,

Et qui par son noble genie,

Poly, Sgavant, intelligent,

De Christine est le digne Agent (2).

One suspects that the praise is given rather to the Re-

sideni of the Queen of Sweden than to the author of

the work. As is justly remarked by M. Fournel, who
cites this tribute in his study of Gilbert :

" La bana-

lite des eloges de Loret leur ote presque toute valeur " (3).

Perhaps more discrimination may be discerned in the

characterization of Robinet, who in his leitre in which

Ero et Leandre is praised, mentions the author as,

Le delicat Monsieur Gilbert (4).

This epithet is used by Chapelain, also, who, in his

(1) Cf. above.

(2) Loret, op. cit., Ill, 109 (dated Sept. 27, 1659).

(3) Les Contemporains de Moliere, II, 3.

(4) Les Continuateurs de Loret, II, 980.
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Memoiredequelques gens de leilres vivanls en 1662, says :

" Gilbert est un esprit delicat, duquel on a des odes,

de petits poemes et plusieurs pieces de theatre pleines

de bons vers ; ce qui I'avoit fait retenir par la Reine

de Suede, pour secretaire de sescommandemens" (1).

About the same time the froideur of the poet is the

subject of amused comment by Boursault. The Saiyre

des saiyres (2) by this author refers to Gilbert ^as an

"auteur galant", who composes "a la glace" and

who rimes "en tremblant" (3) :

C'est un Auteur galant mais qui feroit scrupule

De se lever sans feu pendant la canicule

C'est G*** (4).

The dialogue of the Saiyre develops the idea that even

upon the hottest days, this delicate author is never warm

and that

Apollon et G*** sont toujours mal ensemble ;

Quand tout le monde brule, on le trouve qui tremble. (5)

The most absurd stroke of the satire is in the lines :

Un de'ses bons Amis que je vis hyer au soir,

Me soutint par deux fois, que I'estant alle voir,

II trouve son Laquais qui luy chaufoit Dimanche

L'epingle qui luy faut pour attacher sa manche. (6)

In this vein the raillerie continues for several lines, and

the full name replaces the abbreviation in :

Le plaisant de 1' affaire est que Gilbert le croye (7).

(1) Lettres de Chapelain (eS. cit.), I, 657, n. 2.

(2) Published in 1667.

(3) Sc. 6. (4) Ibid. (5) Ibid. (6) Ibid.

(7) Sc. 6.
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However, Chapelain charges Gilbert with egotism in

the Memoire cited above. He says :
" II n'a pas une

petite opinion de lui
;

" he furthermore criticizes Gilbert

as impractical, calling him, " I'architecte temeraire et

chimerique de tout ce faux edifice, ce bastisseur de

ciiasteauxenEspagne" (1). This point of view is echoed

by the anonymous author of la Pompe de Scarron (2)

v/ho gives the impression that Gilbert was jealous of

precedence and desired to profit so far as possible by
the advantage of his rank. He implies, however, the

possession of wit on the part of the object of his comment.

He says :
" Monsieur Gilbert fit voir en disputant son

rang, combien il avoit d'esprit" (3). For the evocation

of a personality these notes on Gilbert are most insuf-

ficient but they serve to rescue from complete oblivion

one who often amused, or touched, the visitors to the

theatres of Paris. They in some measure justify the

words of Pherotee de la Croix " a eu quelque reputation

dans ce siecle" (4).

How can one account for the fact that the pointed

satire of Boileau spared Gilbert ? It is impossible that

the poet who was known to Chapelain, Conrart, and

other leaders of the literary group, who was the author

of sixteen (5) pieces for the theatre by the time that

the famous Satire IX (6) was composed, and whose

Poesies diverses had been known in collected form for six

years, could be unknown to the chief critic of his

epoch. Since Despreaux subscribed to the theory that

Qui ne vole au sommet, tombe au plus has degre, (7)

(1) Cf. Lettres de Chapelain, ed. cit., II, 188, n. 3.

(2) Published by Ribou, Paris, 1660. The author was probably

Saumaize (or Somaise), author of le Dictionnaire des Pretieuses.

(3) P. 19.

(4) Op. cit., p. 393.

(5) Cf. below, chap, ix, sec. ii, fifteen listed, Ero et Leandre, Ju 1667,

brings the number up to sixteen.

(6) 1667.

(7) Satire, IX, v. 26.
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how did our poet, for whom the claim of having reached

the heights can not be made, escape the accusation of

having fallen to the depths ? Besides, Gilbert's pretention

to notice from Despreaux is enhanced by the fact of his

authorship of a portion of a poem which Boileau is said to

have ridiculed. In Moliere's Femmes Savanies is printed

a portion of Cotin's sonnet beginning

Vostre prudence est endormie (1).

These verses, taken from an epigramme by Cotin to

Mile (je Longueville, appeared in the published works of

the abbe printed in 1659 (2). It is said that Boileau

called the attention of Moliere to the lines and suggested

that he use them in his satiric piece. It will be remem-

bered that Armande is made to say. :

A prudence endormie il faut rendre les armes (3).

This offensive figure had appeared in 1647 in Gilbert's

Hypolite (4). In the last act of his tragedy Gilbert makes

the repentant Thesee say :

Dans le sein de I'erreur ma prudence endormie (5).

If these words become the object of Boileau's scorn and

of Moliere's satire when used by Cotin how does the

original author of the phrase escape judgment ? Dela-

porte (6) has pointed out a few of many passages which

might well have occasioned satiric remark from Boileau.

Both from the point of view of Gilbert's fame and of the

vulnerability of his work there seems sufficient reason

(1) 111,2.

(2) CEuvres MesUes de I'abbe Cotin, Loyson, Paris, 1659 (in-12°).

Also, same, 1663.

(3) Femmes Savantes, III, 2.

(4) CouRBE, Paris.

(5) V, 5.

(6) Cf. Delaporte, p. \.,Du Merveilleux dans la Utteraiure frangaise,

Paris, 1891, pp. 190-191, 198, 237 ; cf. also, below, chap, xi, sec. I.
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that he should have attracted the unfavorable comment
of the author of the ninth Satire. In Boursault's answer

to that work, la Satyre des saiyres (1), the immunity of

the poet is remarked. Speaking of Boileau, one of the

characters of this work says :

D'ou vient qu'il ne dit rien de cet Auteur galant

Qui compose a la glace et qui rime en tremblant ?

C'est un Auteur galant

C'est G*** (1).

Neither Boursault, nor his personages answer this

question, nor can we. It seems possible that the

answer may lie in the fact of a personal friendship

between the critic and one whose work he may not

have admired.

It was perhaps with a feeling of some security in his

position as one of the well-considered poets of the

period that Gilbert proffered his request to be permitted

to write the history of the life of Louis le Grand. In the

epiire dedicaloire of les Poesies diverses the poet makes
his petition to his royal protector :

" Pour moy toute la

grace que je demande a V. M... C'est qu'il me soit

permis ... de composer I'Histoire de sa Vie. Je sgay bien

qu'elle pourroit faire choix d'une Personne plus capable

que moy : mais je ne lasse pas de me persuader que le

grand zele que j'ay pour sa gloire ne donne a mon travail

un heureux succez, si elle daigne seulement m'honorer

de ses commandemens...." In all probability this request

was never granted, at least no record to that effect has

been discovered.

The later years of the poet seem to have been spent

in distress, or a condition near to that deplorable state.

Through Chapelain's letter (3) in which the fact of the

(1) Boursault, E. La Satyre des satyres, Paris, 1667.

(2) Sc. 6.

(3) Cf. p. , above.
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non-payment of his salary by the Queen of Sweden is

mentioned, one reason for Gilbert's poverty is seen.

Another may be inferred from the preface of les Amours
<rAngeliqiie el de Medor, where the poet states that he has

produced sixteen pieces for the theatre " sans en avoir

tire autre avantage que celui de les avoir presentees a ce

que la France a de plus auguste et de plus eminent" (1).

The poverty of his last days is generally considered to

have been absolute (2).

The generous protestant Hervart, at that time

Coniroleur general des fiannces took Gilbert into his home
where the poet remained until his death (3). The doors of

the same house opened to La Fontaine in his later years,

and in this home the great fabulist, too, died.

Gilbert seems to have been less in need of friends and

distinguished patronage than of financial resources. He
secured the patronage of the king, to whom two works

are addressed (4), of the due d'Orleans, of Richelieu,

Colbert, Mazarin, Lionne, and Fouquet. Among his

patronesses Gilbert has many distinguished women.
Naturally first in such a list is the name of the Queen of

Sweden, whom Gilbert served six or seven years and to

whom some of his works are dedicated. The name of Ri-

chelieu's niece, the duchesse d'Aiguillon, the patroness of

the poet's first two works for the theatre, is succeeded by
the names of the duchesses of Sully and of Rohan, and of

la Grande Mademoiselle. In later life Hervart, the

(1) Preface, op. cit.

(2) Upon a fly-leaf of a volume of Gilbert's plays in the Bibliotheque

de I'Arsenal appears a manuscript note upon the author. The last

sentence is :
" Quoique resident de Suede il etoit gueux et a I'ausmone

de M. Dhervart ". Upon consulting M. Henri Martin, then adminis-
trateur of the Arsenal, as to the probable date of this note, the writer

of this essay was told that it was undoubtedly an eighteenth century
hand.

(3) Cf. Gou.iET, Bibliotheque frangaise..., p. 87 ; Titon du Tillet,
le Parnasse frangais, p. 387 ; Beauchamps, Recherches..., II, 168 ;

DoppiNG, Barthelemy Heywarth, Paris, 1879, pp. 340-341.

(4) Les Amours d'Angehque et de Medor and les Poesies diverses.

Gabriel Gilbert. 3
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Conlroleiir general des finances, offered him a home. The
list of his friends, so far as known to us, and of his

patrons and patronesses, as known from his dedications,

is a distinguished one.

The authenticated pfofessional engagements of the

poet seem to have been with women. His service to the

duchesse de Rohan and to the Queen of Sweden, as secre-

tary, and to the latter as Resident, suggest that his

associations were with women rather than with men.

Gilbert's renown as a bel esprit (1) may have been at

least in part responsible for this fact. The author of

le Didionnaire des Pretieuses expresses the belief

that it was the quality of bel espirt which attrac-

ted the attention of his royal patron and won him a

place in her household (2). To Chapelain the choice by

the queen seemed due to the poet's literary skill (3).

Christine called him "mon beau genie" (4). He must, in

any case, have been socially eligible to have been

admitted to such distinguished company.

It is not beyond the range of the possible that Chris-

tine exerted, consciously or unconsciously, an influence

on Gilbert. Such influence may be inferred from the

difference in the character of the poet's work after he

entered her service. Elevation of thought and expres-

sion, interest in the tragic theme and in the triumph

of virtue, and emphasis o'n character and native worth

mark the first group of his dramatic writings : Mar-
guerite de France, Telephonic, Rodogune, Hypolite and

Semiramis. A lighter treatment, a less serious regard

for moral qualities, the use of subtlety and of the

technique of galanterie, and emphasis on success rather

than character distinguish the. second group, such as

(1) Cf. the verses of Mayolas, cited p. 24, above, and the DicU
des Pretieuses, II, 239, also cited above, p. 22.

(2) Cf. op. cit., loc. cit.

(3) Cf. Lettres, ed. cit., I, 657.

(4) Cf. Depping, Barthelemy Herwarth, Paris, 1879, p. 340.
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les Amours de Diane ei ct'Endimion, Chresphonie, les

Amours d'Ovide, le Courlisan Parfait, etc.

Association with a court in which galanierie was culti-

vated may be responsible for the change ; or the change

in taste which, after the Fronde, favored less tragic

themes ( 1 ) may have occasioned the altered style and view-

point. The pastoral atmosphere of some of the later group,

and especially of the opera (which may be added to those

cited above), may be attributed to the influence of the

Italian sojourn, though the first of the group was written

in obedience to the command of the poet's royal patro-

ness (2). The fact of his secondary position among the

dramatic writers of his time must be attributed first, to his

limited gifts, and second, to the rise of the great geniuses,

Corneille, Moliere and Racine. Their work overshadowed

that of a diligent and gifted author, who would have

been given much higher rank had he antedated by a

few years the period of splendor of the French theater.

It is with no desire to claim for Gilbert a higher place

among authors of the seventeenth century than he

deserves, that this study is undertaken. It aims, rather,

to rescue from oblivion one whose contribution to the

dramatic work of his period was not negligible and who
initiated ideas which the foremost artists did not dis-

dain to imitate and to use to their enduring renown.

Gilbert's Rodogune was written in competition with

Corneille ; Moliere's troupe produced a number of his

plays ; he died only a few years after the Phedre

of Racine was produced and must have experienced

the not unmixed pleasure of recognizing the successful

development of his own interpretation of the characters

of that tragedy.

(1) Cr. Bedier et Hazard, op. cit., I, 284.

(2) Paul Lacroix ascribes the inspiration for the plays whose titles

begin with " les Amours ", to an effort to condone the conduct of Chris-

tine. Cf. Catalogue Soleinne, n^ 1191.



CHAPTER II

EARLY THEATRE
I. MARGUERITE DE FRANCE. II. TELEPHONTE

Although no work of Gilbert's previous to 1640 is known,

the author was not unknown in that year to the foremost

literary group of the time. His established friendship

with Chapelain and Conrart which may be inferred

from a letter of the former to the latter (1), argues a

position of some credit in the world of letters. What
forms of effort engaged his novitiate we do not know,

but the author of the early dramatic work, consisting of

a iragi-comedie, Marguerite de France, and a tragedy,

Telephonte, was well acquainted with the rules of dramatic

technique and was a skillful versifier. With friends

among the group who formed the nucleus of the Aca-

demie, the discussions of the Cid and of the classical

rules must have been familiar to him. His Marguerite

de France saw the light for the first time only a few

months after Corneille's Horace (2), which aimed at a

perfect exemplification of the classical formulae.

1. — Marguerite de France (3)

The subject of Gilbert's first work for the theatre is an

episode in English history. While such a choice of

(1) Cited below, cf. p.

(2) Cf. Lettre de Chapelain, July 4, 1640.

(3) Marguerite de France, Tragi-comcdie, a Paris, chez Augv tin

Covrbe, Libr. & Impr. de Mons. Frere du Roy, an Palais dans la petite

salle, a la Palme. M. DC. XLI. Avec privilege dv Roy.
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subject is unusual at this time, it is not v/ithout precedent.

Montchrestien's Ecossaise (1), la Galprenede's Jeanne

d^Anglelerre (2), le Comle (TEssex (3), and Edouard (4),

and Regnault's Marie Stuarl, Heine (TEcosse (5), had

preceded Gilbert's play.

Probably early in July, 1640, the premiere of Margue-

rite de France was given in Paris. Ghapelain writes to

Conrart, July 4, 1640, of the success of the initial per-

formance : "... Mr. Gilbert eust bien souhaitte aussy

que vous cussies assiste a la representation de sa Margue-
rite frangoise et que vous eussies este I'un de ses accla-

mateurs. Je la vis et vous doisdire que jamais premiere

piece d'autheur ne reussit comme celle-la qui me tira

•des larmes en quelques endroits et qui me toucha presque

partout (6)."

The impression of fresh emotion conveyed by the

words of the letter suggest that it was written almost

immediately after the play had been witnessed. Cha-

pelain's phrase, premiere piece, removes any doubt as

to previous trials and failures. Gilbert was introduced

as a dramatic author with the appearance of Marguerite

de France, and the play was a success. Its premiere is

approximately dated by Chapelain's letter. Six months
later the work was published. The privilege was granted

December 11, 1640. The acheve d'imprimer is dated

February 10, 1641. A dedicatory epistle to ^^ Madame
la duchesse d'Eguillon" (7) is signed G. G. This quarto

volume (8) was followed by a small duodecimo (9) " Sur

(1) Published 1601.

(2) Published 1638.

(3) Published 1639.

(4) Published 1640.

(5) Published 1639.

(6) Lettres de Chapelain, edited by Tamizey de Larroque, Paris,

1880-1883, I, 656, n^ 2.

(7) Puchelieu's niece the duchesse d'EguiHon, or Aiguillon, to whon
^Gilbert dedicated the second edition of his next piece also.

(8) Gilbert's first five plays are quarto, printed in italic type, uniform
in format.

(9)^Printed^in2italic type, unlike later duodecimo plays which are
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rimprime, a Paris" etc., without designation of printer

or place, and dated 1642. It may have been printed in

Rouen, Possibly the subject of the play (1) was sug-

gested by the author's patroness since he states that it

is by her command that " elle [Marguerite] sort du
tombeau ", and that "les Muses la fait revivre (2) ". Yet,

the remark may refer to the publication of the piece..

The war between Henry and his sons is historical (3)

but the prince did not invade England though such a

plan was made and relinquished. His ally, the comte

de Flandre, unaccompanied by the prince, went to En-
gland with a small force and was defeated. The love

of the king for a French princess is also historical ; that

princess however was not Marguerite, but Alais, her

sister, betrothed to Richard.

In the ten years which preceded the appearance of

Margueriie de France there were published in France

three histories from which the details of the life of Henry II

could have been obtained. These were : Hisioire gene-

rale de Norinandie, by Gabriel Du Moulin, published at

printed in Roman letters. This also contains the dedicatory epistle

and initials G. G. Corrections have been made in the text, but if the
intention has been to follow the notes of Gilbert's list of fautes surve-

nues en VImpression appended to the first edition, many blunders have
been made.

(1) The story of the traoji-comedy is that of the guilty love of Henry
II of England for Marguerite, the French princess, married in infancy

to his son, the heir to the throne. Prince Henry is at war with his

father to recover his wife, who is in King Henry's custody. The prince

and princess, tenderly devoted to each other, revolt against the sepa-

ration imposed upon them by the king who secretly wishes to divorce his

queen and marry the princess. The first three acts anticipate the
battle between the opposing forces of father and son. The last two
are concerned with events which succeed the battle. The scene is

the king's camp in England.

(2) Epitre.

(3) The story of Henry's life is recorded in contemprary chronicles.

Cf. the Latin chronicles of Roger Hoveden, William of Newburgh,
Ralph Diceto, Gervais of Canterbury, Robert of Torigni, Benedict of

Peterborough, Matthew Paris, et al. These give the story of Eleanor
of Guyenne also, for whom cf. Richard (Alfred), Les confes de Poitow,

vol. II, chapter on ' Eleanor "
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Rouen, 1631, a new edition of Andre Du Chesne's Hisloire

generale d'Angleierre, Paris, 1634 (1), and a new edition

of Jean de Serres' Inveniaire generate^ Paris 1636 (2).

Editions of Du Haillan's Hisloire de France had been

published in 1576 and 1585, and in 1581 the French

version of Paul Emyle's Hisloire des fails, gestes ei

conquestes des Roys de France had been published.

Du Haillan's Hisloire de France states that Prince

Henry went to England with French forces provided

by Louis VII (3). Du Chesne says that Henry entered

England and took his wife away from the king, though

there is no mention of a battle (4). Gilbert seems to

follow de Serres, Inveniaire, in making Prince Henry
the step-son of Queen Eleanor (5). The substitution

of the name of Marguerite for that of Alais, as the

object of the king's amour, is found in Du Moulin (6).

But it makes an earlier appearance in the histories of

Jean de Serres (7) and Du Haiilan (8). In fact the

confusion in the name of the heroine of the story goes

back to Paul Emyl (9) whose version of the rumor is

repeated by the later historians. Gilbert's use of the

names Malcome and Mortimer is, with respect to the

date of the battle of the two Henrys, an anachronism.

These names, though connected with an earlier date,

are found coupled in Du Chesne (10). The following

epithets are bestowed upon Prince Henry by other

characters of the piece : ambitieux (11), temeraire (12),

(1) The first edition, 1614.

(2) The first edition,1597, second 1600, (ed. cited, 1636, Morlot, Paris).

(3) Cf. op. cit., p. 449, ed. 1576 Fol. L'Huillers.

(4) Cf. Hisloire generale d'Angleterre, p. 467, ed. 1634.

(5) Ce prince n'estoit pas descendu de ma couche (IV, 6), cf. op. cit.y

p.lll.ed. 1636, Fol.

(6) Cf . Hisloire generale de Normandie, p. 393.

(7) Cf. op. cit., p. 111.

(8) Cf. op. cit, ed. cit, p. 453.

(9) Cf. Hisloire des fails, gestes, etc., p. 301.

(10) Cf. op. cit., ed. cit., p. 461.

(11) I, 3 ; 11, 3.

(12) III, 3.
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impie (1), audacieux (2), and Absalon (3). These

all occur in the story of the prince as told by Du
Moulin (4). The same epithets are found in the Latin

Chronicles. " Absalon " appears in the Chronicle of

William of Newburgh (5). Since the major portion of

the historical and family situation represented by

Gilbert is found in Du Moulin's work, and the other

details occur in the Inventaire of Jean de Serres, it seems

certain that these histories were his sources (6),

The title of the piece is consistent : Marguerite is

the focus of interest constantly. She is either upon

the scene or is the subject of conversation by others

throughout the piece. The exposition, the major

portion of which is given by the king in the first act,

makes clear at once that Henry's designs upon the

princess are the central point of the intrigue and at the

same time prepares for the movement by showing that

the king's mind is uneasy at the thought of incest.

The character of Marguerite, though suggested by

certain historians who had confused her story with that

of her sister Alais, must be regarded as the author's

invention. The idealized love of the princess for the

prince, its reciprocation to the same idyllic degree, and

the rejection by the princess of all advances on the

king's part, because of her love for her scarcely known

husband, are Gilbert's creation. She is no mere lay-

figure, but shows character and energy in resisting the

importunities of the king. The demands of her heart

and ideals of loyalty are her first arguments against

(1) II, 3 ; III, 3.

(2) 1,1 ; IV, 3.

(3) II, 3.

(4) Op. cit., 393, 394, 410.

(5) Cf. Chron. cap. VII. (Ed. Hewlett, London, 1884, 1885, 8°).

(6) Jean de Serres, in his Inventaire, unconsciously forecasts dramatic

use of this material. In connection with the betrothal of Alais to

Richard, he says :
" Ainsi la tragedie semble terminer en comedie,

mais il y aura changement de sujet en un autre eschauffaut. " I, 338,

{ed. 1585).
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yielding to the king's pleadings. To these she adds an

effort to awaken his conscience through an appeal to his

responsibility as a father and a king :

Sire, vous sgavez trop le saint noeud qui m'engage,

Et vous n'ignorez pas les loix du mariage.

Monsieur, toute I'Europe a les yeux dessus vous(1).

In her scene with the queen, she demands, in the face

of insinuations and accusations, that her honor as a

wife and as a member of the royal house of France be

respected. The queen is the jealous, recriminating

person that history depicts at this period of her career.

'' Qu'une femme jalouse est une chose a craindre (2) ",

says the king.

Historians speak of the prince as amiable and compa-

nionable, attracting friends easily. He excelled in

tournaments where he appeared to great advantage. In

his relation to his father and brothers he was, however,

lacking in honor in every respect. The opinion of

William of Newburgh is summed up in the name
Ahsalon. Gilbert chooses to portray the amiable qual-

ities of his hero and represents him as the offended

rather than the offender. The unstable and rebeUious

prince of history, fighting for power and land, gives

place to a devoted, disinterested husband, asking only

the companionship of his wife and entering upon the

war with the sole aim of recovering her. But the

historical prince is seen in his words to the king :

Si je porte la pourpre, et le bandeau Royal

Traictez-moy done en Prince et non pas en vassal (3).

The discourse of the king in the first act is pompous

•and boastful. It is, however, in character, for Henry II

(1) n, 3.

(2)1,3.

(3) III, 3.
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was conscious of the brilliant success of his undertakings

and, conceivably, may have recounted them without

undue modesty. History supports most of the king's

claims, as well as his assertion that he is in the power of

the tyrant Amour.

The author gives the king the following self-condem-

natory lines :

Les appas criminels sont sur moy tout puissans,

Et je suis insensible aux appas innocens. (1)

The only law recognized by the king is his own will. He
seeks his son's defeat, or even destruction, because the

prince is an obstacle to the fulfillment of his desires.

For the same reason he wishes to divorce the queen.

After the report of the prince's death, the king recognizes

that he himself has caused the disaster.

In addition to the four principal characters, there

are Pembrok and Cambridge, ministers, attached to the

king; the con/iden/e of the princess, Belinde (these have

some share in the action) Honfroy, and Suffolk. Hon-
froy is the king's general. His function is merely to

receive and transmit messages connected with the mili-

tary operations until the moment when he brings the

news of the prince's death. Then he is given a recif

of considerable length. A secondary love interest be-

tween Suffolk and Belinde is hinted but not developed.

The confidenie has a speaking part and advises the

princess not to antagonize the king. The burden of the

action falls on the four principals.although there are

nine parts. The queen is not necessary to the action

and could be omitted, though such omission would be

a matter of regret. She strengthens the effect of his-

toric atmosphere and brings out by contrast with her

own character that of the princess, Pembrok and

Cambridge, as the king's advisers, represent good and

bad influences : Cambridge, a cynic and politic courtier^

(1) I, 1.
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gives the king's vanity and willfulness the food they

demand. The king hears from him what he wishes to

hear. Pembrok tries to stimulate the king to honorable

action but Cambridge's more agreeable arguments prevail.

While Cambridge and Suffolk are names apparently

selected by the author at random, as typically English,

Pembrok and Honfroy have places in the history of

Henry Second. Richard, Earl of Pembroke, called

" Strongbow ", was an important figure in Henry's

reign and was with the king in the wars between father

and son (1) ; Honfroy (the English Humphrey) is cited

by Du Chesne (2) as one of the commanders of the

English forces who put to rout the French expedition

into England (3). He is one of the heroes of Jordan

Fantosme (4).

Historical allusions other than those given above, are

to Louis VII as one who sought conquests beyond the

seas in the interests of religion ; to Henry's campaign

against Thoulouse (5) ; his conquest of Ireland (6) ; his

subjugation oi Mortimer a.nd Malcaulme ; his well-known

desire for peace ; to the French forces as allies of the

Prince,

Les favoris de Mars, les genereux Frangois,

Font ondoyer les Lys dedans les champs Anglois (7) :

(1) He participated in the compaign in Ireland, 1170, and was

made governor of Ireland. (Cf. W"* of Newburgh Chron. I, 167).

When the war between Henry II and his son, allied with Louis VII,

began, Henry had Pembroke come to Normandy and placed him
in command of the much-contested Gisors. (Cf. Lyttleton, History

of the Life of Henry II, V, 243).

(2) Histoire generale d'Angleterre, p. 469, (Fol. 1634).

(3) The form of the name in Du Chesne is Humfred, cf. op. cit., p. 519.

(4) Li sires Humfrei de Boiin est mult de grant ciJintise, v. 783.

Ad dan Humfrei de BoUn ki hardement avance

Fait au rei d'Escoce de Berewic nuisance.

Mult iert de grant affaire dan Humfrei de BoiXn (vv. 799-801),

(5) I, 1 ; cf. Du Mouhn, op. cit., p. 376.

(6) In 1172, Cf. ifcid.,p. 392.

(7)11,1.
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to the marriage of Marguerite and the prince as the seal

of peace (1) ; to the former divorce of the queen by uti

roi juste, and her fear lest Henry la repudie (2) ; to the

youth of the prince and princess at the time of their

marriage (3) ; to the Scotch as allies of the king (4) ; to

the prince's right to share the crown with his father (5)

;

to the defeat and flight of the Frencn, pursued by

Honfroy, (6) and to the Irish and Welsh in the king's

army (7). The final verses of the piece, also, have

historical foundation :

Tu tiendras auec nioy le Sceptre des Anglois,

Et du Pere et du Fils ils receuront les Lois
;

Rendant en ce beau iour ma promesse accomplie,

Qui fait que la Tamise a la Seine s'allie
;

Entre deux si grands Roys, cet Hymen desormais

S'en va faire fleurir vne eternelle paix.

After the war in Normandy between father and son

(1173) Henry II offered Prince Henry, "tout le revenu

du Royaume d'Angleterre," or, if he preferred to remain

in Normandy, the half " du domaine" there and
" toutes les rentes du Comte d'Anjou" (8).

The piece shows little physical action. The situations

are chiefly psychological. Interest centers in the main

intrigue. Opposition of the king's will to the laws

(1) I, 3 ; In 1160 cf. Du Moulin, op. cit. p. 374 ; Du Chesne op. cit.,

p. 463 (ed. 1634), and Did. Nail, Biog., vol. 65, p. 6.

(2) I, 3. Cf. Voulant repiidier Eleanor sa femme, laquelle il tenait pri-

sonniere. Du Chesne, op. cit.,ed. cit., ^ill (Fol. 1634).

(3) Cf., above, p. 38, n. 1, and Du Moulin, op. cit., p. 378-380.

(4) In reality they at first joined the prince, cf. Du Moulin op. cit.,

p. 395.

(5) In consequence of his coronation, 1170 ; cf. op. cit., p. 390 ;

W™ of Newb. Chron. cap. XXV, ed. cit. I, 100. Diet. Natl. Biog.,

lac. cit. sup.

(6) Cf. above, p. 43, n. 1.

(7) Wales also had been compelled to recognise Henry's sovreignity

and participated in the war ^Yith France. Cf. William of Newburgh,

op. cit. Cap. XXXVII, 1, 195.

(8) Cf. Roger Hoveden, Chron. II, 53 ; Du Moulin, op. cit. p. 397.
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of nature and of honor is the chief motivation. The
piece opens in medias res, the king speaking. A conver-

sation is in progress upon the rising of the curtain. The
preparation of his army for battle the following day-

engages the king's attention.

The number of actors upon the stage at one time is

usually two, rarely more than three. Dialogues, which
are almost exclusively duologues, present the intrigue.

The physical action involved in the plot takes place off

the stage, and is made known to the auditors through

the recii. This is elaborately developed at the climax.

Pembrok, Honfroy, and the king participate in the deli-

very of a series of recits which lead to the denouement.
" En Angleterre au camp du Roy is the " indication

of the place of action. This may be located with more
precision as near Chester, since the prince's army
retreats to that city (1). Robert, Comle de Ceslre (2), is

mentioned by Du Chesne as leading the French forces

in England. History gives the site of the defeat of the

French army as Norwich, where the leader of the vic-

torious English was Humfred (3).

The time of the action may be dated from the text.

The princess says :

Depuis trois fois cinq ans un saint nceud nous

[assemble (4).

Since the marriage took place in 1160, the action of

the play must be dated 1175 (5).

The unities are observed in respect to time and place.

The chief violation of the unity of action is that the

denouement depends largely upon an incident which

(1) « Cestre », IV, 2.

(2) Evidently meaning Leicester.

(3) Cf. Du Chesne, op. cit., p. 516. Suffolk appears in this passage as a
place name.

(4) II, 2.

(5) Du Chesne, op. cit., p. 398.
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occurs off the stage. The unity of time is carefully

guarded by phrases marking the advance of action. The

first reference is to night :
" Cette nuict profonde " says

the king in the first scene. He prepares for the battle at

"lever du Soleil" (1). The words, "je voisdesja I'Aurore"

mark the advance of time at the beginning of the second

act. Similar allusions to time keep pace with the march

of the intrigue. In the final scene, after the reconcil-

iation, the king orders the public marriage of the prince

and princess "des ce soir". The place is the king's

camp. Evidently an open space with tents bordering

it on either side is the unchanging scene, since Acts 11

and III take place before the tent of the princess, and

the remaining three, near the king's tent.

The acts are not uniform in length, the second being

longer, and the fifth shorter than the other three.

Liaison des scenes is observed. Stichomythia marks a

heated dialogue between the queen and the princess (2).

Preparations are seen in Pembrok's words to the king

of the possibility of the prince's death at his father's

hands (3) and in the words of the prince predicting the

triumph of his love (4). (The latter is emphasized

by a marginal " Nota ".) Peripeties are to be noted

after the rumor of the death of the prince, upon his

reappearance, after the rumor of the suicide of the

princess, and upon her entrance.

The complete change in character exhibited by the

king and queen at the denouement is not sufficiently

prepared. The change seems the result of a deus ex

machina rather than the logical outcome of the action.

The denouement hinges upon a true and an incident

which is not part of the visible action.

Ttucs are freely employed. The chief examples are the

rumors of death, first of the prince, second of the princess,

(1) 1, 1.

(2) III, 1.

(3) I, 2.

(4) III, 3.
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and the prince's disguise. This latter is his exchange

of armor with Artus, his cousin. The author fails to

notice that he makes the king speak of having met the

prince face to face in the battle (1), but represents the

disguise as effective. The rumor of the prince's death

is in all probability merely a conventional device, for

it seems to be one favored by the author, but it may
have been suggested by the report of the death of

Henry II in battle, at a much earlier date than the

action of this play, a story related by William of New-
burgh (2).

A case of *' sympathetic nature " is found in the first

scene where the king says :

Que ce ciel sans clartez, et cette nuit profonde

Qui de son voile obscur enveloppe le monde

Est un parfait Tableau de I'estat ou je suis (3).

Figures are few in number and conventional. Lys

and Fleur de Lys (4) are used for the French and for

the royal house. Aigle and Croissant appear in conven-

tional symbolism. Myrthe et laurier occurs, as in many
of Gilbert's plays (as well as in those of his contempo-

raries), as a symbol of success in love and in arms. Per-

sonifications of countries or nations are found under

the names of rivers in several instances :

Les peuples belliqueux et de Seine et de Loire (5).

Le Tybre, le Rhin, le Tage, and la Seine (6) occur in one

passage, and in another la Tamise and la Seine (7), while

the papal power is conventionally referred to as Rome,

(1) V. 1.

(2) CI. Chron. 1, 108. The date is 1157.

(3)1,1.

(4)1,1.

(5)1.2.

(6) Ibid., ibid.

<7) V. sc. dern.
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The presentation of two views of life may be discerned.

The advocates of the one are Cambridge and Belinde,

whose theories are those of the experienced courtier, while

Pembrok and the princess uphold honor and fidelity.

Cambridge is asked by the king to give him advice and

to teach him his addresse. Hence the king is told that

the princess is to be won by an appeal to wordly am-
bition :

C'est un bandeau Royal" qu'il luy faudra promettre
;

Dites que sur le Trone on la verra monter
;

C'est par la seulement qu'il la faudra tenter.

Vous la verrez esmeue a ce seul nom de Reyne

Par la vous en aurez la conqueste certaine (1).

While Cambridge advocates satisfaction of ambition for

position as a means of captivating women, Pembrok
speaks for loyalty to promise, of veriii, and a sense of the

rights of others. The princess, ofTered a throne and a

diadem by the king, reminds him of the claims of honor

and loyalty to the sainl nceiid which binds her to the

prince. The prince expresses a more chivalrous view of

woman than Cambridge and says :

... la femme adoucit nostre sort rigoureux (2).

A peculiar theory of conduct comes to light in the

claim of the king that he is free to wrong his wife and

son if they have first wronged him. The king sees

excuse for setting aside his wife to marry the princess

in the fact that his wife has intrigued against him. He
considers himself free to love and to win, if he can,

the wife of his son, since his son has first rebelled against

him.

The theory that wrong to another is justifiable if

recriminative or retaliatory, appears again in Hypo-

(1) 1,1.

(2) 111,3
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Hie (1). It is found, too, in other contemporary works

and is called the loi du ialion.

A spirit of patriotism pervades the play. The king

glories in his army and his allies. Pembrok says that

the English with the prince fell back without resistance

because they could not " de leur Roy soustenir la pre-

sence" (2). But the French chiefly are praised. Mar-

guerite's pride in her "belle et noble origine", in the

blood of Charlemagne, " adorable aux Frangois ",

which flows in her veins and which never stoops to

dishonor, in the " gloire immortelle" of her race (3),

in the " purete des fleurs de Lys", upon which the king

would cast a blot, (4) indirectly voice this praise. The
prince's boast of his " invincible Frangois pleins de

cceur et d'addresse", with whom honor is the sole

aim, (5) repeats it. The glory and honor of France are

sustained by the poet up to the final verses which express

exultation over the peace which unites the realms of

deux si grands Rois.

The freres Parfaict criticise Marguerite de France, as

mal conduite and lacking in bienseance. However,

the piece has elements of interest. Marguerite is

Gilbert's most successful woman character. She is the

only one of his heroines unmarred by coquetry or galan-

ierie. Her helplessness in the power of a strong monarch,

her simplicity and singleness of heart, her honor and

loyalty, her ideal love for the prince, and her longing to

be restored to him place her above the heroines of most

of the contemporary authors. In her, Gilbert has cre-

ated a character of singular purity and poignancy.

(1) Cf. Htjp. 1, 1.

(2) IV, 2.

(3) III, 1.

t4)II,l.

(5) II, 2.

GabtlIel Gilbert.
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II

The privilege of Telephonte (1) was obtained July 21.,.

1642. The title-page states that it had been presented

by the two " trouppes royalles", that is, those of the Hotel

de Bourgogne and of the Marais (2). It was given

privately at the request of Richelieu's niece, the duchesse

d'Aiguillon, as is shown in a dedicatory epistle of the

second edition (1643), which does not appear in the first.

The popularity of the work is attested by the fact that

five editions were printed (3).

Gilbert's source is Hyginus, Fables CXXXVII and

CLXXXIV, where we find the following details : Cres-

phonte assassinated by the usurper ; Merope taken

by usurper as his wife ; the names Merope and Tele-

phonte, mother and son ; the son sent away secretly to

Etolia to be brought up ; communication between mother

and son maintained by means of an old man ; the

tyrant's search for this son, to take his life ; the money
reward ; the coming of Telephonte to claim reward,

saying that he has killed the son of Cresphonte ; the

return of the messenger from Etolia with the news of

the disappearance of Telephonte ; Merope's belief that

the strang-er seeking the reward is the murderer of her•b'

(1) Telephonte: Tragi-Comedie. Represente par les deux Trouppes

Royalles. A Paris, Chez Tovssaint Qvinet, au Palais, en la petite Salle

sous la niontee de la Cour des Aydes. M. DC. XLII., avec privilege dv

Roy.

(2) The play was reprinted in the first volume of the Theatre frangois,

1705. In the privilege it is assigned to G. G., which leads Maupoint

{Bibliotheque des Theatres, p. 295) to conclude that this edition is a

different play from Gilbert's. He also adds that Richelieu is said to

have contributed verses to it, but gives no authority for the state-

ment, which is repeated by Voltaire (ed. Moland, IV, 181), Haag, op.

cit. (V, 266), Michaud, Biog. univ., and others.

(3) Three quartos : 1642 (without epltre) ; 1643, identical with pre-

ceding; 1643, with epitre ; two duodecimos, Quinet, 1643, and de

Luyne (cf. CatalogueSoleinne, no. 1191). Cf. below, Chronology, App. I,

p. 333.
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son ; her resolve to avenge her son ; her attempt upon
Telephonte ; the recognition and the murder averted

;

the tyrant killed by Telephonte, and his recovery of his

father's throne.

\E4ements found in Gilbert, wanting in Hyginus are :

the dream of the tyrant ; the love interest ; the char-

acter of the tyrant's son, and Telephonte's test of the

mother instinct. The tyrant's name is changed by
Gilbert from Poliphonte to Hermocrate (1). The order

of the events of Merope's attempt upon Telephonte and
Telephonte's revenge upon the tyrant is reversed (2).

The recognition of Telephonte is by Philoclee, not by
the old servant.

Gilbert speaks of the well-known reference made by
Aristotle to the lost play of Euripides on this subject (3),

but makes use of the situation indicated there only

indirectly (4). There are no details in Apollodorus or

Pausanias, who also treat the legend, that are not found
in Hyginus.

The subject had been treated three times by Itahan

dramatists of the sixteenth century : in Telefonie, by
Antonio Cavallerino, Modena, 1583 ; Cresfonte, by Gio-

Battisto Liviera, Padova, 1588, and Merope, by Pom-
ponio Torelli, Parma, 1598. There is no means of

knowing whether Gilbert knew these plays or not.

We may entertain the possibility of Gilbert's having
found the love interest, casually included in his Merope
by Torelli, and of his having developed and ampHfied
this hint. He may have found the tyrant's dream in the

Telefonie of Cavallerino, where such an incident occurs,

(1) Probably to avoid the rhyme with Telephonte.

(2) Cf. V; 4. Merope meets Telephonte as he leaves the temple where
he has killed the tyrant and his son. Her attempt upon him follows.

(3) Cf . Epttre.

(4) As Merope approaches bent upon taking his Hie, Telephonte says :

Je veux voir si la Reyne a qui je dois mon Estre,

Par quelque instinct secret me pourra reconnoistre. (V, 4)g
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as well as the age of his hero, twenty-one, that assigned

by this author. A journey to Delos, made by the

Telefonte of Torelli, may have suggested the similar

journey made by Philoclee, which brings her to the court

of an enemy and to Merope. There may also be a possi-

bility of a hint for the opening scene and the exposition

given in the early scenes. Beyond these details, however,

there is no suggestion of influence. Neither arrangement,

incident, nor dialogue in Gilbert's piece resembles any

one of the Italian texts. There is little probability

that he owes anything to them.

Three acts of the play are almost entirely new, ^but

in making these additions Gilbert has overloaded his

drama. The majestic and rapid march of the classical

tragedy is no longer possible, even were the author

capable of acheiving it.

Gilbert's Telephonie relates the story of the hero's

vengeance upon the assassin of his father, Cresphonte,

king of Messina, and his narrow escape from death at

the hands of his mother, Merope (1).

(1) Merope is the prisoner and unhappy wife of Hermocrate, the

usurping tyrant and the murderer of her husband and children. For

fifteen years she has hated her bonds and prayed for vengeance. Her

son, Telephonte, whom she had managed to save and send to her kin

in Etoha to be reared in secrecy, has become the object of the tyrant's

search. He has offered a sum of money for his Hfe. The tyrant has a

son, Demochare, who hopes to kill Telephonte and to marry Philoclee,

whom he loves. The tyrant sees in a dream the murdered king return

for vengeance. In his terror he unfolds to his son a plan to threaten

the life of Philoclee, the daughter of the king of Etolia, whom an acci-

dent has placed in his power, if her father will not give up to him Tele-

phonte, hidden at his court. Philoclee is the fiancee of Telephonte

and the devoted ally of Merope. She is loved also by tyrant's son. The
tyrant wants Philoclee's kingdom for his son, and plans an immediate

marriage. Merope impatiently awaits the return of the messenger

who has passed between herself and her son every year. This old

servant declares that Telephonte has disappeared from Etolia, At
the same time a stranger arrives who claims the reward for the death

of Telephonte, but who is in reality Telephonte himself, in disguise He
is led to the temple, where the tyrant is making an offering for his own
safety. Telephonte kills the tyrant and his son, rallies his father's

adherents, and is acclaimed king. As he leaves the temple, he sees
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The addition of the character of Philoclee to the

classical story materially affects the intrigue. The rivalry

of the son of the tyrant and the son of the murdered

king for her hand adds a new element to the story. The

popularity of Gilbert's invention is shown by the fact

that the original title Telephonic gave place to Philoclee

el Telephonle in re-printings. The question may arise

as to an imitation of Merope's role in that of Philoclee.

The elements which may be noted are : the presence of

Philoclee in the court of an enemy ; the marriage ar-

ranged against her will, in which the throne and her

inheritance (in EtoHa) are the real aims, though she is

personally loved by the one for whom she is destined
;

the plot for the death of the husband of her choice by

the tyrant's order, and her situation as a woman,

desperate and seeking revenge. The imitation is carried

to the point of causing Philoclee to make an attempt

upon the Hie of Telephonte, from which crime she is

saved by a timely reconnaissance. While the doubling

of the elements of the role of Merope in that of Phi-

loclee may be unconscious on the author's part, the

following verses seem to prove the contrary. Tele-

phonte says of the son of the tyrant :

II veut faire un outrage a ma pudique espouse.

Ce brutal suit son pere, it Vimite aujourd'hui,

II veut ravir I'honneur & la femme d'autruy (1).

The intrigue presents three interests : Merope's desire

to avenge the death of her husband upon the Tyrant
;

Telephonte's wish to be the means of vengeance and

to recover the throne and his fiancee, and Philoclee's

problem in her effort to escape from the forced marriage

Merope, resolves to test her mother instinct, but is set upon by her.

When her hand fails her, Philoclee takes up the task. Together the

women rush upon Telephonte, when at an exclamation from him, he

is recognized by Philoclee.

(1) IV, 5.
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to the son of the Tyrant. At the opening of the piece,

its presentation of the tragic problem seems to. point

to Merope's revenge as the focus of interest ; but this

motif soon yields to one concerned with Philoclee

which almost exclusively absorbs the interest throughout

the second act, occupies an important place in the- third,

is taken up between Telephonte and the Tyrant's son in

the fourth, and is part of the happy consummation of

the fifth act. The struggle to protect the life of Tele-

phonte makes its appearance in the first act also, when
Merope bewails the pursuit of Telephonte by the Tyrant.

These three interests are well merged at the close of the

fifth act, where Merope's vengeance is accomplished.

Telephonte is the means of its accomplishment. Phi-

loclee's happiness is secured, and the threatened, danger

to Telephonte averted by a single deed.

One conspicuous pmpe7/e is to be remarked. This

is the appearance of Telephonte after the rumor of his

death has been accepted. The will of the Tyrant has

controlled the movement of the action up to that point.

The party of Merope has been in the Tyrant's power,

but with the appearance of Telephonte the action.turns

and begins to move in the direction necessary to the ful-

fillment of the desires of Merope. A second peripelie

is that of the classical story, the averted crime of the

murder of Telephonte. The treatment of this episode by
Gilbert is weak, and- much of its effect is lost.

The number of actors is ten, if we include two persons

(Tydee and Thoas), speaking in Act Five (sc. 1), whose
names are not given in the list oi personnages. These
two are partisans of the mutdered Cresphonte. They
act in concert with Telephonte, help to effect a revolt

and to gather the supporters of his family to his assis-

tance in the temple. They connote a popular adherence

to Telephonte and, perhaps, symbolize. ZepeupZe. The
effect of a group is given when, in the last act, Tele-

phonte enters, saying :
" Qu'dn ne me suive pas. " The

number of actors upon the stage at any one time is
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BHiall,' usually two. In consequence of this groupingt,

the conversations upon the stage are almost exclusively

dialogues. Through these dialogues the physical action

of the piece is made known. The attempt upon the

life of Telephonte and the queen's effoi^t to make way
with herself are the conspicuous exceptions to a proceM

which relegates physical action beyond the visible

scene.

The unity of action is observed : one purpose motivates

the whole piece. The subsidiary interest consisting

of the rivalry for the hand of Philocleeis well unified

with the central theme. The action takes place in

one spot, undesignated, except as " Nicene dans le

Peloponese". The scene is evidently some^ place of.

common assembly such as a hall in the royal palace^

Parts of two days are required for the action, but the

twenty-four hour rule is not violated.

In Marguerite de France Gilbert employed the inics

of the rumor of deaih^ disguise, and reconnaissance.

In Telephonic the same trues are found, all in connection

with the role of the hero. In addition there are the

dream of the Tyrant and the capture of Philoclee by

corsaires, followed by her sale into slavery (related in

expositional passages). The last details account for

the presence of Philoclee in the place where the author

needs her for the purposes of his intrigue, but they are

none the less conventional, romantic trues.

Forty years after the appearance of Gilbert's play,

a member of the French Academy, Jean de La Chapelle,

produced a Telephonic (1). In 1701 Lagrange-Ghancel

gave an Amasis (2), which is the story of Merope and

Telephonte transplanted to Egypt. The subject next

appeared in Italy : the Merope of Maffei is of 1713 (3).

(1) Presented, 1682, pub., Paris, 1683.

(2) Presented. Dec. 13, 1701.

^3) Presented. Modena^J\me42> 1713, pub. 1714.
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Finally, the theme interested Voltaire, and his Merope

was presented in 1743 (1).

Influences of Gilbert's Telephonle on the play of La
Chapelle may be seen in the importance given to the

love intrigue ; in the names Hermocraie and Tirene given

the tyrant and the confident of Telephonte, respectively,

(while the name of the confidenie, Cephise, is similar to

Cephalie, who has the same role in Gilbert's piece) ; in

Merope's resolution to end her despair by taking her

life ; in the popular support of Telephonte's preten-

sions to the throne, and the participation of Tirene in

the political events.

The evidences of familiarity with Gilbert's tragedy

on the part of Lagrange-Chancel are conspicuous : the

love interest is prominent ; a son of the tyrant is the

rival in love of the legitimate heir to the throne ; the

king's plans for the marriage of his son and the heroine

are being executed at the moment of the appearance

of the rightful heir and fiance ; the disappearance and

supposed death of the prince are announced by his

gouverneur, or confident ; the conversation about his

mistress and his right to the throne are so ordered as to

mean one thing to the speaker and the contrary to the

person addressed (2), and the recii relating the death,

in the temple, of the tyrant at the hands of the hero, is

given by that personnage.

The Merope of Maffei bears closer resemblance to the

earlier Italian tragedies than to Gilbert's play. The
entrance of Egisto, blood-stained, fresh from the murder
of an unknown person is striking. His noble bearing

contrasts with his poor dress. He and the queen are

mutually struck by the appearance of each other. The
queen feels that, were he of the age and size of her son, the

stranger would resemble Egisto. A ring is involved in

(1) Voltaire says that it was finished at the beginning of 1733.,

cf. his (Em'res, eel. Moland, IV, 389.

(2) There is a decided resemblance to Gilbert's IV, 5.
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the identification of the stranger. Merope's anguish

over the forced marriage of domani suggests Gilbert's

similar detail in the case of Philoclee. This is the only

resemblance between the two plays.

There can be no doubt of Voltaire's familiarity

with the works of his predecessors, since he discusses

them in the preface to his Merope (1). There is only a

slight trace of any debt to Gilbert, yet such is perceptible.

At the opening of the piece Merope is anxiously awaiting

news of her son. All searches for him are fruitless
;

both he and his companion have disappeared Merope

wishes to die to end her suffering : she begs that her life

may be taken. The tyrant, Poliphonte, stipulates her

marriage to him, as the price of the life of Egisthe. Two

enemies fall under the avenging hand of Egisthe in the

temple. News of the loss of her son comes to the

Merope of Gilbert by the accustomed messenger ;
in

Voltaire's play the search is made and the message

brought by a third person. Merope's despair and wish

to die is similar in the two plays. Gilbert has Philoclee

used as a pawn for the life of Telephonte. The Merope

of Voltaire is to be sacrificed for the safety of Egisthe.

Gilbert's Telephonte killed the tyrant and his son in the

temple. In Voltaire's piece the son has been killed

before the play opens, and the tyrant and a favori are

killed in the temple. Voltaire's Egisthe is timid,

inarticulate, niais, giving no name for himself, and igno-

rant of his parentage. He has no knowledge of his

relation to Merope, until informed. Voltaire mentions

Gilbert's play slightingly. After speaking of the Tele-

phonte attributed to Richelieu (2), he says .
" M. Gilbert...

donna en 1643, sa Merope, aujourd'hui non moins

inconnue que I'autre (3). " It was neither unknown

nor entirely useless to Voltaire, it is evident.

(1) Cf. (Euvres, (ed. Moland), vol. IV.

(2) Cf. p. 50, n. 2.

(3) Cf. CEuvres, ed. cit., IV. 181.
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These later versions of the Merope legend enlarge the

frame by involving the taking of a third life. Lagrange-

Chancel's Amasis sacrificed the tyrant's son before

the opening of the play. In the tragedies of Maffei and
Voltaire a third person, unconnected with the intrigue,

has been murdered, a departure from the classical source

which is unnecessary and unskillful. These versions

give reality to the fictitious stories told by the hero in

the three sixteenth century Italian versions, where
Telephonte gives a recit (as the " stranger ") of the

death of Telephonte. The legend of Hyginus is more
strictly followed by Gilbert than by the others, since

Telephonte says that he has killed Telephonte and claims

the reward for the deed.

Gilbert's tragedy seems to have enjoyed great popu-

larity at the time of its launching, since it was produced

by the two royal troops and was selected by the du-

chessed'Aiguillon for a private performance. Five early

editions are proof of a demand for the piece by the

reading public. There is no record of later reprises

^

but' it' is mentioned: in the Memoire de Maheht [1)1

occurs as one of the titles in the repertoire of a provincial

theatre cited in Poisson's Baron de la Crasse {2) and was
twice reprinted in the eighteenth century (3).

(1) H. C. Lancaster, Paris, 1920, p. 52.

(2) PoTSSoN, (Raymond), Le Baron de'la Crasse {ist. ed. 1662).

In le Baron , de la Crasse is iound a list of titles which were in the

repertoire in 1 662. Le Baron askslor a certain play, being told that they

do not han that piece, he gives a list of those they have. One verse is .:

Telephonte, Arbiran, Laure persecutee. Cf. Poisson (Raymond), Q^luvres,

2^ ed., Paris, 1687, I, 5 (p. 90) ; also Fou.rnel, Les Contemporains d9

Moliere, II, 3-6, And hvcAs^ X)ictionnaire... du thedtre.frangais depuis

son origine, pp. 212, 213.

(3) Theatre frangais, 1705, and Theatre frangais,nSl

.



CHAPTER III

RODOGUNE (i;

Rodogune was first published in 1646. The acheve

d'imprimer is dated Feb. 13, and the privilege Jan. 6,

of that year. The play is described in the privilege as a

iragedie, and the author's name is not mentioned. The

privilege is granted to the publisher Antoine de Somma-
ville (2). The dedicactory epistle is to son Altesse Royale

monseigneur le Due d'Orleans, and is signed Gilbert (3).

There is no reliable information about the date of the

first performance of the piece, but it was probably

presented a year or two before it was printed.

Rodogune seems to have appeared without attracting

conspicuous comment from the author's contemporaries,

but has provided food for discussion to the critical

world, since.

The eloquent defender of Corneille, Viguier, believes

the dedication of this work to have been written at the

(1) Rodagune: Tragi-Comedie. A JPariSy chez Antoine de Sommaville,

au Palais, dans la Salle des Merciers, a I'Escu de France, M, DC. XLVI.
The volume is a small quarto of 96 pages, and is printed in italic type. >

(2) Somnaaville associates with him au dit privilege Augustin. Courbe

andToussaint Quinet. The title-pages are identical except for name
and i device of publisher. Sonunaville's device of the Sphinx's head

is : used, by Quinet,^ also ; Courbe has.the Palm,. > associated withjJxis

house. . At the head of the epitre, Sommaville prints : A Son Altesse

i?oi^ate,,but Courbe.and Quinet add to this.: Monseignemr,:le,nuCidlCk-

leans.

(3) Cf. Marguerite de France and TelephorUe.^sigT(iedM^ (?.?.
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Chateau de Blois, the residence of the due d'Orleans (1),

In proof of this theory he cites a verse from Gilbert's

poem to the Queen of Sweden, which locates the poet

in the region of the Loire :

Et mes vers aux bords de Loire (2).

Viguier speaks of the queen as "reine encore en 1650'^

the year of her coronation! This is approximately the

date of the poem pubhshed alone (3). In Gilbert's

Poesies diverses (4), however, the poem is listed in the

table with the date 1646. This dating, if correct,

makes the poem contemporary with the publication of

Bodogune.

Rodogune bears the name of its principal character,-

the queen of Persia, the wife, and later the widow of

Hydaspe (5).

Two historical names associated with the intrigue are

(1) Cf. Anecdotes lUteraires sur Pierre Corneille, Rouen, 1 846, p. 61.

(2) " Poeme a la Serenissime Reyne de Suede ", Poes. du\, p. 46.

(3) " Fait en Van 1651 ".

(4) Les Poesies diverses de M. Gilbert... Paris, G. de Luyne, 1661.

(5) The king, who had been a prisoner in Armenia, had been released

upon the condition of his betrothal to Lidie, the daughter of his captor.

Returning with this princess, to make her his bride and queen, Hydaspe
had been killed in an attack ordered by R.odogune, who had wished to

get possession of the princess. The succession to the throne is a mys-
tery, since R^odogune is the only person who knows which of the twin

sons is the heir. She offers the same bargain to each of the sons : to

disregard the true situation and to give the throne to the one who will

take the life of Lidie. Since both love the princess, both refuse. Each
makes to the other the offer that he take the princess and leave the

throne to his brother. Acting upon an agreement to leave the choice

to the princess, they are met with a duplicate of their mother's terms
;

Lidie will accept the one who will murder his mother. In an attempt
by an agent of Rodogune's to kill Lidie, Darie, who is finally declared

the elder, is wounded and apparently killed. Li consequence of the

mourning and explanations, the queen discovers that her husband had
not acted upon choice, but had been forced into the alliance with the

princess. Thereupon her enmity born of jealousy vanishes, Darie

appears, restored to health, and is given the princess and the throne.

A sister of the princess and the throne of Armenia are given the other-

prince, and all ends in happiness and peace.
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Hydaspe and Tigranne. The names are constantly

used though their owners do not appear is the play.

The former, the king for Persia, whose death in announc-

ed in the first act, was the husband of Rodogune and the

betrothed of the princess Lidie. The brothers, of whom
one is the heir to the throne, are his sons. The name
given in history is Hytaspe (1), who was the father of

Darius the Great. The form of the name may have been

confused by Gilbert for that which he used, or he may
have preferred the form more euphonious in the recita-

tion of the verse (2). A recent work of Ghevreau's, called

Hydaspe (3), may have influenced him. Confusion of

the two names Hydaspe and Hytaspe is not without

precedent. Moreri, discussing Hydaspe, mage de Perse,

says that he has been confused by some writers with

the father of Darius (4). The reverse of the case cited

might easily occur.

Tigranne, represented as the father of Lidie and the

victor over Hydaspe, is the Tigranes of history. He
was more powerful than any previous ruler of Armenia,

and united the whole country under his sway after

having annexed several minor provinces upon his

borders. The Parthians had beaten him in a war of the

earlier years of his reign. He later revenged this

conquest, vanquished the Parthians, and annexed their

(1) Cf. Justin, 1, 10 ; 111,1.

(2) Cf. Corneille's explanation in the " Averlissement" of Rodogune
of his use of the name Nicanoi', instead of Demetrius : Je me suis servi

du nom de Nicanor pliitot que celui de Demetrius, a cause que le ver

soufjroit plus aisement Vun que I'autre. (Euvres de CorneiUe, ed. Grs.

Ecrvs., IV, p. 415.

(3) Cf. G. Boissiere, Urhain Chevreau, sa vie, ses osuvres, Niort, 1909,

pp. 10,124,125 et 422, where the merits of the question of the presen-

tation of this tragedy as early as 1638, or as late as 1645, are discussed.

(4) Cf. MoEER', Diet, de Biog., art. Hydaspe. The name was later

used by Racine for one of the personages of his Esther. Hydaspe is an
officier du palais interieur d'Assuerus. A note by Mesnard accounts

for the names of the four suivants in Esther, as being three from the

Bible, and Hydaspe, only, I'itu'ention de Racine. Cf. CEwres de Racine^

ed. Grs. Ecrvs., Ill, 460, n. 2.
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fckigdon to his own realm (1). He greatly, strengthened

his ; position by an alliance with Mithridates, king of

Pontus, whose daugMer Cleopatra hehad married in

the early years of his reign (2). Syria, suffering a period

of weakness under Antiochus Eusebes, succumbedtothe
attacks of Tigranes, so that he became master of the

whole of the country from the Euphrates to the sea (3).

His designation of King of Kings attests his fame. One
of the boasts^of the princess Lidie is the glory of Tigranes,

as a monarch and conqueror, and his magnanimity in

sparing Persia. She claims that her father could have
aspired to " marcher a cote du glorieux Cyrus (4) " . This

conquest by the Parthians and their later submission

to the Armenians, in a retaliatory conquest, may be the

source of the story Lidie tells the queen Rodogune of

her father's defeat and triumph, by turns, in his wars
against Persia, when she says :

S'il fut vaincu des fils, il fut vainqueur du Pere (5).

Since Tigranes was reigning in 28 B. C. and Darius the

Great began to reign in 521 B. C, Gilbert must have

intended to represent some other Darius, or he wrote

his play without regard to history. The lack of histor-

ical consistency might conceivably be alleged as proof

of haste in composition too great to permit avoidance

of anachronisms.

Gilbert does not indicate his sources. The question

is often asked whether he owed his plot to Corneille's

Rodogune, first printed January 31, 1647, or whether the

latter play was based on his.

The resemblance between the two plays is too striking

to be ignored. The framework is the same ; many

(1) Cf. Strabo,. XI; Plut., LucuUus, XXI ; Appian, Syr., 48.

(2) a. Plut., LucuUus, XXII ; Appian, Mith., 15.

(3) Cf. A.ppian, Syr., 48 ; Justin, XL. I.

(4)11,2.

(5) Ibid., ibid.
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-details are identical ; the denouemenl only is entirely

different. In Corneille's play the tragic current is not

stemmed, hut the action rushes on to a tragic conclusion.

In Gilbert's, pacific influences turn the course of the

tragic action, and the happy end follows.

Both plays involve an absent king, a queen acting as

regent, twin sons, of whose droit d'ainesse only the mother
knows the secret ; a princess of the enemy house whose
prisoner the king is ; the betrothal of the king and princess

;

the king killed as he returns to assume the throne with

his new queen ; the captive princess ; the queen's bargain

that she will declare to be the heir the one of the sons

who will kill the princess ; their love for the latter ; the

solidarity of sentiment of the twins ; their honor, refusal,

and decision to leave the choice to the princess ; her

duplication of the queen's bargain ; the heir named, and

the reported death of one of the princes. Here the

similarity ends, and dissimilar denouements follow.

The differences of the donnees of the two pieces are

slight. The remarriage of Corneille's queen upon a

report of her husband's death had given the king

excuse for his retaliatory betrothal to the enemy prin-

cess. This has no counterpart in Gilbert. Corneille

provides a treaty which forces the queen to arrange a

marriage between the princess and the heir to the

throne. Both plays represent the princes as just arrived

upon the scene from Egypt. Corneille's queen had sent

her sons away for safe-keeping. Gilbert's princes had
been at war in Egypt. The fact that the princes are

twins is much emphasized by Corneille, and presents

an enigma from the start, while Gilbert mentions the

fact as late as the end of the second act, and then casually,

as if it were understood. Corneille's queen entertains

with reluctance the thought that the alliance with the

princess may have been forced upon her husband against

his will. In Gilbert's piece the happy denouement

depends upon this fact which dissipates the queen's

jealousy. One of the twins withdraws from competition
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with his brother in Corneille's piece and is soon after

killed. There is no corresponding action by Gilbert's

Darie, who is reported killed. Definite statement that

Seleucus was the elder occurs in Corneille's piece
;

Darie's seniority is implied but not stated (1). The

proper names, except Rodogune, are different in the

two plays save for Oronte, a minor character in both.

The fact that Rodogune is the princess in Corneille's

piece and the queen in Gilbert's has been much com-

mented.

The motivation of portions of the intrigue is more

logical in Gilbert's hands than in Corneille's. The

situation of the enemy houses of Persia and Armenia

is the result of Rodogune's rejection of Tygranne years

before and his consequent jealousy and hatred of Hy-

daspe. There is no explanation by Corneille of the

sudden love of the princes, just returned from Egypt,

for the princess. Gilbert's exposition makes known

previous wars in which Tygranne had been conquered

by the princes. Lidie had come to beg for her father's

hfe and had conquered the hearts of his captors. There

is simpler motivation in the case of Gilbert's queen

whose action is prompted by jealousy alone, while

Corneille's queen is moved by two impulses : jealousy

and ambition to reign.

A question as to whether there is any verbal similarity

naturally arises. A comparision of the two texts

results in the rapprochement of passages which show

some resemblance in expression or thought. The

majority of these are found in those portions of the

plays where the dramatic material is similar, or where

the intrigue follows the same lines. An examination

of some of these passages follows.

As has been remarked earlier, in both pieces an offer

(1) Le trone etoit a toi par le droit de naissance.

{Corn., Rod., IY,e).

Darie est esleu Roy sa glo're est esclatnntt.

(Gilb., Rod., V, 1).
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is made by one brother to the other. The offer is

repeated by the second to the first. Each suggests that

his brother take the throne, and that he himself have

the princess. The scene receives similar handling by

both authors. In both plays the prince who first opens

the subject receives neither the princess nor the throne.

Compare Gilbert's :

Art. Montez dessus le Throne...

Et parmy vos sujets contez-y vostre Frere
;

Mes yeux... n'en seront point jaloux,

Lidie est le seul bien pour qui mon coeur soupire,

Cedez moy sa Beaute je vous cede I'Empire, (1)

and Corneille's :

Sel. Pour le trone cede, cedez-moi Rodogune,

Et je n'envierai point votre haute fortune
;

J

Vous, satisfait du trone, et moi de la Princesse (2).

• Similar material is used also in the scene between the

princes where each learns of the other's love for the

princess. The details of the scene being similar, re-

semblance in the dialogue would naturally follow. The
similarity is more close than mere resemblance. Its

details are the same : the two exclamatory Quoys and

the arrangement of the dialogue, — in stichomythia,

the speeches broken off at the hemistitch ; in Gilbert :

Art. Quoy ! vous aymez Lidie !

Dar. En estes vous jaloux ?

L'aymerlez-vous aussi ?

Art. Je I'ayme comme vous.

(1) Gilb. II, 4.

(2) Corn. I, 3.

Gabriel Gilbert.
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Dar. Quoy, sommes nous Rivaux !

Art. Nous le sommes mon frere,

Mes soupirs le diroient quant je le voudrois taire.

Dar. Mais depuis quand I'Amour vous rend-il mon Rival (1) ?

While, in Corneille's scene :

Sel. Quoi ? I'estimez-vous tant ?

Ant. Quoi ? I'estimez-vous moins ?

Sel. EUe vaut bien un trone, il faut que je le die.

Vous I'aimez done, mon frere ?

Ant. Et vous I'aimez aussi ! (2) :

Another passage of marked similarity to the corres-

ponding passage in the other Rodogune is :

Art. Si quelque autre vouloit traverser mes amours,

J'estreindrais dans son sang son audace & ses jours.

Dar. Si j'avois pour rival un autre que mon frere
;

II sentiroit les traits de ma juste colere (3).

Compare the above with this passage from Corneille :

Ant. Que ne ferois-je point contre un autre qu'un frere ?

Sel. mon cher frere ! 6 nom pour un rival trop doux !

Que ne ferois-je point contre un autre que vous ! (4)

Still in the same scene — that between the twa
brothers — similarity of sentiment is expressed ; thus,

by Gilbert :

Art. Encore que le respect & que le sang nous lient

Je Grains que pour I'amour ces sacrez nceuds s'oublient (5).

(1) Gilb. II, 4.

(2) Corn., I, 3.

(3) Gilb., 11,4,

(4) Cor,, I, 3.

(5) Gilb., II, 4
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While Corneille gives one of the brothers this :

Sel. ... Je crains qu'entre nous deux
L'egalite ronipue en rompe les doux noeuds (1).

and in a similar scene, later, to the other, the following :

Ant. Ne peut rompre des nceuds que I'amour ne rompt pas (2).

An identical thought with less verbal similarity

than in the case of the above is thus expressed in the
two plays :

Art. L'on ne peut separer I'Empire de Lidie

Cette illustre Beaute veut une illustre Cour,

II faut que son Espoux soit Monarque des Perses (3).

Ant. Cessons par trop d'araour de lui faire vn outrage
;

Elle doit epouser, non pas vous, non pas moi,

Mais de nxoi, mais de vous, quiconque sera roi (4),

Both authors give the brothers a fatalistic spirit of

acceptance in the face of their problem. Similarly,

there is the resolution to preserve their personal relation

while endeavoring to solve the problem :

Art. Avoir & mesme amour & mesme ambition

Sans que nostre amitie change en aversion (5).

Sel. Ansi notre amitie, triomphante a son tour

Vaincra la jalousie en cedant a I'amour (6).

Similar expression of contrasting sentiments is noted
m
Art. II vient quelque amitie qui regne parmi nous,

Je ne le sgaurois voir qu'avec un oeil jaloux (7).

(1) Corn., I, 3.

(2) Ibid., II, 4.

(3) Gilb. II, 4.

(4) Cor., I, 3.

(5) Gilb., II, 4.

(6) Corn., I, 4.

(7)Gilb., IV,1.
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Sel. J'ai trouve mon bonheur, saisissez-vous du votre :

Je n'en suis point jaloux ; et ma triste amitie

Ne le verra jamais que d'un ceil de pitie (1).

In these parallel warnings Oronte speaks to Rodogune
in both cases, though in one play to the queen, and in

the other to the princess :

Or. Ouy centre vous, Madame, il veut servir les Princes (2)

Or. Feignant de vous servir elle sert sa maitresse (3).

Equally noteworthy is the similar reply of Rodogune
to Oronte — in the first example it is the queen who
speaks, and in the second, the princess :

Rod. Que faut-il faire Oronte en cette extremite (4) ?

Rod. Que ferons-nous, Oronte, en ce peril extreme (5) ?

On the evil effects of rivalry similar passages are

found in the two pieces ; in Gilbert's :

Rod. Tous deux voulans regner, ou tous deux estre Espoux,

Et le Sceptre et Lidie en vous rendant jaloux

De vostre propre sang, vous deviendrez avides,

Tous deux souhaiterez d'estre vos parricides,

EtleCiel

Vous donnera le sort des deux freres Thehains

Vous jouirez tous deux d'une gloire parfaite. (6).

Corneille's verses give :

Sel. Malgre I'eclat du trone et I'amour d'une femme,

Faisons si bien regner I'amitie sur notre ame,

Qu'etoufTant dans leur perte un regret suborneur,

Dans le bonheur d'un frere on trouve son bonheur.

Ainsi ce qui jadis perdit Thebes et Troie

Dans nos cceurs mieux unis ne versera que joie (7).

(1) Cor., Ill, 5.

(2) Gilb., Ill, 1.

(3) Corn., Ill, 2.

(4) Gilb., IV, 5.

(5) Corn., Ill, 2.

(6) Gilb., Ill, 4.

(7) Cor., I, 3.
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One of the details of the action conspicuously present

in both plays is the stroke of the princess in countering

the move made by the queen when she made the death

of the princess the price of her favor. The words are

similar, rather in consequence of the situation. We find :

Princesse Lidie

Soyez dignes de moy, je veux I'estre de vous :

Perdez les assassins d'un Pere et d'un Espoux,

Lavez dedans leur sang leur noire perfidie,

C'est par la seulement qu'on peut avoir Lidie.

Elle n'espousera quoy qu'ordonne le sort,

Que celuy de ses fils qui vengera sa mort (1).

Princesse Rodogune

Eh bien done ! il est temps de me faire connoitre

Pour gagner Rodogune il faut venger un pere,

Je me donne a ce prix : osez me meriter,

Et voyez qui de vous daignera m'accepter^ (2).

Both authors are guilty of giving to the princess a

denial of her serious intention which is absurd. Both

women having demanded of the sons of the murdered

father the life of their mother, now refer to a desire to

see law obeyed. Gilbert gives to Lidie this excuse :

Lid. Mais je n'ai point voulu pour vanger vostre Pere,

Obliger des enfans a massacrer leur Mere,

Je voulois seulement qu'on soubmist a la Loy,

Ceux dont la main impie a fait perir leur Roy (3).

While Corneille's princess says :

Rod. Et je n'estime pas I'honneur d'vne vengeance

Jusqu'a vouloir d'un crime etre la recomipense.

Rentrons done sous les lois que m'impose la paix (4).

(1) Gilb., IV, 3.

(2) Corn., Ill, 4.

(3) Gilb., V, 4.

<4) Corn., IV 1.
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A protest against the danger of violent death at the

hands of one whom natural affection would lead one

to trust is spoken in Gilbert's play by the queen, and

in Corneille's, by Antiochus :

Rod. Quoy ! faut-il que mes fils viennent m'ouvrir le flanc,

Ou me faut-il moy-mesme aller verser leur sang (1).

Ant. ,0 quiconque des deux avez verse son sang,

Ne vous preparez plus a me percer le flanc (2).

At the beginning of his fourth act, Gilbert gives to

Artaxerse :

Art. Je vol la malheureuse & I'heureuse journee,

Qui fait a deux jumeaux diverse destines (3).

while Corneille's Laonice, in the opening scene, says :

Laon. Enfin ce jour pompeux, cet heureux jour nous luit,

Qui d'un trouble si long doit dissiper la nuit
;

De deux princes gemeaux nous declarer Tame (4).

The words of the two queens (Gilbert's and Corneille's)

preceding the denouement, show similarities : Rodogune

says :

Voicy le jour vangeur, voicy I'heure fatale,

Qui restablit ma gloire & punit ma Rivale.

Desja la mort I'attend, et sa tombe est ouverte,

II doit tout employer pour m'en faire raison,

Mon nom & mon pouvoir, le fer & le poison.

J'ay couronnant mon Fils, couronne son Amant,

(1) Gilb., IV, 5.

(2) Corn., V, 4.

(3) Gilh., IbidA.
(4) Corn., 1,1.
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Dans ce moment fatal on verse tout le sang,

De celle qui vouloit s'eslever en mon rang,

Entre mon fils et moy la joye est partagee,

II a le Diademe, & je seray vangee (1).

€leopatre says :

... Jeter a mes pieds ma rivale punie,

deux amants vont d'un seul coup du sort

Recevoir I'hymenee, et le trone, et la mort ;

Poison, me sauras-tu rendre mon diademe ?

Le fer m'a bien servie, en feras-tu de meme ?

Me seras-tu fidele (2).

The greater number of the rapprochements occur in

Gilbert's second and fifth acts, and in Corneille's first,

third, and fifth. The scenes in which they occur are

those between the two brothers, between the queen

and the princes, and between the princess and the

brother princes. These are scenes a faire, and are natu-

rally found in both pieces. The larger number of

instances shows the corresponding character in each

play as speaker. In one instance similar words are used

by different characters (3).

Consideration of the foregoing comparisions of plot

and conduct of intrigue, together with the textual

rapprochements, justifies the behef that the author of

one Rodogune (4) knew of the other. Is one of the authors

to be charged with plagiarism and, if so, which ? One,

older, securely established in the literary world is

already famous. The other, younger, is building up a

reputation and making a name for himself. The natural

supposition is that the younger man and newer arrival

{l)Gilb.,V.l.

(2) Corn., V. 1.

(3) Gilbert's queen and Corneille's Seleucus, cf. p. 68.

(4) Rhodogune Princesse desPaHhes. Ce sujet qui estpris d'Appian a

iourai deux Tragedies Tune de M. Gilbert imprimee en 1646 et I'autre

en 1646 de M. Pierre Corneille... Maupoint, op. cit., 272.
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in dramatic circles is indebted to the older and more
established artist. This is the generally accepted theory.

If one wishes to examine the case on the merits of

evidence, the evidence is found to be slight. Gilbert's

play was printed first, of that there is no doubt. Which
was seen first on the stage ? That is a fact which cannot

at present be established. The future may bring to

light testimony now unknown, but for the present this

is one of the enigmas of the two Bodogunes. The
critical world very generally accepts the year 1644 as the

date of the presentation of both pieces (1). It also

accepts the theory of the precedence of Gilbert's upon the

boards. The source of this theory is the very doubtful

statement of de Mouhy (2). De Mouhy, having set

the date of the presentation of Gilbert's Rodogune

two months before that of Corneille, implies that the

former put his piece together in great haste to anticipate

the appearance of Corneille's in the theatre. De
Mouhy's statements rest upon no evidence and have no
weight. The importance attached to his remarks upon
this subject is surprising (3).

Neither author charged the other with plagiarism,

and the first appearance of the subject is in Fontenelle's

(1) Tous les historiens du theatre s'accordent a mettre les deux pieces

dans Vannee 1644 : Marty-Laveaux, "Notice de Rodogune" ; Corneille,

CEuvres, ed, Grs. Ecriv., vol. IV, p. 400 Cf., Freres Parfaict, Hist, du
thi. fr., Vol VI ; Leris, Die. Port., and others. Beauchamps, Recherches

;

Maupoint, Bib. des the. ; La Valliere, Bib. du the. fr. and other simi-

lar conapilations, give date of printing only. The date figures with

importance in the arguments of Voltaire, (cf. '* Remarques sur Rodo-

gune " {CEuvres, vol. XXXI, p. 533) and is accepted by Picot, Bibliogra-

phie corneillienne, Paris, 1876, p. 50.

(2) Cf. Manuscript, Bib. Nat., Journal du the. fr. ms. fr. 9230, fol.

865, vo.

(3) Marty-Laveaux who (see above) credits the statements finds

in the engraved frontispiece of Corneille's Rodogune an effort to

make his book thereby easily distinguishable from that of an indigne

concurrent. In the course of his remarks he refers to Courbe as the

libraire de Gilbert. This is an error : Gilbert's privilege was given to

Sommaville. (The same three printers were associated in the publication

of the two Rodosunes.)
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story of the betrayal of Corneille, while his tragedy was

in an uinfinished state, by a confident indiscrel (1). The

supposition that the confident communicated the first

four acts of Corneille's piece and did not himself have

any information of the ilnal act has seemed to Fonte-

nelle, and those who have repeated his story, sufficient

reason for the obvious inferiority of Gilbert's last act. It is

presumed by these critics that Gilbert, left to his own

resources, was unable to accomplish a denouement equal

to the earlier portions of the piece.

Voltaire, in his Bemarques stir " Rodogiine" (2), takes

up the subject, comments upon the similarity of the

first four acts of the two Bodogunes, the striking dissim-

ilarity of the last acts, which he beUeves due to Gilbert's

desire to make his play more pleasing by giving it a

happy ending, accepts the theory of the priority of

presentation of Gilbert's work, and claims that it was

an immediate failure (3). He refers to the brilliance

of Gilbert's connections . He calls him the protege of

Gaston d'Orleans and the Resident of the Queen of

Sweden, despite the fact that Gilbert was not appointed

to the post by the queen until twelve or thirteen years

later. He interprets as criticism of the work the fact

of its failure in spite of the distinguished support of the

author. He makes an absurd blunder in stating, with

evident relish in the absurdity, that Gilbert in his

dedicatory epitre likens his heroine to Gaston d'Orleans.

Gilbert's remark about resemblance (a similar remark

occurs in nearly all his epitres) has for its subject one

of the princes... cette Augusts Mere vous presente aussi

leBoy son Fits. So many legitimate charges of inferior-

ity may be and have been made at Gilbert's expense

that it is only just that he should be cleared of this

(1) Cf. (Euvres de Fontenelle, Paris, 1758, t. Ill, p. 106.

(2) Cf. (Euvres, ed. Moland, vol. XXXI, p. 533.

(3)
" Elle mourut des sa naissance ", (Euvres, ed. and vol. cit.,

p. 533.
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false and blundering accusation. Voltaire ascribes

incorrect dates to the publication of the two Rodo-

gunes (1). When he has to his own satisfaction proved

that Gilbert's Rodogune was forgotten a year after it

appeared (2), he advances his theory of the roman

Rodogune.

The subject of the roman has been competently dis-

cussed by Marty-Laveaux (3) who has disposed of the

matter (4).

Viguier brings new material to the discussion. He
recalls the fact that Corneille's Rodogune is dedicated

to the prince de Conde. He remembers the enmity

existing between Conde and Gaston d'Orleans. The

possibility of Corneille's reading portions of Rodogune

before court groups at the Luxembourg or the Palais

Royal is suggested. The work, adopie d'avance^ by his

enemy, may have seemed to the unscrupulous Gaston

to present an excellent means of dealing his foe an

indirect blow in causing the work to iomber par ierre. If

this hypothesis is tenable, one sees in Gaston not a

reluctant protector, but the originator of the rival piece.

The author of the Anecdotes imagines the command
given by the due d'Orleans, and the precipitate haste of

the author to complete the work in time to anticipate

upon the stage the tragedy slowly maturing in Corneille's

hands. Haste and lack of information of the historical

(1) Having given the date of Gilbert's privilege correctly as Jan. 8,

1646, Voltaire states that it was printed Feb. 1647. It was printed

Feb, 1646. Voltaire gives Corneille's acheve d'imprimer as "30 Jan-

vier ". The acheve was for the last day of January, which is, of course,

the 31st.

(2) Cf. (Euvres, ed. Moland, vol. XXXI, p. 534.

(3) Cf. " Notice de Rodogune ", (Ewres de Corneille, ed. Grs. Ecriv.,

IV, 407.

(4) At the request of the writer a search was undertaken at the

Bibliotheque Nationale, the Arsenal, and the Mazarine for a roman

Rodogune, either in Latin or in French, published before 1644. Al-

though the librarians whose help was solicited cooperated most

kindly, a negative report was in each case the result.
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sources seem to Viguier reasonable excuses for Gilbert's

use of the name of the princess in Corneille's play for

the queen in his own (1). The confusion is more easily

explained if Gilbert merely heard readings, or a report of

the readings. Corneille refrained from the use of the

name of his queen, Cleopatra, in the text, lest there

should be confusion with the more famous queen of

Egypt. It is in support of this theory that Gilbert was

in the employ of Gaston d'Orleans that Viguier cites the

verse from the poem to the Queen of Sweden, in which

Gilbert places himself on the banks of the Loire (2).

An earlier verse in the same poem celebrates the fame

of Corneille, which would seem proof that the relations

of the two poets were not strained at the time of its

composition :

Gombaut, Ghapelain, Corneille,

Aujourd'huy charment I'oreille :

Et portent loin leur renom,

If this poem was written in 1646, two years after the

presentation of the two Bodogunes, (if the date of 1644

is accepted) and the year of publication of the one, ac-

cording to printed evidence, then there was no enmity

between the poets at the time.

The Queen-Regent is described by Viguier in these

terms :
" Anne d'Autriche etait susceptible, scrupuleuse,

romanesque, emportee, et sa position de regente,

tutrice du jeune roi et de son frere, etait fort delicate,

ainsi que celle de Gaston, si incertain de ses droits et

de ses devoirs comme lieutenant general duroyaume (3)".

The comment upon a rumor that Corneille was to

present upon the stage a queen-regent "mere de deux

princes, homicide, par ambition, de son mari et de ses

(1) Anecdotes litteraires sur Pierre Corneille, Rouen, 1846, p. 49 3.

(2) Cf. p. 273.

/(3) Cf. Anecdotes, p. 62.
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deux fils (1)," may be imagined. The due d'OrleanS'

could well entrench his own position with the Queen-

Regent, at the same time that he dealt a blow to his-

enemy. Marty-Laveaux, quoting the interesting hypoth-

esis of Viguier, calls attention in support of his con-

jecture to the appositeness of a passage of Gilbert's

Epitre which Viguier neglected. The passage is that

which directs attention to the denouement of his Iragi-

comedie :
" Pourvous persuader de luy accorderla faveur

qu'elle vous demande, elle vous asseure qu'ellen'a jamais

eu la pensee de tremper ses mains dans le sang de son

Mary ny dans celui de son Fils..." (2). The combined

efforts of Viguier and Marty-Laveaux advance a theory

that Gilbert acted upon the orders of his influential pa-

tron, and that his patron's wish to banish from the tragic

intrigue all elements which might react unpleasantly

upon the susceptibilities of Anne d'Autriche, dictated

the illogical denouement and the " happy ending ".

Gilbert's much criticised fifth act becomes, then, an

intentional variation, an effort at improvement, not a

failure in imitation. Furthermore, Gilbert's epitre

implies a knowledge of the denouement of Corneille's

piece. This conclusion contradicts the Fontenelle story.

It seems pertinent to add to the researches of Viguier

and Marty-Laveaux a note on the ode (3) written by

Gilbert to the Queen-Regent in 1643, in which occurs

this verse :

Sa beaute ne fait pas de crime.

The theories formulated by students of this problem

of plagiarism in the case of the two Rodogunes prove

nothing, but bring to the problem several interesting

points of view. Except Viguier's hypothesis, the

(1) Cf. Anecdotes, p. 63.

(2) Cf. (Euvres de Corneille, ed. Grs. Ecriv., IV, 402.

(3) Cf. below, p. 269.
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theories rest upon the anecdote of Fontenelle and de

Mouhy's statement. Fontenelle's story is supported by

no letters or written word. It is advanced many years

after the event and by an interested person, since Fon-

tenelle was the nephew of Corneille. Fontenelle's

anecdotes are not without exception reliable. A prob-

ability exists that this one is apocryphal. The dates

given by de Mouhy are without foundation and of no

value.

The fact that Gilbert's play was pubHshed before

Gorneille's does not prove that it was written earlier,

nor yet that it was presented earlier. The evidence

of earlier publication undeniably exists. On the other

points there is no evidence. There is no reason to

assume that Gilbert's play was seen first upon the stage.

On the other hand, the assumption that Gorneille's play

was written first, since there is no proof that Gilbert's

antedated it, and because Corneille was the greater

artist and would therefore naturally be considered the

originator, is equally futile.

Neither author accused the other. Nor is there a

hint in contemporary letters or memoires of difficulty

over this subject. Even were Corneille silenced by fear

of Gilbert's powerful protector, as Viguier conjectures,

that protection would not extend to private letters of

the literary coterie, and some word of a situation of

animosity would have appeared in correspondence.

No trace of such comment exists. Were Corneille the

imitator, the likelihood of an attack against him would

be greater because of his fame and the jealousy of rivals.

Besides, for the third time, Corneille was a condidate

for election to the Academie, after two failures. The
moment would have been propitious for the circulation

of a damaging story. His election was secured in 1647.

The absence of charges against Corneille on this score at

a critical time might be construed to indicate prior

representation of his piece.

The intrigue of Rodogune is found to be of a
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complication beyond anything attempted by Gilbert

up to this time. The psychological problems seem

beyond his reach, and are more awkwardly conducted

by him than by Corneille. Witness the denouemenl^

which in Corneille's hands is a tragic, vengeful move-

ment, in keeping with his barbaric, passionate queen ;

whereas, in Gilbert's, it is ridiculous with its absurd turn

from harsh, savage thirst for revenge to soft, pacific

words and mutual compliments. Corneille achieved a

perfect tragedy by psychological consistency, while

Gilbert reduces the situation which caused the nceud

to a misunderstanding. Such a misunderstanding could

scarcely have been sustained until the final act»

Gilbert is guilty in this of faulty psychology.

No historical sources of his plot are assigned by Gilbert.

Herodotus, Justin and Diodorus relate the story of

Darius. Some of the veritable history of Darius, as

well as of Tigranes, is used as historical background in

descriptions of conquests, etc. In the Preface of Tele-

phonic^ Gilbert referred in a general way to ancient his-

tory and to a poet of antiquity, as sources of his story.

It is probable that he was ignorant of the country to

which Rodogune belonged. Corneille is definite in

stating the source of his plot. Since the fact of the

princes' being twins was an invention, a departure from

history, it may be deduced that he built his plot from

the historical material as he indicates.

In the light of our present information, it seems nec-

essary to attribute the origin of Rodogune to Corneille.

The dissimilar denouement of Gilbert's piece need not be

considered a blunder, but rather an intentional departure.

Even the so-called confusion in the use of the name of

Rodogune may have been an intentional substitution :

it may have been one detail of his effort to conceal bor-

rowing. The simple device of changing names was a

common method of feigning no imitation where imi-

tation existed.

The characterization is not marked, nor is it consistent.
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Gilbert intended his chief character, Rodogune, to be

an example of the Amazonian type he so greatly ad-

mired. The warrior-queen heroine, later to be devel-

oped in his Semiramis, and hinted in other women char-

acters, much engaged his mind. His panegyric poems

to Anne of Austria (1) and to the Queen of Sweden (2),

and the prose address to M^^^ de Montpensier had enu-

merated Amazons. The names of Semiramis, Thomiris,

and Nitocris (3) had appeared in these. These same

queens are called in review, as examples, by Darie in

dialogue with Rodogune (4). The queen boasts her

Amazonian qualities : the lovers won by her feats of

arms, rather than by seductive arts; her command of the

army after her husband's capture; the single sword-

stroke by which she had ended the life of her old

nurse and, in fact, strength of mind and arm, not power

of beauty. Lidie enumerates these qualities as details

of her scornful portrait (5) of the queen. Oronte

speaks of her male verhi. Yet, in contradiction to this

character, this Amazon, endeavoning to rouse her sons

to ambition to reign, pleads the weakness of her sex.

After having barbarously demanded the head of her

rival, a simple explanation turns her wrath aside, and

she becomes peaceful and conciliatory.

Lidie is the typical princess of exotic charm, whose

beauty dazzles all beholders, and who is loved by all the

men of the piece, the father and the two sons.

A scene which might have been a strong one is in the

second act, the confrontation of the queen and the

princess. This has no parallel in Corneille's play. The

scene might have risen to dramatic heights, but shows

merely two bad-tempered women, in jealous fury, in-

dulging in insults and recriminations.

(1) Cf. below, p. 269.

(2) Cf. below, p. 271.

(3) Cf. a tragi-com. by Du Ryer, published in 1650, called Nitocris.

(4) III, 2.

(5) II, 2.
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The princes are less barbaric. They show more
humanity and finer sentiments. The scenes between

the two women and the two men seem to place two

seventeenth century noblemen face to face with two

queens of an Amazonian age. The princes are not

differentiated ; they echo each other's remarks and are

merely pegs upon which the intrigue is hung by the two

women. Oronte, the satrap, has a speaking part and,

when he is not merely a tool in the hands of Rodogune,

IS an influence for evil. He advises that she kill her

sons because they are partisans of Lidie. There is no

admirable nor skilfully drawn character in the piece.

The only hint of the actual productions of Rodogune is

in connection with a Mazarinade of 1649. Reference to

M^i® Bellerose, in this Mazarinade, is to " cette Cleopatre,

cette Rodogune, cette Imperatrice de nos jours". This

has been by many commentators taken to refer to the

Rodogune of Corneille in which it is presumed that this

popular actress took part. This theory is advanced

by Marty-Laveaux (1), and by Lacour in his les Pre-

mieres aclrices frangaises (2). In an article in Modern
Langage Notes, criticizing the latter work, Professor

Lancaster calls attention to the fact that if Bellerose

was seen in the role of an empress, in a play entitled

Rodogune, it must have been in the play of that name by
Gilbert, and not by Corneille. Rodogune being a young

girl and a princess, not an empress, in the work of

Corneille, the reference must be to the tragi-comedie

of Gilbert, in which the role of Rodogune is that of the

reigning queen (3). If it can be proved that Gilbert's

Rodogune was seen as late as 1649, the statement made
by adverse critics, including Voltaire, that Rodogune was

phenominally short-lived, is false. Such statements seem

to arise rather from a wish to believe than from evidence

to support the theory.

(1) Cf. CEuvres de Corneille, ed. Grs. Ecriv., IV, 407.

(2) Cf. M. L. N., vol. XXXIX, 1924, pp. 297 ff.

(3) Cf. op. cit., p. 290.



CHAPTER IV

HYPOLITE (1)

Three successful plays had established the reputation

of Gilbert when he turned his attention to the well-

known story of Phaedra and Hippolytus. This he
treated in a tragedy»to which he gave the title : Hypolitey

ou le Gargon insensible. The privilege was granted to

Courbe, the publisher, Oct. 1, 1646, and the acheve

(Vimprimer is dated the 16th of the same month. Under
the title of " Phedre el Ipolite " the piece appeared in the

repertoire of the Hotel de Bourgogne in 1646-1647 and
was probably played there for the first time in 1645 or

1646 (2). We have no information of the stage setting,

since the name, only, occurs in the list of plays. The
work is dedicated to the duchesse de Sully.

There might be some question as to which of two
women who bore the title of duchesse de Sully at this

time was the prolectrice of Hypolite. The dowager du-

chess of Sully, widow of Maximihen de Bethune, the first

due de Sully, was the mother of the duchesse de Rohan,

whose secretary Gilbert was at this time, in all proba-

(1) Hypolite, ou le Gargon insensible : Tragedie a Paris, Chez

Avgvstin Covrbe, dans la petite salle du Palais, a la Palme.

M DC XXXXVII.
(2) Cf. H. C. Lancaster, Le Memoire de Mahelot, Laurent et d'autres

decorateurs- de VHotel de Bourgogne et de la Comedie-Frangaise, Paris,

Champion, 1920, p. 52.

Gabriel Gilbert. 6
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bility (1), The young duchess, wife of the actual duke
who, the second to bear the title, was the grandson of

Maximilien, was the charming Charlotte Seguier, the

daughter of Pierre Seguier, the Chancellor of France.

It was the duchesse de Sully who insisted upon
accompanying her father the day of the barricades, and

was with him when his carriage was stopped and over-

turned by the mob (2). This is no doubt the court lady

whose influence was besought for the success of the

publication. If the quality of virtue combined with

gallant courage was what the author had in mind when
he told his patroness that he had drawn a pouriraid

(Tun GarQon qui vous ressemhle (3), the justice of the

comparison may be perceived.

No reason for the choice of the subject is given by the

author, nor does he indicate his sources. It is possible

that an actress who wished to play the role of Phaedra

suggested the subject. Perhaps in the Rohan-Sully

circle there had been a desire to see the subject treated,

since Hypolite occurs as a given name in one branch

of the connection. The brother of Maximilien I, Phi-

lippe de Bethune, the distinguished ambassador to

Rome, had a son, born in that city in 1603, who was
named Hippolyte. The Pope, Clement VIII, was
Hippolyte Aldobrandini. Hippolyte de Bethune became
a distinguished soldier and a patron of letters. A son

of this Hippolyte, born in 1647, also received the name
Hippolyte (4). One might conjecture that the name
of the distinguished relative of Gilbert's patroness had
suggested the choice of the subject. Yet, the presence

of the name in the family connection may be merely

(1) Ci, Ch. I, p. 10, above.

(2) Cf. Voltaire, " Le Siecle de Louis XIV", (Euvres de Voltaire,

Moland ed., Paris, 1878, vol. XIV, p. 186 ; Michaud, Biog. unw.,
art. « Seguier ».

(3) Cf. Epttre.

(4) Cf. MoRERi, Diet. biog. ; Michaud, Biog. it/iiV. ; Didot, Biog.
gene. ; Chaudon, Diet, hist., art. "Bethune".
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a coincidence and without import. However, the family-

interest in the name was suffieiently marked in 1647

ior it to be given to a son born that year.

The subject of the love of Phaedra for Hippolytus was

twice treated by Euripides. Only the second of his

two tragedies, Hippolytus Crowned, has come down to us.

The Greek poet inspired his Latin follower who wrote a

tragedy upon this theme. Known under either of the

two titles Hippolytus or Phaedra, the story of the

unhappy wife of Theseus, in Seneca's version, shows

minor differences. The subject was employed in France

in the sixteenth century by Gamier in his Hippolyle

(1573), and in the seventeenth century by La Pineliere

in his tragedy of the same title (1635).

The story of Gilbert's Hypolite is the old story of

Phaedra and Hippolytus, given as the author wished

to see the situation (1).

(1) Phaedre pines at the court of Athens. She is presumed to be

the wife of Thesee, and is accepted by the Athenians as such. But
Phaedre is not the wife of Thesee. The king is absent. No mystery

exists in connection with his long sojourn away from his kingdom.

He is at war. Phaedre is sad, unhappy, and rebellious. Her unhappiness

is complicated. Its elements are twofold : hatred of Thesee and jealousy.

She dreads the return of Thesee in the near future when the marriage

must be consummated. Mourning for her father, Minos, has served

Phaedre as excuse for postponement. She bewails the fate of her sister

Ariane, whom Thesee had betrayed and abandoned. She nurses

resentment. She is in the grip of jealousy aroused by the rumor that

the object of Thesee's war is Cephise, a young prisoner held in Megara,

the city the king holds in a state of seige. Phaedre longs to return

to Crete. Hypolite is the idol of the Athenians. Phaedre dreams

of marriage with the prince with whom she would share the throne of

Crete. Hypolite, the hero of many encounters with monstres, admits

to a confident that he admires no one in the court so much as la file

de Mino'i. Hypolite refuses Phaedre's invitation for two reasons : he

can not aspire to so high an honor, nor commit so dishonorable an act.

Father and son would be precipitated into a struggle from which one

must emerge a parricide. Her own fate would depend upon the

hazards of battle. Phaedre, angry at the repulse, seizes the sword of

Hypolite to save herself from a detested fate, and rushes away. Hypo-
lite meditates upon the object of his father's war and hopes that an
arrangement may be effected whereby his father will take the captive

Cephise and relinquish Phaedre to his son. He confesses that he is no
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Gilbert takes the general framework of his plot from
Euripides. He departs from Euripides in these details :

Phaedre is not married to Thesee ; there is no mystery
in regard to the whereabouts of the latter ; Hypolite is

approached not only by her confidenie but, later, also

by Phaedre, herself ; Phaedre is not dead when found by
Thesee on his return, and dialogue takes place between
them ; the departure of Hypolite for exile is his final"

exit, he does not return to die upon the stage ; the catas-

trophe and details of the death of Hypolite are related

in recii, and by the friend of Hypolite, Aristee, not by a

messager ; Hypolite is given, as a sort of gouverneur,

Pithee,his grandfather; the nurse of Euripides is replaced'

by the confidentes of Phaedre, of whom there are two.

These persons not only have names, but an important

part in the action.

Seneca's tragedy provided Gilbert with models for the

scene between Phaedre and Hypolite, after the unsuc-

cessful tentatives of the confidenie, and for the act of

snatching Hypolite's sword. The purpose is, however
not the same as in Seneca— to offer it to Hypolite that

longer insensible. Thesee returns after the message of his victopy.

In a long recit he boasts of his conquests, those by which his fame
was acquired and this most recent one. Conscious of the atmosphere of

depression in his palace, Thesee asks for news of his father. He is

assured that Pithee lives. He questions Phaedre about the welfare

of his son. Phaedre replies that Hypolite lives, but that she herself

wishes she were dead. Mystified, Thesee turns to the queen's con-

jidente who shows Hypolite's sword, and says that shame prevented

Phaedre's speech. Hypolite enters joyfully and begins to. congratulate

his father upon the recent victory. He is accused of the imputed
crime. Astounded, he defends himself with dignity, but refrains from
accusing Phaedre. She, when questioned, speaks equivocally and
is misunderstood. Hypolite is condemned to exile. He departs.

Almost immediately his confident enters and gives a long recit of the

death of Hypolite. A confidente hastens to bring the message of the
queen's death. The innocence of Hypolite is claimed by all. A
confidente, Achrise, is blamed. Thesee demands her appearance before

him and receives the news that she has cast herself into the sea.

Thesee voices at length his remorse and repentance, then disappears

to hide from the light of the sun and his own conscience.
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he may take her Kfe — but it is a provision for her

own suicide if forced into the marriage with Thesee.

The offer of the throne of Athens, found in Seneca, be-

cames in Gilbert's play the offer to Hypolite of a share

-of the throne of Crete. Seneca's Nurse shows the sword,

and accuses Hippolytus, but to the Athenians only.

Achrise shows the sword to Thesee as evidence of the

guilt of Hypolite. Thesee's questions to Phaedre are

imitated from Seneca, also the death of Hypolite given

in recii, and the death of Phaedre at her own hands, by

the fer. As in Seneca, Gilbert's Phaedre is questioned

by Thesee ; but while Seneca's Phaedra accuses the

prince, Gilbert's Phaedre is ignorant of the accusation

made by her confidente. Gilbert adds to Seneca's

version Hypolite's defence after the accusations of

Thesee somewhat in the manner of the dying Hippol-

ytus in the tragedy of Euripides. While Seneca's

Phaedra clears away the misconception on the part of

Thesee before she dies, Gilbert's Phaedre has killed

herself before the confidente makes the necessary expla-

nations. Unlike Seneca's Theseus who curses his dead

wife, Gilbert's Thesee feels remorse for the death of

Phaedre as well as for that of Hypolite.

Gilbert's two French predecessors in the use of this

subject were close imitators of Seneca. La Pinelier^

even went so far as to make an apology in his epitre for

slight departure from his Roman model. Garnier, who
follows Seneca closely, nevertheless adds to the role of

Phaedre some original details inspired by Ovid's He-

roides (1) that are worthy of note. In her complaint

to her nurse, his Phaedre speaks of the light loves

which Thesee pursues with such diligence, and wishes

that she herself might be free to love outside of marriage.

She draws an example from nature and the life of the

animals. This personal note added by Ovid and Garnier

to the character of Phaedre, and the latter's hint of

(1) Cf. IV, Phaedra-Hippolytus.
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the idea that justice might enter into the question of

the exercise of rights by man, and the prohibition of

any choice by woman, bears some resemblance to the

more advanced note of feminisme heard in the plaint

of Gilbert's Phaedre :

Lors que le ncEud d'Hymen ioint les corps & les ames,

II lie esgallement les maris & les femmes
;

Et pour I'un, & pour I'autre on n'a fait qu'vne loy,

Les hommes peuvent-ils faillir impunement ?

S'ils ont plus de raison ils pechent doublement (1).

An influence of Garnier's recH of the death of Hippolyte

is to be found in certain details which Gilbert embodies

in his corresponding recii.

La Pineliere gave his Phaedra two maids of honor,

a confident to Thesee, a courtisan, Lycrate, and a

name to the companion of Hippolyte. He also gave to

this companion, Athys, the recii of the death of

Hippolyte. The confidents, named and taking part in

the action, and some of the details of the recii may
have come to Gilbert from La Pineliere.

For many of the feats of which Thesee boasts, when

he appears upon the scene and gives his history, Gilbert

is indebted to Plutarch's Theseus. Neither Euripides

nor Seneca gives a similar speech to Theseus. Garnier's

Egee, in his prologue speech, gives similar details of the

history of Theseus.

The episode of the sanglier vanquished by Hypolite,

which permits his initial entrance as a conqueror,

crowned by the people in honor of his victory, has no

parallel in the other versions of the story. In the

classical tragedies the hunt is alluded to as the occupa-

tion of Hyppolytus. Gamier mentions a sanglier, but

with no specific intention, merely an ordinary hunt. The

(1) III, 2.
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subject is also mentioned in a general way by La Pine-

liere. Gilbert may have been influenced by the feats of

Theseus and desired to attribute to Hypolite a glory

equal to that of his father for overcoming monsires. The
sanglier may have been suggested by one of the mons-

ires accounted for by Theseus: the Caledonian boar(l),

the Marathon bull (2), or the Grommyonian sow (3).

The introduction of Pithee with Hypolite, in a role

resembling that of gouverneur, is found in none of the

predecessors of Gilbert's HypolHe. The name of the

grandfather of Hypolytus is mentioned by Euripides, in

the question his Theseus asks upon his return when he

tries to learn the cause of mourning in his house. The
introduction of the name as that of a character in

the action is Gilbert's invention.

In the second act, a dream is related by Hypolite to

his confident. The dream has greatly troubled him.

He saw, he says, Phaedre, his father's betrothed,

advancing at his father's side toward the altar. Arrived

before the priest, Phaedre turned and gave her hand,

not to Thesee, but to Hypolite. Thereupon Thesee

transfixed both Hypolite and Phaedre with a poignard.

The two fell, their blood mingling as they expired before

the altar. With her dying breath Phaedre murmured
that it was joy to die with Hypolite (4). Comment
upon the resemblance of this dream to that in Po-

lyeude (5) is unnecessary.

The influence of Euripides on Gilbert is great, that of

Seneca even greater, and, in certain details, the influence

of Ovid and of the French predecessors of Gilbert may
be seen. There is a debt to the legendary history of

Plutarch for the early life of Theseus, as recounted by

himself. A nearer debt, that to his contemporary,

1(1) Cl. Plut., Thes. XX-IX, 3.

.(.2) a. Ibid,, ibid., XIV, 1.

i3} Cl Hyg„, Fab., XXXVIII
(4) II, 2.

(5) Cf. Polyeucte, I, 1.
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the author of Polyeucle, in a single striking detail is

to be acknowedged. However, the most conspicuous

quality of Gilbert's Hypolite is its originality in its

departure from precedent in two important points.

Gilbert's two great innovations are, that Phaedre is not

married to Thesee, and that Hypolite, despite the

sub-title (1) of the piece, is sensible.

Since the whole of the intrigue in the tragedies of the
*' ancients " revolves around the idea of incest, and the

conviction of guilt of this crime precipitates the tragic

denouement, and since there is no longer question of

this crime in Gilbert's piece, for Phaedre and Thesee are

not married, the author is under the necessity of search-

ing another situation to which the crime may apply,

or of abandoning altogether the classical spring of

action. He hunts up Ariane, the sister of Phaedre ;

Phaedre speaks of the previous marriage of Thesee and

her sister as a hindrance to her own marriage to him.

She says enigmatically, in the first act, that she cannot

marry Thesee without offending the gods, and speaks

of this alliance... plaine dHnfamie (2), and later, in dia-

logue with Hypolite, she asserts that Thesee had married

Ariane (3). The inference is that Ariane still lives (4),

and that Phaedre recoils at the horror of committing

the crime of becoming the wife of Thesee who is already

married to her sister. The crime of this bigamous mar-

riage becomes, in the vocabulary of Phaedre, incest. She

says :

Je ne puis I'espouser sans commettre pn inceste (5),

(1) Le Gargon insensible.

(2) I, 1.

(3) Ci, I, 2, III, 2.

(4) Gilbert does not make it clear whether Ariane is still living or

not. Phaedre's words constantly imply that she is, until in the last

act, when about to take her life, she mentions Ariane with the memhers
of the family already dead (V, 2). The words of the third act, cited

above, and others, similar, imply that Ariane is living.

(5) III, 2.
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By this far-fetched means Gilbert retains the ugly

crime of incest as a horror-provoking element of his

story, but he cannot make it precipitate the tragic

denouement. By a reversal of the method of the clas-

sical authors, Gilbert attaches the crime to Thesee,

though Phaedre feels that she is in danger of committing

a criminal action. Her feminisme is not sufficiently

advanced to permit her to feel free of the blame which

belongs to the man.

As a natural consequence of the sensibiliie of

Hypolite, the sentiments are no longer those of the

classical versions and their imitators. No outraged

and reluctant Hypolite resists with abusive epithet the

approaches of one dead to virtue, but a Hypolite too

modest to claim si grands honneurs, when invited to

flee with Phaedre, assures her that if he is cruel to her

he is far more so to himself, that his douleur is extreme,

that her wishes are his, but that prudence counsels the

remembrance of the bras vengeur of Thesee. There

is in the story unfolded by Gilbert no effort to impose

attentions which are unwelcome, but an acknowledge-

ment of the reciprocal nature of the sentiment expe-

rienced by Hypolite. Indeed it is the strength of

his attachment for Phaedre, which maintains such

reputation as still clings to Hypolite as an insensible :

Son merite eclattant qui charme les esprits,

Pour les autres beautez me donne du mespris,

Et e'est ce qui me rend plus insensible encore (1).

If this Hypolite is endowed with an entirely new set

'Of emotions, the Phaedre is no less changed . In the

place of the classical Phaedre in the grip of an un-

controllable passion which drives her before it, which

overpowers and even kills her, there is a delicate lady

who experiences an emotion which she cannot definitely

(1) n, 2.
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analyze or name. After having confessed that she reveres

Hypolite, Phaedre wishes to catch back her words..

Asked what the emotion she feels is, Phaedre replies :

... Pour parler de mon feu

Qui dit amour c'est trop, amitie c'est trop pen.

Nul nom n'exprime bien la douleur qui me preBse,

Je veux plus qu'une mere, & moins qu'une maitresse (i).

After this equivocal and intriguing statement, Achrise

exlaims :

prodige en Amour ! estrange nouveaute ! (2)

This sentiment is echoed by the student who seeks to

penetrate Gilbert's meaning. Plainly the author wishes^

his Phaedre to be chaste and virtuous, and yet fill the

role of the woman of criminal passion of the classical

tragedies*

Second in importance to the changes in the state and

sentiment of the two principal characters, and second

only to these, is the change in proportion which the

intrigue undergoes in Gilbert's hands. Phaedre is the

focus of interest. She is on the stage, or is the topic of

conversation, throughout. Hers is the first act : she

is the first speaker, and sounds the key-note of her

despair. During the second, Hypolite's act, Phaedre

soon becomes the subject of conversation, and continues

to be throughout the act. The third act brings her

on the stage for the greater part of the time. The

fourth act, Thesee's, makes Phaedre the point toward

which the conversation trends, and the center of the

mystery which Thesee seeks to penetrate. The iifth

act makes her the subject of inquiry, explanation, and

misunderstanding. Only in the important recii of the

catastrophe does the interest in Hypolite exeeed that

in Phaedre. The preeminent role is that of Phaedre.

A new quality of this Phaedre is her jealousy. Thie-

(1) 1,2.

(2) Ibid., ibid.
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pursuit of la jeiine Cephise by the wandering Thesee is

one of the reasons for her unrest and unhappiness. She

brings the subject up in her dialogues with her confi-

denies, and in conversation with Hypolite again shows

jealousy of Thesee's new love.

A moral problem engrosses this Phaedre. Upon

her lips is frequently heard the phrase : je crains les

Dieux. She thinks earnestly of les Dieiix qui jugenl.

She torments her conscience, reproaches and accuses

herself as coupable (1). Remorse for having unintention-

ally caused the death of an innocent person leads her

to take her life. Conscience and religious sensibility

drive her to her end.

Thesee, too, wears an air unlike the Theseus of the

classical tragedies. He enters, not worn, haggard,

and all but dying from the irisie sejour, but vigorous,

confident, flushed with the success of his recent victory,

and entirely satisfied with himself and his accomplish-

ment. He boasts of his successes in arms and in love.

But he confessess that he loves Phaedre more than the

beauty whom he has successfully pursued and asserts

his intention to be faithful to his wife. In the equivocal

dialogue where the two speak at cross purposes, Thesee

shows himself an affectionate and considerate spouse,

undisposed to belive ill of any member of his family.

He is more reasonable and devoted than the The-

seus of the ancients, more a courtier than a rude

warrior of elemental passions, until the moment when the

sword is shown. Then the metamorphosis is complete:

upon seeing the fer he becomes the Theseus of ancient

tragedy, believes no word of defence, believes all the

ill spoken of the victims of the intrigue and of his wrath.

After the catastrophe, his right mind returns and again

prevails, and, bent upon self-immolation, he accuses

himself of all the fault. He sees the Monstres he had

exterminated living again in his heart.

(1) V, 2.
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The confidents and confidenles are not superfluous,

nor entirely conventional characters in this play.

Besides the ordinary use as an interlocutor, for the long

cxpositional recils of the principal characters, these

persons have definite parts. Aristee gives the recil of

the death of Hypolite and reports the popular belief

in his innocence. Of the two given to Phaedre, Achrise

is employed to approach Hypolite in the interest of

Phaedre, and it is she who exhibits the /er to Thesee.

She seems younger than the second confidenie, is spo-

ken of as a relative of Phaedre, and experiences the tragic

remorse, which is a quality of the principal personages,

when she takes her own life. Pasithee seems to be older

and replaces more exactly the old nurse of the classical

version, while Achrise forecasts the suivanie. Pasithee

is necessary not only to receive the confidences of Phaedre

in the initial scene, but to report the death of Achrise

in the last act. A character not named in the list of

adeurs, but mentioned as giving testimony against

Thesee in regard to Ariane, is Omphale. In the fourth

act she gives false testimony against Hypolite at the

instance of Achrise.

The unities of time and of place are well maintained.

Of the unity of action one may not speak with the

same finality. The author does not seem oriented

toward the same point at all times. Phaedre's desire to

avoid marriage with Thesee is her aim. The reason is

not a single one. Her reluctance to carrying out the

plan is due in part to loyalty to her sister Ariane, in part

to jealousy of Gephise, still more to her desire to marry
Hypolite. The subject of Ariane is dropped long before

the climax, and Gephise ceases to engage attention after

Thesee has declared his loyalty to Phaedre :

J'aime plus Phaedre encor que ie n'aime Gephise
;

EUe a ma foy, mes voeux, mes desirs, ma franchise

Pour luy rendre man ccEur, ie reviens en ces lieux (1).

(1) IV, 1.
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There remains the relation of Phaedre and Hypolite

to bring about the tragic catastrophe. Is Hypolite's

death due to Phaedre ? Not so far as evidence is

obtainable from the text. Achrise exhibits the sword

and makes the accusation. The intrigue as conducted

by Gilbert does not necessitate this action on the part of

Achrise to protect Phaedre. Achrise acts from a

personal motive. At the close of the interview which

she had with Hypolite, when, undertaking to plead the

queen's cause, she was understood to be speaking for

herself, angry and offended at Hypolite's intentionally

slighting words of women and of love, she vowed
vengeance

:

Esprit presomptueux, incivil & sauvage,

Qui mesprise mon sexe, et me fait vn outrage,

Croy que ie vengeray 1' affront que tu me fais,

Et que tous mes discours sont suivis des effets (1).

The accusation of Hypolite is an act of vengeance on

the part of Achrise. Only indirectly, in that her in-

terview with Hypolite was at Phaedre's request and in

her favor, can the denouement be said to follow from the

acts of the chief characters. The death of Hypolite

does not follow from the complaint of Phaedre about her

irisie sort, which first engaged the attention and which

is presumed to constitute the problem. The author's

management of his denouement is a violation of the unity

of action.

An influence of courtly life, of the social currents

of the period in which the author wrote, visibly affects

the three principal characters. Thesee, returned from

the wars, might be a famous general of the seventeenth

century, while his consideration of Phaedre (up to the

moment when the sight of the fer transforms him) is

that of the gentleman. Phaedre is not only the queen

but the most admired of the court beauties. She

(1) II, 3.
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surpasses Helen, Penelope, and Achrise. Hypolite, in

his dialogue with Achrise, fences with the conversational

adroitness of one trained in the salons. He indulges

in one of the diversions of salon groups, too, for he makes

portraits and is epigrammatical. When Aristee ofTers

to his consideration one after another of the court beau-

ties, Hypolite draws a portrait of each, or characterizes

each with a phrase ; to Penelope's name :

Elle n'aime personne, & paroist trop severe (1) ;

to Helen's, described as loved by all : Elle aime lout

aussi (2) ; to that of Procris : Elle a trop pen (Tespril (3),

and when Achrise is suggested : Elle en a trop (4).

To these social accomplishments Hypolite adds a pose.

His insensihilite is purposely assumed, while his well-

known scorn of the other sex is an attitude :

On croit mon cceur de glace, encor qu'il soit ardent (5),

avows the one, while the other is revealed in :

Pour les Dames montrons un sentiment esgal
\

Blasmons par nos discours le sexe en general

:

Ainsi sans tesmoigner un mespris qui I'offence,

Ma froideur peut paroistre, et mon indifference (6).

There is an inconsistency in Phaedre's attitude. She

assigns different reasons for her aversion to Thesee.

In the fourth act, when questioned by Thesee, Phaedre

claims that she is unable to answer his questions :

Je ne puis en parler, ny I'oiiyr sans honte.

Vous desirez un mal, & si j'en disois plus,

On me verroit rougir, & vous seriez confus (7).

(1) n, 2.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) Ibid., ibid.

(4) This portrait scene may be looked upon as a hint of which

Moliere availed hiinself in le Misanthrope.

(5) Ibid., ibid.

(6) Ibid., ibid.

(7) IV, 2.
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She reiterates the impossibility of making a revelation

of the cause of her enigmatical horror in his presence.

Yet in the interview with Hypolite of the third act

she had experienced no difficulty in explaining the

situation. At that point it constituted her claim to

liberty. It gave her the freedom to love another of

which she wished to avail herself in the case of Hypolite.

An equal frankness with Thesee would have changed

the denouement ; indeed there would have been none on

the lines of the classical, tragedy. Gilbert's denouement

hinges on this scene and upon Phaedre's silence. This

is of course a very weak device. It is necessary in

order to lead from the situation as arranged by Gilbert to

the catastrophe of the classical models. The motivation

of the catastrophe, as Gilbert constructs his piece, is the

working out of the vengeance of Achrise. Silence on the

part of Phaedreis essential to the plansof Achrise; so she

cautions Phaedre to refrain from answering more plainly.

New elements introduced into the classical story by

Gilbert are, touching the principal personages : the

sensibilite of Hypolite ; the centralization of the interest

in the character of Phaedre ; Phaedre jealous, and

Phaedre struggling in the grip of an accusing Christian,

even Calvinistic conscience. The contemporary atmos-

phere which Gilbert has given to many scenes, especially to

the conversations, infuses an air oi bet esprit into the stark

classical plot. The passionate, unreasoning, precipitate

love of the ancient story has been transformed in

Gilbert's hands until it partakes of many quahties of

ramour galant of the seventeenth century ; an influence

of the salons and of the pastoral tale has crept in to

weaken and modernize this element.

Another novelty of Gilbert's is the older confident, or

gouverneur, given Hypolite in the person of Pithee.

The first entrance of the hero is with this gouverneur,

instead of with a young companion, another hunter,

as in the classical originals. This younger companion

is continued by Gilbert in the person of Aristee.
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An innovation whicii has an excellent effect upon the

final act is Gilbert's manner of disposing of the culprit,

Achrise, when her usefulness in precipitating the catas-

trophe has been accomplished. When Thesee commands
that she be brought before him to receive a sentence for

her crimes, the news is brought that she has cast her-

self into les flois de la mer (1).

The unrelenting spirit of vengeance on the part of

Achrise which brings about the catastrophe grows out

of the situation of a woman spurned. Hypolite believes

Achrise to be trying to win his favor for herself, repulses

her with severity (2), and thus becomes the object

of her recrimination. Hypolite, thus, as in the classical

story, brings upon himself his own destruction in conse-

quence of spurning the overtures of a woman.
Criticism of Racine's Phedre has always emphasized

the centralization of the interest in the figure of Phedre,

the jansenisme shown in her struggles with her con-

science, and the motivation of the catastrophe by her

jealousy of Aricie and her desire for revenge. Equally

interesting to critics of this work is the changed personal-

ity of Hippolyte, who no longer appears as the rude

hunter and woman-hater, but a polished prince who
speaks with courtly dignity and who wooes with ardor

and eloquence. These novelties, extremely striking

when one comes to Racine's Phedre from the classical

tragedy, seem less so when one turns to it after a study

of Gilbert's Hypolite. The centering of the in-

terest in the character of Phedre is already accomplished

in Gilbert's work. The domination of an over-sensitive,

torturing conscience is not the unique possession of

Racine's heroine, for it is seen in the vacillating Phaedre

of Gilbert's piece, who is swayed this way and that by a

sensitive conscience, whose subtle promptings are at

times difficult to understand. Racine's Jansenist Phedre

(1) V, der.

(2) II. 3.
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is preceded by Gilbert's Calvinist heroine. Nor is the

jealous Phedre of Racine's work the first to feel the

tortures of jealousy and the promptings of a spirit of

recrimination. In Racine's tragedy, Phedre is jealous

of the young girl beloved by Hippolyte. Gilbert's

Phaedre, however indifferent she may be to Th6see, is

nevertheless jealous of Cephise, la jeune beaiiie, who has

ensnared the affections of her lord. With a different

motivation for the emotion, a Phaedre jalouse exists

before Racine's. Moreover, the changed personality

of Racine's Hippolyte not only appears first in

Gilbert's character of the same name, but constitutes

one of the chief innovations of the author. For, in

contradiction to the promise of the subtitle, le garQon

insensible, the sensibilite of Hypolite is his most 'prom-

inent characteristic. He loves Phaedre ; her sur-

passing beauty is before his eyes even when he is absent

from her. The transformation wrought in this char-

acter by Gilbert includes his endowment with the

manner of the courtly prince. Gilbert's Hypolite is a

jeune marquis of the seventeenth century salons, who
makes poriraiis and speaks in the manner of the bet

esprit. In him exists the predecessor of Racine's courtly

youth. The salon atmosphere and^ the representation

of the amour galant remarked in Phedre had already

been introduced by Gilbert into his Hypolite. There

are less important details which constitute resemblances,

also. For instance, the preoccupation of Racine's

Hippolyte with the idea of vanquishing some monstre

in imitation of his father's exploits, is present in

Gilbert's character, who comes upon the scene for the

first time fresh from the conquest of a redoubtable

sanglier. The older companion of Hippolyte, Tera-

mene, has a predecessor in the Pithee of Gilbert's play,

Racine's (Enone, in ending her life in les flats de la

mer, only follows the example of Achrise, whose self_

inflicted punishment is the same. The woman spurned

Achrise, whose vengeance precipitates the catastrophe

Gabkiel Gilbert. 7
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in Gilbert's tragedy, is replaced in Racine's work ;by

Phaedre, stung by the knowledge that, though indifferent

to her, Hippolyte loves another, and from this situa-

tion the catastrophe eventuates.

When the resemblances to Gilbert's work are noted,

it is impossible not to regard Racine's masterpiece from

a new point of view in respect to its innovations, for

several of the elements attributed to his invention are

not entirely due to his originality. There can be no

doubt that Racine knew Gilbert's play. He found

ready to his hand, in a work forgotten for thirty years,

inventions whose value he perceived and upon which

he eagerly seized. He saw the advantage offered by
these novelties for the adaptation of the story to seven-

teenth century taste. He refines and improves the

borrowed innovations. The position of Phedre he

leaves unchanged ; as in the classical version, she is the

wife of Thesee, The j ealousy—whose value to the plot he

perceives — he takes from Gilbert, but it springs from

the presence of a young rival for the affections of Hippo-

lyte. It is this youthful rival who has rendered Ra-

cine's Hippolyte sensible. A possibility that the character

of Aricie is derived from hints found in Gilbert's work

may be claimed. These hints exist in the personages

of Gephise, the young beauty of whom Gilbert's Phaedre

is jealous, and Achrise, the young court beauty, one

of the confidenies of Phaedre, whom Hypolite accused

of overtures to himself. The name Aricie suggests,

even though remotely, the name Achrise. The resem-

blance does not cease with the new qualities with which

the characters are endow ad, nor with the general

atmosphere and the develoj ment of the amour galani.

There are textual similariti( s to be discovered, as well.

The material employed by Racine in the early por-

tions of his first act is similar to that which occurs in the

opening scenes of Gilbert's second act. In both plays,

when the hero makes his first entrance, he is conversing

with his governor, in the one case with Pithee, in the
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other with Th6ram6ne. Thes^e, his conquests, his

deeds of prowess, and his amours are the subject of

comment in both cases. Gilbert's hero has just been
crowned for the exploit of the sangr/ier killed. In Ra-
cine's tragedy the youth expresses regret that he has
no such conquests to his credit, and desires to win laurels

by such heroic deeds. Pithee criticises Thes6e for his

wandering loves. Hypolite checks the criticisms by
the words :

Je respecte mon p6re... (1)

while in a similar circumstance Racine!s young prince
more definitely rebukes his gouuerneur^ in :

... arrete, et respecte Th^see (2).

Gilbert's Thesee is suspected of lingering to enjoy
the charms of Cephise. Racine seems to have adapted
this situationin Theramene's comment,:

qui sait si le Roi votre pere

Veut que de son absence on sache le myst^re ?

Etsi

nous cachant de nouvelles amours,

Ce heros n'attend point qu'une amante abusee ...(3)

The names of the beauties enumerated by Hippolyte
and Theramene are those which Gilbert's Phaedre names
first to her confidenfe (4), and later to Hypolite (5).
She charges Thesee with loves in mille lieux. " En plus
de mille lieux sa foy est engag^e "

(6), which is repeated
by Racine in :

Sa foi partout offerte et re^ue en cent lieux (7),

(1) Hyp., II, 1.

(2) Phed., I, 1.

(3) Phed., I, 1.

(4) Hyp., I, 1.

(5) Ibid., Ill, 2.

(6) Ibid., I, 1.

(7) Phed., I, 1.
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spoken by Hippolyte, and in the words of Aricie :

un hommage a mille autres offert (1).

Gilbert's Phaedre speaks of Ariane as her credule

sceur (2), while Racine evokes trop credules esprits, and

pictures Ariane in the famous verse :

Ariane aux rochers contant ses injustices (3).

The equally famous response of Theramene^ to

Hippolyte's tirade against marriage :

Vous-meme, ou seriez-vous,

Si toujours Antiope a ses lois opposee,

D'une pudique ardeur n'eut brule pour Thesee (4) ?

has already been spoken to Gilbert's Hypolite by Achrise

in a similar connection :

Dites-moy, seriez-vous du nombre des vivans,

Si la belle Antiope eut fuy THymenee (5) ?

Another detail of Racine's first act, Phedre's cry to

the sun :

Soleil, je te viens voir pour la derniere fois (6).

preceded by the plaint that the sun peut-Hre rougi (7),

recalls Gilbert's despairing words given to Thesee :

Je voy avec horreur cet Astre qui me luit (8),

(1) Phed., II, 1.

(2) Hyp., I, 1.

(3) Phed., I, 1.

(4) Ibid., I, 1. The same idea is found in Moliere's Femmes
savantes, vv. 77, 78, as noted by Mesnard, (Euvres de Racine, III, 311.

(5) Hyp., II, 3.

(6) Phed., I, 3.

(7) Ibid., ibid.

(8) Hyp., V, dem.
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The borrowings which appear in Racine's first act

could not be considered complete without remembering

Gilbert's

:

c'est toy qui I'as nomme ! (1)

which, repeated, as it is by Phedre, in Racine's first

act (2), has already been commented upon by Mesnard

in his notes upon Phedre in the Grands ecrivains edition

of Racine's works (3). There are also minor rappro*

chemenis in this act, as Phedre's HelasI (4), and Gilbert's

:

Je veux flechir son ccEur (5)

echoed by Racine in (Enone's :

, flechissez son courage (6).

Words of Phedre in this act :

Mes yeux le retrouvoient dans les traits de son pere (7),

are reminiscent of those of Marguerite de France to the

King :

Aymant en vostre Fils vostre vivante image

J'ayme un autre vous mesme (8)

In Racine's second act, we find Aricie declaring Hippo-

lyte's possession of :

Les vertus de son pere, et non point ses foiblesses (9).

(1) Ibid., I, 2.

(2) Phed., I, 3.

(3) Vol. Ill, 322, n.

(4) Hyp., 1, 2 ; PhM., I, 3.

(5) Hyp. I, 2.

(6) Phed. I, 5.

(7) Phed., I, 3.

(8) Marg. de Fr., IV, 3.

(9) PhM., II, 1.
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In the same act of Gilbert's piece, Pithee saya to^

Hypolite

:

Imite ses vertus et non pas ses ddffaux (1).

Much of the matter of the speech of Aricie to her

confidenie, Ismene, ia this act, recalls that of Achrise

to Hypolite. Racine causes Hippoiyte to speak of

Aricie's right to the sceptre of Attica. This right hfr;

wishes to restore to her :

Je vous Fend^ une place (2).

Gilbert's Phaedre offers Hypolite a throne':

Thesee en vous Tostant, Phaedre vous la donne (3).

Racine's Hippoiyte say& further (in the same scene) :

Athenes dans ses murs maintenant vous rappelle (4),

while Gilbert's Phaedre says to Hypolite :

Pour leur Reyne en ces lieux des sujets me demandent (5).,

Again in this same scene, portions of Hippolyte's

declaration to Aricie contain material which resembles

that of Hypolite's soliloquy after his conversation with

Phaedre, in Gilbert's third act. Hippoiyte says to Aricie

:

Pxesente, je vous fuis : absente, je vous trouve, (6)

Hypolite speaks of Phaedre (in Gilbert's play) as

follows I

D'ou vient que Phaedre absente, a mes yeux est visible (7)..

(1) Hyp., II, 1.

(2) Phed., II, 2.

(3) Hyp., Ill, 2.

(4) Phed., II, 2.

(5) Hyp., Ill, 2.

(6) Phed., II, 2.

(7) Hyp., II, 4.
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There is much similar thought in the two passages.

In Racine's third act (Enone asks Phedre :

De quel ceil voyez^A'ous ce Prince audacieux? (i)

Gilbert s Achrise asks Phaedre :

Qiii log« en" vostre cceur ......,.?

Quels 6ont vos sentiments ? (2)

In this act Hippolyte, in his scene with Theramene,

alludes to the fact that Thesee had committed Phedre

to his care :

Je fus meme charge du soin de les garder (3).

Gilbert gives to his Phaedre in dialogue with Achrise

the following :

S'il n'eut dit a son iils en sortant de ces lieux!,

Qu'il prit soin d'essuyer les.larmes de mes yeux (4).

Racine's Thesee says :

D'un perfide ennemi j'ai purge la nature
;

A ses monstres lui-meme a^ervi de pature (5).

Pithee, in Gilbert's piece, praising Hyppolite after

his conquest of the sanglier, speaks in similar strain :

N'est-tu pas vainqueur

De ce fier ennemy qui ravageoit nos terres
;

D'assassinsj de voleursj il a purge I'Attique (6),

(1) Phed., Ill, 3.

(2) Hyp., I, 2.

(3) Phed., Ill, 5.

{^) Hyp:, I, 2.

(5)^ Phed., Ill, 5.

(6) Hyp., II. 1
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while in the final scene, Thesee cries :

Outrageant la Nature, & violant la Loy,

Monstres exterminez, vous revivez en moy (1).

The ennemis and monstres, Attique purge, la Nature

outraged, the repeated allusions to the monstres of

Gilbert's verses, seem, though not applied to the same
idea, to serve Racine as a model. One may make a

rapprochement also of the verse in Pithee's speech, be-

ginning D'assassins, with that of Racine's Thesee, who
reminds Neptune that :

mon courage

D'infames assassins nettoya ton rivage (2).

In later words of this same scene in Racine's work,

a striking similarity to passages in the corresponding

scene of Gilbert's tragedy has been remarked by several

critics. In the dialogue between Thesee and Hippo-
lyte, Racine's borrowing from Gilbert is plainly evi-

dent. Racine gives to Hippolyte these words ;

Charge du crime affreux dont vous me soupQonnez,

Quels amis me plaindront, quand vous m'abandonnez (3) ?

Gilbert's Hypolite speaks thus :

Un exil est trop doux pour ces crimes aflfreux

:

Si je suis exile pour un crime si noir,

Helas ! qui des mortels me voudra recevoir (4) ?

Less conspicuous as a rapprochement and representing

less strikingly Racine's debt to Gilbert than in the pas-

(1) Ibid., V, dern.

(2) Phed., IV, 2.

(3) Ibid., IV, 2.

(4) Hyp., IV, 3. This rapprochement has been commented upon
by Mesnard, in his notes on Phedre, (Euvres de Racine, ed. Grs. Ecriv.

vol. Ill, p. 370.
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«age just quoted, is that in an allusion to Phedre in the
same scene, as written by Racine, Hippolyte says :

Phedre est d'un sang, Seigneur, vous le savez trop bien,
De toutes ces horreurs plus rempli (1),

while in the earlier Hypoliie is found :

... Phaedre est d'une race aisement embrasee (2),

The recii of the catastrophe is treated by Gilbert, in
his final scene, with restraint and good taste unknown
to his precursors. Compare the following :

Hacine

Ses longs mugissemments font trembler le rivage (3).

Gilbert

De son mugissement le rivage fremit (4).

Racine

La frayeur les [les chevaux] emporte
;

lis ne connoissent plus ni le frein ni la voix.

En efforts impuissants leur maitre se consume
;

lis rougissent le mors

la peur les precipite (5).

ClLBERT

Ses chevaux etonnez rendent sa valeur vaine
;

En vain tirant la bride.

La bride, ni sa voix ne leur sert plus de loy
j

Et pour leur conducteur n'on plus que leur effroy,

Leur timide fureur les guide (6).

{1) Phed., IV, 2.

{2) Hyp., II, 1.

(3) Ph^., V, 6, v. 1521.

^4) Hyp., V, 4, V. 1498.

(5) Phed., V, 6, vv. 1535, 6, 7, 8, et 1541.

iWiHyp., V, vv. 1512, 15, 17, 18, 23.
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Racine's criticSj following the claims of Louis Racine^,

unite in praising the good taste shown by Racine in>

treating the subject of Phedre and Hippolyte. The
refining hand of the great master is seen in the trans-

formation to delicacy of elements^ of brutality in the

classical story. Refinement and delicacy in the handling

of the theme is most noticeable, but before Racine>

Gilbert had already subjected the story to his own
delicacy of feeling. Shrinking from harsh facts which
stand forth stark and unglossed in the classical originals,

Gilbert had brought his own inventive power to bean

upon a story two French authors before him had;

essayed. He had not only refined it, he had over-

refined it. Racine's problem lay as much in restoring

some of the lost elements, necessary to preserve the

strength of Euripides' framework, as in renderings

delicate a story in which changes had' already been

made to a degree which bordered, in some instances^

upon absurdity.

No thought of instituting a claim for a degree of

excellence equal to that of Racine's work is- for a mo-
ment considered in the case of Gilbert. But' indebtedness

on the part of the younger to the older writer is claimed.

That the debt includes some of the most striking ele-

ments of Racine's masterpiece has been pointed out.

The genius who perceived the dramatic value of the

inventions of the lesser artist, and was capable of

transforming them into the work known to us by the

name of his fated heroine, who possessed the skill to

seize upon phrases of singular appositeness and fuse

them, with even greater effect, into his own composition,

was an artist to whom a writer of Gilbert's qualifications

must always yield precedence. But in granting the

preeminence of the greater poet, it must be remem-
bered that the lesser furnished him with inventions of

striking originality, ideas of value, and even phrases

of force and beauty.



CHAPTER V

SEMIRAMIS (1)

The three iragi-comedies of Gilbert are followed by
a tragedy, Semiramis. The title-page makes known the

fact that the piece was produced by the Troupe Royale.

This statement is confirmed by the presence of the title

in the list of the second part of the Memoire de Make-
lot (2). The acheve dHmprimer is of the first of June,

1647, and th.Q priviUge, the thirteenth of May of that

year.

Lacking contemporary testimony as to the date of

the first performance, we may presume that it occurred.

in 1646 (3), although it is discussed by the freres Parfaict

under the date of 1647, without attempt to assign a

date to the premiere (4). The notice given this tragedy

is far more flattering than those accorded the earlier

pieces of Gilbert in the same work. Twelve pages of

extracts from the text are given, with the apology : La
piece nous a paru meriter d'etre iiree de Vobscuriie ou elle

est depuis ires lortgiemps.

The epttre dedicaioire is to the duchess of Rohan (5) in

(1) Semiramis : Tragedie, representee par la Troupe Royalle. A Paris^

ohez Augustin Courbe', datis la petite Salle du Palais, a la Palmei

M. DC XLVII.
(2) Cf. op. cit., p. 54.

(3) Cf. art. Semiramis, Dictionnaire Larousse :
" Citons la trag6di&

de Gilbert representee en 16^1 " , and cf. note 2, above.

(4) Cf. Hist. duth. fr., VII, 140rl53.

(5) Tke duehesse. de Rohan was Marguerite de Bethune, daughter-
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whose service Gilbert claims the honor of being enrolled :

On sQavoit que pavois Vhonneur (Veslre a vosire service,

he says, as introduction to the usual compliments. He
likens his heroine to his proledrice, with more justice

than in other cases where he had sought to find simi-

lar analogies : Ces sentiments ont oblige Semiramis...

a uous faire voir un crayon de vostre vie dans ses eclatantes

actions.

The scene is laid in Nineveh. The plot concerns the

story of the love of the king, Ninus, for Semiramis, wife

of his general Menon, the efforts of the couple to prevent

their separation, Menon's death, and the revenge of

Seminaris upon Ninus (1).

of Maximilian de Bethune, first due de Sully. She married Henri de

Rohan, the second duke of the name, Feb. 7, 1605, the marriage

having been arranged by Henry IV.

(1) Semiramis had become a warrior for love of her husband. In

the campaign against the Bactrians, Ninus was about to fall by the

hand of the enemy king, Zoroaster, when Semiramis made a brilliant

dash to his rescue. With the help of her husband, she killed Zoroaster

and saved Ninus. The gratitude of the latter took the form of a desire

to make Semiramis his queen. His first move was the offer of his

daughter Sosarme to Menon, in the guise of a reward of his merit.

Menon is told that his refusal forfeits the life of Semiramis. The
wife is told that her husband's acceptance is voluntary and that she

is consequently freed. Menon enters the temple for the ceremony,

but stabs himself before the altar. Semiramis immediately plans to

be revenged. She feigns to accept the love of Ninus, asks a boon,

which he promises to grant, and announces that her wish is to reign

ov4r Assyria for five days. Ninus grants her request. The Council

is convened. Semiramis appears arrayed as a queen and is presented

to the Council by Ninus. A case for the judgment of the Council is

at once presented by Semiramis to the assembled Satraps. In terms

only slightly veiled, she states her own case. She says that the widow
demands justice and asks their judgment. She calls first for the

opinion of Ninus. Ninus declares the lover " digne de mort'\ but sees

an extenuating circumstance in his great love for the woman. He
maintains that his crime is the greatest proof of his love. Semiramis

orders him to retire, since he has become the protector and not the

judge of the criminal. The king retire? after a protest and an address

to the satraps, advising them to follow his example and ask clemency.

He adds to his advice the warning that he will be again on the throne

after the lapse of five days, and that it will not be well for those who
disagree with him. After Ninus has been led away, the vote of the
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In the poem written in 1646 to the Queen of Sweden,
as well as in the " Epitre " of Rodogune, the interest of

Gilbert in women who wielded the sceptre was shown.
Whether the subject of Semiramis already engaged his

thought at that time cannot be known (1).

The chief historical sources for the story of Semiramis
are Diodorus (2), who cites Ctesias, and Justin.

From Diodorus, Gilbert derived the name and rank
of Ninus

; the fact that Semiramis was the wife of Me-
nones

; her assistance in the victory over the Bactrians
;

the king's love for her ; the request of the king that
Menones yield Semiramis to him ; the offer of the ex-

change of the princess Sosarna for Semiramis ; the refusal

of Menones
; the king's threat ; the suicide of Menones

;

the request for five days of royal power and the use of

the power to have Ninus imprisoned, evidently with the
inference that he was later put to death.

It is necessary to unite the two legends given by
Diodorus to account for so many of the elements of

Gilbert's plot. There are still wanting the name of

Zoroaster, as the ruler of the Bactrians, the oracular

utterance of Zoroaster, and the suicides of Ninus and
Sosarna. In addition, it is found that Gilbert changes
the form of the threat of Ninus from that of putting
out the eyes of Menones to the death of Semiramis.

satraps is found to be unanimous for the punishment of the offending
amant. Semiramis announces that the case stated by herself at the
opening of the sitting is her own, that Menon has died the victim of
his rival. Following the announcement by Semiramis that Ninus is

the offender, the order for his death is given. Before the order could
have been executed the princess, Sosarme, enters and tells of the
death of her father. The king had anticipated the sentence and taken
his own life. Sosarme rebukes Semiramis, who should have respected
•• the blood of Bel ", declares her intention to follow her father, and
stabs herself. As she is about to fall, Semiramis orders the removal
of the dying princess. A messenger enters to tell her that the people
are demanding that she rule them. To this demand she accedes, and
the curtain falls upon h r declaration that she has reigned better than
a man.

(1) Cf. below, p. 274.

(2) Bib. hist., II, 1-20.
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Both Justin and Eusebius supply the name of Zoro-

aster, and Justin says that Zoroaster was killed in the

engagement in question. Aelian and Plutarch both

mention the execution of Ninus at the command of

Semiramis, though they disagree as to the number of

the days of her reign.

Gilbert makes no reference to the story of the love of

Semiramis for her own son, found in Justin and other

historians. This theme, involving a mistaken identity

and a later reconnaissance, forms the basis of the plots

of Desfontaines, Crebillon, and Voltaire, each of whom
has produced a Semiramis (1).

The self-inflicted death of Ninus is an addition of

Gilbert's to the account of Diodorus. The suicide of

Sosarme is also the author's invention. The long his-

torical campaign against the Bactrians is changed to a

swift, brilliant attack upon the army of Zoroaster, without

the walls of his capital city. The participation of Semi-

ramis, instead of that of a visitor to the camp, inspired

to lead a secret scaling party, is that of one of the chief

generals of the army, who, in her chariot, occupies a

conspicuous position in the attack. The clamor of the

people that Semiramis retain the throne, after the death

of Ninus, has no historical foundation.

Although no incident of the piece makes use of the

stories damaging to the reputation of Semiramis, a

prediction of Sosarme's, in the last act of the tragedy,

shows that these legends were not wholly ignored by
the author. In Sosarme's long speech, in the fifth act,

when denouncing Semiramis, she makes the following

prophecy : Tes enfanis quelque jour s^armeroni conire toy.

The oracles of Zoroaster were first collected and

published in 1538, with annotations by Genistus

(1) Desfontaines, la Viritable Simiramis, ach. 11 May, 1647
;

Crebillon, Semiramis, priv. 8 fev., 1711, im. 1717 ; Voltairb,
Semiramis, representee, pour la premiere fois, le 29 aout 1748. Pub-
lished, Paris, Lemercier et Lambert, 1749, in-12.
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Plefcho (1). The prophecy of his own end (2), as given

in Gilbert's text, is not found among them. It is no

doubt the author's invention, since the name of Zoroas-

ter does not figure in the relation of Diodorus, nor that

of Semiramis in Justin's. An oracle foretelling the end

of the reign of Semiramis figures in the account by
Diodorus. At the temple of Aramon, during the

Egyptian campaign of Semiramis, she was told that her

son would rise against her and seize the throne (3).

This incident seems too remote from the prediction

of Zoroaster to be the source of that prophecy.

Other references to Zoroaster allude to his prophetic

gift, as : "II connoist les destins (4)", " J'ay preveu des

long-temps ma triste destinee (5)", "Peut-on... sur son

art douteux fonder de I'asseurance ? (6)", "II ...sgavoit

penetrer dans les secrets des Dieux (7)", and "Le Giel...

dans I'avenir I'esclaire (8)".

"The interest in the occult as related to the interpre-

tation of the movements and influences of the stars is

reflected in many passages in which are mentioned les

Astres. The allusion to the death of the son of Zoroast«r

is not easily identified (9). There is no mention of a

son in Justin, who speaks of the death of Zoroaster in

the war with Ninus (10). Herodotus relates a story of

the death of the son and heir of Tomyris, queen of

Massageta, to revenge whose death Tomyris successfully

fought against Cyrus and caused his death. This,

(1} Oracula Magica Zoroastris cum scholiis Plethonis et Pselli nunc
primum editi. E. Bibliotheca regis, Dupuis, Paris, 1589.

(2) J'ay sQeu que deux amans joints du ncsud d'Hymen^a
;

Me raviroient un jour le sceptre & la clarte (I, 3).

(3) Cf. Diodorus, II, XIV.
(4) Cf. I, 1.

(5) Cf. I, 3.

(6) Cf. I, 3.

(7) Cf. Ibid.

(8) Cf. I, 1 .

(9) Cf. I, 3.

(10) Cf. Just., 1, 1 • Euseb. De prxp. Evang, bk. X.
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episode was, perhaps, in the author's mind, since he

had interested himself in Tomyris, as an Amazon^

at about this period (1), and may be the source of the

allusion.

The Assyrian mythology, and the descent of Ninus

from the god Bel is recalled in many references.

The frequent allusions to the intention of Ninus to

make Menon king of Bactria is logical, but not historical.

Menon is said by Diodorus (2) to have been the governor

of Syria under Ninus. After the victory over the Bac-

trians, the same authority says that Ninus overwhelmed

Semiramis with presents (3) . The narration immediately

goes on with an account of the king's subjection to

the charms of Semiramis, and his effort to obtain her

with the consent of Menon. The details given by Justin

are even less numerous. The ofTer of the crown of

Bactria (4) is, in a measure, the price offered by Ninus

to Menon for the latter's wife. It is, as well, the dot

of Sosarme, who is to be substituted for Semiramis.

Allusion to the extent of Ninus' empire is in the tra-

dition of the legend of the conquests of Ninus (5),

" L'Empire du Monde (6) " and "...un Empire aussi grand

que la terre (7)".

Of the passage of the army of Ninus through the land,

Gilbert says :

Tarissant en passant les lacs et les Rivieres (8).

This is according to Justin's account (9).

The romantic defense of Ninus by Semiramis, who

(1) Cf. Poeme a la Reyne de Suede, and below, p. 274.

(2) Cf. Bibl. Hist., II, 5.

(3) Cf, Ibid., ibid., 6.

(4) Cf. II, 3 ; III, 2 ; Ibid., ibid., IV, 3.

(5) Cf. Diod. Bibl. Hist., II, 1-6 et Justin I, 1.

(6) I, 1.

(7) I, 1.

(8) I, 2, p. 5.

(9) Cf. Bk. II, ch. 10.
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intervenes in a hand to hand encounter for his life, is

invention. Semiramis is credited by the historians

with saving the campaign and causing the victory of

the king's forces, but by no single act of heroism.

The death of Arsame et Cyrus, les deux chefs de la

Perse (1), is related in the recii of the battle before Bactrcv

The great Cyrus and Arsame, the father of Hystaspes,

himself the father of Darius, are evidently indicated,

though history does not permit their association with

the event. In connection with the celebration of the

marriage of Sosarme and Menon, Clesias is mentioned
as, with Cambise, having charge of the secret prepa-

rations (2) for the rite. The former bears the name of

the Greek historian Ctesias of Cnidus, a member of the

Aesculapian family. He wrote the history, in twenty-

three volumes, of the kingdom of Persia. The first six

volumes are of the Assyrian empire. This name is

doubtless to be identified with that of the historian,

Cambise figures in the list of Adeurs, and appears to be

an officer of the household. He receives the king's

order to bring him the head of Semiramis, when Menon
is obdurate and refuses the king's entreaty to cede his

wife. A speaking role is given him in the fifth act,

where he warns the king against trusting Semiramis (3).

Cambise bears the name of the son of Cyrus (4), but need

not be identified with that person. The name of Orcan

is not given in the list of Adeurs, but Semiramis men-
tions him as the Capiiaine des Gardes (5), and as devoted

to her interests. He receives the command to follow

Ninus, when Ninus is banished by Semiramis from the

council, but he has no speaking role. The name Orcan,

or Orkhan, appears in history as that of the second of

the Turkish sultans (6).
,

(1) I, 2.

(2) IV, 3.

(3) III, 2, et V, 1.

(4) Cf. Just., I, 9, 10.

(5) IV, 3.

(6) V, 2.

Gabriel Gilbert. 8
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'' The allusion of Semiramis to,

L'Estang pres d'Ascalon, dont on fist mon berceau (1)„

has as its source the narration of Diodorus of the birth

and early days of Semiramis. She was born to the

goddess Derceto and a Syrian youth whom the goddess^

had loved. The temple of Derceto was beside the lake,

near Ascalon. Ashamed of her frailty, the goddess

had the youth put to death and exposed the child at the

edge of the lake to die. Doves who brought nourish-

ment to the infant attracted the attention of the chief

shepherd, Simma, who found the child, took it to his

home and brought it up as his own daughter, giving

it his name, Semiramis. Menon, sent by Ninus, later,

to investigate the royal bergeries, saw her, then a beau-

tiful maiden. He admired and married her (2). The

author has taken the liberty of making Menon the person

who found and saved the infant, for Semiramis saySh

that the lake :

Sans sa main secourable eut este mon tombeau (3).

The great generalship of Menon is attested in the

extravagant praise of Sosarme who speaks of him as

the defender of Nineveh who had saved the inhabitants

from the Egyptians and vassalage, and had made Egypt

subject to Ninus. The princess makes him the victor

over the kings of Asia and India (4). Ninus says :

Je ie dois un Royaume (5), calls him hero and Vhonneur

de mon Empire (6), M6non, according to Diodorus,

was the president of the Council and acted as governor

of Syria, for Ninus. His value as a general may be

inferred from the fact that Ninus took him with him

(1) n, 2.

(2) Cf. Bibl. Hist , II ; IV et V.

(3) II, 2.

(4) I, 4.

(5) III. 2.

(6) Ibid., ibid.
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on the Bactrian campaign (1). Diodorus furthermore

states that Semiramis dominated Menon absolutely (2).

This domination and the ideal devotion of Menon to

Semiramis provide an important feature of the intrigue,

lead to the tragic denouement, and form the chief

element of pathos in the tragedy.

Besides the chief actors, duly authenticated histori-

cally : Ninus, Sosarme, Menon, and S6miramis, there

are the minor characters : Cambise (3), Barsine and

Orphise (4), confidenies, who have names without signif-

icance historically, Phorbas (5) and Orondate (6) who,

as satraps, give an opinion on the subject of the crime

of Ninus, in the last act, while Ctesiphonte, between

the two groups, is not one of the chief actors, yet has

a more important part in the intrigue than the other

secondary actors. In the last act, Semiramis addresses

him as " Satrape d'Assyrie ".

As earlier, in the case of Rodogune, Gilbert presents

Semiramis as the Amazon-queen. She is first intro-

duced through the recit of the battle of which she was

conspicuously the heroine. As the rescue of Ninus is

related by himself, we see :

... Semiramis d'une course soudaine,

Paroist dessus son char qui traverse la plaine,

Cette illustre beaute voulant sauver son Roy.

Dans des torrens de sang passe jusques a moy (7).

(1) Cf. Bib. Hist., II, V.

(2) Cf. Bib. Hist., VI.

(3) Cf. above, p. 113.

(4) A peculiar misprint occurs on page 77 (Act. IV, 2) where the

name Oronte is printed as the speaker in dialogue with Semiramis.

The text (v. 1 , p. 77) gives : Et hien Barsine. The acteur should evident-

ly have been given as Barsine, thoughout the scene.

(5) Phorbas, a name taken from Greek mythology, where it figures

as the name of the celebrated pugilist killed by Apollo, who disguised

himself as a mortal, on that occasion.

(6) Possibly the author took the name from the romance of La
Calpren^de, or the tragi-comedie of Guerin de Bouscai, Oroondate,

presented, 1645. Cf. Fr. Pabf., Hist, du The. jr., VI, 315.

(7) I, 3.
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In her defense of her right to happiness with her

husband, Semiramis recalls her victories, as a reproach

to the king :

est-ce la le salaire,

De t'avoir fait regner par tout cet hemisphere,

De tant de beaux combats pour ta gloire entrepris (1).

In the last act, Semiramis is the queen *' en grand

appareil ", while Ninus declares that he recognizes her
*' auguste puissance ". With great dignity and for-

mality she gives her address to the Council. She has

no hesitation as to procedure, and states her case as

" la coustume I'ordonne ". When called by the people

to continue to occupy the throne, she says :

Montrons

Qu'un trone est dignement remply par une femme,

Et que Semiramis mieux qu'un homme a regne (2).

The role of queen and ruler is easily and naturally

assumed.

In contrast to his character of Rodogune, Gilbert

gives his Semiramis great tenderness and an intense

devotion to her husband. Although the historians note

the attachment of Menon to his wife, they are silent

as to her reciprocation (3). Gilbert represented his

parfait Espoux (4) wedded to an equally perfect epouse

to whom the lustre of a crown and elevation to a

throne constitute no temptation to leave the husband

who cherishes her. According to Gilbert, it is this

perfect devotion to her husband which has created the

Amazon. The plan for vengeance which Semiramis

carries out and which causes the downfall and death

of Ninus is the consequence of her grief. Another qual-

(1) III, 3.

{2) V, dern.

(3) Cf. DioDORus, Bibl. hist., II : V, VI.

(4) IV, 3.
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ity is thrown into relief by the execution of Semiramis'

plans for revenge. The captivating power of her beauty

and charm which history celebrates was, it seems, not

unknown to the Amazon. As a factor in accomplishing

the success of her scheme, she rates the power of this

charm above the claims of justice. It would appear

that to herself Semiramis was primarily a tender and

devoted wife, a woman of acknowledged power of fasci-

nation, and secondarily, the warrior and administrator.

The presentation of the tragi-comedy is in the reverse

order of these qualities : first the heroine of -battle,

second the woman of compelling charm, and thirdly,

the self-forgetful, devoted wife. This last quality is

used in part for pathos and in part, and especially,

for the motivation of the intrigue.

Ninus plays throughout the role of the despot. Unable

to secure the consent of either Semiramis or Menon to

his plans, he compels their action, until through over-

reaching he divests himself of power and brings on his

own destruction. Pride causes him to take his own life

rather than to suffer death at the hands of a subject.

Sosarme might be compared to 1' Infante in le Cid, since

she loves a hero and man of action, beneath her in rank,

who loves another. She is rather a pawn than an actor,

though she loves Menon and is happy to obey her

father in accepting him. She has no thought of the

injury to Semiramis. Evidently the operation of the

king's will justifies his acts to her. The " honor
"^

offered Semiramis probably seems to her more than

sufficient compensation. In the last act she rises to

tragic heights and denounces Semiramis, but does not

intimate any consciousness of fault on the king's side.

Her defiance of Semiramis shows her to be not only an

outraged princess, but one who is unafraid :

Je feray mon destin, & je ne te crains pas

Sosarme ayme son pere, elle suivra ses pas (1).

(1) V. 3.
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In the fifth act, the satraps discuss the case of Ninus

and give their voices for the execution of the one who
has caused the death of Menon, without knowing his

identity. They act as Semiramis had foretold, and

vote in accordance with her expression of opinion.

Very conventional figures, they count little in the action,

with the exception of Ctesiphonte. The last named,

Menon's " ami "
^ ives the recit of the death of his

friend. He confen with Semiramis as she formulates

her plan for venge mce, and receives her instructions

in regard to his own part in them :
" Tu peux me

seconder... (1) ". In the judgment scene, Ctesiphonte

is addressed as " Siirap d'Assyria (2) ", and speaks

at length, embodyingi n his remarks the author's fav-

orite denunciation of loose morals (3).

The author brings his action within the limits of one

day. The unity of time is preserved by many notes

on time, as ce soir, avant la fin du jour, etc. As to the

unity of place, there is more question. All the scenes

except the last act might take place in an antichambre

of the palace. The last act seems to call for the throne-

room, in which the Conseil de VUnivers convenes, and

where Ninus descends from the throne. The unity of

action is well sustained. The love of Ninus for Semi-

ramis and his desire to obtain her, which conflicts with

her own desire to remain with her husband, and Me-

non's to retain her ; the tragic consequences of the in-

trigue of Ninus, and his own downfall as the result of

wilful desire, form one uninterrupted action. The

secondary interest, the love of Sosarme for Menon, is

well subordinated, and becomes a part of the intrigue

through its support of the scheme of Ninus. He uses

his daughter's love as a means of getting Menon out

of the the way to further his plan to make Semiramis

his queen.

(1) IV, 3.

(2) V, 2.

(3) Ibid., ibid.
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Gilbert has found three opportunities for introducing

the recit in this piece. The decription of the battle

of Bactre contains the recit by Gtesiphonte (I'ami de

Menon) of the death of Menon. The entrance of Ninus,

referred to above, constitutes one of the peripeiies of

the piece. The recit had created an effect of depres-

sion which is changed to joy at the entrance of the

king (1). The recit contains another peripetia, in the

" reversal " caused by the act of heroism of Semiramis.

This changes a day of defeat and sorrow to one of victory

and joy. A third may be seen in the change of sen-

timent on the part of Semiramis, who has been made to

believe her husband unfaithful, when the truth is told

her by Gtesiphonte in the recit of the death of Ninus (2).'

Her denunciations of Menon change to devotion and a

desire for revenge, which brings the tragic denouement.

The soliloquy is of less frequent occurence in this play

than in its predecessors. Twice only, and briefly, do

actors hold the stage alone. Sosarme has a brief

monologue of ten verses, and Menon one of sixteen verses,

both in the second act. No violation of the liason

des scenes occurs in Semiramis, and the acts are of

virtually uniform length. Dreams, portents and proph-

esies have their part in this piece.

In addition to the forebodings caused by her dreams,

Semiramis is disturbed by the augury of her sacrifices :

D'un regard curieux observant les entraUles,

L'une saine au dedans promettoit du bon-heur,

L'une perciif (3) la joye, & I'autre la douleur (4).

The curse of Sosarme takes the form of a prediction,

as well.

Certain reminiscences of other plays are to be noted in

this piece. The confidente of Sosarme, in conversation

(1) I, 3.

(2) IV, 3.

(3) Pour perdit lire fpredit].

(4) II, 1.
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with the princess, expresses the sentiments given to

Cambridge in Marguerite de France, on the purchasing

power of the diadem (1). The same belief is the chief

dependence of Rodogune, in her scheme to buy the life

of her rival (2). Ninus offers a crown to Semiramis

although Semiramis is already wedded and content, a

parallel to the situation in Marguerite de France (3).

In Rodogune , Hydaspe had arranged to share his crown
with Lidie (4), and in Hypolite, both Phedre and Hypo-
lite hope that Thesee may cede his wife to his son (5).

Nero, in Arie el Pelus, makes a similar attempt to bribe

a faithful wife to abandon her husband (6). The princes

of Rodogune express a preference for the lady of their

choice, rather than for a throne (7). Menon, before

whose eyes are displayed the crown of Bactria, the prin-

cess and heiress to the throne, and the succession, cries :

Ah ne m'offrez done plus I'Empire d'Assyrie,

Et reprenez encor le sceptre de Bactrie,

Retirez vos faveurs, gardez vos dignitez,

Vos trones, vos grandeurs, & vos felicitez (8).

The confrontation of the two women, Semiramis and

Sosarme, recalls the scene between Queen Eleanor and

Marguerite (9), and between Rodogune and Lidie in

Rodogune ( 10) . The Princess Sosarme accuses Semiramis

of unwarranted use of her power of seduction, while

Rodogune similarly brought accusation against Lidie.

The ideal love of a husband and wife is shown in the case

of M^non and Semiramis, as in Arie et Pelus. Barsine^

(1) Cf. above, chap. II.

(2) Cf. above, chap. III.

(3) Cf. above, chap. II.

(4) Cf. above, chap. III.

(5) Cf. above, chap. IV.

(6) Cf. below, chap. VII.

(7) Cf. above, chap. II.

(8) III, 2.

(9) Marguerite de France, III, 1.

(10) Rodogune, II, 2.
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the confidenie of Semiramis, cautions and advises her

mistress as Belinde, the confidenie of the princess in

Marguerite de France advises Marguerite to listen to the

king's advances. Menon takes his life before the altar.

A scene with some features of resemblance, but not

identical, occurs in Hypolite, where the dream is related :

Thesee, in the dream, seizes from the altar a poignard

and kills the lovers. An important role in the denoue-

ment of Telephonte is played by the knife upon the sacri-

ficial altar.

During the same year that Gilbert published his

Semiramis, and anticipating it by a few weeks, Desfon-

taines printed a tragedy which he called la Veritable

Semiramis. The privilege was granted the publisher,

Pierre Lamy, April 17, and the author is named in it

The acheve is of May 11, (both of 1647). A notice of

this tragedy is given by the freres Parfaict in the same

volume as that of Gilbert's Semriamis and immediately

following it. No mention is there made of its presen-

tation (1). Two plays of this name occur in the second

list of the Memoire of Mahelot which is strong testi-

mony in support of production (2). Desfontaines uses

the story previously alluded to, found in Justin, which

involves a mistaken identity. In this, Semiramis loves

her own son, and the threatened catastrophe is averted

by a reconnaissance. The motivation for the death

of Ninus, and the whole of the judgment scene is far

weaker in the tragedy of Desfontaines than in Gilbert's.

Ninus is an obstacle, and is brutally removed from the

scene and from life. Semiramis accuses him before

the council of having killed her father and usurped his

throne, but as no mention has previously been made of

(1) Cf. " II y avait eu deux tragedies de Semiramis assez remar-

quables au siecle pr6c6dent, I'une par Gilbert, representee en 1647,

I'autre par Desfontaines, qui ne paraxt pas avoir 6te representee... ".

" Avertissement pour la presente Edition ". (Euvres de Voltaire, 6d.

Moland, vol. XXXVII, p. 481.

(2) Cf. H. Carrington Lancaster, Le Memoire de Mahelot, p. 54^
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those facts, they seem to be an after-thought, and fail

to convince. The trend of the two pieces is in opposite

directions : Gilbert's Semiramis is a warrior and a de-

voted wife, who through the operation of the tragic

action of the intrigue is set, by popular wish, upon the

throne ; Desfontaines' Semiramis is upon the throne

in the beginning and, disgraced and unhappy, takes her

life at the end.

The tragedies of Grebillon and of Voltaire, which are

the eighteenth century's contribution to this subject,

follow, in their larger lines, the story which is the source

of Desfontaines' tragedy, rather than that used by
Gilbert. Voltaire was acquainted with the work of

Gilbert, as his Remarques sur Rodogune and the Preface

to his Merope prove. His Semiramis has as its springs

of action the love of Semiramis for her son, and the

tortures of her conscience for having been party (with

a prince of the house of Bel) to the death of Ninus.

Semiramis is already upon the throne at the opening of

the piece. She is tortured in spirit, conceives a violent

passion for a young general, later proving to be her son,

endures the rivalry of a princess for his love, and is

killed, by mistake, by her son. The Ninyas, of Voltaire,

is recognized by the high-priest, Oroes, through the

medium of the seal, bandeau royal, and sword of Ninus (1).

An unfinished letter from the hand of the dying king,

which casts doubt upon the queen, without making a

formal charge against her, strikingly recalls the oracular

utterance of the dying Seleucus of Corneille's Rodogune.

There is no evidence of an influence of Gilbert's text

upon that of Voltaire. It is not impossible that the

presence of a Semiramis in the theatre of Gilbert may
have suggested the subject to Voltaire, although he fi-

nally chose a different version of it for his own treatment,

(1) These details are reminiscent of the Merope-Telephonte trag-

edies of the Italians of the sixteenth century.



CHAPTER VI

THE RETURN TO THE THEATRE (1657)

I. LES AMOURS DE DIANE ET D'ENDIMION

II. CHRESPHONTE

After Semiramis, Gilbert's name is not mentioned

in connection with the theatre until 1657. In that year,

les Amours de Diane et d'Endimion (1) was published.

Its privilege is to Gilbert himself and is dated the 28th

of May. The acheve bears the date of the following

day. This privilege is notable as being the first record

of Gilbert's use of his title of Secretaire des commandemens

of the Queen of Sweden. The esteem accorded the

queen at this time is evidenced by the phrase noslre

chere soeur (2) with which her name is preceded in the

king's privilege to her secretary.

The work is one of perhaps several brought to France

by the poet on his return with the queen from Italy.

Mazarin is the protecieur chosen by the author, and, in

the epiire addressed to him, two statements in regard to

the work are made : the piece was written in Italy, and

at the request of the queen, referred to as une personne

Auguste. It was probably written during the winter of

1655-56, for a letter to the Cardinal Azzolino, then in

(1) Les Amours de Diane et d'EMimion, Tragedie par Monsieur Gilbert,

Secretaire des Commandemens de la Reyne de Suede, & son Resident en

France. A Paris, Chez Guillaume de Lvyne, Lihraire lure, dans la Salle

des Merciers, a la Justice. M. DC. LVII. Ai^ec Privileqe du Roy.

(2) Cf. the privilege, ed. 1657.
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Rome, from his friend the Vice-legate Lascaris, dated

Dec. 28, 1656, mentions the queen's reading from une-

comedie frariQaise. " Elle lisail le role de Diane amoureuse

d''Endimion ", says the vice-legate (1).

The piece was presumably given in Paris before its

publication, but mention of its presentation does not

occur before 1658. Then, Loret, relating incidents of

the visit of the Queen of Sweden to Paris, mentions

Vhisloire d^Endimion among the po'emes serieux and tra-

gedies which she witnessed. The Muze hislorique of

March 2, 1658, declares that Gilbert is an

Ecpivain, tout a fait, expert (2).

Considering the ordinary procedure of first, pre-

sentation, and later, publication, it is a logical conjec-

ture that the occasions of which Loret speaks were

appearances of les Amours de Diane el d'Endimion
during a reprise in honor of the personne Augusle who
had inspired its composition. Another reprise of the

piece occurred in 1660, when ten performances were given

between June 25 and July 18, as the Regislre de La Grange

notes (3). It is of interest to note that Corneille wit-

nessed the piece, during this reprise, as it seems. The
Madrigal, Pour une Dame qui represenlait la Nuil en la

comedie d^Endymion, was written in 1660, and is as

follows :

Si la Lune et la Nuit sont bien representees,

Endymion n'etoit qu'un sot

:

II devoit des le premier mot
Renvoyer a leur ciel les comes argentees,

Tenebreuse deesse, un ceil bien eclaire

Dans tes obscurites eut cherche sa fortune
}

(1) Cf. Bahonde BiLDT, Christine de Suede et le cardinal AzzolinO',

Paris, 1899, p. 64.

(2) Loret, M. Hist., II, 450.

(3} Reg. de La Gr., an, 1660.
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Et je n'en connois point qui n'eut tot prefere

Les ombres de la Nuit aux clartes de la Lune (1).

Taschereau, who cites the madrigal, believes that
Mile (ju Pare played Night in the reprise of this pastoral,

and that the role of Diane was taken by une beaute plus

mure, perhaps Madeleine Bejart (2).

The very meager results which reward the most
diligent search for facts in regard to composition or

presentation of Gilbert's pieces, distinguish this pas-

toral, since with it may be associated the names of

Christine of Sweden, Mazarin, Corneille, and, possibly,

du Pare, and Madeleine Bejart.

The place occupied by this pastoral in the esteem of

contemporaries may be judged by the reprise as late as

three years after its publication, and by the fact that

it inspired several imitations. A pastorale en musique,

called le Triomphe de VAmour ^ was given at the cele-

bration of the wedding of the due d'Orlean«, October,

1671. The little piece was sufficiently successful to be

repeated before the king at St. Germain-en-Laye the

following February. The text was by Guichard, and
the music by Sabliere (3). The tragic elements of Gil-

bert's piece are absent, the lyric passages are increased,

la Nuit and Diane are more constantly on the scene.

This is published by Ballard and is described on the

title-page, as imite des Amours de Diane el d^Endimion,

Prunieres, who describes the pastorale en musique^

makes no reference to Gilbert here, nor elsewhere in

his work (4). Another Triomphe de VAmour (5) was

(1) These verses first appeared in the fifth part of Corneille's,

Poisies choisies, cf. CEuvres de Corneille, ed. Grs. Ecriv., X, 154.

(2) Taschereau, Vie de Corneille (2^ ed.), Jannet, Paris, 1855,

p. 173.

(3) Le Triomphe de VAmour opiraou pastorale en musique imitee des

Amours de Diane ct d'Endimion divisie en trois parties mesUes de deux
intermedes. A Paris, par Robert Ballard. M DC LXXII, in-4''.

(4) Prunieres, IL, L'Opera italienne en France avant Lulli, Cham-
pion, Paris, 1913, p. 361 and n. 2.

(5) Le Triomphe de VAmour, Ballet, represent^ par I'Acad^mie
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arranged ten years later as a court ballet. The words-

are by Quinault and Benserade, and the music by LulU

This was given at St. Germain-en-Laye, before the

king, January twenty- first, 1681, and in Paris the follow-

ing May. La Null, Mercure, VAmour, les Nymphes,

and others of the personnages of Gilbert's piece are

among the characters. The confidences of Diane and

Endimion to la Null recall Gilbert's pastoral. In

general theme — the conquest of Love, who triumphs

over his severest enemy, Diana — there is resemblance

to Gilbert's piece. As the lighter nature of these two

pastorals [dictated a happy ending, there is no hint of

the tragic episode with which Gilbert's piece closes.

This pastoral is more pretentious than a simple un-

folding of the tender emotions of bergers and bergeres,

and, involving, as it does, the participation of gods and

godesses, is more appropriately called a pastorale

heroique. The text is interspersed with a few lyrics

and choruses, and no little interest is due to the effects

secured by the use of machines (1).

Royale de Musique, I'An 1681. Found in the Recueil general des opera

reprSsentez par VAcademie royale de musique, depuis son etablissement.

Christopher Ballard, Paris, 1703, II, 269. Cf. also Lajarte, Theo.,

Bibliotheque musicale du thedtre de I'Opera (2 vol.),. Paris, 1878, I, 38.

(1) In the Prologue, Amour boasts his power over the gods. He
announces the theme by mention of the disdain of Apollo. He swears

rengeance : he wUl cause the god to love his sister Diane and to see

her prefer a mortal. The opening scene of the pastoral presents Diane

and La Nuit aloft in their chariots surrounded by a chorus of amours
who sing of the approaching triumph of Amour. (Machines are freely

used in this act.) The berger whom Diane loves is the subject of their

ensuing dialogue. Diane claims for him royal rank, thus excusing her

passion. She asserts that the aim of Endimion — a study of the

moon — caused him to lay aside his kingly rank. La Nuit and Le
Sommeil assist in permitting Diane to study the features of her adorer

without being herself discovered. The confidant of Endimion is

Cephale, vowed to adoration of Aurore. Apollo appears in a chariot

and brings to Diane the command of Jupiter for their marriage.

Diane hates Apollo and makes excuse of consanguinity. Aurore acts

as guardian for the lovers and always warns of the approach of Apollo.

Endimion conquers a sanglier which has devastated the country, and
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Although Gilbert indicates no sources of his plot, it is

evident that he has not confined his borrowing to a

single legend. In the epttre to Mazarin he briefly

reviews the history of Endymion as he conceives it.

He criticises the poets for having manipulated the story

of Endymion, as found in the classical histories, to create

a legend more popular and generally accepted. He
speaks of Endymion as one of the greatest kings of

Greece, though represented in the guise of a humble
shepherd. He had reigned happily in Elide for many
years, when because of his love of learning he left Eu-

rope to pass into Asia, where science flourished. His

principal study being that of the movements of the

heavenly bodies, he paused upon Mount Latmos. The
mountain has since been famous for his sojourn there.

It is this episode in his life which, the author says, gave

the poets the material for their legend representing that

Endymion loved Diana. He protests that Us ont fail

d'un Roy un Berger, el d'un Sage, un Amanl (1). Yet
it is the poetical legend which Gilbert chiefly employs

for his plot. He seems to feel that he elevates Endy-
mion above the hero of these legends by remembering

the historical personage. More than one person appears

in the accounts of the historians evidently, but Gilbert

unites all the versions in his hero. Thus, in the text,

allusion is made to him under different conditions and

ranks. While Amour refers to Endymion as le berger^

is rewarded by Diane who crowns him with a garland of flowers.

Night acts as the messenger of the lovers, while Mercury appears as

the messenger of the gods. Mercury brings Endimion the command
to look no longer with love upon Diane. Endimion talks about le

destin and lamour and defies the messenger and all Olympus. Diane

agrees with her lover and decides to withdraw from the family of the

gods. Apollo witnesses a tender parting, is jealous, and pursues En-
dimion. Endimion tells Apollo his opinion of the maeurs of the gods.

Mercury brings Endimion an order to return to his own land. Diane

promises to follow him. She seeks the consolation of Night, and is

informed by Cephale of Endimion's death.

(1) Epitre.
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and Diane gives him that title more often than any-

other, the goddess also speaks of him as a chasseur (1).

Besides, she claims for him royal blood and the rank

of a king (2). As to his native land, there is some

confusion of statement. Diane speaks of his having

left Mycene and Argos (3), but when he is about to be

exiled and forced to return to his own land, the island

of Delos is mentionned (4), while one of his companions

calls him :

L'amour de la Carie & I'honneur de la Grece (5).

Classical historians very generally speak of Endymion
as a native of Greece. He is called king of Elide by
Pausanias (6), Apollodorus (7), Gonon (8), and Hy-
ginus (9), and is usually mentioned as having come into

Garia. Sappho, however, speaks of him asof Garia (10).

The sleeping Endymion, loved of Diana upon the mount
of Latmos, derives from Theocritus (11) and from

Ovid (12), and is mentioned by Gicero in the Tus~

calanes (13), by Apollodorus in the Library (14), in

the Fragment of Sappho (15), and in the Argonaulics of

Apollonius Rhodius (16). The assertion of the author,

in the epilre, that Endymion was an astronomer, is

the theory of the rationalized story as found in Mna-

(1) I, 1.

(2) Ihid., ibid.

(3) Ibid., ibid.

(4) IV, 4.

(5) II, 1.

(6) Paus., V, 1,2.

(7) Apoll., I, vix, 5.

(8) Conon, Narrat., 14.

(9) Fab., 271.

(10) Cf. n. sur Apoll., Bib. I, 5, tr. Clavier II, 100; Frag., 134.

(11) XX, 37, 38.

(12) Ars. Am., Ill, 83 ; Amores, I, XXIII, 43 ; Trist., II, 299.

(13) I, 38.

(14) I, VII, 5.

(15) Frag., 134.

(16) IV, 57.
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seas, Europa (1), book first, and in the Scholiaste

•on the Argonautics of ApoIIonius Rhodius (2), while

Pliny (3) mentions the observations of the moon by
Endymion, the first to study its phases ; and PHny adds

the on dit of the watcher's infatuation. The legend of

Endymion the chasseur is touched upon in the Scholiaste

on ApoIIonius (4), one of the many rationalized accounts

of the sleep by night. The death of Endymion at the

hands of Apollo is found in no one of the legends.

Hesiod tells of the wrath of Zeus which was active

against Endymion and caused him to be cast into Hades.

Although not Diana, but another goddess figured in this

legend, it is probably the origin of the episode (5). The
same author represents Apollo and Artemis as brother

and sister (6).

It is very generally presumed that Christine suggested

to her secretary this subject of the love of a divinity

for a mortal, " pour glorifier les iendres faiblesses de

Christine de Suede "
(7), as Paul Lacroix divines, re-

membering no doubt the long list of amorous episodes

of which the Queen of Sweden was the heroine. Had
she always been interested in the legend, or had the

subject of Diane and her mortal adorer been suggested

to her ? We recall that the Queen of Sweden arrived

in Rome in December 1655. She was at first the guest

of the Pope and was lodged in the Vatican, Very soon

she was installed in the house which the Duke of Parma
put at her disposal, the Farnese palace (8). This pal-

ace, built for the Cardinal Odoardo Farnese had been

(1) Cf. MuLLER, Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum, III, 149, 1.

(2) Cf. IV, 57, p. 487, Kiel.

(3) Plinv, Hist. Nat., II, vi, 9.

(4) Cf. Argon., ed. cited. IV, 57 (Kiel, 487).

(5) Cf. Gr. Eoiae, 11.

(6) Cf. Homeric Hymns, IX and XXVII; cf. also, Ovid, Met., V,
330 ; XV, 550.

(7) Cf. Cat. 5oiemne, no., 1191,1, p. 265.

(8) Cf., BiLDT, op. ciU, p. 39, also, Arck., Memoires..., 1, 1, 500.

Gabriel Gilbert. 9
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decorated by the Caracci brothers. The great gallery

of the palace was painted by Annibal and Augustine

Caracci with a series of paintings representing the loves

of the gods. One of the most beautiful of this series is

that of the scene upon Mount Latmos, when Diana

stoops to embrace the sleeping Endymion (1). Every

time that Christine entered this gallery, before her

eyes were these paintings, representing the love of a god,

or goddess, for a mortal. One of the most admired of the

series was that whose subject is identical with that of

Gilbert's pastoral. Possibly the command for the

play was in response to the particularly sympathetic

appeal of the fresco. Another subject in the same series

is that of the love of Cephalus and Aurora. The de-

scription of Diane in Gilbert's first act is as applicable

to that of the goddess in the painting, as in the pastoral

:

Diane n'etoit point superbement paree,

Ainsi que Test lunon dans la troupe sacree :

Elle ne brilioit point du feu des diamants,

Et ses seules beautez estoient ses ornamens

Elle estoit pour paroistre avecque plus de grace,

Telle que Ton nous peint les Vierges de la Thrace,

Le Carquois sur I'espaule, en main I'Arc & les traits,

Et telle qu'on la voit courant par les forests (2).

While the portrait of Diana here drawn might be

said to be the conventional one, still it may be remem-
bered that except for antique sculpture, no conventional

portraits of Diana existed in those years preceding the

middle of the seventeenth century. What more natural

than that the poet describe Diane as the youth from

Bologna had painted her ? Perhaps, too, Apollo, who

... monte dans son char attele par les heures (3),

(1) Cf. Michel, Histoire de I'Art, V, pt. 2, 627 et seq.

(2) I, 3.

(3) V, 4.
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is a reminiscence of the ceiling of the palace of Monte
Cavallo, near by, which through the generosity of Ma-
zarin was to become the home of the queen upon her

return to Rome in 1658.

The interest of the Queen of Sweden in the subject

of the love of Diana for a mortal seemingly did not

cease with the pastoral composed by Gilbert. Later

in life, a few years before her death, the queen gave the

subject to an Italian poet, Alesandro Guidi, who was
commissioned to write words for a pastorale en musique.

The poem contained some few verses furnished by
Christine herself. The poem was read after the death

of the queen, at a meeting of her Academy, but the music

was never completed (1).

Despite his disparaging word in regard to the treat-

ment of the legend by the poets, it is rather the version

which they have made familiar, than any found in the

historical works, that Gilbert follows. If the Bolognese

painters had a part in the influence, their own debt to

the poets must be taken into consideration.

Whatever the original inspiration of the theme,

les Amours de Diane el dfEndimion, is for the greater part

original with Gilbert. The juxtaposition of the subjects

in the wall decorations of the Farnese palace may have

suggested giving a place to Gephalus and Aurora in his

pastoral of Diana and Endymion. The role played by
these personages is slight. The first interest of the

piece is, naturally, the love between the two titular

characters. The chief secondary interest, that which

governs the intrigue and leads to the catastrophe of the

tragic denoiiemenl, is the love of Apollo for Diana, and

the sun god's jealousy of Endymion. This feature is

the invention of the author. His, too, are all the dia-

logue and the lyrics. The introduction, with the effect

(1) For the text of Guidi's Pastorale, cf. Arckenholtz, Mem., vol. I-II,

Appendix. For the details about Guidi, the reading, publication, etc.,

of the work, cf. Ibid., ibid., p. 79 et seq.
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of a chorus, of the pelits amours, and the Nymphes, as

part of the story, are also due to Gilbert's invention.

Little or no allusion to contemporary events may be

expected from the text of a pastoral, yet the poet's

praise of his proiedeur in the epiire, as the patron of

peace and the advocate of universal peace, may lead

the reader to see a reference to Mazarin in the following

(spoken to Endimion, after his conquest of the sanglier) :

C'est par vostre courage, 6 genereux Heros,

Que nous allons iouyr dVn Tranquille repos,

Et par vostre valeur ceste illustre contree,

Va voir renouveller le beau siecle d'Astree (1).

Perhaps a hint of the author's experience with his

royal mistress may be glimpsed in :

Si vous s^aviez les soins que causent les Deesses,

Vous chercheriez ailleurs de plus douces maistresses :

L'experience enfin m'en a rendu s^avant,

On p^rit sur ces mers du moindre coup de vent (2).

The belief of the times in regard to dreams is re-

flected in

:

Le songe est vn tableau de nostre passion (3).

" Passion " is used here in the sense of emotions. The
teaching of Aristotle, highly considered at this period as a

philosopher as well as literary law-giver, reveals a similar

doctrine : Le reve est une sorie d'image^ el releve par con-

sequent aussi de Vimagination, faculte si voisine de la

sensihilite (4). Descartes saw unconscious memory
in dreams : Touiefois it faut au moins avouer que le&

(1) 11,1.

(2) 1,3.

(3) I, 3.

(4) Aristotle, " Psych. ", vol. II, Opuscules, trans, into Fr. by Bart.

St, Hilaire, Chap. Reves, p. 173 et seq.
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choses qui nous sont representees dans le sommeil, sont

comme des tableaux el des peintures, qui ne peuvenl eslre

formees qu'^a la ressemblance de quelque chose de reel el de

veritable (1). Gilbert gives the dream the creative power

that Aristotle saw in it, and makes the emotions its source.

The galanlerie of Gilbert's period and of the circle

he had the opportunity to study, is reflected in the

verses, quite out of keeping with the character repre-

sented as Endimion's, in his words :

Le Dieu qui me fait voir sa belle gorge nug,

Et semble m'accuser de trop de retenue,

Par un beau mouvement m'inspire le dessein,

De luy prendre une fleur qu'elle avoit dans le sein :

Ma main s'avangant trop la sienne me repousse

Mais d'un air si touchant, d'une fagon si douce,

Que je vis qu'elle estoit sensible (2).

A devotion to preciosite is shown in such expressions

as

:

Anime seulement d'un regard de vos yeux (3), un trait

decoche de vos yeux (4), transperce des beaux yeux (5),

un regard amoureux allumez done la foudre (6), etc.

A polemic against the light loves of the gods of Olym-

pus gives the point of view of Christian morality judging

pagan deities. The gods are described as Conquerants

who, for their marvelous exploits, have been deified
;

but the care -free life of the celestial regions has corrupted

them, so that they have become odious,

Et la terre rougit d'avoir peuple les Cieux (7),

(1) Descartes, Meditation's, I, § 5.

(2) I, 3.

(3) III, 5. Compare with this Piacine's ; Anime d'un regard je

puis tout entreprendre. (Andromaque, I, 4).

(4) IV, 6.

(5) V, 4.

(6) IV, 6.

(7) III, 6.
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while they are definitely reproached for le meuire, le

larcin, Vincesie, Vadullere (1), and indefinitely with

quelque chose de pis (2) whigh one dare not name. This

is in the same vein of comment as a passage in Hypo-

Lite (3) and one in les Amours d'Ovide, This diatribe

against the immorality of the pagan gods is a favorite

form of invective with Gilbert, a sort of Galvinistic right-

eous indignation. The comment upon the ill effects of

ease argues independence of judgment on the author's

part.

Much stress has been placed upon the bienseances

in this play, differences in rank being responsible for

much of the intrigue. The unities of place and action

are observed. The entire action takes place upon

Mount Latmos, and the action is single. The unity of

time is violated for there are four entrances of Night,

and three of Apollo. The action begins at night and

terminates on the fourth morning, at daybreak.

As has been said above, the popularity of the play is

seen in the numerous reprises. Additional proof of

the esteem in which it was held exists in the several

editions of this play which are noted. The original

edition printed by de Luyne, Paris, 1657, is to be found

both with the frontispiece representing Mount Latmos,

and without it. An edition was printed at Rouen,

1661, and sold chez GuiUaume de Luyne, Paris. Brunet

mentions a reprinting of the first edition in 1661 (4).

The Catalogue Soleinne lists the first edition and the

reprinting of 1681, which it credits to Jean Ribou (5).

Didot (6), Haag (7), Beauchamps (8), and Fournel (9)

(1) III, 6.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) Cf. Hyp., IV, 1.

(4) Manuel de Bibliographic.

(5) I, 264, 265, no. 1191.

(6) Biog. Gene.

(7) La France protestante. .

(8) Recherches sur le theatre, II, 168. in-12, 1637.

(9) Contemporains de Moliere, II, 1.
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mention only one edition, that of 1657, but printed at

Rouen. An Elzevir of 1657, siiivani la copie imprimee

a Paris, bearing the device of the sphere, and a re-

impression of this by Wolfgang, 1662, are noted by

Willems (1). The first mentioned has been seen by the

writer in several libraries, and the second at the Maza-

rine. The others have been found in none of the libra-

ries of Paris. The existence of all the different editions

here listed may be questioned. The « Rouen, 1657 »,

may, for instance, have been confused with de Luyne,

Paris, 1657 (2). The reimpression by Wolfgang in 1662

is one of two facts that attest the popularity of the

piece five years after its first publication. The second

is the inclusion of the title in the list of plays given in

Poisson's Baron de Crasse (3).

(1) Cf. Willems, Les Elzevier, Nos. 805 et 1715.

(2) Le format of all these editions is the same, petit in-12.

(3) Pub. de Luyne, Paris, 1662.



II CHRESPHONTE (1) (1659).

Published under a privilege of the same date and the
same terms (2) as that of the preceding play, Chres-

phonte did not appear in print until over two years later.

The acheve d'imprimer is dated July 26, 1659. It may
be assumed that this piece, as well as les Amours de
Diane el d^Endimion, and perhaps others still, were
brought by the author when he returned from Italy.

The immediate publication of the pastoral was probably
due to the particular interest of the Queen of Sweden
in that work. The reason for the long delay in printing

Chresphonie is not acounted for. But we know certain

facts which may be contributing causes. In November
of the year in which the privilege was granted, occurred

the tragedy of the murder of Monaldeschi at Fontai-

nebleau. The Queen of Sweden was not in royal favor

after this act, and waited long for the anticipated per-

mission to visit Paris. The queen's secretary may
have been too entirely engaged in serious business to

attend to his artistic interests, or he may have suffered

from the criticism directed against his royal patroness.

The publisher may have witheld a volume which would

(1) Chresphonte ovlereiovr des Heraclidesdansle Peloponese. Tragi-

comedie. par Monsieur Gilbert, Secretaire des Commandemens de la

Reyne de Suede, et son Resident en France. A Paris. Chez Guillavme de

Lvyne, Libraire-Iure, au Palais, dans la Salle des Merciers, a la Jus-

tice. M.DC. LIX Auec priuilege du Roy.

(2) The prii^ilege is given to Gilbert who is named, with his

title as secretary of the Queen of Sweden, who is herself styled nostre-

tres-chere Soeur.
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be associated with a conspicuously disfavored notable.

The work is dedicated to Lionne, ministre des affaires

etrangeres, who is very appropriately addressed as the

advocate of peace, and seems to be more than a merely

official acquaintance of the author. No record of the

presentation of the piece is found. It is discussed by
the freres Parfaict under the date of 1657 (1).

Gilbert returns to the story of Merope which he had
already used in Telephonte. He retrogrades chrono-

logically to the time of her courtship and marriage to

Chresphonte. Merope's romance is his subject (2).

The story of the return of the Heraclides is found in

Herodotus (3), Pausanias (4), and The Library of Apollo-

(1) Cf. Hist, du th., fr., VIII, 199.

(2) Merope is the daughter of Cypsele. king of Arcadia. Eight
years before the opening of the piece she had become the betrothed of

a young prince, Scamandre, who had visited her father's court. He
was known as the son of Phorbas, king of Phrygia. The situation at

the beginning of the dramatic story is desperate for Cypsele. He is

beset by enemies. Two beseiging armies are encamped before Man-
tinee, his capital. One army is led by Tysamene, king of Argos, and
the other by the redoubtable Chresphonte, king of Thessaly and chief

of the Heraclides. Cypsele has sent to the son of Phorbas for help and
received a message that Phorbas has no son, that Scamandre is unknown
at his court. Merope has at regular intervals received letters from Sca-

mandre. She now receives one from Chresphonte's camp. She con-

ceals the correspondence from her father. Each of the enemy kings

sends an ambassador to the court of Cypsele to ask the hand of Merope
as a condition of the cessation of war. Chresphonte who is disguised

as his ambassador reveals his identity to Merope. Tysamene who
has assumed a corresponding disguise does not reveal himself. Cypsele

asks Merope to accept both suitors and give her hand to the one who
shall survive an encounter which must take place between them. Mean-
while, because of an unpropitious oracle, he hopes that Merope will

remain unmarried Forced to make a choice in the presence of the

two " ambassadors ", Merope declares her loyalty to Scamandre. The
enemy-lover situation is much elaborated. In a duel, Chresphonte
kills Tysamene, who bears painted upon his shield the portrait of

Merope. A report of Chresphonte's death reaches Merope, followed

by the correct report. Chresphonte receives Merope's hand from her

father and restores to Cypsele the throne which he has won.

(3) Cf. Bk. VI, 52.

(4) Cf. II, XVIII, 6 ; III, I, 5 ; IV iii. 3-6 ; VIII, v, 6.
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dorus (1). Gilbert has taken the historical foundation

of his play from the last two. The return of the de-

scendants of Heracles is noted by Pausanias, and the

partition of the Peloponnesus (2). The marriage of

Merope to Chresphonte is briefly narrated. Gypsele's

fear of the invaders led to his arrangement of a marriage

between his daughter and Chresphonte whom he found

to be unprovided with a wife (3). Tisamenus is spoken

of as king of Argos at this time (4). The fact that this

time the invaders came in ships is also mentioned. Tisa-

menus, the ships by which the Heraclides came, and

the defeat and death of Tisamenus are mentioned by
Apollodorus, but he does not speak of the marriage of

Chresphonte and Merope (5).

The historical-legendary background is found mainly

in the first act. Here Cypsele's position, threatened

by the Heraclides, the ships in which they came, and a

glance at the story of the misfortunes of the family, their

growing power, their invasions, the arming of the Pelo-

ponnesus against them, and the awe in which they are

held by the besieged are set forth by Cypsele. The rivalry

of Tysamene and Chresphonte, the earlier visit of the

latter and his quasi-betrothal to Merope, the disguises,

the battle and duel of the rival kings, with all the con-

versations between Merope and the princes, and Merope

and her father, are Gilbert's additions to the meager

details of history, while Cypsele's assertion that Merope

is the object of the invasion of his country is contrary

to history.

Gilbert enhances the value of his heroine by making
her the source of attraction to " all the kings of Greece ".

Cypsele says that, his palace had become a temple

iTAmour. He leaves to the gods the choice of Merope's

(l)Cf. fl,vni,2 &3.

(2) Cf. in, I, 5.

(3) Cf. VIII, V. 6.

(4) Cf. II, xvni, 6, & III., 1, 5.

{5) Cf. II, VIII, 2.
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husband ; but the jealousy of the many rivals is not

abated by the declaration that the gods favor Scaman-

dre. This episode of his success (under the name of

Scamandre) over the rivals of the temple d'Amour may
derive from the legend of Chresphonte's trick of the lots

cast for the choice of territory (1). The authenticated

princes refuse to cede to an upstart noble whose name
and family are not known to them. Scamandre replies

that avec cent vaisseaux (2) he will teach them to know
his name, a boast of which the coming of the Heraclides

in ships is the source. Merope's eight years of waiting

for the return of Scamandre is naturally unhistorical,

since there is no intimation of previous acquaintance

between the two in the records of the historians.

Evidently historical material gathered for an earlier

play (3) is used here, for Pliny relates of Zoroaster that he

laughed upon the day of his birth (4). In the same

long expositional speech in which this detail is found,

the interest of the author in the Court of Love situa-

tion is seen, an interest which will appear later in les

Amours d'Ovide :

Mon Palais devenu le temple de I'Amour,

... il ouvrira la lice a son heureux retour,

Ou Mars disputerez les Courormes d'Amour (5).

The manner in which the author manipulates his-

torical material for the purposes of his plot may be

seen in the use of the historical Tisamenus, the Tysamene

of this story. The defeat of Tisamenus and his death

in battle are mentioned by Pausanias (6) and Apollo-

(1) Cf. Paus., IV, III, 4 «& 5 ; ApoU., The Library, II, vni, 2 & 3.

(2) 1,1.

(3) Semiramis.

(4) Cf. N. H. VII, 16, sec. 15, et XI, 49, sec. 97.

(5) I, 1.

(6) Cf. Paus., II, 18, 8 ; VII, 1, 7.
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dorus (1). Gilbert makes the battle a contest for the

hand of Merope, and the death of Tisamenus the result

of a hand to hand encounter with his rival. The recit

of the death of Tysamene mentions the portrait of Me-
rope which the prince had caused to be painted on his

shield. Chresphonte's final stroke in the combat is the

result of personal jealousy, for he ends his rival's life

in order to take from him the satisfaction of beholding

the portrait of Merope (2).

In his first piece for the theater, Gilbert had shown
an interest in the situation of a disguise and a misun-

derstanding arising from it, with a reconnaissance leading^

to a happy denouement. In Chresphonte, he again uses

disguise, but evolves a more complicated form of the

device. The intrigue is heightened by the appearance of

the hero under an assumed name, and by the fact that

he is in reality the enemy of the family of the princess.

Chresphonte is feared and hated ; Scamandre is loved

and admired. A further complication is given by the

fact that Chresphonte feigns to be his own ambassador^

Disguise, misapprehension and reconnaissance had
figured largely in the tragi-comedie of the years preced-

ing the production of this work, and was receiving

a new impetus in the hands of Thomas Corneille,

Quinault, and others who were becoming popular at

this time. Boyer's Porus (3) had seen a king impersonat-

ing his own ambassador, and had ended in the magna-
nimity of the king Alexandre, who had restored the

captive wife and forgiven the revolting husband. Du
Ryers's Clarigene (4) had involved a mistaken identity,

though in this case on account of the name. It had
shown a hero speaking for himself when he pretended

to do so for another (5), much as Chresphonte upheld

(1) Cf. The Library, II, 8, sec. 2. (2) V, 3.

(3) Porus, Paris, 1648, 4°.

(4) Clarigene, 1639, 40.

(5) Clarigene says of his double : Quand je parle pour luy j'e crotf

parler pour moy {Clar., II, 6.)
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the cause of Scamandre before his rival (1). In the

same author's Alcimedon (2), the hero goes forth in

disguise, and, a point resembling Gilbert's piece greatly,

under the name of Scamandre. Since Du Ryer's

heroine, too, is living under a newn ame, the similarity

is less close than the identity of names in the hero

disguise might lead one to expect. However, a verse

of Gilbert's seems imitated from one in this piece.

Chresphonte says of Scamandre :

Je cheris ce rival a I'egal de moy-mesme (3),

while the confidenie of the heroine in Alcimedon says to

Scamandre :

Mais tu I'ayme Scamandre a I'egal de toy-mesme (4).

The enemy-lover and complications arising from the

hero's double-personage disguise was the mainspring

of Thomas Gorneille's Timocrale (5) (imitated from La
Calprenede's romance, Cleopalre) (6). Timocrate, known
as Cleomene, speaks of himself in much the same fashion

as Chresphonte speaks of Scamandre :

Timocrate avoit lieu de craindre Cleomene (7).

While the opposite emotion felt for the two persons

appears in : Pour aimer Cleomene [S)... Pour hair Timo-
crate. ..y{9) and Timocrate hai dans Cleomene aime (10).

(1) IV, 3.

(2) Paris, 1635.

(3) IV, 3.

(4) II, 3.

(5) Paris, 1656.

(6) Cf. Lanson, Hist. d. I. litt. jr. (ed. 1912), p. 536.

(7) Tim., IV, 3.

(8) Ihid., V, 4.

(9) Ihid., ibid.

(10) Ibid., IV, 7.
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In fact, much resemblance to Timocraie is discernible

in Gilbert's piece.

The situation in which Merope is asked to declare

her favor of one suitor in the presence of the other recalls

Hardy's Arisioclee (1), where the father of the heroine

endeavors to reply to the clamors of the suitors. He
calls the citizens and the suitors together and asks ad-

vice. When the young woman is asked to make a

choice, she indicates the one whom she loves.

The position of Merope torn between her natural

affection for her father and her love for the enemy
recalls other heroines in positions of similar difficulty.

Sabine (2) is loyal to her husband at the expense of

family affection, upon the death of her brothers by her

husband's hand. In La Calprenede's la Mori de Mi-
ihridaie, Berenice occupies a somewhat similar position.

She voluntarily espouses the cause of her father-in-law

and the party of honor and patriotism. Her husband,

recreant to honor and duty, is repudiated. Merope's

situation is complicated by the fact of the existence of

the two foremost rivals for her hand. Her duty to her

father compels her to choose the one who will be most
useful to Cypsele. Her position is of a triangular

complexity. On the one side is her father to whom
she owes love and obedience. Chresphonte, who has

won her love and loyal consideration occupies a second

side, while the rival suitor, Tysamene, who, if offended,

may prove an enemy of disastrous power, appears on
the third side. Loyalty to her lover forces her to assist

him in maintaining his incognito. By so doing she is

disloyal to her father. Loyalty to him may oblige her

to yield to Tysamene and thus favor her lover's worst

enemy. In the same manner in which Cypsele demands
and trusts in the seductive powers of his daughter ta

(1) Published, Rouen, 1626.

(2) Cf. CoRNEiLLE, Horace.
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assist his position, Pauline, in Corneille's Polyeuciey

had been importuned by her father (1).

Gilbert has not given to hisMeropethe poignant sorrow

of Sabine (2) or Camille (3). She does not examine

her heart and inveigh against man's law. She inter-

views the rival ambassadors with the pose of a Precieuse,

coquettishly fences with words, and intentionally

misleads. Gilbert's devotion to la conversation galanie

weakens the role of his heroine and renders her speech

for the most part trivial. It seems quite impossible

to reconcile this Merope with the barbaric, vengeful

woman of the classic^il story from which Telephonic

is taken.

There is no deft characterization. Cypsele is an

opportunist, and has his own interest (or that of his

kingdom) nearest his heart. His fondness for his daugh-

ter is a veritable and natural affection, however. There

is a touch of reality in his boasts of his daughter's

beauty and charm and his remembrance of her early

childhood. His hatred of Chresphonte, the enemy,

melts away before the radiance of his joy when Chres-

phonte, the magnanimous, restores the kingdom which

he has just won, to Cypsele, the insecure monarch.

Besides the four main personages, there are only the

confident and confidente, exemplifying Gilbert's usual

economy of characters ; these confidants have speaking

roles.

Imitation not only of the theatre of his contempo-

raries, but of his own earlier work is to be found in

Gilbert's Chresphonte. The disguise, report of death,

and the hand to hand duel associated with the hero,

have appeared in Marguerite de France^ Rodogune,

and Semiramis. The oracle, a source of fear to Cypsele,

had had earlier appearance in Semiramis. In Marguerite

(1) Cf. Pohj., I, 4.

(2) Corn., Horace.

(3) Ibid., ibid.
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de France, Semiramis, and Bodogune advice is given the

heroine to use her arts upon the conqueror, for the pro-

motion of her own or her country's interests. Merope

heeds similar counsel from her father. The older Me-

rope in Telephonte had received messages from the

absent Telephonte ; the younger Merope is informed

through the constant exchange of letters of the welfare

of Chresphonte.

Two coups de theatre are the revelation of each am-
bassador's true personality as that of the king he feigns

to represent, and, a minor example of the same, Sea-

mandre's second revelation that Jover and enemy are

one. The most conspicuous peripetie is one which Gil-

bert has already employed : the return of a person

reported dead and the consequent turn of the action

in the opposite direction.

As in Marguerite de France and Semiramis, the

denouement follows a double recit. The first recit ending

in a disastrous announcement is contradicted by the

later version, in which success and the triumph of the

hero is related. The first is given to a confident and

the second is spoken by one of the chief personages,

in this piece by the king. The procede is no novelty

and is that already familiar in Corneille's hands, parti-

cularly in Horace. Expositional material is given in

long tirades of recit form by the king, as had already

been done in Marguerite de France and Hypolite.

The classical atmosphere is maintained by the use of

many place and personal names : Phrygia, Achaia, La-

cedemonia, Phorbas, Orchame, Aristomacus, Eristhee,

Agamemnon, Helene, le Nef dWrgis, les jeux Olym-

piques, le pavois d^Achille, and many others. Despite

this carefully created effect of local color, the adherence

to the classical frame-work and to the rules for horrors

relegated to the wings and made known through recit,

the observance of the demands of the unities, and the

noble rank of the chief personages, Gilbert centers his

interest, not in the classical elements of his play, but
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in the romanesque situation of the enemy-lover. The
use of letters deepens the romantic tinge with which

the piece is colored, as does the exchange of armor.

The bienseances are carefully observed ; even in

the heated discussions of the rivals, their rank and

attitude of noblesse oblige is not forgotten. The unity

of time is carefully assured by many notes on time ; the

action is single and well concentered in the love affair

of Merope and Chresphonte, crowned with success

after every form of opposition. The unity of place

may be regarded as observed, although there would be

a better effect of verisimilitude in the use of two apart-

ments, so that Cypsele did not give instructions to Me-
rope in the same apartment into which the ambassadors

were introduced, a parallel case, though less exigeant,

to Gorneille's Cinna (1). Since that piece and Racine's

Brilannicus are staged in one apartment, a room to

which all have access, Chresphonle may easily be conceiv-

ed to submit to the requirement of the unity of place.

The language of the speakers often falls into preciosite,

especially in the verses spoken by the lovers. At times

an effort on the part of the author to give a natural

expression of emotion to a character may be seen in the

lines. The indecision and emotional disturbance expe-

rienced by Merope show in her : Arresle, va, reviens, non,.

non... (2). The figures are few and where a nature

figure is used it is purely conventional.

(1) Cf. " Examen " of Cinna, (Euvres de Corneille, III (ed. Grs.

Ecriv.).

(2) V, 2.

Gabriel Gilbert. 10



CHAPTER VII

ARIE ET PETUS (1)

Arie et Petus is noticed by Loret (2) under the date

of September 27, 1659. The author of the Verses in

praise of the piece, seems not to have witnessed its

performance. His opinion at this date is consequently

of slight worth, but his testimony is a document of

the greatest value for the dating of the first presenta-

tion. He writes :

Messieurs de 1' Hotel de Bourgongne,

Gens d'Esprit et de bonne trongne,

Et qui, sans contradiction,

Sont Acteurs en perfection,

Ont reprezente sur leur Scene,

Trois des jours de cette semaine,

La Mort d^Arrie et de Petus

Couple orne de grandes vertus,

Mais dont le sort devint tragique

Par le precede tyrannique

De Neron, ce Prince pervers,

Qui fut I'horreur de I'Univers.

Sans doute, la Piece est fort belle,

Et vient de la Plume immortelle

(1) Arie et Petus, ou les Amours de Neron. Trag6die, par Monsieur

Gilbert, Secretaire de Commandemens de la Reine de Suede, & son

Resident en France. A Paris, chez Gvillavme de Lvyne, Libraire Iur6,

au Palais, dans la Gallerie des Merciers, a la lustice. M. DC, LX. Avee
privilege dv Roy.

(2) In La Muze historique.
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De I'excelent Monsieur Gilbert

Rare Ecrivain, Autheur expert (1).

By both les freres Parfaict (2) and de Mouhy (3) the

premiere is said to have taken place lundi, 22 septembre.

It is more probable tha£ it was Sunday, the twenty-

first. Ghappuzeau (4) says that plays were given Friday,

Sunday, and Tuesday. The Regisire de Lagrange, in

recording the dates of the plays given by Moliere's

company, mentions the fact that the company, while

they occupied the Peiii Bourbon on a lease from the

ItaHan company previously estabhshed there, gave

their presentations on les jours extraordinaires (5) be-

cause of the necessity of alternating their productions

with the Italians. The latter evidently gave their

pieces upon the usual days. After the Italians left

Paris, as a note of Monday, July 7th, indicates (6), the

Moliere company changed to Friday, Sunday, and Tues-

day. Since these were the ordinary days for perfor-

mances and since the Muze issued its chronicle ,on

Saturday of each week, the Trois des jours de celie se-

maine, mentioned in the letter of Saturday, September

27th, were doubtless Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday.

Although the title-page bears the date of 1660, the

acheve dHmprimer is of December 12, 1659. The pri-

vilege is of November 24, 1659, and is given to the au-

thor, who is named with his titles. The name of the

Reyne de Suede appears without the chere sceur which

figured in the privileges of les Amours de Diane el

d'Endimion and of Chresphonte.

(1) Livre X, Lettre XXXVIII [Du [samedi] vingt-sept septembre).

Cf. Ed. Livet, 1878, 111,109.

(2) Cf. Hist, du thS. fr., VIII, 278-282,

(3) Cf. ms. cit, fol. 1085 ro.

(4) Cf. le The. fr., Lyon, 1674, p. 91.

(5)
" Pour jouer les jours extraordinaires, c'est-a-dire les Lundys.

Mercredys, Jeudys et Samedys ". Registre de Lagrange, p. 3.

(6) " La troupe Italienne s'en retourna en ce tems cy en Italie ",

Ibid., p. 8.
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Arie el Pehis bears the names of heroine and hero.

The subtitle explains the nature of the intrigue. Les^

Amours de Neron leads one to expect such a story

as that which the action unfolds (1).

(1) Petiis Thrasea, the upright senator, has a virtuous and beautifu

wife, upon whom the eyes of Nero have rested with a desire of pos-

session. The story begins after the murders of Britannicus, Agrippina,,

and Octavia. Sabina Poppaea is the unhappy and jealous empress.

Arie, frightened by the advances of Nero, had attempted to flee to the

province " on the shores of the Seine ". She had been pursued and,

as the play opens, is being brought back to Rome. Nero arranges

splendid games, in which he is to be given preeminence, both to cele-

brate the return of Arie and to dazzle her with his splendor. Honors

have been heaped upon Petus, and his position necessitates the honor

of housing in the royal palace, an arrangement which is disquieting to

him. Petrone and Tigillin are the companions and confidants of Nero,

and are his tools. They are opposed by Seneque and Bhurrus, who
endeavor to appeal to what remains to Nero of ideals of upright living.

Petus is appointed to the governorship of Britain, to get him out of the

way. Petrone is detailed to annoy Sabine, so that she may demand a

divorce, or merit death. Petus, moved by patriotic ardor, wishes to

accept the position in the distant province, but desires to take his wife

with him. Denied this wish, " for the present ", Petus begs permission

to bid his wife farewell. At first this request is refused, but later grant-

ed, on condition that Petus await the return of Arie from the games to

which she is immediately led upon her return to Rome. Nero wins

the laurel and roses, after impersonating Apollo and the god of love,

and, crowned with these emblems of vict&ry in the contests of poetry

and music, forces vipon the reluctant Arie the double crown. The
husband and wife spend the moments of the farewell interview in

devising plans for their reunion and the frustration of Nero's designs

upon Arie. When Petus apparently starts for his post, he conceals

himself in a galerie of the palace. Arie, it transpires later, has noticed

this act on the part of Petus. She starts for the temple to sacrifice

to the gods in the interests of her husband's safe voyage. She is

intercepted by Nero. He makes an impassioned appeal, offers to di-

vorce Sabine and to make Arie empress and demands a judgment of

the relative merits of Petus and himself. Arie asks the privilege of

naming the arbitre. Nero thinks she will choose Seneque, and assents.

She designates " the one concealed in the cabinet ". Pison, sent to

open the cabinet, leads forth Petus. There is an outburst from Nero.

He forgives on account of Arie on condition that Petus start for the

frontier before nightfall. Petus decides to remain to protect Arie.

Sabine is goaded to defiance. Her death is announced at the beginning

of the fifth act. Nero orders the death of Petus and accords Arie

twenty days of mourning before becoming his empress. He turns

to, the arrangement i^of the marriage and coronation, which are to
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The events of the reign of Nero, which serve as the

basis of the plot of Arie el Peius, are chiefly found in the

Annals of Rome, of Tacitus, in the Hislory of Rome, by

Dio Cassius, and in the Nero of Suetonius. The char-

acteristics of Nero displayed in the tragedy follow the

historical presentation of the emperor. The principal

personages are historical and the events alluded to

^luthenticated by the historians. The death of Petus,

at the command of Nero, is found in the historical

account, but not the death of his wife. Liberties have

been taken with the chronology of events, but no

flagrant violations of the truth are involved. The

presentation, as contemporaneous, of events in reality

separated by an interval of time, promotes the conduct

of the intrigue, and heightens the effect of historic at-

mosphere, as a more veracious chronology could not do ( 1 )

.

The action of Gilbert's tragedy is dated by the death

of Petus which takes place before the end of the piece.

The date of the action is, therefore, the year 66. Burrus,

Seneca, Poppaea, Petronius, Piso, and Tigellinus are

the actors. Of these, Burrus died in 62, Piso in 64,

Poppaea, Seneca, and Petronius in 65 ; and the only

one still living at the date of the death of Petus was

Tigellinus. The participation of Burrus, Piso, Poppaea,

Seneca, and Petronius in the events of thelastday of the

life of Petus, and the message of his death given by

Seneca, are historically impossible. But the historical at-

mosphere is materially heightened by their participation

surpass all previous ceremonies in splendor. Seneque brings the news

of the death of Petus. The rejoicing of Nero turns to rage when he

learns that Arie first immolated herself, to show her husband the way
to death, as well as to accompany him. Nero's accusing conscience

evokes a procession of the ghosts of his victims, while he declaims, in

the abjection of remorse and repentance. As the figure of Arie appears

before him, Nero tries to detain her, but she turns away from him to

follow Petus to the lower regions and leaves Nero raving.

(1) Cf. Tacitus, Annales, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI ; Suetonius,

Nero, 8, 12, 26, 38, 50, and 51 ; Suetonius, Otho, 3 ; Dio, LX, LXI»
LXII, LXIII.
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The games referred to by Nero (1) might be considered'

to be those of 65, since the prize of music and declama-

tion was then awarded to him (2). Yet the expression

of Nero's desire to impress Arie with his splendor and

his pre-eminence in the arts indicates the institution

of a new celebration, something of the nature of an

innovation (3). The characteristics seem to be those

of the games of 59-60 (4). The five years of just ad-

ministration of the . empire are correctly referred to as

of the past (5). The deaths of Britannicus and Agrippi-

na, to which Nero makes allusion (6), and the respon-

sibility for which he disclaims (7), are also justly assigned

to a period earlier than the action of the piece.

The victory of Corbulo over the Parthians is spoken of

as recent news. This occurred in 55, although it is

made to appear contemporaneous. An event which

marked Caesar's appreciation of the military achieve-

ments of Corbulo and which belongs to this period, is

th« bestowal upon the victorious general of the crown

of Armenia (8).

The revolt in Britain, which Nero made the excuse

for the command to Petus to quit Rome for that dis-

tan^t province (9), took place in the year 61. Petus had

no part in the military activities to suppress this revolt,

nor was there at any time a question of his participa-

tion. Gilbert took the liberty of moving the British

cantipaign forward five years and of naming Petus as

Governor of the province and as the head of a military

(1) 1, 1.

(2) Cf. Tac, Ann., XIV, 21 ; Sue*:, Ner. 12 ; Did, XLII, 26.

(3^) Cf. I, 5, the desire of PetilS to siee what th« /eitx w&re to be.

(4) Gf. TACi Ann:, XVI, 15 ; Blc, XIV, 20.

(5) 11,3.

(&•) md:, i*iU

(7) md., ibid.

(8) 1, 1 ; cf. Tac, Ann., XI, 18-24, XIV, 2S'etseq.

(^) I, 4. The author's 10,000 who pferished (111,5) is on^e eighth

the^iiumber given in Dio{LXri, 1), while Tacitus (Ann. XIV, 33):8a|w

70,000.
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expedition. The suggestion for this episode doubtless

came to the author from the historical fact of the treat-

ment of the husband of Poppaea Sabina. Otho was

made governor of Lusitania in 58, and remained in

that distant province ten years, until after the death

of Nero (1). The detail of the crown of Britain offered

Petus, as the reward of his success, when he should

have subdued the rebellion (2), may be traced to the

gift of the crown of Armenia to Gorbulo in 66 (3).

Authenticated historical events related to the lives of

two others have thus been used for the role of Petus.

In speech with Arie, Nero denies the responsibility

of the conflagration of Rome (4), while Sabina taunts

him with having caused it; meanwhile he chants his

verses upon the fall of Troy (5). Both the guilt and

the innocence of Nero in connection with this crime

find' historical warrant (6). An event of the year 64,

this is consistently referred to, by Nero, as a previous

oeeurrence.

Poppaea's death, which occurred in 65 (7), was in no-

way connected with Nero's desire to make another

marriage, as is represented in this piece (8). The treat-

ment accorded Poppaea in the intrigue, is rather that

which history relates to have been the experience of

Octavia, who was calumniated and finally put do death

in favor of Poppaea (9). The machinery of state,

which finally accomplished the demise of Octavia, did

not move with the swiftness of the means devised by Nero

and Petronius for thedeath of Poppaea in the play (10).,

(1) Cf.TAC, Ann., XlIT, 45, 46.

(2) 11,4.

(3) Cf. Tac, Ann., XV, 1-30.

(4) III, 3.

(5) IV. 5.

(6) Tacitus doubts Nero's responsibility, cf. Ann. XVj 38 ; Dio^

LXII, 16, and Suetonius, Nero, 38, attribute the responsibility^ to hiiru

(7^' Gf. Tag., Ann., XVr, 6i 7, and 21-.

(8) V, 2.

(9) Cf. Tag., Ann., XIV, 60 and 64.

(10) III, 1 and V, 1.
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The form of the death of Petus is not that of the his-

torical record (1), according to which he was given a

choice between a dagger or poison, but chose the latter.

Gilbert makes him die by the same poignard with which

Arie had previously ended her own life (2). The recit

of Seneque, giving the details of the death of Petus, bears

no comparison with the relation of Tacitus (3).

Arie, the wife of Petus, did not share her husband's

death. When she wished to do so, she was exhorted

by her husband to live to be the solace of their daugh-

ter (4). The manner of the death of Arie, as related

by Seneque in his recit, and the words of Arie there

quoted, are taken from the story of Aria, the wife of

Caecina Paetus, who, in the reign of Claudius, took her

own life when her husband was commanded to die (5).

" When chaste Arria was offering to her Paetus that

sword which with her own hand she had drawn from out

her breast :
' If thou believest me ,' she said, 'the wound

I have inflicted has no smart, but the wound thou shalt

inflict — this for me, Paetus, has the smart ' "
(6),

The Arie of Gilbert is reported by Seneque to have said r

Ce coup mon cher Espoux, ne m'a point fait de mal

;

Et si je dois souffrir quelque mal icy bas,

Ce n'est que par le coup que tu te donneras (7).

Arie the wife of Petus was the daughter of Aria, wife

of Caecina Paetus ; Gilbert has given the mother's story

to the daughter and changed the mode of death em-

ployed by Petus to be in harmony with that story.

In the last act, before the death of Arie is announced

(1) V, 6.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) Cf. ^nn., XVI, 34, 35.

(4) Cf. /6id.,34.

(5) Cf. Dio, LX, 16; Tag., Ann., XVI, 34 ; Mart., Epig., I, 13;

Pline, Epttres, III, 16.

(6) Mart. cf. above, n. 5.

(7) \,dern.
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to him, Neron declares that he wishes Arie to be adored

by all, an incident that may be based on the public

adoration of Poppaea at his command (1).

As a part of his policy adopted to enable him to win

the love of Arie, Neron promises to follow a career of

virtue (2). The origin of the speech is probably his

promise, on assuming the throne (3), which was followed

by the quinquennium Neronia. These " good years "

are referred to in the following allusion, coupled with

reference to Seneca's de dementia :

Ma bonte, ma Clemence, & mon regne trop doux (4).

The pursuit of Arie by Nero was probably suggested

by his relations with Sabina Poppaea (5), for whose union

with Nero her husband was exiled and his wife put

away (6), but the character of Arie is that of her

mother (7), whose desire to die with her husband is

also attributed to the Arie of this play.

A debate between Seneque and Petrone has a place

in the first act. This debate is precipitated by Nero,

who, in proposing it, evidences the anticipation of a

not unusual pleasure. Discussions between the two,

whose theories of life were divergent to so great a degree,

may be inferred to have been entertaining to the emperor

and the court. Petrone speaks of meeting the grave

remarks of Seneque with raillerie. Thereupon Neron says

:

Petrone je te prie,

Donne moy des ce soir un si doux passe-temps,

Seneque le desire aussi depuis longtemps (8).

(1) Cf. Tag. Ann., XVI, 6, 21.

(2) I, 2. -

(3) Cf. Tac, Ann., XIII, Suet., Nero, I, 10.

(4) 111,3.

(5) Cf. Tac, Ann., XIII, 45, 46 ; XIV, 1, 60, 61 ; XV, 23 ; XVI, 6,

7, 21 ; Suet., Nero, 35 ; Suet., Otho, 3;Plut., GoZ6., 19 ; Dio,LXI,
11, 12 ; LXII, 13, 27, 28 ; LXIII, 26 ; Plut. Mor., XI, 42, 96 ; XII,

18, 41 ; XXVIII, 12, 50 ; XXXIII, 11, 49.

(6) Neron says that Sabina was sacrificed for her : L'amour a fait

pour toy perir I'lmperatrice (V, 2).

(7) Cf. Mart., Epig.^ cit. sup. (8) 1, 1.
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The contention of Fetrone is that " le hazard preside

en la Nature " (1). He expresses disbelief in the exist-

ence of the gods and virtues. Such belief he considers

a '* bagatelle "
(2). His argument is that different

standards have obtained in different countries and
epochs, that what is virtue to one country or period

is vice to another country, or in a different time. After

giving many instances, he resumes :

Tous les Estats divers que le Soleil esclaire,

Ont dans leur Politique un sentiment contraire,

Chacun suit son genie, & chaque Nation,

Vitselon la coustume, ou suit sa passion.

Tu vols que la Vertu n'est done qu'une ombre vaine

Qui n'a pour nous guider nulle regie certaine (3).

Seneque affirms that vertu is a constant quality^

though the blind may not recognize it. He speaks of

the artifice of the arguments of Petrone, which confuse

virtue and vice. He finds the standard of virtue sta-

bilized with the advance of civilization, taking examples

from different ages and lands :

Et qui ne connoist pas ou la vertu reluit,

Ne SQauToit discerner le jour d'avec la nuit (4)

.

Nero suddenly changes the subject of debate to the

Immortels. Petrone declares that,

La superstition a basty leurs Autels,

and that,

Le Mensonge et la crainte ont engendre les Dieux (5),

(1) I. 3.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) I, 3:

(4) I, 3.

(5) 1,3.
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S6neque defends the gods and advances the belief in a

god, an infinite spirit :

C'est cet Esprit Divin, cette essence infinie,

Qui de cet Univers entretient rharmonie (1).

To which Petrone replies :

Ton sQavoir trop profond te fait perdre le sens (2).

The importance of this debate in the author's estima-

tion may be judged from the fact that he gives to it

nearly two hundred verses.

History records no such debate. Neither the Saiy-

ricon, nor the extant fragments of the writings of

Petronius, give a discourse containing the arguments

here advanced. The psychology is however that of

Petronius. The disparaging attitude toward serious

subjects and the evasions are characteristic qualities.

The delicacy as well as the candor of Petronius are

wanting. But the phrase in which occurs the assertion

that fear created the gods is a translation of a frag-

ment of one of his poems :

Primus in orhe deos fecit timor (3).

The following from the Saigricon is similar to the

arguments of Petronius in the debate :
" Jupiter in his

heavenly home could find no object for his passion,

and came down on earth to sin, yet did no one any
harm »

(4).

The point of view assumed by Seneca is not inhar-

monious with his writings. His belief in the cultivation

of virtue is evidenced in many places. In one of his

(T) Ibid., ibid.

(2) lUd., ibid. Cf. w^rds of th& Bible : Acts, XXVI, 24.

(3) * Poem ", 76 KhM. froth Cod. Vossianus, L. Q. 86, ms^of IX c;

FuLGENTiui, Myth\, I, 1, p. 31 cited from Petr<}niu9, with an Eia?-

glish translation by Michael HeSfeltine. LdHdoMj IStS. In:-12<», p. 3%0,

(4) Ch. 83.
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letters, he says :
" Virtue only procures perpetual and

unalterable happiness "
(1). The letter ad Gallionem,

De Vita Beaia (2) presents ideas of the nature of Seneca's

arguments here.

When planning his games in the first act, Neron
commands the competition of Petrone and Tigillin :

Demain sans differer je veux contre vous deux,

Paroistre dans la Lice & celeb rer ces jeux (3).

In his recit of the jeux to Petus, Bhurrus says :

Petrone & Tigillin d'un faux honneur espris,

Avec I'Empereur disputent seuls les Prix (4).

History makes Burrus and Seneca the contestants

or participating witnesses, at least, of the endeavors of

Nero in the lists (5).

The Iruc of the concealment of Petus in the cabinet and
his appearance at the critical moment when Neron

expects Seneque, are new devices on the part of Gilbert,

although a scene in Marguerite de France, where the

arguments of the king and the prince are judged by
Marguerite (6), may be a parallel. In each case a prom-
ise of divertissement is given (7).

There may be a reminiscence of Porus (8) in the re-

cognition of the husband by the wife, and her effort to

save him from the jealous vengeance of a king who loves

her (9). Or the source may be the story told by Ta-

citus of the concealment of Agrippina in the senate

(1) Letter XXVII.
(2) Cf. Epistolae.

(3) I, 1.

(4) II, 1.

(5) Cf. Tac, Ann., XIV, 14, 15 ; Dio, LXI, 20.

(6) Cf. Marg. de Fr., Ill, 2, see below, . n7.

(7) Ner. Vous en allez avoir le divertissement. (Ill, 3). Cf. Marg.
de Fr,, Le Roy. Vous en allez avoir le divertissement. (Ill, 2). An
interesting detail is that the king says to Marguerite, in a verse pre-

ceding the citation : Vous en serez Varbiire (ibid., ibid).

(8) Porus, Boyer. Paris, Quinet, 1648.

(9) Op. cit., IV, V.
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chamber (1). This the author may have adapted to

his use with additional compHcations of reconnaissance

and double surprise.

There is some repetition of the procedes of others of

Gilbert's pieces to be found in this one. The virtuous

wife who unwillingly becomes the object of the devotion

and pursuit of a powerful monarch has already been

the heroine of Marguerite de France and Semiramis.

The scene between the jealous Imperatrice and the inno-

cent Arie (2) reqalls similar scenes between Marguerite

and Queen Eleanor (3) and between Rodogune and
Lidie (4). The pohcy of employing finesse and feminine

arts which is recommended to Marguerite (5) by her

confidenle, also to Semiramis (6), by hers, and which is

enjoined upon Merope (7) by her father, is voluntarily

practised by Arie.

Petrone calls the retreat of Arie before the advances

of Neron dissimulation, and Tigillin says that her

attitude is artifice. Reminiscent of the counsels of

Cambridge to Henry II (8), is Petrone's advice to Neron :

Pour prendre avec ce sexe une regie certaine,

II faut croire tousjours que toute feme est vaine,

Que I'eclat des grandeurs eblouit leurs Esprits :

Et que de la plus fiere un Empire est le prix (9).

Ninus (10) subscribed to the same theories, and used

(1) ' They [the senators] met in the imperial palace, in order that

Agrippina could be present at the sittings. She would enter by a
concealed door, placed behind the senators, from whom she was
separated by only a curtain which, while it prevented her being seen,

did not interfere with her ability to hear " (Tac, Ann., XIII, 5).

(2) II. 2.

(3) Cf. Marg. de Fr., Ill, 1.

(4) Cf. Rod., II, 2.

(5) Cf. Marg. de Fr., II, 1.

(6) Cf. Semir., II, 1.

(7) Cf. Chresphonte, III, 1.

(8) Cf. Marg. de Fr., I, 1.

(9) V,4.

(10) Cf. Semiramis, II, 2.
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them in his pursuit of Semiramis. The escape of Arie

en habit deguise and her capture and return (1), repeat

the incident of the escape of Marguerite from the camp
of Henry H (2), The effect upon the conscience of

N6ron after the consummation of the tragedy is -par-

allel to that upon Thesee after the death of HypoUte (3).

An interesting contemporary note, reflecting the atti-

tude of the author toward a monarchy, is found in

the soHloquy of Petus, at the close of the second act.

Having penetrated Neron's designs, Petus debates un
remede for un si grand mal. As he thinks of a plan to

imitate the plot against Julius Caesar, by arming the

senate against Neron, he is deterred by the thought :

Mais il a sur le front un sacre Caractere,

Que dans mon Rival mesme, il faut que je revere (4).

The example of the conspirators against Julius

Caesar which occurs to his mind, is put aside as a remedy
to ills belonging to a republican government, and dis-

honorable in the case of a monarchy.

The rule for the liaison des scenes is violated at the

end of II, 1, and, apparently, at IV, 3, though the second

instance is puzzling. Two portraits are given by
actors of the piece. A portrait of Arie, by Sabine,

spoken with malicious intent is found in the second

act (5), while the second, and more elaborate, is by
N6ron, of himself (6). Two others, less well-defined,

by Neron and Sabine of each other occur in Act IV (7).

The figurative use of the names of rivers, for the coun-

tries to which they belong, noticed in earlier plays, i3

(1) I, 5, and II, 2.

(2) Cf. Marg. de Fr., Ill, 1.

(3) Cf. HypoUte, V, dern.

(4) II, 5.

(5) II, 2.

(6) 111,3.

(7) IV, 5.
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lound here also. The Seine (1), Tamise (2), Tybre,

<iange, Danube, and Tage (3) are so used.

All three unities are ipreserved except for the fourth

.&Qi, which could have been condensed into a couple of

scenes, and which interferes with the movement of the

drama; the intrigue is well managed. A fault may be

seen in the lack of " preparation " for the episode of

the discovery of the hiding-place of Petus. An excellent

point which gives a rounded and perfect effect to the

dramatic structure, is the first and last speeches given

by Neron. The contrast between the vaunting, self-

glorifying speech with which Neron opens the piece,

and his self-incriminating hues, at the close, marks the

tragedy of event and of personality :

Je suis mon ennemy comme de cet Estat (4),

effaces the

Je suis Maistre du Monde en la fleur des annees (5).

of the first act.

The blame for the death of Agrippina affixed to

Bhurrus and Seneque by Neron is an example of the

accuracy of the picture of that personage. His char-

acter is the historical one of the voluptuary, the un-

feeling criminal, and the egotist. The remorse which

he is made to feel after the death of Arie finds warrant

in the historical account. Nero's excess of grief after

the death of Sabina (6) justifies the words of the fifth

act.

The character of Arie is obviously intended to be

that of the high-bred, virtuous Roman matron of great

dignity. She is beautiful, loyal, devoted to her hus-

(1) 1,5.

(2) II, 3 ; II, 4 ; III, 5.

(3) III, 3.

(4) V, 5.

(5) I, 1.

(6) Cf. Tag., Ann., XVI, 6,
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band, and determined in her resistance of Neron. The
flaw in the presentation of her character is the coquetry

attributed to this dignified Roman noblewoman.

In words which do not make her meaning clear, she-

explains that she pursues this course for the sake of the-

liberty of Rome. No subsequent allusion clarifies this.

Her desire to share her husband's death is prompt and

is executed without hesitation. After her death the re-

gret of Neron is for the vertueuse Arie (1).

Gilbert has treated the noble figure of the affable

Stoic, Petus, with even less happy results. The Petus

whose wishes are dominated by Bhurrus's desirs cu-

rieux, who, although he is unmoved by la crainte de la

morl, acknowledges that his foible raison iousjours

irresolue has no control over his desirs doaieux, and who
hides in a cabinet within the palace of Neron, falls far

short of the Petus of Tacitus. Petus, however, has

confidence in the veriu of his wife, and seems to un-

derstand her policy (so unintelligible to the reader).

The author has attempted a portrait which he had not

the skill to produce. The impression of Petus is supe-

rior to the actions attributed to him which are not up
to measure of his greatness.

A criticism justly made of the historical Seneca is that

which Petus makes of the courtier exceeding the sage

Sioique (2) and of the Vamour des grandeurs which was

perceptible in his character, according ill with his divins

escriis (3).

Bhurrus is less well-defined, his friendship to Petus is.

evident from his reporting the events of the jeux (4)

and of his intercession which secures Petus the permis-

sion to remain in Rome long enough to bid his wife

farewell (5). His criticim of Neron is of

Ce grand declamateur que le Peuple idolatre (6).

(1) V, 5. (2) II, 1.

(3) Ibid., ibid. (4) II, 1.

(5) Ibid., ibid. (6) Ibid., ibid.
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As has been his practice in previous plays the author
marks his allegiance to the classical tradition by many
allusions to classical history and mythology. These
both strengthen the vraisemblance and provide classical
color.

Of special interest is the resemblance this play bears
to Britannicus, which may indicate borrowings by
Racine. The love of Nero for a virtuous woman who
belongs to another and the tragedy brought about by
his effort to secure his desire, is the subject of both.
Junie refuses the love and honors offered by Nero, as
does Arie. The husband in the one case and the
fiance in the other become the objects of Nero's hatred.
In both pieces the rival is a person of blameless repu-
tation. The motif of hiding and listening to a conver-
sation occurs in both. The power of Nero is used to
rid him of his rival in both plots, but in an entirely
different manner. Gilbert gives Nero confidants, in the
persons of Petronius and Tigillenus, who suggest to
him that Arie has her price, and that an empire will
buy her. Racine gives to Nero the vicious advice of
Narcisse. The first effort against Petus was banish-
ment in the guise of an honor ; the second, after the
failure of the milder procedure, was the death sentence
Britannicus had no taste of clemency, nor was a sen-
tence pronounced

; the death penalty was immediately
exacted. At the beginning of Gilbert's piece, Arie is
brought back to court after an attempted escape. In Bri-
lannicus Junie is brought to the palace of Nero earlym the action. Arie's death is secondary, and far from
the mtention of Nero. Junie flees to the Vestals and
becomes dead to the world of the court. Agrippina
opposes Nero in the operation of his plans, for ends of
her own. Poppaea makes opposition in self defense.
Nero s condition — possibly madness — is similar at
the conclusion of both pieces.

In both plays Nero commands the woman he loves to
oblige his rival to give her up, and each is accused of re-

GABHiEt Gilbert.
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fusing Nero as a subterfuge to win him the more surely.

In both plays he relies upon winning through the splen-

dor with which he attempts to dazzle his victim. As

Bernardin points out, the two poets attribute to Nero

similar types of amusement and a similar silence fa-

rouche at the end (1). Gilbert's Nero suggests and

commands evil deeds, while Racine's Nero listens to

evil suggestion which pleases him. Is there an in-

fluence of Gilbert's play in the overheard conversation

which plays so important a part in Brilannicus, or is

Gilbert in debt, as Racine may be, to Rotrou, who used

the trick in Belisaire some fifteen years before the

publication of Arie ei Peius (2) ? Much of the historical

material used in the two pieces is the same, wliile part is

entirely different. Many of the elements which make
up the matter of the dispute between Nero and Sabine

in Gilbert's piece are found in the false reports alleged

to be the words of Britannicus in Racine's play. Gil-

bert's fifth scene of the fourth act and Racine's fourth

scene of the same act contain many similar allusions

to Nero. Both Agrippine in Racine's tragedy, and

Sabine in Gilbert's, prophesy Nero's end (3).

Textual rapprochemenis reveal similarities in the

scenes between Nero and the object of his love — Arie

in the one case, Junie in the other. The situation is

identical in the two pieces. Nero forces his attentions

upon a woman reluctant to receive them. He offers

honors and a dazzling position to one to whom his

offers are abhorrent. His method is the same in both

cases : he vaunts his pre-eminence, his power and his

magnificence in the effort to make himself desirable

in her eyes. The struggle between Nero's desires and

the woman's will has the same elements in both works :

(1) Cf. " Notice " to ed. of Britannicus, by Bernardin (Paris, 1882).

(2) Cf. H. Carrington Lancaster " The Source of Britannicus, II, 6'"

in M. L. N., Nov. 1918, p. 226, 7.

(3) Cf. A. et P., IV, 5, and Brit., V, dern.
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the woman makes objection of ties and responsibilities

both on her part and on his ; Nero offers to free himself

by repudiation and by divorce from the empress ; the

woman pleads, in excuse for her refusal to free herself

from the one to whom she is bound, her love for that

one ; she receives the command to send him away.

From this struggle the tragedy results ; Nero puts his

rival to death, the woman escapes him, and, partly

from frustration and partly from horror of his own
deeds, Nero's sanity is in question. The hint of his

self-destruction is the finale in both tragedies.

There is every indication that Racine was well ac-

quainted with Gilbert's tragedy presented ten years

before his own. A study of the rapprochements shows

that the interest of the author of Brilannicus centered

in the scenes between Nero and the heroine (1). Does

this permit a deduction of great importance ? The

source of Racine's Junie has been a subject of much
conjecture. The author has himself answered the

question (2). Are there not reservations in that ans-

wer ? In Gilbert's work Racine found ready to hand

the story of a pure woman pursued against her will

by the all-powerful and unscrupulous Nero. History

has not supplied this story. Does Racine owe his Junie

to his knowledge of Gilbert's Arie ? It seems more

than remotely possible that such is the case.

The substitution of the youthful figure of Britannicus,

the more poignantly romantic situation of a love in

which he is involved, and the more revolting tragedy

of the assassination of this innocent youth, for the

somber personality of Thrasea and the philosophic death

of that virtuous Stoic, has made Racine's tragedy as

much more touching and appealing than Gilbert's, as

his poetic and dramatic art has raised Britannicus above

Arie et Petus as a dramatic composition.

(1) Ar. et Pet., Ill, 3, and, V, 3 ; Brit., II, 3.

(2| CL Pref. of. Britannicus.
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If an inclusion of the importance of the r61e of the

heroine may be attributed to Racine's acquaintance

with Gilbert's piece, may an exclusion, remarked in

most comments on Britannicus, be explained in the

same manner ? The absence of Seneca from the per-

sonages of Racine's tragedy is a noteworthy omission.

The burden of the appeal to the better nature of Nero

is left entirely to Burrhus. The responsibility which

weighs upon that person, as well as the author's omission

are emphasized by the words of Burrhus, unauthenti-

cated by history :

Seneque dont les soins me devroient soulager,

Occupe loin de Rome, ignore ce danger (1).

Since Seneca is given the preponderant role as coun-

sellor of Nero in Gilbert's piece, Racine may have pre-

ferred not to repeat the role in his own composition.

In the eighteenth century the title, or the first part of

Gilbert's compound title, was used by Houdard de la

Motte who dedicated to the duchesse de Bouillon his

work, Arrie el Peius, tragedie (2).

At present the chief interest of Gilbert's Arie el Petus

lies in its connection with the subject and characters

developed with consummate skill by the author of

JBrilannicus.

(1) Brit., Ill, 2.

12) Cf. la Valliere, Bib. du The. fr., Ill, 136



CHAPTER VIII

THfiATRE 1660-1668 : I. LES AMOURS D'OVIDE.

II. LES AMOURS D'ANGfiLIQUE ET DE MfiDOR.

III. LE COURTISAN PARFAIT.

I. LES AMOURS D'OVIDE

Les Amours d'Ovide was published in 1663. The

acheve d'imprimer of August 20, following the privilege

of a month earlier (2) argues the success of the play,

which the public had known first in June of that same

year. The initial presentation of the piece, which the

title-page describes as a Pastorale Heroique, took place

upon the first day of June, as Loret attests (3), adding :

Les Grands Cotnediens du Roy,

Quazi tous gens aimez de moy,

Tant les males que les femelles,

Dautant qu'iceux, dautant qu'icelles,

Exercent en perfection

Leur charmante profession,

Hier, ce dit-on, commencerent,

C'est-a-dire reprezenterent,

Une piece de grand eclat,

Ou tout est fort, & rien n'est plat,

(1) Les Amours d'Ovide. Patorale Herolque. Par Monsieur Gilbert,

Secretaire des Commandemens de la Reyne de Suede, et son Resident en

France. A Paris. Chez Claude Barbin, vis a i>is le Portail de la Sainte

Chapelle, au Signe de la Croix. M. DC. LXIII. Ai^ec Pri\>ilege du Roy.

(2) 19 juUlet, 1663.

(3) Cf. La Mute historique, Vol. IV, p. 60 (ed. Livet, 1857-1891).
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Sgavoir, Les Intrigues d'Ot'ide,

Par un Autheur docte et fluide,

Et dans I'Art des Muzes expert,

Que Ton nomme Monsieur Gilbert,

On y voit, dit-on, des Machines,

Des Amours galantes & fines,

Et Ton y dit de fort beaux Vers,

Entremelez de doux Concers,

Mais je n'en sgay pas davantage

N'ayant pas encor vu I'Ouvrage (1).

The epitre dedicates the work to Colbert, and inci-^

dentally makes known the lack of financial recompense
for his works which the author had experienced. " De-

puis plusieurs annees j'ay mis en lumiere divers Escrits

en vers & en prose, sans en avoir tire autre avantage

que de les avoir presentez ^ ce que la France avoit de

plus Auguste & de plus Eminent" says the author.

In addition the thought which prompted the composi-

tion is given :
" Ge Chevalier Romain ayant fait I'Art

de plaire, qui a este admire de toute la terre
;
j'ay cru

que je pourrois faire une comedie de luy qui ne de-

plairoit pas.
"

Whether the comedie was undertaken upon his own
initiative or at the suggestion of another the author

does not state. We know that the subject had been

brought to the attention of Racine a short time pre-

viously by an actress, M^i^ de Beauchasteau. The
work had been undertaken by Racine, and a careful

plan for a play made, following the suggestions of this

lady (2). The project must have been abandoned in an

early stage of the composition of the verse, for no trace

(1) Dated, samedi, deuxiesme Juin, [1663].

(2) In a letter to I'Abbe ie Vasseur, of May, 1661, Racine says :

" J'ai fait, refait et mis enfin dans sa derniere perfection tout mon
dessein. J'y ai fait entrer tout ce que |in'avoir marque M^^ de Beau-
[chateau], que j'appelle la seconde Julie d'Ovide...

"

Cf. Racine, CEin^res, (ed. Grs. Ecriv.), VI, p. 417, and n. 4, in

which the title of the work alluded to is siven as les Amours d'Ovide..
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of such a work remains. " M^e " de Beauchasteau,

the wife of Frangois Chastelet (called Beauchasteau),

may have turned to Gilbert when Racine relinquished

the play. Vers liminaires from the pen of Gilbert

which accompany the volume of verse composed by the

son of Beauchasteau, indicate the friendly relation of

the poet with the family. A quatrain by Gilbert

appears upon the frontispiece of la Muse naissanle,

da Petit de Beauchasteau (1), and another contribution,

an epigramme, among the vers liminaires, preceding

the poems of the youthful prodigy. The child author

publishes an epigramme to Gilbert, on Endimion (2),

and addresses several poems to the Queen of Sweden

who had interested herself in him. It is very probable

that Mile de Beauchasteau was the inspiration of Gilbert's

undertaking. His interest in Ovid (3) made the subject

sympaihique.

The designation Pastorale heroique is chosen because

of the setting — the gardens of Amathonte on VIsle

sacree de Cypre — suitable for a pastoral scene, and

because of the participation of the gods, which makes

the piece heroique.

There are four principal characters : Ovide, designat-

ed as a Chevalier Romain, Corinne, Maitresse d'Ovide,

Dame Romaine, Cephise, Nymphe de VIsle de Cypre,

Hyacinthe, Amant de Cephise. There are as many

secondary characters, the confidants of the principals.

Immortals who participate are les Graces, and Amour

who recites a sort of epilogue, described in the hst of

acteurs as : VAmour finit la Piece. The scene of the

action is described as : La Scene est en VIsle de Cypre,

dans les Jardins d'Adonis.

(1) La Muse naissante du Petit de Beauchasteau, Charles de Sercy

& Guillaume de Luynes, (Paris), 1657.

(2) Cf. La Muse naissante, p. 151.

(3) Cf. " A Pliilis, Surl'art d'aymer d' Ovide", Poesies diverses, p. 14b,

and I'Art de Plaire, published 1655. Cf. below, p. 282.
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The pastoral costume had been imposed by order

of Villus (1).

The intrigue is involved and has many detours before

reaching an end. The piece is preceded by a Pro-

logue, and this is prefaced by a Recit in the nature of a

call to lovers to come to the island to participate in the

contests.

This recii in eight syllable verse was probably sung,

constituting one of the doux cancers to which Loret

refers. This call must have taken place long in advance
of the action of the pastorale, in order to permit the

assemblage of the contestants who arrive in vessels

from all parts of the world. The assemblage is said

to be larger than Rome had ever seen at its greatest

feasts.

The Prologue of the Graces, which is spoken by Talie,

makes known the occasion and the rules :

Nous sommes de Venus les compagnes fidelles,

Qui venons presider aux festes solemnelles,

Que TAmour, pour charmer ses regrets infinis,

Fait celebrer dans Cypre en I'honneur d'Adonis.

(1) The point about which the intrigue revolves is the competition

of the Roman Ovid and his lady, Corinne, in the contest on the island

of Cyprus, for the prizes respectively of the most beautiful woman
and the most perfect lover. The plot is supplied with a jealousy

motive through Ovid's fickleness, his wavering from allegiance to his

mistress, Corinne, and his devotion to Cephise, the favorite nynnph.
Corinne's form of competition is singing and accompanying herself

upon the lyre, while that of Cephise is dancing. The male contestants

engage in a debate. Ovid argues for inconstancy, sustaining the

subtle argument that inconstancy to the object of devotion is in

reality the only constancy to the principle of love and of beauty.

Hyacinth takes the side of constancy, his thesis proving that constant

love is the only true love. The prize in beauty is awarded to

Cephise, who receives the golden apple. Hyacinth carries off the prise

for the parfait amant, and offers the couronne to C6phise. Cephise

and Hyacinth will be joined by Hymen, which completes the fdte,

while Corinne and Ovid, dissatisfied with the judgment of the Graces,

will return to Rome to appeal to the emperor and to Venus herself

»
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De cinq ans en cinq ans, une pompe si belle

Par I'ordre de Venus tousiours se renouvelle.

Le premier jour on donne un pris a la beaute
;

Le second a Tamant qui I'a mieux merite
;

Et le troisieme jour cette Isle fortunee,

Voit descendre du Ciel le pompeux Hymenee,

Qui joint de nceuds sacrez & de chaisnes d'aymant,

Le plus parfaite Nymphe au plus parfaict Amant (1).

From the further words of the Grace, it appears that

the supremacy of Ovide and Corinne, and Hyacinth and

Cephise over the other contestants is recognized by the

Graces, who will consider only these, les plus renommez^

as candidates for the prizes.

The arguments advanced by Ovide in favor of the

inconstant lover, while not directly quoted from the

work of Ovid, are consistent with his ideas, as in the

case of vacillation between rival beauties :

Ecce duas uno tempore turpis amo
utraque formosa est... (2),

and the difficulty of deciding in favor of either the blond

or the brunette :

Candida me capiet, capiet me flava puella :

est etiam fusco grata colore Venus,

seu pendent nivea pulli cervice capilli (3 ) ;

while the general notion of a love changing with the

appeal of new objects is found throughout the Ars

amaioria and the Amores. The attention to the enhance-

ment of physical beauty, which is frequently enjoined

in the two works mentioned, becomes the exclusive

subject of Medicamina faciei. A theme of the Ars ama-

ioria is the advisability of being expert in the dance (4).

(1) Prologue.

(2) Amores, II, X.

(3) Ibid., II, IV.

(4) Ars. am., Ill, 348, 349.
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The prize given to Cephise who chose dancing as her

form of competition is consistently Ovidian.

The Ovide of the pastorale is emphatically the apostle

of self-indulgence and the enemy of the suppression of

any desire which might issue in emotional satisfaction.

The words of Ovide in dialogue with Hyacinth and

Corinne forecast the modern psychological interest in

" suppressed desires ". This theory is repeatedly ex-

pressed in the work of Ovid, for instance in the Amores :

Cedimus ? an subitum luctando accenditnus ignem ? (1)

The mirror episode (2), which plays an important

part in Gilbert's intrigue, has no prototype in the work

of Ovid, but the custom of mirrors carried by ladies is

revealed in many passages, as in :

Nee tibi turpe puta, quamvis tibi turpe, placebit,

Ingenua speeulum sustinuisse manu (3).

Corinne's pride is augmented by the assurance of the

mirror which - she constantly consults. Ovid said :

...a speculi sumunlur imagine fasius (4).

Corinne boasts the possibility of her reconquest of

Ovide without effort on her part : ...ne lay tens des

reiz (5), almost quoting Ovid's :

Sed tu praecipue curvis venare theatris (6).

The claim of Ovid that weeping and tears are desir-

able weapons for a lover to use (7) is contradicted by

(1) Am. I, II.

(2) I, 1 & 3.

(3) Ars. am., II, 215, 216.

(4) Am. II, XVII.

(5) II, 4.

(6) Avs. am., 1, 89.

(7) Palleat omnis amans : hie est eolor aplus amanti. Ars. am., 1^

729,
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Gilbert, who reflects his own period and the customs

of the Beaux espriis in :

Les Amoureux transis ne sont plus a la mode,

On se rit des constans parmy les beaux esprits,

Et tout Amant qui pleure est digne de mespris (1).

The egotism of Ovide's assumption of his own appear-

ance and method as the standard is consistent psycho-

logically, but rather more bluntly expressed than in

the works of his prototype :

II faut

Estre tel que je suis quand je suis avee vous (2).

Granting the imitations of Ovid in the development

of the theories of a light and changing love, the persons

of the chief characters, and certain passages, indicated

above, where the text of Ovid is easily traceable as an

influence, the entire piece is not yet accounted for. The

setting is one foreign to the Roman poet and his mis-

tress, and their public appearance among contestants

for prizes is far removed from their accustomed field

of activities. The desire of Ovideto be crowned as the

perfect lover, and of Corinne, as the sweetest singer,

takes its origin rather in the medieval Court of Love.

Details which indicate the Court of Love influence

are such as : the call to contestants to assemble (cf. the

recii preceding the prologue, beginning : Venez, Amans) ;

the Articles, drawn up by Ovide and Corinne, which have

many of the elements of the vows of fealty and of the

statutes of the Court of Love ; the debate, and the de-

cision, with the bestowal of a prize. To these should

be added the more fundamental resemblance of Ovide's

claim to be the perfect lover. As was customary in the

(1) IV, 3.

(2) Ibid., ibid.
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Courts of Love, the judges are feminine ; les Graces figure

in that capacity (1).

When the Ovidian sources have been acknowledged,

the influence of the Court of Love considered, and the

question asked if all is accounted for, it appears that

there is something besides, which is attributable to none
of the influences noted. The out-of-door setting (in

the gardens of Amathonte), the costumes of pasteurs

and bergeres (imposed by Venus), the names : Hyacinthe,

Daphnis, Aminte, Celie, and Cephise — these elements

derive from the pastorale which had such great vogue
in the period just preceding that in which Gilbert's

work falls. The united lovers, personified in the second

couple, Hyacinthe and Cephise, sustain the pastoral

character of the piece. Although Ovide is the leading

male personage, Cephise has the first place in the

women's roles, so that she can not be looked upon as a

secondary figure. Her triumph, despite the skilled

rivalry of the sophisticated Romans, is, in reality, a

happy ending for the leading woman's part. The triumph

of faithful love is in the tradition of the pastoral ending.

Classical elements are not wanting. Certain of the

characters are from classical mythology. Venus, though

unseen, is the mainspring of all the intrigue; the Graces

who are the judges ; Amour, who enters to eflect a deiis

ex machina ending ; the gardens beloved of Adonis

to which Amour has called the lovers to participate in

the contest ; the prize, a pomme d'or, recalling the judg-

ment of Paris : several of the proper names, and the

Roman poet who is the chief figure, provide classical

elements which are not few in number.

(1) For the statutes, debate, form of proceedure of the Court of Love,

rendering of decision, etc., of. Neilson, The Origin and Sources of the

Court of Love, pp. 169, and 240, 243 ; Diez, Essai sur les Cour
d'Amour (tr. Roisin), p. 108 ; Martial d'Auvergne, Les 51 Arrests

d'Amour, and Tamisey de Larroque Observations sur Eleonore de

Guyenne, ; Villepreux Louis, Eleohore de Guyenne, Paris, 1862 ;

Raymond, Choix des poesies des Troubadours, II, Intr.
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Contemporary manners are reflected in the dialogue.

The use of mirrors, portraits, and intrigues of jealousy

is common to the secondary plays of the period, and

reflects the procedees favored by the author's contempo-

raries. Contemporary also is the allusion to the

beaux esprits (1) cited above.

The character of Ovide is not shown in a flattering light

;

Je cherche les plaisirs (2), he says, and, to the charge

of Cephise that he pays court to five nymphs beside

herself, he adds : Ei cent autres encore (3). His

aim, susceptibility, and the lack of modesty in his ci-

tation of himself as the example of the perfect lover,

iel que je suis (4), are attested by his own words.

By others he is said to be volage (5), to be a irompeur ei

perfide (6) and to be quite willing to desert Corinne for

whom he has deserted others: Vous me sacrifierez... (7)

she reproaches. While Cephise charges him with the

wish to have the adoration of deux Amanies (8), Ovide's

own point of view is that he possesses the ability to

accommodate himself to divers senlimens (9). Incon-

sistently, from the standpoint of character, consistently,

as a portrait of the author of Ars amaioria, practices

on which he prides himself are condemned in his mistress.

Corinne is censured for wishing to make conquesies

nouuelles (10). Hyacinthe accuses Ovide of attention

to externalities and subtleties of conduct, au lieu de la

yerfu (ll),and charges him with dishonorable action in

the much-dicussed affair of the portrait (12). He is

(1) IV, 3.

(2) III, 1.

(3) IV, 3.

(4) Ibid., ibid.

(5) I, 3 & 5.

(6) I, 5.

(7) I, 6.

(8) IV, 4.

(9) II, 3.

(10) I, 6.

(11) III, 4.

(12) III, 4.
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credited with addresse by the rival beauties, when con-

fronted at once by the two to whom he has at different

times sworn a single allegiance (1). The only good
word spoken for this shifting character is that of Gorinne,

who says :

Je le cheris pourtant, tout volage qu'il est (2).

Gilbert has imparted to the character of Ovide the

unscrupulous practices of the author of the Ars ama-
ioria, but except as they are glimpsed in this testimony
of the all but deserted mistress, Gorinne, the qualities

of grace and charm, for which the prototype was famed,
are absent from the portrait. Yet the effort of the

author is to make a real portrait of the Roman poet.

The personage is authenticated by his own reference

to mes escriis dans Rome (3), to his Vari de plaire (4)

{Ars amaioria), also spoken of as Vart d'aymer (5).

Besides, Ovide says that he is fameux a la Cour des

Cesars (6), and he is called le Preteur (7), an inaccu-

racy, since Ovid was a decemvir (8).

The differentiation in the characters of the two
women is not well marked. Both are actuated by mo-
tives of patriotism, both are ambitious of success, and
both use the methods of intrigue. Corinne is intended to

represent the pride of the famous Roman beauty (9) and
Cephise the natural charm of the sylvan nymph. Both
however, at the author's hands, appear as unsuces sfully

executed portraits of seventeenth century court ladies
*

In their speech when alone, the predominating traits

(1) II, 3.

(2) II, 4.

(3) 111,4.

(4) I, 1 ; III, 4.

(5) III, 4.

(6) Ibid., ibid.

(7) I, 5.

(8) Cf. Fasti, IV, 383, 4.

(9) Pour tout dire en un mot, Madame, elle est Romaine. IV, 2.
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of each may be perceived. Corinne is bent upon acquir-

ing gloire (1), while Gephise is devoted to verlu (2).

The lack of differentiation seems due not so much to

intention as to lack of skill on the author's part.

The confidants, both of the women and of the men,

have speaking parts and, as is frequently the case in the

work of Gilbert, are used as messengers. The victory

of Gephise is announced in a double recil, of which the

first part describing the scene and the beginning of the conr

test is given to Maxime, the confident of Ovide (3), and the

latter part in which the result is made known, to Daphnis,

the confident of Hyacinthe (4). Similarly Aminihe,

the confidente of Gephise, announces the success of

Hyacinthe in the lovers' competition (5).

The Graces appear in lyric character giving the

Prologue, and appearing in the final tableau complete

the authority of the finale. Amour appears in the cha-

riot of Venus to effect an ending and, out of character

considering his classical role, enjoins the laws of Hymen,
which, he avers, are point fdcheux when he is present.

A suggestion of contemporary furnishing may be

glimpsed in the allusion to the riche tapis (6), spread

upon the ground for the dancing of the nymph Gephise.

The group of beaux esprits are alluded to in words of

Ovide (7), while the custom of court service receives

mention in the same scene. Were it not for the fact

that the Romans do not carry off the prizes, the thought

might be entertained that Rome exemplifies Paris, or

France, in the references to the grandeur of Rome. It

seems inconsistent that the author, whose patriotism

(1) Cf. II, 4, the scene between Corinne and her confidente where
Corinne expresses the conviction that her gloire demands mille amantes.

(2) Cf. the stances, V, 1, beginning ; L'Amour est la Vertu sont

deux grandes puissances.

(3) III, 5.

(4) III, 6.

(5) V, 2.

(6) Sur un riche Tapis prepare pour la dance, III, 5,

(7) IV, 3.
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is expressed with ardor frequently, should have per-

mitted the representatives of the country symbolized

as his own to be defeated in the contests. In his epitre

to Colbert the author says :
" Le regne de Louys XIV

se rendra plus fameux a la posterite que celuy du II

des Cesars : sous la domination d'un Prince plus

parfait qu'Auguste, les Armes, et les Sciences fleuriront

dans cet Empire avec plus d'eclat qu'elles n'ont fait

autrefois dans Rome ".

The startling modernity of the theory of " suppressed

desires", to which allusion has been made, and which

is traced to its source in Ovid, is somewhat elaborated

»

Ovid speaks on the subject as follows :

Celle qui dans son sein estouffe ses soupirs,

Accroist par ses refus I'ardeur de ses desirs
j

Moins on parle d'amour, plus on le sent dans Tame,

La plus chaste en son coeur a des sources de flamme,

Que Ton void desborder apres comme torens,

Quand les desirs vainqueurs devienent ses tyrans (1).

Gephise, in her stances sighs over the torment in-

flicted upon her by her sagesse, which makes her sort

rigoureux since she bears the pain of ^' aymer sans le

dire "
(2).

The modernity of the psychology of these lines, coupled

with the theory of dreams as the tableaux of the passions^

found in les Amours de Diane et d''Endymion (3), might

form the basis of a claim that Gilbert was the forerunner

of the modern Freudian psychology. The coincidences

are striking.

Gilbert's custom of making the river a figure for

the city situated upon it, is observed in the use of

Tybre for Rome (4) and in the mention of the P6 and

(1) III. 3.

(2) V, 1.

(3) Cf. ch. VI, p. 132.

(4) II, 6 and V. 6
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the Danube (1), the last with no figurative significance.

The tendency to the use of the stock phrases of the

precieux, such as bel csil, is exceeded in the present piece

by the most interesting example of preciosite which
substitutes for the verb dance :

... trace de son pied mille chiffres d'amour (2).

This proved a desirable example to the maker of the

Didionaire des Pretieuses (3) who cites the verse as from
the Ovide moderne (4).

The action may be said to be unified. While there

are two threads of interest, the main contests in which
Ovide and Corinne aspire to win prizes, and the compe-
tition between Ovide and Hyacinihe for the favor of

Cephise, with the counter intrigue on the part of Corinne

and Cephise, still the two interests are interwoven

and become parts of one action.

The place is the same throughout, the gardens of Ama-
thonte. No question of the unity of place can be enter-

tained.

The unity of time is less definitely indicated. The
Prologue mentions three days as the duration of the

festival.

The piece concerns itself with the bestowal of the

prize for beauty and that to the most deserving lover.

The final scene is that in which Amour descends from
the skies and commands the hymen of Cephise and
Hyacinihe. Comparing the action evolved to the an-

nouncement of the Prologue, it seems that two days
have elapsed since the two prizes have been accorded,

but Hymen has not appeared upon the isle jortunee.

However, since no break in the action occurs, it would

(1) I, 2.

(2) III, 5.

(3) Cf. I, 82.

(4) A note says that O^'ide moderne is VArt de Plaire, which is an
error on the part of Somaize, since the verse cited is a part of the
text of les Amours d'Ovide.

Gabriel Gilbert. 12
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be possible, if the Prologue were not considered, to

believe that the action falls within twenty-four hours.

The play is trivial, aimless, and uninteresting. It

has not the merit of presenting an attractive por-

trait of the leading character. It would be difficult

to defend it from the charge, of being ennuyeux, and

the criticism of the freres Parfaict seems not unde-

served :
" Cette Piece n'a presque point (Taction : la

conduite n''a pas le sens commun ; on ne scait quel but

onl les Acteurs. Au lieu de presenter Ovide avec . ce

caradere aimable que Vantiquite nous en a trace... VAuteur

introduit un petit Maitre FranQois, qui debite de jolis

madrigaux ; Corinne est irop coquette, ei Cephise le seroit

aussi tres volontiers, si Ovide vouloit avoir plus d^adresse
;

Hyacinlhe est un veritable imbecile, et le reste des per-

sonnages ne sert a rien. " We do take exception to

the statement of the critic in the sentence which follows

in which he says that the piece must pass for " une des

meilleures de M. Gilbert (1). " While the work of

Gilbert rarely rises above mediocrity, it also seldom

descends to the banality of this pastoral.

A search through the libraries of Paris for the works

of Gilbert, reveals the fact that les Amours d'Ovide is

found in more collections than any other one of the

works of this author (2). There are two editions of

this work known to exist. The original edition is

(1) Cf. Hist, du the. fr., IX, 208.

(2) This is the only example of Gilbert found at the Bibliotheque

Ste. Genevieve, and (as we are informed through the courtesy of

M. Macon) the only one in the collection at Chantilly. The Biblio-

theque Nationale possesses two copies, one printed by de Luyne [Yth

814] and the other by Loyson [Yf G983]. The Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal

has a copy printed by de Luyne [B. L. 9773, vol. IV, (1)]. The Maza-

rine possesses the Barbin issue [42, 123]. This copy does not give the

author's name upon the title-page, nor does it contain the epttre

dedicatoire. The notes of the privilege and acheve d'imprimer are also

wanting. At the Widener Library of Harvard University, Cambridge

(U. S. A.), is a copy of the Barbin printing. The name and titles of

the author appear upon the title-page and the privilege, acheve d'im-

primer, etc., are also included.
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that of Paris, 1663. The privilege is to Barbin, who
associates with him Guillaume de Luyne and Loyson (1).

Willems cites an Elzevir, printed by Louis and Daniel

Elzevier : suivani la copie imprimee a. Paris, 1663, pel.

in. 12. A note on this volume is as follows :
" Joli

volume resle inconnu jusqu'ici aiix elzeviriographes,

quoique positivemeni imprime par les Elzevier d'Amsler-

dam, comme on le voit par la sphere, le fleuron aux roses

tremieres el les lellres grises. II esl cile d''ailleurs dans les

calalogues officiels ".

f

(1) Willems says :
" L'edition originale est de Paris, Et. Loyson,

1663, in-12 ". Cf. Les Elze^iers, p. 332 (no. 1308). This is only

partially accurate, as the original edition was printed by Barbin (to

whom the privilege \?> accorded), by Loyson, and by de Luyne.



II. LES AMOURS D'ANGfiLIQUE

ET DE MfiDOR (1)

Two suggestions made by this title are the return

of the author to a title form beginning " les Amours "

and the interest in Italian literature betokened by the

proper names. The use of les Amours as a part of the

title had been favored ty Gilbert somewhat earlier (2).

Evidence of an interest in the classics of Italian literature

appears for the first time in this play, and is seen in the

work to be considered next in order, le Couriisan parfait,

but is not elsewhere discernible.

Les Amours d'Angelique el de Medor was published in

1664. The acheve dHmprimer is of May 5 and the

privilege of March 14 of the same year. The author's

name appears on the title-page, but the privilege is

accorded to Quinet. The name of Gilbert is not asso-

ciated with the granting of the privilege. Quinet gives

one-half the privilege to Guillaume de Luyne, and in

the printing of the remainder associates with himself

Joly and Mauger (3). Thus the work had four print-

(1) Les Amours d'AngHique et de MSdor, Tragi-Comedie par M. Gilbert.

A Paris, Chez Gabriel Quinet, au Palais, dans la Gallerie des Prisonniers,

a I'Ange Gabriel. M. DC. LXIV. Avec Privilege du Roy.

(2) Cf. Les Amours de Diane et d'Endimion, les Amours de Neron

(sub-title of Arie et Petus], and les Amours d'Divide.

(3)
" Gabriel Quinet, Marchan Libraire de nostre bonne Ville de

Paris, Nous a fait remontrer qu'il aurait depuis peu recouvre une

Piece do Theatre, intitulee Les Amours d'Angelique & de Medor...

Nous luy avons... permis & permettons... de faire imprimer lesdits

deux ouvrages en tels Volumes & Caracteres, & autant de fois que

bon h'.y semblera... Et ledit Sieur Quinet a accede la moitie de son

Privih'.ge a Guillaume de Luyne, & a associe avec luy pour I'autre

moitie ios sieurs Thomas Joly & Francois Mauger. " {Privilege).
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ers (1). This volume is a petit in-12°, uniform with

les Amours de Diane el d^Endimion, les Amours d'Ovide,

and others.

The date of composition is unknown ; if the use of

recouvre may be interpreted as appHed to something

which had been lost, the tragi-comedie may be dated

back a few years. What, also, is to be inferred from
" les dits deux ouvrages " ? Were there, in fact, two

works presented, and, if so, what other in addition to

this ? Or, did the double-named title mislead the clerk

responsible for the wording of the privilege, so that

he blundered into the phrase deux ouvrages, though but

one book was printed ? There is much resemblance to

Chresphonle in this work, so that were there a possibil-

ity of referring its composition to an earlier date, one

near that of the composition of Chresphonle would seem

plausible.

The king, to whom the work is dedicated, is addressed

in the epilre which contains the interesting statement

that the work is the author's sixteenth offering for the

theatre (2). Charlemagne is here named " le plus au-

guste de vos Predecessors " to the monarch who is said

(1) Copies of the printing of each of the four have been examined

by the writer : Quinet, Bibhotheque Nationale (2 cop.) ; de Luyne,
BibUotheque Nationale, the Arsenal, and the Mazarine (2 cop.) ; Mauger,

Bibliotheque Nationale, and Arsenal (2 cop.) ; Joly, Harvard Univer-

sity. In the copies bearing the name of Quinet a line (v. 2, Act IV^

sc. 4) is omitted. The same omission occurs in the printing by Mauger
numbered, in the Catalogue at the Arsenal, Theat. N. 1155. But in

the other copy bearing the name Mauger and a date identical with

the above copy, the missing line is found. The pagination of this copy

is not the same as the other by same printer (a has p. xii, 1-72 ; b

has p. VI, 1-62). [IV, 4, v. 1,... Tirez moy de soucy. Omitted line r

Savez-vous Arimant si Medor est ici ?] The type of this copy differs

from a, also. Besides the above points as evidence that this copy is

one of a different printing, though of same date, the following details

may be noted : the usual " A^^ec prwilege du roy " on the title-page

below the date is absent, and the DC of the date is reversed, appearing

as " CD "
; further, the printers's device of the title-page is different,

and the dates, " acheve d'imprimer ", etc., are omitted.

(2) *' Cet ouvrage de Theatre est le seizieme que j'ai donne au pu-

blic. " (Epitro).
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to have succeeded to the virtues and power of the mediae-

val emperor.

No date is assigned to the presentation of the piece

though it is said to have been seen upon the stage of the

Hotel de Bourgogne (1). The play must have enjoyed

more than mediocre success, for references to it occur

in the chronicles of Robinet in 1665 and 1666. Pub-

lished in 1664, it was probably given as early as 1663.

To be still in the mind of the chronicler of current events,

and used by him as a source of nomenclature intelligible

to the reading public, the piece must have had wide popu-

larity. Robinet, in his letter of August 16, 1665, gives

the names Angelique and Medor to the actors of an

incident he relates (2). In another letter (of May 23,

1666), the following year, he again uses the names of

the hero and heroine of this play for the story he tells

of a young gallant and a lady (3).

The names of the heroine and hero, which appear

as part of the title, suggest the Italian derivation of the

plot (4). The names are those of actors in the tale of

Orlando Furioso. There was no striking originality

in the use of the Italian epic, for many others had pre-

ceded Gilbert to that source. Gilbert's title had been used

in a work published in 1620 (5), whose author closely

followed the story of Ariosto. Many others had found

romantic episodes in the Orlando Furioso worth

developing, or had been inspired by one or another of its

(1) Cf. Frei-es Parfaict, Hist, du th. fr., IX, 247 ;
" representee sur le

Theatre de I'Hotel de Bourgogne en 1664, imprimee la meme annee ",

Paris. Diet, des the. de Paris, I, p. 124 ; H. C. Lancaster, le Memoirs

de Mahelot, Tp. 143, n. 2. An Angelique et Medor is there attributed to

Dancourt, with the added note :
" X ajoute en marge, Gilbert ".

(2) Cf. Les Continuateurs de Loret, I, 178.

(3) Cf. Ihid., ibid., 886.

(4) Cf. P. ToLDo, in Bulletin italien (1903-4), t. IV, p. 190 et seq.

art. Angelique et Medor : VInfluence du "Furioso" dans la litterturt

franQaise, where some slight discussion of this piece is found, and
surprise that Medor is so established in the court of Charlemagne,

is expressed.

(5) Les Amours d'Angelique et de Medor, Troyeg, 1620.
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tales, to invention in kind. The names which appear

in Gilbert's title are those of the hero and heroine of one

of Ariosto's episode's, but the epic is searched in vain for

the incidents of Gilbert's intrigue. A general back-

ground of the plot is found there, as will be shown in

detail, but the piece is rather an acceptance of the

challenge or, at least, permission of Ariosto contained

in his :

Quanto, signore, ad Angelica accada

Dopo ch'usci di man del pazzo a tempo
;

E come a ritornare in sua contrada

Trovasse e buon naviglio e miglior tempo
;

E deir India a Medor desse lo scettro,

Forse altri cantera con meglior plettro (1).

The completion of the tale is left to another, and here

Gilbert enters upon the task. The story as it left the

hands of Ariosto was not quite in fashion for Gilbert's

taste, so he made some changes, as will be noted.

Charlemagne, though frequently referred to, since

the action is in Paris, dans le Palais du Roy, does not

appear. The cast is small and the names are the fa-

miliar ones of the Italian epic. The characters, besides

the hero and heroine, are Roland, Renaud, Roger,

Bradamante, Marphise, Isabelle, the confident and

confidenie of Angelique, Medor's confident, and a lieu-

tenant of the king's guards. Those most constantly

upon the stage are the hero and heroine and their confi-

dants (2).

(1) Orlando Furiosi, XXX, 16, v. 3-8.

(2) The actioa begins upon the eve of a tournameut to which
Charlemagne has invited all the knights of the world. Medor—knov»fn

as Ariniant — has been six months at the Emperor's court, stands

high in his regard and is the devoted suitor of Angelique. The conquest

by Angelique's beauty had occurred while this Saracen was pursuing

some retreating French knights after the battle of Roncevaux. The
maiden, reclining by a fountain, was at the moment beset by an enor-

mous bear. Thereupon M6dor ended the life of the wild animal with
a dart, but his own heart was transfixed by one from the eyee of th«

grateful Angelique. This look was the only communication, m the
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The following lines indicate approximately when
the action was presumed to take place :

Pour honorer ici I'ambassade d' Irene,

Qui fait offrir au Roy 1'Empire d'Occident

Et reserve a son Fils les Sceptres d'Orient (1).

approach of a large body of French horsemen obliged Medor to retire.

He had learned her identity and history from a French prisoner, and
had started on a quest of the throne rightfully belonging to the beau-
tiful maiden. He had avenged the death of Angelique's father, the
king of Cathay, but had in his turn been driven out by a second tyrant.

Wishing to rejoin Angelique he had assumed the name of a French
prisoner whom he had nursed in his own tent until the youth's death.
This deception was easy because of the perfect resemblance of th&
Saracen to the dead French knight. Medor becomes a favorite of

Charlemagne and would be successful in his suit for Angelique were it

not for the princess' steadfast loyalty to her rescuer. Having become
his own rival Medor-Arimant tries to banish the earlier love from the
heart of his mistress, A mysterious message is received by Angelique
telling her that Medor will appear in the lists as her knight. Arimant
ofEeis to take Medor's place if that knight does not arrive in time But
Marphise, Bradamant, and Isabelle all want Arimant as their knight.
Much jealousy and recrimination ensues. The young women make
insinuations about Angelique's wanderings over Europe with Roland,
In favor of Medor, Angelique refuses Roland, Renaud, and Roger in

turn, as each begs the honor of representing her in the lists. All say
that the Saracen will not appear. To settle the quarrel, Angelique
is asked to choose an arbitre. She chooses Arimant, who decides

that Medor only may represent her. The hand of Angelique is the
prize of the tournament, and the rules forbid her presence. Messengers
arrive in turn to tell Angelique of the presence in camp of her knight
M^dor, and of the arrival of her father's old general from Cathay to

announce the death of the tyrant and the demand of Angelique's

people that she take the throne. Three embassies have been sent :

one to Charlemagne, one to Angelique, and one to scour the world for

the hero Medor to bring him to reign with Angelique in Cathay. At
the moment when everything is happening at once, a messenger arrives

to relate to Angelique in a long recit the details of the marvelous
victory of Medor over Roland. Medor had spared Roland, and had
received the Emperor's thanks. Charlemagne offers Angelique her

choice between Roland and the stanger knight. The embassy has found
M^dor and he is brought to Angelique from whom he claims his reward.

She demands a token by which she may be assured that this is Medor,
The knight recites the story of the rescue from the bear and displays

a scarf which the princess had dropped upon that occasion. Angeliqufr

praises' the knight and declares that they will reign together, Medor's-

long tirade in praise of the French and Charlemagne ends the piece

(1) I. 1.
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Since Irene came to the throne as regent in 780 and

deposed her son in 792, the date of her embassy must

lie between these two years. But Gilbert prefers

to take up the history of the lives of his hero and heroine

at a point immediately succeeding the battle of Ronce-

vaux. In expositional speech the thread of the narra-

tive is carried back to the fonte of Ariosto (1). The
events related by Ariosto are replaced by others imag-

ined by Gilbert. The relation of Angelique and Medor,

as rescued and rescuer, are reversed in our text, Ariosto

sent to the dying Medor, Angelica, versed in the knowl-

edge of herbs and their healing power, while Gilbert

brings to Angelique, threatened by a savage ours, a

gallant Medor who with a single dard transfixes the

beast and delivers the princess. The scene of the triumph

of the love of Medor is changed from the shepherd's

hut to the court of Charlemagne.

Fidelity to the legendary history is maintained. The
Saracens are alluded to as the victors at Roncevaux.

References to the battle are made by Angelique (2),

Medor (Arimant) (3), and AHdor (4). The French tra-

dition in which Roland, the chief hero of the event, is

left dead upon the field is ignored. The Italian story

initiated by Boiardo and continued by Ariosto is

followed in the representation of Roland living after

the battle, and continuing his adventures as the devoted

lover of Angelique. In both Boiardo and Ariosto, Ro-

land is the ardent suitor and Angelique, the maiden deaf

to his entreaties (5).

The detail of the journey of Angelique in the care of

(1) Cf. Or. fur., XII.

(2) II, 1.

(3) I, 1.

(4) Ibid., ibid.

(5) Cf. Or. fur., XIX, v. 137. In the Or. Inam. of Boiardo, the

point of the story of Angelique is the alternation of love and hate for

Pvinaldo, and the contrary sentiment of the knight, in consequence of

the charm worked by the waters of the fountain of Merlin, of which
both drank.
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Roland to the court of Charlemagne (1) is from Boi-

ardo (2), and not from Ariosto. For the setting of his

piece, too, Gilbert is indebted to Boiardo. The opening

verses make known the fact of a gathering of knights

from all points to participate in the great iournoi

arranged by Charlemagne at his court (3). Mention
is made also of the fact that Saracens are permitted to

compete, in order to account for the participation of

Medor (4), The Orlando inamorato opens upon the

eve of a similar event, and makes the same provision

for the former enemies who may wish to be contestants :

Eranvi ancora molti Saracini (5).

The names of the lovers of Angelique who had fought

and encountered adventures of all sorts for her sake,

Agramant, Gradasse, and Ferragus, all appear in the

eipic of Boiardo. Of the women, Marphise is a heroine

of tales in the Orlando inamorato, where her relation

to Angelique is the opposite of friendly (6). Brada-

mante, too, appears in the same work (7). Isabeile

is found in Ariosto (8), but not in Boiardo. The knights

Roger and Rinaldo are heroes, with Roland, of the

Boiardo account, as well as actors in the version of

Ariosto. Gilbert's play brings the knights on the scene

only in the third act (9), and the young girls, Angelique's

friends, in the second.

(1) II, 5.

(2) Cf. Or. Inam., Bk. II, ch. xix. xx, et seq.

(3) I. 1.

(4) I, 4, cf. also, P. ToLDo, " Ang61ique et Medor ", in Bulletin italien

vol. 3-4 (1903-1904), p. 190 ff., where some slight discussion of this

piece is to be found, and surprise is expressed that Medor " tout Saracen
qu'il est " is upon a footing of confidence and intimacy in the court of

Charlemagne. The reason is given in this expositional passage.

(5) Or. inam., Bk. I, Canto I.

(6) CI Or. inam., Bk. II, c. III.

(7) Cf. Or. inam., Bk. III.

(B) Cf. Or. fur., XIII, XXIII, etc.

(9) Except for a hxiei appearance of Roian<i in IV, 5, {wrougljr

numbered, 4).
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The characters are not endowed with the qualities

«nd actions which would be expected of mediaeval lords

and ladies, nor with those extravagant and excessive

qualities which distinguish the actors of the Italian epic.

The speech and action of the personages are those of the

author's period and country. A tournament is needed

for the action, so one is introduced. The recital of its

staging is of great interest to Gilbert, who seems to

have enjoyed attempting to evoke a scene of the Middle

Ages. The aim of the tournament, besides providing

a means of giving the heroine to the hero, is to make the

hero shine with the added lustre of his magnanimity

in sparing the life of the hitherto unconquered Roland.

Aside from the events of the contest, the atmosphere

of the piece, its incident and dialogue, are not different

from le Courlisan parfaii and Chresphonte. Especially

is the resemblance to the latter marked.

Although his women characters have the social manner

of the seventeenth century, and are referred to the eighth

century in their relation to the action, they are alluded

to as Amazones.

The words which describe Medor's first meeting with

Angelique are emphasized by reference to her as la

belle Guerriere (1). In describing similar episodes,

Marphise and Bradamante are alluded to in the same

terms. The Amazone has interested Gilbert, from

Rodogune, Semiramis (and many others recalled through

his allusions), to Angelique, Bradamante, and their

companions. In this respect Gilbert has maintained

an attribute of these characters possessed in the Italian

epics.

Gilbert has supplied, to take Angelique back to

her own country (2), the ships which Ariosto, more

interested in other episodes of his romance, or wearied

with his efforts for Angelique, or merely disinclined to

(1) I. 1.

(2) V, 5.
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invention in that particular, left to another to find (1)

An addition on the part of Gilbert, a device for which

hehasapredilection,is the disguise of Medor. No atten-

tion is given by the author to the chronology and place

notes of Ariosto. He ignores the intricate stories of the

loves of the other maidens and their knights, in order

to bring all the chief personages of Ariosto's romances

to the court of Charlemagne at the same time. Further,

the fact that certain of these knights were suitors of

other maidens does not prevent Gilbert from repre-

senting them all to be suitors of Angelique's.

Exaggerations and improbabilities such as abound
in the work of Ariosto are absent from our iragi-comedie.

Gilbert has had greater care to observe vraisemblance.

He has imparted also to this piece a vividness and life

wanting in others of his works. This quality is particu-

larly noticeable in the scene between Medor and the

three girl friends of Angelique, which is treated with a

light touch and is an attractive bit of genre painting.

But especially in the recii of Alidor in the fifth act is

the vivid quality of the language to be noted.

The obvious sympathy with his hero, a Saracen

knight and the legendary enemy of France, must have

strained the patriotism of Gilbert. Roland, the demi-god

and hero of France, vanquished by the hereditary foe,

appears to Gilbert a happy ending for his romantic

plot, but not for his sentiments of patriotism. Hence
the radiant and truimphant hero closes the piece with

a tribute to Charlemagne :

Mais allons rendre grace au Heros des Francois,

Le plus sage mortel et le plus grand des Rois,

Qui se fait renommer en paix, ainsi qu'en guerre (2).

These words are of course to be taken as a but slightly

(1) Or., fur., XXX.
(2) V, 8.
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veiled allusion to Louis XIV to whom the work is dedi-

cated, and to whom the adulation was not, in the cir-

cumstances, inappropriate. The final verses serve

thus as a graceful compliment to the king, the poet's

patron, and as a means of reinstating France in a position

of pre-eminence at the close of the piece.

The patriotic sentiment, always strong in Gilbert,

has marked expression in the verses cited above. The
last verse of the piece contains an anachronism :

Et mesle avec les Lys I'Aigle en ses etendarts.

The fleur-de-lys was not thought of as an emblem for

les etendaris of France at the date when Charlemagne

became emperor. It appeared with the house of Valois,

and was not seen on the French standards until Louis

le Jeune, about 1147 (1).

Allusion has been made to the resemblances existing

between this piece and Chresphonie. The disguise of

the hero (including the assumption of a lower rank), the

enemy-lover complication, the hesitation of the princess

between the attractions of the more recent lover and
the claims of the one for whom she professes loyalty,

the hero as his own rival, the mysterious correspondence,

the desire of the hero to win his lady on his own merits,

and the public reconnaissance after victory are elements

found in both plays. Even the choice by the heroine,

who names the supposedly absent lover, is a detail of both

plays. Verbal similarities are not wanting, Medor says :

... Ah ! je suis le rival de moy-meme (2).

and, of the choice of Medor, as Angelique's defender, he

(in his disguise as Arimant) says :

, Je suis aussi content que si c'estoit moy-mesme (3).

(1) Cf. Saint-Foix, •' Ess. Hist. Paris ", (Euvres, vol. IV, p. 107, cit.

XiiTTR^, Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise, under lis.

(2) I, 1.

(3) III. 3.
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also,

En parlant pour Medor, je parle pour moy-mesme (1).

Of Scamandre, Ghresphonte says :

Le malheureux Ghresphonte est jaloux de Scamandre (2),

and,

Je cheris ce rival a I'egal de moi-mesme (3).

The concourse of suitors from all the countries of the

earth in rivalry for the hand of Angelique :

Puisque lors qu'il vous oste un throne florissant,

A vos rares beautez il en fait offrir cent
;

Les Heros de I'Afrique et les Rois de I'Asie... (4)

echos the vaunts of Cypsele about the suitors of Merope :

... elle fit des captifs de tous les Roys de Grece,

Mon Palais devenu le temple de 1'Amour,

J'eus pour mes Courtisans tous les Roys dans ma Cour (5).

In the single instance of the choice of an arbiire by
Angelique, who names Arimant (6), a resemblance to

Arie el Peius is seen (7).

Devices found in this play which are repeated in le

Courtisan parfait, are the hero's disguise, including his

reducing himself in rank, his pursuit of a reigning

princess, his victory in his diguised and humble person,

and the proffer of a throne, not dependent upon the

lady's favor, at the moment of his victory. Technical

points in common possessed by these two plays are :

(1) in, 3.

(2) Chres., Ill, 3.

(3) Chres., IV, 3,

(4) II, 1.

(5) Chres., I, 1.

(6) III, 2.

{7) Cf. A., et P., ch. VII, above.
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the exposition by means of dialogue between the hero

and his confident, who has just rejoined him, the

denouement reciting the victory of the seemingly humble

hero, the declaration of his right to a station superior

to his rival's, and the confident of the hero as the speaker

of the recit.

Romanesque elements are more numerous in this

play than in any of the others. Not to mention those

implicit in the story, — the disguise, the difference in

rank, etc., already mentioned, there are : the encounter

with the ours, and the romantic rescue of the heroine,

the hero's journey to Cathay, his revenge of the death

of the father of his lady, the appearance of the messenger

from Cathay who profers the crown to Medor, the

magnanimous action of the hero in sparing the vanquished

rival, and the " token ", a scarf dropped by Angelique

by the fountain and opportunely produced by Medor
to prove his identity. The antithetical situation of the

enemy-lover, the unknown hero heralded, at the end,

as a king, and the use of the material of French medieval

history are in themselves sufficiently romantic.

Allusions which bring to notice two works of Gilbert's,

one a piece de theatre and the other his Art de plaire

are found in the lines of this piece :

Mais tous ces grand [s] vanteurs, gens a bonne fortune,

Ainsi qu'Endimion font I'amour a la Lune (1).

While the mythological personages are referred to, the

author doubtless thought that his hearers would re-

member his own les Amours de Diane et d^Endimion.

Another work is hinted at in :

Le parfait art d'aymer n'est pas fait pour Roland (2).

le ne vois que deux biens aux beautez qu'on admire
;

L'un de s'en faire aymer, & I'autre de le dire (3).

(1) III, 1.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) Ibid., ibid.
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In other places le secret de plaire (1), Vart (Taymer {2)^

and Qui sQait bien aymer recall the subject which Gilbert

developed in his Art de plaire.

Opinions upon court life have been met in others

of Gilbert's works. Usually the remarks are of the

nature of censure. The sentiments expressed are that

the court is full of hypocrisy, deceit, treachery, and

vice (3).

In Les Amours d''Ovide it was remarked that the lover

was excluded from the contest in which his mistress was

a participant and that ladies were excluded from those

in which their lovers were contestants. So, in Angelique

et Medor there is a similar ruling in force by which

Angelique is debarred from witnessing the iournoi.

Here Angelique is expressly forbidden by the king to be

present lest she prove a disturbing element. The
rulings of the Court of Love are naturally suggested,

though a special rule is mentioned.

Angelique's interpretation of the ruling was that it

was a solution of the delicate question of precedence

constantly brought up when she, a queen without a

throne, and the daughter of Charlemagne, child of a

king, but not herself a monarch, met upon official

occasions. The source of this point is easily seen in the

constant difficulties in regard to precedence made by the

Queen of Sweden. As her secretary Gilbert must have

been obliged to write many letters and undertake many
embassies to secure precedence for his royal mistress,

who insisted upon the honors due a reigning sovereign.

As in le Couriisan parfait, one or two definite nature

allusions occur. There are also marks of preciosite.

The recit is employed unsparingly throughout. Narra-

tive in recii forms part of the expositional material of

the first act, while the denouement, as is usual with

Gilbert, is given by recii. Stances, as in les Amours

(1) III., 1.

(2) IV, 2.

(3) Cf. I, 4 ; II, 3 ; III, 1 ; IV, 4.
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d^Ovide and in le Couriisan parfaii, permit the heroine

to give, in lyric monologue, expression of her personal

emotion. Angelique sings of love, and then, from gen-

eral reflections, turns to her own love of Medor. She

dreams of requiting and rewarding the victor of the

contest which seems meantime to be taking place.

Practically uniform in length, the five acts are

composed of carefully linked scenes. The unities are

all observed. The intrigue is motivated by the efforts

of Angelique and Medor to find each other. The oppo-

sition of Roland and Medor, as Arimant, thus his own
rival, provides the struggle. The action is single. Time
is not so carefully noted as in others of Gilbert's pieces,

but the action begins on the eve of the tournament day,

and ends after the tournament, which seems to take

place at mid-day or in the late morning. The place is

one apartment throughout^ a room in Charlemagne's

palace, evidently near Angelique's portion of the

castle.

The Italian influence is less marked than in the

following play. The Italian atmosphere is entirely

absent. Were no place designated, there would be no
reason for assigning the action to one particular place,

from evidence in manners and speech. The action and
conversations differ in no material degree from Chres-

phonte, and either piece might well be considered to take

place in the locality designated for the other, judged by
these details.

The debt of the author to the Italian epic poets is

to be acknowledged, though he soon abandons them
to take the story into another land and to introduce

customs different from those of the originals. If the

French origin of the Orlando stories is recognized,

some pleasure in the use of French legendary history

may be attributed to the author. Legendary history

in the background of this piece, and the wars of France
and England as the foundation of Marguerite de France,

attach our author to national history and legend.

Gabriel Gilbert. 13



III. LE COURTISAN PARFAIT (1)

Le Couriisan Parjail, which appeared in 1668, is- the

only one of Gilbert's dramatic works published elsewhere

than in Paris (2). It was printed at Grenoble by Jean

Nicolas. The manuscript of the piece seems to have

come into the hands of Nicolas by chance. In a notice

au lecieur with which he precedes the text, he explains

that the worth of the play demands that it be shared

with the reading public. Though he makes no statement

to that effect, it seems that the author's name is unknown
to Nicolas. Had he been in possession of the fact of

Gilbert's authorship of successful plays, his introduction

of writer and work might have been less indefinite

than :
" On m'a promis d'autres Pieces du mesme Auteur,

qui ne seront pas de moindre force quecelle-cy ". Specu-

lation as to the means by which the manuscript came

into the hands of Nicolas would be vain. Nothing

beyond the uninforming Notice of the publisher is

known. The impression is unaccompanied by either

epitre or privilege.

No authentic record of its presentation has come

down to us (3). The author's name is represented upon

(1) Le Courtisan Parfait. Par Monsieur D. G. L. B. T. A Grenoble,

Chez lean Nicolas, Marchand Libraire, rue du Palais. M.DC.LXVIII
Avec Privilege.

(2) Brunet, who does not give this play in his list of the works of

GUbert, says of the eleven titles listed : toutes imprimees a Paris.

(3) A note by Mouhy that the play was given at the Marais in 1661

and that there was a reprise in 1668 is without foundation. Cf. Jour,

du the. fr., II, ms. 9230, fol, 1129, ro.
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the title-page by the cryptogramic " Par Monsieur

D. G. L. B. T. " This is generally accepted as capable

of the interpretation : ParM [onsieur] d [e] G [i] lb [er]/.

The acceptance of this attribution is not unanimous (1).

Any doubt, however, of the authorship is dissipated by

Boursault, who, upon assuming the task of continuing

the chronicles of Loret, mentioned Gilbert as one of the

authors who urged him to take up the work and ended

his portrait of Gilbert with :

Et qui fait fort blen ce qu'il fait,

Temoin Le Courtisan parfait (2).

Further confirmation of this attribution lies in the fact

that a madrigal which will be quoted below is found in

this play and in Gilbert's Poesies diverses. Boursault's

letter is dated July 19, 1665. We may infer from this

that le Courlisan parfait had been seen in the theatre

before the date of this letter and had achieved sufTicient

popularity to be mentioned in proof of the merit of the

author. With no other evidence at hand we may

believe on the testimony of this letter that the play was

known in Paris before July, 1665, and that its publica-

(1) The work is not mentioned among the titles of Gilbert's theatre

by Beauchamps, Chappuzeau, Goujet, Pherotee de la Croix, Maupoint,

Titon du Tillet., Haag, Fournel, Brunet. and several others who niention

Gilbert, Michaud includes it in the list of Gilbert's works, making no

question of authorship. The freres Parfaict attribute it to Gilbert

(t. X, p. 349). The Bibliophile Jacob in the Catalogue Soleinne, lists

the title as no. 1194, and adds a remarque :
" Cette piece a ete attribuee

a Gabriel Gilbert, sans raisons plausibles ; car il faut un peu de com-

plaisance pour trouver ce nom-la dans les initiales que le libraire a

mises sur le titre, en promettant d'autres pieces du meme auteur, qui

n'ont pas et6 publi^es. — C'est probablement la seule fois qu'on ait mis

in scene I'Aretin, qui exprime sa morale en vers fort bien tournes.
"

La Valliere {Bibl. du the. jr., Ill, 18), under Gilbert's name, adds to

the eleven titles listed, certain attributions by Quelques Auteurs, among

which is to be found Le Courtisan Parfait. In another place (III, 80)

under D..G..L..D..T.. the title with name of publisher and date is

given, to which is added : Cette piece pourroit bien etre de Gabriel Gilbert..

[2] CI. Les Continuateurs de Loret, Paris, 1882, I, p. 121.
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tion in Grenoble in 1668 followed its premiere by three

or four years.

The work is now rare. No copy is possessed by the

Bibliotheque Nationale. That owned by the Arsenal

appears to be the only copy in Paris (1). The Italian

source, which is immediately suggested by the title,,

is further confirmed by the names of persons and places ,^

as will be indicated later. Certain details connected

with allusions to the place of the action seem ta

indicate familiarity on the author's part with the

locality. An Italian sojourn, at some period of his career,

must be responsible for Gilbert's interest in Urbino (2).

(1) Inquiry has been made at the Bibliotheque Nationale, at the
Mazarine, the Bibliotheque de I'lnstitut, Bibliotheque Ste. Genevieve.

Bibliotheque du Theatre Frangais, Bibliotheque de la Sorbonne, Bi-

bliotheque de la Ville de Paris, Bibliotheque de la Societe du Protes-

tantisme en France (rue des Saints-Peres), and le Musee Conde, at

Chantilly. The municipal library, Grenoble, has a copy.

(2) The plot is only a little less complicated then that of les Amours
d'Angelique et de Medor. The chief personages are the duchesse

d' Urbino and Felismant. The latter is the only son and heir of the due
de Provence. He is at the court of Urbino under an assumed name,
Felismant, and represents himself to be a simple knight. He loves the

widowed duchesse and wishes to win her love on his personal merit

unaided by the prestige of name and rank. The intrigue relates the

activities of the court circle during one day. Felismant takes part in

a game of portraits, gives a portrait of the perfect courtier and is said

to have described himself. A striking detailof the piece is the presence
of Aretino as one of the personages. A "pastorale" is composed by
him for the evening's entertainment. In this Felismant has an im-
portant role. Playing opposite the duchess, he improvises, asks'

permission to present to her the portrait of the dame parfaite, and puts
into her hand a mirror. The duchess offended at this liberty brusquely
ends the play. Later, in the darkness of early night, Felismant is set

upon by masked assassins and is rescued by his chief rival, the Prince
de Ferrare. As a pledge of his gratitude Felismant is forced to present
the demande of his rival. The lady is angered upon hearing the name
of her suitor and terminates the interview. Aretin, the confident of

the prince, invents a plot for the abduction of the duchess by the
prince, using a ship bound for the Orient at that time in the harbor
of Fano. Felismant learns that his « assassins » were the hirelings of

the prince, challenges him, isrefused because of his inferior rank, later

accepted when he has made known his rank, though still witholding
his name. An early hour is set for the duel by the prince who is a
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The intrigue is developed through three episodes

which take place in the afternoon and evening of the

first day and the morning of the second day. These

episodes, consisting of the jeu d'esprit of the portraits,

the pastorale, and the enlevement of the duchess, occupy

respectively the second, third, and fifth acts. The first

act is largely given to expositional material, by which

means the history of the prince de Provence, his

relation to the duchess and his rivals, his reconnaissance

by his confident, his escape from the shipwreck, and his

purpose at the court of Urbino are established. The

other chief personages are characterized, and also two

important secondary characters, Aretin and Joconde.

The latter are the confidants of the Prince de Ferrare

and of the duchess, respectively. The fourth act is

occupied by the counter-intrigue of the Prince de Fer-

rare and by the pretended rescue of the hero by his

rival. The attack upon Felismant is presumed to have

taken place between acts three and four.

The source immediately suggested by the title of

the work under consideration is // Cortegiano by Bal-

dassare Castiglione. This was printed in 1528 and

consists of dialogues, evidently inspired by veritable

coward, and counts upon being out at sea with the duchess when the

hour shall arrive. Joconde is the confidente of the duchess. She is a

feminine counterpart of Aretin, but is devoted to her mistress, and

friendly to Felismant's aspirations. She learns of the projected enle-

vement of the duchess while the usual morning drive by the bay shall

be in progress. The duchess remains at home, but sends her friend

Emilie in her own carriage dressed like herself and wearing a veil.

There' is a double attack upon the carriages, one planned to mask the

other. Against the Prince de Ferrare, riding with an escort of three

hundred horsemen to receive the lady snatched from the duchess's

carriage, appears a single knight, Felismant. He challenges the three

hundred, or their leader. The soldiers raise a shout of joy, for they

behold in Felismant the son of their duke for whom they had searched

over the whole world. (They had temporarily entered the service of

the prince.) The prince and Aretin escape to the ship, Felismant is

led to the duchess, named by her le courtisan parfait, and receives

his reward.
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conversations, in which are produced word portraits

of the perfect courtier and of the perfetta donna di

palazzo. This diversion is the choice of the company
after the discussion of other games. GastigHone's group

consists of the duchess Elisabetta, her friend, Emiha Pio,

Ludovico Canossa, papal nuncio to Paris, Frederigo

Fregoso, of the illustrious family of Genoa, with his

brother Ottaviano, the superb Giuliano de' Medici,the

Cardinal Bibbiena, Bembo, Aretino, called I'Unico, and
many other artists, writers, dilletants, and gentlemen.

If the title of the work suggests the work of Gastiglione,

the setting is no less significant. " Une maison de Plai-

sance de la duchesse " where Gilbert places his action is

identical with the place of the conversations of the

Italian work. The acieurs of Gilbert's piece bear, for

the most part, the names of the participants in the

Italian dialogues. Of the identity of the duchess there

could be no question. The Emilia of the Italian conver-

sations appears in Gilbert's as la Comiesse Emilie.

Fregosa is named by Gilbert le marquis de Fregose.

Gastiglione gives to Ludovico Ganossa the burden of

formulating the first portrait. The name of this dis-

tinguished member of the original group is recalled in the

less brilliant personage of Ludovic, Gilbert's captain of

the guard. The name of Aretino figures in the Italian

work also. Only Felismant, Joconde, and the Prince de

Ferrare are additions in the work of Gilbert.

While the forming of the portraits is an affair of much
seriousness in the Coriegiano, made up of numerous
contributions and growing into philosophical discussion

which constitutes the occupation of the court for many
days, the portrait painting in Gilbert's piece is a slight

effort, rather casually put together and consisting of

only a half-dozen sketches. Of this small number two
or three contributions are of only a few verses each,

presenting a very small volume in comparison with the

closely written chapters of the Italian collection.

Gilbert may, then, be conceived as having taken from
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Castiglione the title of his work, the scene, several of the

characters, the game of the portraits of the couriisan,

and the selection of this game after the consideration

and rejection of other diversions (1).

Naturally with so slight a body of contributions before

us, we cannot expect to find many of the details of the

portrait of the courtier of Castiglione's work. Gilbert

permits the members of the court group of the duchess

to speak according to their convictions or admirations.

Joconde, who speaks first, describes Aretin, the person

with whom she is in love. Aretin, for whom honor and

fidelity do not exist, describes a courtier who will seek

advancement by adroitness, unscrupulousness, and un-

truthfulness. Felismant demands qualities of mind and

heart which would characterize the leader and the

man of honor. The countess demands social qualities,

good looks, nobility of bearing, dignity, and grace. The

Prince of Ferrara, as might be expected of one who
depends upon the advantages of family, speaks of

birth as desirable (2). Grace, courtly bearing, horse-

manship, social gifts, and birth are details taken from

the Italian work. Not so all the portraits, however.

Gilbert's portraits seem, rather, to represent the psychol-

ogy of the speakers : Joconde draws the portrait of the

person who occupies her mind ; Felismant enumerates

the qualities which he personally believes most desirable

for himself or another ; I'Aretin paints the schemer and

intriguant ; the countess pictures the nobleman in the

true sense of the word, polished by courtly intercourse,

and the duchess adds a demand for that faithfulness

which seems to her the quality most to be desired. The
sketches, though slight, are admirably psychologized (3).

(1) Cf. Cort., Bk. I, ch. viii-xii. (Edition Sansoni, Firenze, 1916),

(2) Cf. ibid., I, ch. XIV.

(3) The participants in the game of the portraits are : Joconde,

Aretin, Fehsmant, Prince de Ferrare, Emilie, Lucie and the Duchess.

Gf. Bulletin italien, IV, p. 205, 1904, "Aretin au theatre", where
Prof. Hauvette, evidently overlooldng other spealers, Aretin among
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Additional evidence of imitation of the Italian original

is seen in the suggestion that a companion portrait be

made of la dame accomplie (1). This idea is not,

however, developed as in the Italian work. The sugges-

tion is used in fact only as an opportunity, of which

Felismant immediately avails himself, of paying a

graceful compliment to the duchess. His tribute, inti-

mating that the embodiment of all the qualities to be

desired in the courtly lady is before them, is modestly

declined by the duchess, but accepted by the others as

a fitting expression of her personality.

Whether further borrowing from Castiglione is to be

seen in the pastorale which constitutes the second episode

of the intrigue and provides the evening's diversion may
be questioned. A pastorale composed by Castiglione in

the classical style and called Tirsi had entertained the

court of Urbino in 1506. In the comedie, of which

Aretin is represented to be the author, he takes the part

of Tyrsis. The latter fact would constitute only the

most slender evidence, if any, for the pastoral names
were everywhere used and the Tyrsis of this period are

without number. Gilbert may have had knowledge of

Castiglione's work and ascribed the authorship to Aretin,

in making a member of the court the author of a piece

presented for its entertainment. The title, le Triomphe

d''Amour ^ was a much used denomination of pieces at

this time, and it, too, argues nothing as to the source

of the title. Hardy had written a pastoral of the

name (2), and Gilbert's les Amours de Diane ei d'Endy-

mion seems to have been re-arranged by another author

and used as the libretto of a pastorale en musiqae with

that title (3).

them, says : Seuls Felismant, Emilie et Lucie exposent, fort briei>ement,

quelques idees empruntees au Cortegiano.

(1) Cf. II Cortegiano, Bk. Ill ; II, 2.

(2) Pub. 1623, cf. La Valliere, Bih. du thi. fr., I, 353.

(3) Le Triomphe de VAmour, opera ou pastorale en musique imitee

des Amours de Diane et d'Endimion, divis6e en trois parties ; mesl^es
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The play within a play was no great novelty. It is

scarcely probable that Gilbert knew Hamlet, but several

French works of which the first, Baro's Celine, was

acted about 1628 or 1620 employ that device.

The publication of le Courtisan parfait by the publisher

of Grenoble, to whom the author and his works were

equally unknown, is no indication of the date of compo-

sition. It would be reasonable to suppose the publica-

tion a very tardy one. There is much likelihood that

the play was written not so long after Quinault's Comedie

^ans comedie (1). At that date Gilbert was returning

to France from Italy with the Queen of Sweden. The
possibility of an influence of Quinault's piece, and the

strong Italian atmosphere might be considered an indi-

gnation of composition at about 1657 to 1659.

Question of the identity of the Aretino of le Courtisan

parfait might precede an attempt to make an attribution

of a work to him. Two authors were known by this

sobriquet. Gastiglione mentions an Aretino whom he

€alls VUnico. This poet whose name was Bernardo

Accolti had written a sonnet to the duchess of Urbino (2).

He was an improvisateur, and as such was a welcome
guest at many of the small courts of Italy. He was

€ven invited to the Vatican. Among his works is a

commedia written in celebration of the nuptials of the

Magnifico Antonio Spanuocchi of Siena. It was printed

in 1513. Under the name of Verginia the same work
was reprinted. It bears no resemblance to Gilbert's

pastorale, of the third act of le Courlisan parfait.

Among the works of Pietro Bacci, known as Aretino, and

de deux intermedes. A Paris, par Robert Ballard, M. D. C. LXXII.
In-i**. Cited in L'Opera italien en France avant Lulli, Prunieres

(Henry), Paris, Champion, 1913, 8°, p. 361.

(1) Published 1657, cf. Bibl. du the. jr., Ill, 43.

(2) Delia Duchessa di Urbino sculpita, cf. p. 44, Comedia del precla-

rissimo,M.. Bernardo Accolti... recitata nella solenne noze del nxagnifico

Antonio Spanuocchi nella inclita citta di Siena, Firenze, 1513.

Cf. also II Cortegiano, I, ch. ix.
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self-styled il divino, the title does not appear. Gilbert

may have been ignorant of the fact that there were two
authors called Aretino, and may have confused the author

of the sonnet to the duchess with the fleau des princes (1),

or he may have consciously merged the two persona-

lities, as he did in the case of Endymion, and of Zoroas-

ter (2). While this identification of I'Aretin with the

fleau des princes is fully discussed by Prof. Hauvette, it

had previously been pointed out by Toldo (3).

The principal device of Gilbert in this piece, the dis-

guise of the hero, is no novelty in his repertory, nor in the

theatre of the period. If this comedy was written after

Ctiresphonie, it would seem that the author, pleased

with the effect of the true in that piece, wished to repeat

it. It is not a simple re-working of the same device, for

the treatment is somewhat different. Merope is in-

formed of the disguise and assists in deceiving her

father. The purpose in that play is to conceal the

national enemy from the father of the princess, whom the

enemy loves. In the present instance the duchess is

kept in ignorance of the rank and of the rightful name,
which would have betrayed the rank, for the romantic

ends of the hero. Disguise had formed a more or less

important feature of the intrigue of Marguerite de

France (4), of Telephonic (5), of Chresphonte (6), and of

Angelique et Medor (7).

Chresphonte involved two disguises of indentical

nature, for the two suitors of Merope had chosen the

(1) Cf. Bull, it., art. cit. sup., p. 200 ff., and arguments as to identity

of Aretino presented by Prof. Hauvette, who has no doubt that Aretino,

il divino, is the intended model.

(2) Cf . Les Amours de Diane et d'Endimion and Semiramis.

(3) Cf. Pietro Toldo, " Le Courtisan dans la litterature fran^aise et

ses rapports avec I'oeuvre de Castiglione ", Herriq, " Archiv fiir das

Studium D, Neueren Sprachen U. Litteraturen ", vol. 105 (1900), p. 69 fl.

(4) Cf. ch. II.

(5) Cf. cb. ix.

(6) Cf. ch. VI.

(7) Cf. ch. vm.
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same disguise : each presented himself as his own
messenger and ambassador. The disguise iruc is used

a second time in le Couriisan parfaii. A disguise less

important, and temporary in its nature, is nevertheless

an element in the accomplishment of the denouement.

Emihe, disguised as the duchess, takes her place at the

moment of danger to the duchess. Similarly, in

Marguerite de France, Artus, the cousin of the prince,

appeared wearing the prince's arms at the moment
of crisis to the prince. Ludovic says, in his recit of the

enlevement :

Dans votre char superbe elle passe pour vous :

EUe a vos ornemens, vostre voile & vos Gardes (1).

Prince Henry, In Marguerite de France, says

Le jeune Artus mourut combatant sous mes armes (2).

In both pieces the disguise is closely connected with the

denouement.

A lesser device already employed in another piece

is the use of the mirror (3). This, too, is made to

reappear " with a difference ". Ovide had given

Cephise (4) a mirror, in which a portrait was concealed

;

Clidamant (Felismant) bestows upon the duchess a

mirror feigning to present a portrait (5).

F6lismant is kept at the court of a foreign ruler

(1) V, 1.

(2) Marg. de Fr., V, 3.

(3) Toldo (in article in Herrig's Archives cited above) sees in this

episode an imitation of the Arcadia, of Sanazzaro (prose 8), or of the

story of EHsor in the Heptameron (no. 24). But the mirror had pre-

viously figured in a similar manner in the Astree :
" Ce miroir qui vous

fera voir ce que vous desirez SQavoir. A ce mot il prend celuy qu'elle

portoit a sa ceinture, et le luy mit devant les yeux. Pensez quelle

fut sa surprise, recognaissant incontinent ce qu'il vouloit dire "•

(Part I, Bk. I, p. 78, ed. H. Vagany, Lyon, Masson, 1925).

(4) Les Amours d'Ovide, I, 1 et 3.

(5) III, 8.
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through love. Medor has a like experience, though in

his case it is not the ruler, but a visitor at the court who
has made him a prisoner of love. The intervention of

the confident of Felismant, in time to save his life, recalls

the episode of Telephonte saved from his mother's

blow by the timely recognition of Philoclee. A naufrage

explains the presence of Felismant without his suite in a

strange land ; a naufrage had likewise permitted Philoclee

to live in the court of ^Merope. In Chresphonte the hero

declares himself to be his own rival (1) ; the necessity

of acting as the ambassador of the prince de Ferrare

places Felismant in a position of rivalry to his own
interests (2).

Portraits are to be found in this work as well as in

Hypolite (3). These are informal traits at first cast off

in rapid conversation. Aretin says of Lucie :

... cette faQonniere est ime fausse prude,

Qui fait de la timide, & n'apprehende rien (4).

The Prince of Ferrara replies to Aretin :

Moy. je sais qu'Aretin est fort peu complaisant

Qu'il aime la Satyre, & qu'il est medisant (5).

Then the " Que dis-tu d'Emihe ? " brings, in reply,

from I'Aretin a sincere compliment for the countess.

The sketches of the ideal courtier are in their nature

portraits. According to the plan they were to be ideal,

but two are declared by the hearers to be veritable

portraits : that of I'Aretin given by Joconde (6), and the

contribution of Felismant, acclaimed by the countess

(1) Chres., Ill, 3 et IV, 3.

(2) ...je dots... parler conlre moy-mesme (IV, 4).

(3) Cf. Hyp., II, 2.

(4) I, 2.

(5) Ihid.. ibid.

(6) II. 2.
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as a portrait of himself and endorsed by the duchess

as that of a perfect courtier (1).

The question of the identity of this Aretin may be in

part solved by these portraits. Additional notes on

his personality and activities, found in the speech

of the other personnages, contribute to the identification.

This character appears as the confident of the prince de

Ferrare, as the author of a pastorale, as the instigator

of a plot against the duchess, and as a libertin.

The position of confident of the prince of Ferrara is

of slight importance (2). The composition of a pastorale

indicates no more definitely a certain person. Gilbert

may have had in mind the pastorale of Castiglione (3),

the " occasional " compositions of Castiglione's " Unico "

Aretino (4), the theatre of Aretino " il divino "
(5), or

his own pastoral compositions.

The absence of respect and deference which permit

the invention of the plot against the duchess and the

attempt to execute it, together with the reputation

attributed to him by the other actors in the piece, point

to Aretino, " il divino ", whose real name was Pietro

Bacci. In addition to the characterization of the prince,

cited above (6), it is noted that Lucie gives evidences of

fear at the approach of Aretin, and when asked by the

duchess what she fears, says : Son humeur libertine (7).

(1) J.] le croy que Felismant nous a fait son portrait,

Du.] II ne depeint pas mal un Cavalier parfait.

E.] II ne sgaurait manquer faisant sa ressemblance (11,2).

(2) The prince of Ferrara contemporary' with the duchess Elisabetta

of Urbino was Hercule d'Este, due di Ferrara, whose wife was Renee
de France, daughter of Louis XII.

(3) Cf. p. 200.

(4) Cf. p. 201.

(5) The theatre of Aretino consists of a tragedy, la Orazia (1546),

and comedies to the number of five : il Marescalco, la Cortigiana,

VIpocrito, la Talanta and il Filosofo, which belong to the years between
1525 and 1542.

(6) Cf. p. 204.

(7) I, 3, p. 12.
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Her reply to a similar question from the Prince de

Ferrare is :

... Ses moeurs ne sont pas trop a suivre,

Et ce n'est pas de luy qu'on apprend a bien vivre,

Souffrir son entretien, c'est se des-honorer (1).

and Emilie adds :

C'est un guide fort seur pour qui veut s'egarer (2).

His defense by the prince and the duchess's mild

interposition bring from Lucie the statement that the

courtly and respectful attitude of I'Aretin in the presence

of the duchess is actuated by his policy as a courtier,

and that in reality he is so free of speech that one

cannot listen to his conversation, and that he uses words

which make one faint which she would not dare to

repeat (3). The prince defends his confident as one who
knows how to provoke laughter and to whom raillerie

is a pleasure (4). Joconde, represented as eprise with

Aretin, has the most condemnatory words on the subject

of his mcBurs of any of the company. She avers that :

de plusieurs maris it est le substitut (5). Of Aretin as an

author the Prince of Ferrara says :

L'on estime sa Prosq aussi bien que ses Vers,

Sa reputation vole en cent lieux divers

On I'admire a Florence, a Venise et dans Rome (6),

and Joconde insists that les Vers pieiix (7) are a pretense,

while in reality the influence of Aretin at the court of

the duchess in harmful to la jeunesse (8). Felismant

(1) Ibid., ibid.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

{3) I, 3.

(4) Ibid., ibid.

(5) Ibid. 4.

(6) Ibid. 3.

(7) Ibid., 4.

(8) Ibid., ibid.
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speaks of Aretin as un grand liberiin, and says that he

belongs in various classifications :

Parmy les debauchez, comme parmy les sages,

II a fait admirer ses differens Ouvrages
;

Les derniers qu'il a faits sont polls, serieux,

II en a compose mesme de fort pieux

:

A de certaines gens ie nommer est un criine,

• D'autres le font passer pour un esprit sublime :

Et le feu due d'Urbain le cherissait si fort,

Qu'il est bien dans sa Cour encor apres sa mort (1).

Since the " divino" Aretino was the author of the Ragio

namenii (2) and the Sonneiii lussuriosi (3) and wrote

as well li Genesi (4) and UHumanild di Christo (5),

since the poetical tragedy la Orazia is both beautiful

and serious, and since the death of the due d'Urbino

was signalized by the same writer (6), whose biography

enumerates incidents both of irregular living and of

honors from the powerful,— kings, emperors and popes,

—

there can be little doubt that the jleau des princes

is the original of this character. The characterizations

accord with the reputation of " il divino " Aretino (7).

Is Joconde a portrait taken from life, an evocation of a

(1) 1,1.

(2) 1534 (Paris).

(3) Written, 1525.

(4) 1538 (Venetia).

(5) 1535 (Venegia).

(6) II dwino Pietro Aretino a lo imperadore ne la morte del duca

d'Urbino, Roma, stamp, per A. Blado, 1539, In-4°.

(7) " II est... pourtant manifeste que I'auteur du Courtisan parfait

s'est plu a preter au personnage de I'Aretin, simple confident du prince

de Ferrare, un certain cynisme de sentiments qui, uni a quelques

propos un peu libres, lui donne une physionomie a part ; ce n'est plus

rUnico Aretino de Castiglione. Peu importe que ce cynicisme et cette

liberte soient rendus avec une extreme faiblesse, I'essentiel est que
I'auteur a eu Fintention... de nous mettre sous les yeux, sinon " le fleau

des princes ", du moins I'etre immoral et sans scrupules qui est demeure
fameux sous ce simple nom de " I'Aretin ". " Hauvette, " Ar. au the. ",

Bull, ital, IV (1904).
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personage celebrated in literature, or an invention of

the author ? She is first described in the initial act :

Son humeur est fort brusque, & d'abord me surprit
;

Car Joconde a d'un homme & I'audace & I'esprit.

Elle s'enquiert de tout, sgait toutes les nouvelles,

Qu'elle va debiter apres dans les Ruelles,

Elle est femme d'intrigue, & connoist les beautez,

De diverses bumeurs, de toutes qualitez
;

Elle sgait gouverner la prude et la coquette,

Et va tousles matins causer a leur toilette,

Et s'instruit de la sorte en gazette de Cour,

Des intrigues de nuit qu'elle conte le jour,

Et se mesle par fois de quelque mariage (1).

This description is not dissimilar to the unflattering-

descriptions of the Queen of Sweden at the time of her

appearance at Paris (2). She very quickly established a

reputation for interesting herself in the affairs of others.

She is said to have advised Louis XIV to marry M^^^ Man-
cini and to have concerned herself in like circumstances

where the principals were of less exalted rank. Court

gossip was her passion. Broad jests pleased rather than

displeased her. This side of the nature of the abdicating-

queen was first made known to Paris through the letter

sent back from the due de Guise, the representative of

the Queen Regent of France. He wrote from Holland

of the fondness of the lettered queen for the most
dissolute of the late Latin authors (3). Chapelain

notes the same tastes (4).

But, were the character of Joconde a portrait of the

queen, would one in her employ presume to essay a

(1) 1, 1.

(2) Cf. Memoires de Mile de Montpensier.

(3) " Elle sgait par coeur les plus sales passages de Petronius arbiter

et les vers les plus dissolus de Martial ", ms 6046, fol. 130 [b),fondsfr.

Bibl. Natl.

(4) " Les gaillardises d'Apulee ne blessentpas sa pudeur..." Chap.
Lettres, 11, p. 228.
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.realistic portrait, the contrary of all that one's concep-

tions of royal dignity would demand ? A story told

by Menage gives a picture of the poet and his queen-

patroness which may throw some light upon the accepta-

bility to the queen of at least indelicate material.

Menage relates :
" II [ Gilbert] fit une Comedie dont les

vers etoient un peu libres. II la lut chez M. le due de Guise

en presence de la Reine a qui elle plaisoil fori. II y avoit

plusieurs personnes savantes dans cette assemblee. M . Gha-

pelain qui etoit alors un des meilleurs Critiques, & qui

s'etoit acquis une tres grande reputation dans la Repu-

blique des Lettres, fut le premier consulte sur cette piece. II

cndit son avis le plus honnetement qu'il put, mais d'une

maniere neanmoins qui fit connoitre qu'il trouvoit les vers

de cette piece un peu trop libres. La Reine me demanda
ensuite nion sentiment. Je lui repondis en bon courtisan,

que c'etoit une des plus belles Comedies quieut paru jus-

qu'alors. Cette Princesse contente de mon approbation

me repartit :
" Je suis bien aise. Monsieur, qu'elle soit de

votre goiit, on pent s'en rapporter a vous : mais pour

votre Monsieur Chapelain, que c'est un pauvre homme !

il voudroit que tout fut Pucelle (1) ". There is no

other extant comedy of Gilbert's to which this story

applies. The comedy which gave pleasure to the Queen
of Sweden and shocked Chapelain must have been

either le Courtisan parfail or one of the lost plays. The
chances are that it was the former. Much more areti-

nesque material is added to the portrait of Joconde,

inadmissable were the Queen of Sweden looked upon as

the model, unless records upon which much doubt has

been thrown are to be credited (2). The conversation

turns upon the jealousy of another member of the court

(1) Meiragiana (ed. 1715), I, p. 139.

(2) " Elle sgait par coeur les plus sales passages de Petronius Arbiter,

& les vers les plus dissolus de Martialis. Elle parle de la sodomie avec
plus d'effronterie, que si elle avoit fait legon dans le Colisee a Rome. "

Recueil de quelques pieces curieuses servant d Veclaircissement de I'hislolre

de la vie de la reyne Christine [citing letter of Due de Guise, cit. sap.],

Gabriel Gilbert. 14
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of Aretino. The name of Joconde is brought into the^

conversation. A reply that she is not his rival brings-

from Aretino the reply that she should not be excepted ( 1 ).

This is the broadest passage in this or in any work of

Gilbert's.

Physical appearance is rarely noted in Gilbert's

pieces. More color is given to the theory that veritable

portraits may exist in the work by the realistic touch of

the following, taken from the recriminating dialogue of

Lucie and Joconde. Lucie says :

II ne vous manque plus estant & grosse & grasse,

Que la taille, les traits, I'air & la bonne grace (2).

Joconde charges Lucie with an unbecoming maigreur.

There is no description of the Queen of Sweden which

speaks of her as stout. She was misshapen and Hmped,

but seems to have been small rather than large (3).

There is no doubt as to the place where the scene

is laid. Constant mention is made by name of Urbino.

Its sea-port, Fano, is also mentioned several times (4),

a fact which implies the author's familiarity with the

locality. The characteristics attributed to the city as

well as the use of the veritable name establish sufficiently

the Urbino of Elisabetta, its duchess, and of Gastiglione.

(1) The passage is as follows :

Em.] Joconde n'estant pas son rival en effet,

Elle ne luy nuit pas.

I'Ar.] C'est a son grand regret

On connoit son humeur, & dans Fame elle enrage,

De ne pouvoir jouer un autre personnage,

Et de ne porter pas la plume & le chapeau
Pour aller cajoler la coquette &... (I, 4).

(2) I, 4.

(3) Cf. Letter of due de Guise, cit. sup., Mem. de Mile de Montpensier

cit. sup.

(4) Mentioned several times in Act V, especially, described I, 1 ; cf.

below. Note that Pesaro, the residence of the Queen of Sweden during

the winter of 1656-1657, is near Fano and Urbino.
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Its fame as a center of culture is stressed. First men-

tioned as :

Cette cour polie,

Oil on voit refleurir les beaux Arts & i'Amour (1),

it is more fully described in another speech of Felismant's :

Ouy, rien n'est si galant que cette Illustre Cour
;

Et la ville d'Urbain, du Ciel la favorite,

De toutes les Cites est la gloire & I'elite
5

Ses Palais font pour moy des Palais enchantez :

Les plus rares esprits, les plus rares Beautez,

Viennent de toutes parts en ces lieux a toutes heure
;

Pour habiter en paix cette heureux demeure (2).

More specifically, une Maison de Plai§ance de la Du-

chesse, is indicated. The entire action takes place in

the garden of the maison de plaisance.

The period may be placed at a somewhat later date

than that of the Cortegiano, as the widowhood of the

duchess is implied (3). The actual time of the action

comes within twenty-four hours. The duchess speaks

of the air of ce matin, in the first act. During the last

verses of the same act, the jeu d''esprii is mentioned for

the apres-diner entertainment. At the close of the

game of le Courtisan parfait, it is agreed to give the

comedie for the divertissement of ce soir (4). The
comedy having taken place, the evening may be consid-

ered to have passed. In the recii of the enlevement

Ludovic speaks of orders given him au milieu de la

nuit (5). The enlevement takes place at the hour of the

(1) I, 1-

(2) 1,1.

(3) The death of the duke was in 1508. The action of the Corte-

giano is dated by Prof. Hauvette in 1507 : "1507, date ou se place

Taction du Cortegiano". " Aretin au theatre ", 5uM. ifai., IV, 1904

(4) II, 2.

(5) V, 8.
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morning promenade of the duchess (1), so that twenty-

four hours may be assigned to the action.

The unity of action is consistently preserved. All

the action tends to solve the problem of Felismant in

his effort to win the duchess. The peripeiies, which are

well conducted, arise from the attempts of the rival to

frustrate the happy consummation of the hero's plans.

The out-of-door setting is unusual ; so also is the

scenic description which though slight seems realisitic.

The bienseances are carefully observed, and an aris-

tocratic point of view is maintained throughout.

Some reflection of contemporary mceurs is seen in pas-

sages such as, in discussing Joconde :

Et va tous les matins causer a leur toilette (2) ;

and to her custom of knowing all the news of the court

which she later distributes dans les ruelles (3) ; constitut-

ing herself thus a gazette de Cour (4), and serving possibly

to porter des billets (5). We are reminded that the

amani transi is in the mode by Joconde's characteriza-

tion of Fregose (6). A curious reference to a rented

carriage occurs in :

Jo. Quand vous estiez seule sans vos atours,

Dans iin vieux louager...

Lu. Men carrosse rompit, j'en pris un de louage (7).

Hunting the deer is alluded to :

Madame n'ira pas a la chasse du Daim ? (8)

{!) L'heure venant apres de vostre promenade, V, 8.

(2) Ibid., 1.

(3) I, 4.

(4) Ibid., ibid.

(5) Ibid., ibid.

(6) Ibid., ibid.

(7) Ibid., ibtd.

(S) Ibid., ibid.
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and in :

doit-on courir le daim ? (1)

A challenge to a duel is no extraordinary thing in the

theatre of the period, but the refusal of the Prince of

Ferrare to accept the challenge of the unknown knight

Felismant :

Un simple Cavalier ose me quereler, (2)

reflects the aristocratic regime. Felismant makes the

necessary disclosure of his rank in order to have the

opportunity to avenge the imposture upon his complai-

sance :

Vous cachez vostre honte, & je cache ma gloire,

Mai3 apprenez enfin que je suis vostre egal,

Et Prince comme vous (3)

.

A period of attention to equipages, and to the use of the

carriages by ladies, while the men of the court still were

mounted upon their horses, riding beside the carriages,

is seen in the picture of the sortie of the party for the

" morning promenade " sketched in the recit of Ludovic.

A further interesting detail of this picture is the Chars...

decouveris (4).

Fine equipages and splendid dress are remarked by

Lucie as essentials for the Couriisan, but dress receives

more detailed notice. In Joconde's rejoinder to the

remark alluded to above, interesting notes on details of

masculine dress of the day are observed :

Lu. Je voudrais fort qu'il eut de riches equipages,

De superbes habits, un grand nombre de Pages ;

(1) Ibid.,2.

(2) V, 2.

(3) V, 2.

(4) V, 8.
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Jo. Qu'il ne fust que canons, que colet & cheveux ?

Pour faire dans le monde une belle figure,

Qu'il fist voir rArc-en-Ciel dans une garniture ? (1)

As a pendant to the details of the courtier's dress , may be

pointed out the slight (and more generalized) notes upon

women's dress in the allusion to the ornemens and voile

of the duchess worn by the countess Emilie during the

enlevement episode (2).

In addition to the costume of the mid-seventeenth

century which our author imposes upon his sixteenth

century personages, may be remarked a vocabulary

more suitable for the Precieux of the same epoch than

for the residents of Urbino in the days of Elisabetta.

The courtier is to perform all acts with a bet air (3). The
bel objet and bel ornement are also mentioned while the

court group are called Beaux Esprits (4). The figure

descendre au Tombeau so familiar in the period of the

Precieux is used of the father of Felismant, about to

die (5).

A possible reflection of the ideas of the author may
be seen in Felismant's portrait of the Couriisan. The
same may be true in the case of a defence of the remnant

of honorable persons in a court gropp :

Car tous les Courtisans

Ne sont pas corrompus, fourbes ny medisans
;

Dans les Palais des Roys ou regnent les delices,

La les grandes vertus combattent les grands vices,

Les belles passions y troublent le repos,

Et ce n'est qu'a la Cour qu'on voit des Heros (6).

Coquetry as woman's weapon and amour her chief

aim have frequently appeared in Gilbert's lines. In

(1) II, 2 ; of. costume descriptions of PrScieuses Ridicules (Mol.).

(2) V. 8.

(3) II, 2

(4) I. 4.

(5) I, 1.

(6) II, 2.
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the mouth of Cambridge (1), contrasted with the char-

acter of Marguerite, the words cannot be imputed to the

author as an expression of his own ideas. Marguerite

is his creation, and her life gives the lie to the theories

of Cambridge. In le CouHisan a woman, desirous of

aiding a man, describes woman and her method for the

man's illumination in Joconde's explanation to Felis-

mant. The pastorale brings up the subject thus :

Phil. Que vous servent sans eux [Amans] tous vos attraits

[charmans ?]

Syl. Pour gouter un plaisir au dessus de tout autre,

Sijachons leur sentiment sans leur dire le nostre (2).

The verse which classifies women as briine and blonde

might be from les Amours d^Ovide, where the phrase

recurs frequently :

C'est le but de la brune, & celuy de la blonde (3)

Were there much doubt of the authorship, the above

might be brought forward as evidence in proof of

Gilbert's having written the piece.

If it were a question of evidence, many of the elements

of Gilbert's style might be urged. The balanced

sentence and the point which he affects are frequently

met :

•and

Vous cachez votre honte & je cache ma gloire (4).

Vous offrez beaucoup plus qu'on ne veut recevoir.

On ne peut trop offrir quand on croit tout devoir (5).

(1) Marguerite de France.

(2) III, 2.

(3) II, 1.

W V, 2.

(5) III, 5.
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But most conspicuously in this connection may be

cited the verses called a madrigal which occur in the

pastoral :

Philis si mes respects...

Je I'ay ditte cent mille fois,

Si mes profonds respects vous ont cache ma flame^

Mes soupirs ont dicte cent fois

Aux rochers, aux fleuves, aux bois,

Les Echos ont rendit les tourmes de mon ame :

I'ay conte I'excez de mes maux
Aux plus sauvages animaux

;

Les homes ont appris les peines que j 'endure,

I'ay rendu mes Rivaux de mon zele jaloux :

Enfin i'ay dit que i'aime a toute la Nature,

Excepte seulement a vous (1).

In his Poesies diverses (2) this madrigal is found approx-

imately as it appears in the pastoral.

Easy versification, acts of similar length (3), and the

careful observation of the liaison des scenes are charac-

teristics of Gilbert's technique. The Alexandrine is

suspended for the songs with which the pastoral is

interspersed, the Chanson des Bergers (4), the Ma-
drigal (5), and a Billet (6), and for the Stances of the

fifth act (7).

While there are connotations of great emotional

intensity in our text, the verse seldom evidences the

effect of emotion upon the speech of the acleurs. Howev-
er, the duchess betrays the conflict of the mingled

emotions with which she is struggling, in the scene

(1) Act. Ill, 4.

(2) Cf. Les Poesies diverses, de Luyne, Paris, 1661, 12°, p. 146

abb diff. of ist 2 lines.

(3) The first and third (of 17 and 18 pages respectively) are longer

than the remaining three, of about 13 pp. each.

(4) 111,2.

(5) III, 4.

(6) III, 6.

(7) The stances are pf 5 str. of 10 vs. each, in-12 and 8 syll, verseftj.
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which continues the episode of the mirror given her by
Felismant. Her desire to maintain the bienseances

of her rank dictates severity to Felismant, the unknown
knight who has dared to intimate his love for her. On
the other hand her joy and relief upon learning that she

is his chosen mistress prevent her being severe with

sincerity. She gives an order to Joconde for the banish-

ment of, Felismant, recalls the messenger, to substitute

another order that will keep her chevalier near her (1).

Likewise in the scene where Felismant, as the ambassador
of the prince de Ferrare, has demanded the hand of the

duchess, not for himself but for his rival, the duchess,

who has listened with interest, becomes angry and
shows that emotion. She terminates the scene by the

petulant words addressed to Felismant :

Je vous hais a I'egal du Prince de Ferrare,

Je veux dans ma douleur et mon juste courroux

N'entendre parler ny de luy ny de vous (2).

The personal emotion of Felismant, pledged to support

the claims of his rival, and to act as his ambassador,

finds expression in peculiar views of honor which

impose loyalty to his chief enemy :

Et I'honneur qui me force a la reconnaissance,

M'oblige a le servir de toute ma puissance.

Honneur, cruel, honneur, idole de la Cour,

Tu veux qu'a ta fureur s'immole mon amour

Et malgre tant d'appas qui peuvent me tenter,

L'honneur est un tyran que je vais contenter (3).

This recital of personal reactions occurs in soliloquy, as

does that of the duchess in the last act. A revolt against

the restraint imposed by convention similarly pervades

(1) III, 9.

(2) IV, 4.

(3) IV, 4.
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the Stances in which this sohloquy is cast. It is to be

noted that bienseance dictates that the iourment of her

soul be concealed, and she continues :

Man rang et mon autorite

Me donnent mille soins, & causent de I'envie,

Et ce qui doit servir a ma felicite

Trouble le repos de ma vie.

On a beau s'efforcer de faire son devoir (1).

Since little notice, which is not the reverse of flattering^

has been given the plays of Gilbert, there is an element

of pleasure to be derived in recording Professor Hau-
vette's remark that the piece is : pas indigne d'inleril (2)»

(1) V,5.

(2) Cf. Article cited, Bull, ital 1904, p. 203.



CHAPTER IX

GILBERT'S COMEDY AND THE LOST PLAYS
L LES INTRIGUES AMOUREUSES (1)

In 1667 Gilbert's comedy entitled les Intrigues amou-

reuses was printed at Paris. The privilege was granted

September 22 of the previous year, and the acheve (Tim-

primer bears the date of February 1, 1667. The

author's name appears upon the title-page, and is

mentioned in the privilege. The latter is granted to

Quinet who gives part of his right to Guillaume de

Luyne and Thomas Jolly (2). The work is unaccom-

panied by epilre or dedication. According to the freres

Parfaict this comedy was seen upon the stage of the

Hotel de Bourgogne during the year 1666 (3), though it is

more than probable that its presentation was as much as

two years earlier than that date. Gilbert in all proba-

(1) Les Intrigues Amoureuses, comedie. Par Monsieur Gilbert A
Paris. Chez Gabriel Quinet, au Palais en la Gallerie des Prisonniers A
i'Ange Gabriel. M. DC. LXVII. Avec Privilege du Roi.

(2) The Quinet printing is to be seen at the Bibliotheque de TArsenal-

Two copies of the de Luyne printing are catalogued at the Biblio-

theque Nationale. An Elzevir edition was printed in Amsterdam,
1667. Cf. WiLLEMs^ Alphonse, Les Elzevier, Histoire et Annales Typo-

graphiques, Bruxelles, 1880, no. 1768 : les Intrigues amoureuses, par

Monsieur Gilbert. Sur I'imprime a Paris, se vend a Amsterdam, 1667»

pet. in-12'', marque le Sphinx, 96 pp. ed. Abram Wolfgang. There

is also a reprint of les Intrigues, by Didot, Paris, 1866. The greater

part of the work is printed in Fournel, les Contemporains de MolierA^

vol. II, 7-56.

(3) Cf. Hist, du m. fr., X, 111-118.
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bility composed this piece immediately after les Amours^

d'Angelique et de Medor, or had it in hand at the time

when he was working on the former. In the first act

of the comedy the name Medor is used where Ciindor

should have appeared. Later, in the fourth act,

occurs this verse :

Vous series son Medor, elle vostre Angelique

The plot unfolds the intrigues of a valet, Marot, who-

schemes and plots successfully to retain for his mistress,

the young Yante, the fortune of an elderly uncle, whose
heir Yante's twin brother (recently and suddenly

deceased) was to have been. (1)

Since he is given the first and the last words and

(1 ) When the action begins Yante and her valet have been a month
at the home of her uncle in Paris, whither they have come from le

Mans. Yante has become interested in the young Lysandre, who
reciprocates her love. Lysandre, also, expects to be provided for by
an uncle, Ciindor. The ruse of Marot, when the two hurried to Paris,

upon the death of the twin brother of Yante, hoping thus to anticipate

the arrival of the news of the youth's demise, was to pass Yante off

as her brother. However she appears in her own person, too. Swift

changes of costume and impersonation are necessary for her to assume
successfully the two roles. The valet has the opening lines of the

piece, and speaks in praise of the mestier de fourbe, announcing his role

at the outset. At the same time the role of Yante is announced :

Tantost elle est garfon et tantost elle est fiUe (I, 1).

Further difficulty arises from the fact that Seline, a niece of Ciindor

(and cousin of Lysandre) falls in love with the youth impersonated by
Yante. Much embarrassment is caused by the desire of the uncle to

see brother and sister together. A complication arises from a challenge

to a duel sent to " Damon ", supposed-brother of Yante. Marot invents

all the devices to prevent discovery. Li two instances one of char-

acters appears at a window while the other is seen outside the house so-

nearly simultaneously that an effect of having seen the brother and
sister together is produced. A trick of Marot's causes the belief that
" Damon " has departed under disgraceful circumstances. Th&
wrathful uncle renounces the nephew and proclaims Yante his sole

heir. The denouement follows an agreement on the part of the prin-

cipals to make all known after the weddings — for three, one of whiclL

is Marot's, are arranged before the fall of the final curtain.

(1) I, 1.
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manages all the intrigue, Marot is seen to be the hinge

upon which the action turns. First, we have then a

valet play. The disguise of the heroine is scarcely second

in importance as a device of the comedy intrigue. In

the denouemenl the happy consummation of the intrigues

of the valet and the young lovers to circumvent and

triumph over the credulous old men is seen.

The Latin valet comedy, continued by the Italians,

had been much used by Moliere in his early plays.

Marot is of the type of Sganarelle, Mascarille, Gros-

Rene, and Scapin. The disguise device, originating

with Plautus, copied by Rotrou, in his Menechmes,

published in 1636 (1), and developed by many authors

of comedy (2), consists of the use (as chief characters) of

twin brothers, who resemble each other to such a

degree that each appears to be the duplicate of the

other. The situations of the comedy and the stages of

the development of the intrigue depend upon the mis-

takes in the identity of the two. Such had been the

piece by Boursault, seen in the theatre but a few years

previously (3), and known as les Deux Freres Gemeaux,

oil les Menteurs qui ne mentent point (4), or as les Ni-

candres, with the same sub-title (5). The contrary

of the situation employed in these comedies is that

chosen by Gilbert ; instead of two persons presumed to

be, or representing themselves to be one, one person

playing a double role is the situation in les Intrigues

amoureuses. The double role played by one person

was not altogether new to the French stage, for Moliere

had used it in his very early comedy, le Medecin volant (6).

The disguise of the role of the jeune premier, or premiere,

(1) Les Menechmes, Com., 5 actes, en vers, Sommaville, Paris, 1636»

in-40.

(2) Cf. Shakespeare, The Comedy of Errors.

(3) 1664.

(4) Paris, 1665, in-4o.

{5) Cf. Bibl. du the. jr., (La Valliere), III, p. 63.

(6) Date unknown, evidently previous to VEtourdi of 1653.
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had appealed to certain of the contemporaries of Gilbert.

Boisrobert, in la Jalouse dfelle-mesme (1), and in la Belle

invisible (2), d'Ouville, in Aimer, sans sgavoir qui [3], and
Corneille in la Suite du Menleur (4), had more or less

availed themselves of the situations it permitted. The
last two (the first in title, as well as plot, and the

second in the use of the disguise trick) imitate Lope
de Vega in his Amar sin saber a quien (5). In the

Italian comedy Calandra (6), by Bibbiena, the twin-

sister is represented to be her brother for safety.

The two are not present together. The denouement

restores the brother, who assumes the obligations forc-

ed upon the sister while she bore his name. This

piece involves a substitution and not a dual role.

There is no indication in the works of Gilbert that

Spanish was known to him, or that he had any interest

in Spanish. No proper names of Spanish origin, or

words of Spanish form are found in his works. It is

plain that he was not inspired directly by the work of

Lope de Vega. The appearance in French comedy of the

disguise theme creates a possibility of inspiration more
immediately available than £he Spanish drama.

In the plays mentioned (and many others of the class)

the purpose of the disguise is not always the same.

In Gilbert's comedy it is aimed to deceive an older

person, one in authority, in order to circumvent the

action of that authority, or to turn it to the advantage

of the young lovers. Moliere, in le Medecin volant, had
similarly used the device to further the plans of the

young lovers. The person who assumes the disguise

in this piece is the valet. The plan is instigated not by
the valet, but by his master. Eraste, the young lover,

(1) Published, Paris, 1650.

(2) Pub., Paris, 1656.

(3) Pub., Paris, 1647.

(4) Rep., Paris, 1643.

(5) Cf. Literatura espagnola, Fitz TaauTice-KeUy [ed 1921), p. 233,

(6) S. 1. 1526, in-12 ; Venezia, 1536, in-8.
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is in despair because the old Gorgibus willl not permit

him to marry Lucile, but destines her for an elderly and

wealthy suitor. Lucile feigns illness in order not to be
married out of hand, contrary to her inclination. Eraste

induces his valet, Sganarelle, to represent himself to be

a celebrated physician come from afar, and to attempt

to gain the release of Lucile to his master. This is

accomplished with such success that by the physician's

orders Lucile is sent to a place from which it is easy for

Eraste to carry her off. In order to appear in his own
person and that of the doctor, the valet fabricates a-

story of a twin brother. Sganarelle is obliged to change

from one character to the other with great frequency.

The crucial test is the demand by Gorgibus to see the

two brothers together. An appearance at a window
figures in this piece. It is the fact of the partial con-

cealment behind the window which permits Sganarelle

to present the other disguise in such a manner that it

appears to be the second person. The donnees in

common with the Intrigues amoiireiises are the double

disguise, the alternate and frequent appearances in the two

roles, the demand that the two persons appear together,

the appearance at the window, and the resourcefulness

of the valet in furthering the plans of the young lovers.

The chief difference in the disguise device in these two
pieces is that in te Medecin volant the valet is the disguised

character, although he is not the instigator of the decep-

tion. Another piece of Moliere's, le Depit Amoureux (1),

employs the disguise in the person of a young girl.

Ascagne has been reared as a boy in order to conceal

the fact of the death of her brother in infancy and that

the inheritance may be secured to her :

Je suis pour y pouvoir retenir I'heritage

Que relachoit ailleurs le jeune Ascagne mort,

Dont mon deguisement fait revivre le sort (2).

(1) Rep. at B6ziers, 1656.

(2) Dep.am., 11,1.
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The young girl in this piece does not appear, however,

in alternate roles. The valets Gros-Rene and Mascarille

are of great importance to the intrigue. An affair

between Gros-Rene and the suivanie of Lucile, Marinette,

echoes the love affair of the principals. The play ends

with the arrangement of three weddings, that of Lucile,

of the sister Dorothee, formerly disguised as Ascagne,

and that of the maid Marinette to Gros-Rene. The
importance of the valets, the disguise of a young girl

as her own brother, who is deceased, and for the purpose

of securing an inheritance, with the three weddings as the

finale, form the points of resemblance between this

comedy and les Intrigues amoureuses. Several verbal

rapprochewents may be made. Lisette says of Yante
(in les Intrigues) :

Son sexe a cet hymen est un grand obstacle,

Qu'il ne peut s'accomplir a moins que d'un miracle (1).

In Moliere's piece Valere had said to Ascagne :

A moins que le Ciel fasse un grand miracle en vous (2).

Lisette's :

Et nous ne voyons plus nulle metamorphose (3),

may, or may not have echoed in contrary sense Moliere's :

Mon frere, vous voyez une metamorphose (4).

Marot says of the excellence of Yante's disguise :

le plus fin,

Quand ils sont travestis, y perdroit son latin (5),

(1) 1,7.

(2) Dep. am., II, 2.

(3) 1,7.

(4) Dep. am., II, 3.

(5) L3.
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whereas, Marinette had said :

L'aventure me passe, et j'y perds mon latin (1).

In le Depit amoureiix Mascarille exclaims :

Et les vieillards entre eux se pourront accorder (2).

The sentiment, though not the words, is the purport of

the intrigue undertaken by Marot leading to the denoue-

ment of les Intrigues amoureuses.

In the comedy of Boursault which bears the same

title as the first of those of Moliere discussed, le Medecin

volant, the demand on the part of the elders to see the

two personalities of the disguise at the same time is

used to complicate the difficulties of the situation (3),

This piece of Boursault's (of one act) was presented in

1661 (4). Since it is a re-working of Moliere's plot, the

situations are the same.

A disguise, not for the purpose of furthering an intrigue,

but for the ends sought in an affair of coquetry, is the

mainspring of action in la Jalouse d^elle-mesme, by

Boisrobert, which was pubhshed in 1650 (5). No
change of sex is involved in the disguise. The imperson-

ation of another than herself constitutes a test of her

lover's constancy on the part of the heroine.

The work by the same author called la Belle

invisible (6) is composed on similar lines to the above.

In this piece the heroine Olympe appears in her own
character, in which she wins the love of Don Carlos,

and is also seen as " Alexis " (betrothed to his cousin

Marcelle) for reasons of family interest and inheritance.

A " happy ending " gives Olympe to Don Carlos,

(1) Dep. am., II, 4.

(2) Ibid., Ill, 1.

(3) Cf. FouRNEL, ies Contemp. de Mol., I, p. 63.

(4) Cf. La Valhere, Bib. du the. fr.. Ill, p. 63

(5) Paris, Courbe, in-4°.

(6) Published, Paris, 1656, 12o

Gabriel Gilbert. 15
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Marcelle to a persistent suitor, and the lady previously

selected by interested friends for Don Carlos, to a

faithful lover, Don Pedre. Thus three weddings are

arranged as the finale. Olympe is distinguished by two
disguises : the name and dress of her brother, imposed

for reasons of interest connected with the inheritance,

and the second, the invisible intrigue, a concealment

voluntarily practised for purposes of coquetry. In

connection with the former, embarrassment in connec-

tion with the marriage contract arises, while in the

latter, a repetition of the device of the author's earlier

la Jalouse dfelle mesme is seen. The first of these two
disguises and the three weddings as the finale are the

only similarities to Gilbert's piece.

A number of plays at this period made use of the

second device noted above, that of concealment or

withdrawal for the purpose of exciting pursuit or testing

a lover's sincerity. Notably it is the theme of Gorneille's

Suite du Menieur. In this the young woman, protected

from view by her mode of dress (in the prison scenes),

or by her removed position (in the scene of the window),

receives the vows of eternal constancy from one

who loves her unseen. Since Gorneille's piece is a

close imitation of Amar sin saber a quien of Lope de

Vega, there is nothing to be gained by examining the

details of the imitation rather than the original. It is

sufficient to note that Gorneille's comedy is alleged

to have been played in 1643, though this date cannot

be proved (1). Three years later than the above date,

a comedy by d'Ouville called Aimer sans savoir qui was

published in Paris (2). This was an imitation of Lope's

piece, as the name is a translation of the Spanish title.

While Lope's comedy is very obviously the source of

those pieces in which the heroine flatters her romantic

(1) Cf. "Notice sur la Suite du Menteur ", (Euvres de Corneille, ed.

Marty-Laveaux.

(2) Aimer Sans Sgavoir Qui, Comedie en cinq actes, en vers, Paris,

1646, in-40.
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ideas by the subjection of a cavalier who has never seen

her, and who forms his idea of her beauty by jsuch other

power of fascination as she is able to exert, there seems

no reason for discussing it in connection with Gilbert's

les Intrigues, except that critics attribute it to Amar
sin saber a quien as a source (1).

In Amar sin saber a quien (2) a young cabellero^

imprisoned falsely upon the charge of having killed

another noble, receives letters, money, and jewels from

a lady who writes him anonymously. The lady is the

sister of the real culprit, Don Fernando, and in the

beginning offers assistance to the prisoner at her broth-

er's behest, and as salve to his conscience. The mode
of acceptance of the prisoner, Don Juan, and the grace

of his letter in reply, which expresses unbounded admi-

ration for the angelic qualities of the donor rather than

thanks for the material assistance, enravishes Leonarda,

the sister of the culprit. Her maid, too, who carries

the letters, has much to say of the attractions of Don
Juan. Leonarda determines to see her correspondent

for herself (several letters have been exchanged, and

jewels and the portrait of Leonarda bestowed). Wrap-
ped in a long mantle, wearing a large hat, and

gloved, so that her person is entirely concealed, Leo-

narda, accompanied by her maid, visits Don Juan in

(prison (3). The disguised figure gives Don Juan a

rendez-vous at a house outside the city. (Don Juan,

through his appeal to an important friend, Don Luis,

is soon to be released
;
pending the completion of the

formalities, some liberty is granted). Don Luis acts

as the guide of Don Juan to the house with balcones,

where, when a figure appears at a window and the voice

(1) Cf. FouRNEL, " Notice sur Gabriel Gilbert ", les Contemporains

de Moliere, II, 3-6 ; Gassier, A., le Theatre espagnol, Paris, 1898,

p. 338.

(2) Comedia Famosa de Amar sin saber a quien de Lope de Vega
Carpio, ed. Buchanan, Holt, New-York.

(3) 11,6.
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of Leonarda is heard, Don Luis begins to sue in his

own behalf, since he is seriously a pretendant to the hand

of Leonarda. Don Juan speaks aside to his valet,

Limon, and asks him to invent a means of getting Don
Luis to leave. Limon runs away, and voices crying

« Murder !» are heard. Don Luis rushes to the rescue and

Don Juan talks with Leonarda (1). Another scene

in the prison occurs, later (2). Leonarda is again

cloaked and wrapped from gaze. This time Don
Juan tears away her cloak and sees her face. Led to

the house of Leonarda by Fernando, upon the release

from prison, Don Juan is placed in the embarrassing

position of being asked by Don Luis to demand the hand

and heart of Leonarda for him. Don Juan plans to leave

Toledo, since his heart will not permithim to do this, and

his honor to a friend will not permit him to become

betrothed to Leonarda himself. Don Luis discovers the

attempted flight, leads Don Juan back to Leonarda, and

begs her to keep this friend of perfect honor as her

prisoner in marriage. Fernando is accepted thereupon

by Lisena (the fiance of the man whom he had killed),

and Limon leads forward Ines, the maid of Leonarda.

It is seen at once that the resemblance between les

Intrigues... and Amar sin saber a quien is slight. In the

Spanish comedy the disguise is in reality only conceal-

ment, and is observed only for one person. Leonarda

appears twice in the prison — in a dark room — con-

cealed by cloak and wraps. Once she appears, at night

on a balcony, where it is impossible that she be seen clearly.

The concealment is from Don Juan only. It is at first

merely an incognita from motives of pride. On the

third meeting with Don Juan, the concealment is frus-

trated and then cast aside. There is no other person-

ality represented, merely reluctance on the part of

the heroine to reveal her identity. The contrast with

(1) II, 10, 11, 12.

(2) II. 18.
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the double-personality disguise of Yantc, and the two

sexes involved in her problem, is too great to admit a

parallel. There is no question of an inheritance in

the Spanish comedy. No elders are duped by the ruse.

One incident, that of the valet withdrawing the attention

of Don Luis by a trick, has a counterpart in les Intrigues.

Marot wishes to separate Ihe two uncles, whose con-

versation remains too long upon Yante's trick of chang-

ing clothes with her brother as a carnival joke. He

tells Glindor that his coffre-fort has been found open and

that Seline fears that he has been robbed. To prevent

Damon from accompanying Glindor, the valet says that

fire has been scented in his house, coming from the

cabinet of which he has the key always upon his person.

Marot congratulates himself upon having separated

the two old men and broken up their conversation upon

a dangerous subject. This incident, the window scenes,

and the three marriages at the end are the only points of

resemblance found in Gilbert's piece to the comedy of

Lope, which Fournel considers a source. A fundamental

difference is the fact that Lope's heroine is concealed

from her lover while Gilbert's heroine is assisted by her

lover, who is party to the trick. The valet in the Spanish

piece has not so important a role as in les Intrigues.

Considering the very slight resemblance, it is astonishing

that Gilbert's comedy is called an imitation of the

Spanish play.

By no means an imitation of Lope's comedy, les In-

trigues can, at the most, be charged with a very slight

resemblance to it. More than likely Gilbert never read

it. Sufficient precedent for several of his donnees were

already at his hand in French. The valet as an

important role, even as the chevitte of the intrigue, had

existed in the early comedies of Moliere (1), and there,

too, were to be found many of the features of Gil-

bert's disguise device. The disguise of the heroine for

(1) Taken by him from Latin, Italian, and Spanish pieces.
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reasons of coquetry or interest, in connection with

inheritance of a fortune, had appeared in the work of

Moliere, Boisrobert, and d'Ouville. The brother-sister

disguise had been employed by Corneille, Moliere, and

Boisrobert. The demand to see the two personages of

the disguise at the same time is found in Moliere and

Boursault. The command from the guardians that the

conirat must take place at a certain time as des ce

soir {!), occurs alike in Boisrobert's la Belle invisible

and d'Ouville's imitation of Lope's Amar sin saber a

quien. A cumulative effect given the happy ending by
the arrangement of three weddings is a device which

figures in several of the pieces here considered, as le

Depit amoureuXf la Suite du Menleur, la Belle invisiblCy

and others. Since it is of frequent occurrence through-

out French comedy, this last is a matter of very minor

significance in this connection. The role of valet,

however, is considerably more important.

Marot differs in many respects from the valets in the

early pieces of Moliere discussed above. The latter

are farcical characters, who cause much amusement

by jumping in and out of windows, making a pretense

of learning by repeating nonsensical phrases, which

serve only to display their ignorance, and are possessed

at best with merely a quickness of wit and readiness

at deception which permit them, for a time, to escape

detection in the presence of very slow-witted elders.

These valets were not the instigators of the intrigue,

nor were they capable of formulating in advance a plan

of action as does Marot. Marot's fourberie is more far-

reaching and of a more serious nature. Furthermore,

as in the case of the heroines disguised as their own bro-

thers from motives of interest, Marot is actuated by

like interest. The brother, heir to the fortune, dead^

he immediately invents a plan to put the fortune inta

the sister's hands :

(1) I, 6.
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Je n'ay jamais rien veu que des interesses :

Vous Testes, je le suis

EUe a besoin de moi, comme j'ay besoin d'elle,

J'ay besoin de ses biens, elle de mes avis (1).

Marot is a foiirbe by calculation and by profession,

as he announces at the beginning of the play ; he is not

merely playing a prank, as are the valets of le Depii

amoureux and le Medecin volant. Marot's first words

are :

Que le mestier de fourbe est un mestier utile !

Qu'il est advantageux dans une grande ville ! (2)

Marot is penetrating enough to see that Lysandre has

more interest in the fortune than in Yante :

J'avais peur

Que Lysandre n'eust pas voulu vous epouser (3).

He adapts himself to necessity. He invents a plan in

which he instructs Lysandre to act as his accomplice,

and cleverly brings about the happy denouement. He
shows skill and resource, something of a higher order

intellectually than the buffoonery of the valets of the

Moliere comedies cited. He resembles these in the

scene with Baptiste and Damon. The pretense of

Baptiste's madness is reminiscent of the medecins-

valeis, more than any other portion of the play.

The two uncles, Damon and Clindor, have no distin-

guishing characteristics. They are the conventional

uncles, (or parents, or elders), of the farcical comedy,
the comedie de caractere, and the Italian comedy. They
are easily duped, are rich, parsimonious, and curious.

(1) 1,1.

(2) I, 1.

(3) Ibid., ibid.
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Much of the amusement of the situations arises from

the frustation of their demands.

Yante and Sehne, true to type of the jeune amoureuse,

are little more than puppets whose strings are managed
by Marot, Yante is clever and resourceful, but not

heroic ; she is much afraid of a revelation of the plot

while Baptiste is trying to deliver his message. She

has sufficient family feeling, and knowledge of the world

and of the consequences of a dishonorable action fas-

tened upon her brother's memory, to object to Marot's

plan to make the brother the scape-goat in his story of

the robbery and escape :

Mais si mon frere mort perdoit sa renomme
Par I'interest du sang je serois diffamee (1).

Lysandre is even more interested in the fortune than

in his lady-love, though he naturally denies the charge

that such is the case. He takes more than the rather

secondary role apportioned the jeune amoureux in

similar comedies, though his part is only slightly more
essential. He seconds admirably the trick planned by
Marot to represent themselves as the pursuers of the

thief and renegade. To be sure he is prompted in the

part by Marot, but he acts eflficiently upon hints. He
appears to be something better than the passive young
sprig who has all the prizes handed to him at the end

of the piece, as is usually the case in similar roles.

Timandre, as the rival for the love of Seline, and

Lisette, the suivanie of the same lady, are the usual

conventional figures found in these roles. Lisette

carries messages, and has a flirtation with Marot. Ti-

mandre challenges Damon tea duel, and when he learns

that he has no rival becomes friendly. The marriage

of Lisette and Marot provides the third wedding and

constitutes an imitation of the main intrigue in a sub-

sidiary valei-soubreiie intrigue.

(1) I, 7.
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Baptiste, the old family servant of whom Marot
disposes as a fool in order to prevent the delivery of

the message with which he is charged — a faire pari of

the death of Yante's brother — provides an amusing
scene. His niais sincerity contrasts with the trickery

of Marot. Yet his helplessness without the written

message, and his inability to gain a hearing, in the face of

Marot's skill in lying and deceit, give opportunity for a

situation and for dialogue which are laughter-provoking.

The paysan niais here represented by Baptiste recalls te

Pedant jouee, of Cyrano (1), though the episode is brief

and incidental in Gilbert's piece.

As the role of Marot is that of a far more calculating

and conscious fourbe than the valets of the other pieces

•cited, so also is the invention of the disguise far more
complicated and sustained than in the other comedies,

where disguise is an important feature of the intrigue.

The arrangement of the scenes calls for the almost

constant presence on the stage of Yante in one or the

other character. There is no off-time for her; it is

necessary for her to assume the disguises alternately in

quick succession. Even in the presence of the uncle

in whose house she lives, and especially before him,

Yante must be on the alert. An effect of simultaneity

of appearance is effected by the rapid alternation of the

impersonations, as in the window scenes. In one in-

stance a bit of dialogue purporting to be between the

brother and sister is heard through the open window :

Quoi que vous pulssiez dire

Mon frere,— ma soeur (2).

This device, which had been used by Moliere in le

Medecin volant (3), is designed to further that effect.

It is to be remarked that Gilbert strengthens his double-

(1) 1654.

(2) III, 9.

{3) Sc. XIV et XV.
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personality disguise by repeating the window scene :

Yante appearing at the window, and " Damon '*

at the door, in one case (1), and the reverse of the posi-

tions, in the second (2).

The disguise involving the double personality has

been elaborated by Gilbert, in this piece, to an extent

which puts it quite out of the class of those pieces where

such a device is in the background of the intrigue, but

not presented as a part of the visible action, as in Mo-
liere^s le Depii amoureux. It differs also fundamentally,

in its nature, from those pieces where the disguise is

merely a concealment of identity, for the purposes of

coquetry or wilful intrigue, as in hoipe's Amar sin saber a

quien^ Corneille's la Suite du Menteur, and portions of

Boisrobert's la Belle invisible. In fact the exactions

of the double role imposed upon Gilbert's heroine merit,

for the piece, to some degree, the criticism that the

three principals occupy the stage too exclusively :

" Yante, Marot et Lysandre s'assemblent trop fre-

quemment pour raisonner sur leurs affaires "
(3).

As a source of the name, if not the character, of the

heroine is to be considered the story of Iphis and lanie,

found in Ovid's Metamorphoses: In this tale (number

IX) closely followed by Benserade in his comedy of the

same title (4), a girl becomes by metamorphosis a boy.

The change is not effected, however, in the case of lante;

who is the heroine of both versions, but upon Iphis

who becomes the hero.

A portrait is found in the words of Marot in which he

characterizes Seline. The portrait, like many of the

examples which occur in Gilbert's pieces, seems to be

made in derogatory vein :

Se faire mugueter, tracer des billets doux,

A ses adorateurs donner des rendez-vous
5

(1) 11,3.

(2) III, 9.

(3) Cf. Freres Parf., Hist, du th. fr., X, 118.

(4) Cf. Benserade, Iphis et lante, Paris, Sommaville, 1637.
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Avoir plus de galants, qu'un Almanach de festes
;

De tous les coeurs plaintifs repondre les requestes,

Faire esperer beaucoup, ne donner que du vent,

Sgavoir faire enrager les deux sexes souvent,

C'est la d'une coquette une peinture fine,

Et c'est en peu de mots le portrait de Seline (1).

The intent of his portrait seems to be not so much an

opinion of woman as a satire on the coquette of the period.

The moeurs of the epoch are reflected further in a long

passage in which is seen the liberty given the married

woman, and in which the life of the coquette is sketched.

Some verses from a dialogue, too long to give in full,

between Seline and Yante may serve to indicate the

purport :

Se. Nostre condition n'est pas avantageuse :

La fille qui vieillit passe assez mal le temps.

Les femmes, ce me semble, ont les coeurs plus contens,

EUes vont librement faire des promenades,

Et peuvent recevoir cadeaux et serenades,

Faire partie aussi pour la foire et le jeu,

Y. Je sgais que les maris ont ces choses enhaine.

S6. De prendre leur avis ce n'est plus la saison :

On fait ce que i'on veut, qu'ils I'approuvent ou non
}

lis ont beau murmurer, en gronder et s'en plaindre,

Et Ton n'est plus d'humeur pour eux a se contraindre.

On se leve a peu pres a midy tous les jours,

L'on disne, Ton s'ajuste, on va le soir au Cours

Dans la belle saison ; le reste de I'annee,

En galans entretiens on passe la journee.

On voit la comedie, on va le soir au bal.

On est de cent festins durant le carnaval,

L'on est hors du logis presque la nuit entiere,

(2).

(1) 1,3.

(2) IV, 2.
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Not only the freedom accorded the married woman
is seen in this passage, but also the gaiety of Parisian

life and the interesting note on the fashionable prome-

nade, Coiirs la Refine (1). The custom of passing the

entire night in attending balls is glanced at also in :

Au bal, pendant I'hiver, passer la nuict entiere (2),

to which verse Fournel brings the interesting rappro-

chement of a verse from Montfleury's la Dame medecin :

J'ai couru tous les bals de Paris.cette nuit (3).

This piece, although produced some twelve years

later than les Intrigues, gives the same picture of society.

The fashionable Cours la Heine, opened by Marie de

Medecis, provided an opportunity to society women
to see and be seen as they drove there in the early

evening. They showed themselves and their toilettes at

the portiere of their carriages. The same promenade is

referred to in Marot's allusion to the habits of Seline :

Estre toujours au cours a la belle portiere (4).

Not merely contemporary mosars, but contemporary

Paris is seen in these references.

A sentiment which is given expression in other works

of Gilbert fmds an echo in :

Pour bien faire Famour I'argent est necessaire (5).

(1) Cf. Fournel, les Contemporains de Moliere, II, 15, n. 1, where
the drive is described as having been opened through the Cbamps
Elysees, irom " la porte de la Conference jusqu'a Chaillot.

"

(2) I, 3.

(3) II, 2. Cf. FouKNEL, op. cit., II, 14, n. 1.

(4) 1,3.

(5) 1,1.
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In le Couriisan parfail, Joconde says :

L'Amour ne se plaist pas ou Ton voit I'indigencfi,

II naist dans la splendeur & parmy I'abondance :

Et c'est dans les festins, les pompes & les jeux,

Dans les riches palais, qu'il allume ses feux (1).

An interesting note on the estimation of the different

provinces as shown in the particular characteristics of

their inhabitants appears in the speech of Marot in

Act III. In order to change the subject of conversation

between the two uncles and lead them to forget that

they had a great desire to see the twin brother and sister

together, Marot discusses the traits of persons from the

various provinces :

Cl. Ces discours sur les moeurs sont recherches et beaux.

Pour rompre tout a fait I'entretien des jumeaux,

Je vais faire un discours long a perte de vue,

D'une matiere riche, ou bien ou mal tissue.

De connoistre les moeurs des provinces de France.

He then characterizes the Champenois... d'humeur

colerique ; the Flamans ont Vesprit pacifique ; the Nor-
mands... grands chicaneurs el fori interesses ;the Picards...

francs, ardens apres la gloire. J^enlends de celle-ld

qii'on acquierl a bien boire ; the Bourguignons, sales...

des gens corrumpus de nature. Car Von sale le chair sujeile

a pourriiure ; the Bretons... gens de ccBur, d'esprit, de

bonne mine, mais faineans, buveurs, et d'humeur libertine
;

the Poitevins... trigaux et chiches ; the Angevins... Ba-
vards et faiseurs d'acrostiches ; the Tourangeaux...

vains, mais bons, doux et couriois ; those du Perche el da
Mans, grands fourbes et maiois ; the Guepins (2)...

(1) Cf. Court, parf., II, 1.

(2) " Ce sont les habitants d'Orleans que I'auteur designe sous le

nom de Guepins... de leur esprit satirique... piquant comme le dard
des guepes..." Fournel, op. cit., II, p. 34.
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iestus comme des diables ; those from Blois, ..:civils^

jolis, afables ; those of Dauphine... nes pour la cour
;

the taste of those of Languedoc... for letires el Vamour
;

the Gascons... grands hdblears, mais d'ordinaire braves
;

the Limousins... grands mangeurs de raves ; les Auver-

gnacs.....

lis SQavent les beaux-arts, sont grands rauslciens,

Et les Grecs ont fonde chez eux la colonie

De ces doux rossignols qui viennent d'Arcadie.

Plusieurs sont egrillards,

Comme ont accoutume d'estre les montagnards
;

the Provencaux... sonl les inventeurs de la rilhme jranQoise.

Wesprit ingenieux... mais presque lous... avares el jaloux
\

the Lyonnais, joueurs et gens de bonne chere, and the

Parisiens who formerly were badaux, a present fori

habiles. Uesprit el le bon sens croissenl avec les villes (1),

This passage has been studied with care by Fournel,

and the greater part of the attributions confirmed by
proverbs, current at the period. For instance several

proverbs confirm the idea of the Champenois :

Teste de Champagne n'est que bonne,

Mais ne la choque point personne (2).

Structurally les Intrigues amoureuses shows the same
care for dramatic technique as the other pieces by
Gilbert. The liaison de scenes is observed, and the

unities are respected. The action, complicated, but
treating a slight subject, is single ; the place is, appa-

rently, before the house of Damon. Evidently at one
side was seen the entrance door of the home of the

(1) 111,8.

(2) Cf. Fournel., op. cit., II, 32, n. 1, and the references to the Litr*
de proi>erb., by Leroux de Lincy. The number of these characteri-

zations are found by Fournel to agree with proverbs found in the Diet,

des prov. by Leroux de Lincy. Gf. notes, pp. 32 to 36 of Foumel's
work, vol. II.
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uncle- of Seline (1). As to time, the events occupy the

first day and evening and the early morning of the se-

cond day, when the recit of the events of the night — the

pretended pursuit of the thief "Damon" — is given.

The versification is in the main the easy and correct

technique usually displayed by Gilbert It is perhaps

to be charged to haste in composition that faults in

this detail are to be found in the piece. To be noted

are :

S. De qui ?

M. De ceux qui sans sujet excitent vos fureurs (2).

The second speech of the dialogue demands the; ful

twelve syllabes, and yet two had been used for theipre-

vious speech. A possibility of cutting, omitting some-

thing, and re-making in haste too great to easily permit

correct scansion, may be the reason for this redundancy.

A disagreeable hiatus :

Avoir troupe oui^erts co£fre-fort et cassette (3).

is ingeniously explained by Fournel (4) as having been

corrected from a " vicious" spelling irouves ouverls, which

the author may have at first used, en employant adjeciive-

meni le premier mot comme le second : — an hypothesis

which proves the editor's commendation of Gilbert's

versification in his usual pratice (5).

(1) Act II, first scene, Marot uses the excuse of the straying away of

Sehne's Httle dog to get Lisette to come to the door where they talk.

(2) 11,3.

(3) III, 7.

(4) Op. cit., II, p. 31 et n. 1.

(5) Cf. Fournel, op. cit., for discussion of both these sHps, II,

pp. 28, 31. In III, 5, the same phrase had occurred with trouves :

Votre grande cassette et vostre coffre-fort

Se sont trouves ouverts...

The author toay have had the sound of the first firmly fixed in mind,
have written the spelling vicieux, of Fournel's hypothesis, then cor-

rected the spelling, and through haste left the hiatus. This is a fault

of which Gilbert is rarely guilty. Cf. Haase, p. 92, for XVII cent,

usage of this construction.
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Since the source of les Intrigues is referred by Fournel

to Latin-Italian and Spanish farces and comedies, it is

surprising that its morality is a point touched in his

criticism. Pas dfune morale scupuleuse el irreprochable,.

is his point. This criticism is no more applicable to the

comedy under discussion than to all the class of valet

plays where moral qualities are for the time disregarded

and moral judgments suspended, the whole interest

being centered upon the adresse of the fourbe. It is

an admitted convention that the trickery is to succeed,

as it is that the old men are to be blind, slow-witted, and

easily duped. The question of moral influence seems

as surprising in this connection as the criticism made by

Lamartine of La Fontaine's fables as unethical (1).

Les Intrigues is too long, presents too much repetition

of the same motif, the quick exchange from one to the

other personage of Yante's disguise, and makes too

great demand upon the three principals to the neglect

of secondary characters, but it is amusing, has a closely

knit intrigue, and, for its kind (the valet comedy), is an

excellent production.

The criticism of the freres Parfaict is, on the whole,

favorable. They fmd the piece to be one of the best

of Gilbert's, and tres passable pour le temps (2). The

roles of Yante, the two old men, and Baptiste are espe-

cially commended by these critics. They fmd, in addi-

tion, that les incidents se succedent avec art, et de fagon

que le denouement a de quoi surprendre (3). De Mouhy
prefers the piece to la Belle invisible of Boisrobert :

—
beaucoup meilleure et le comique en est plus piquant, he

says. Fournel finds the character of Marot un drdle

spirituel et amusant, dont le caradere est bien trace et

vivement soutenu (4). He finds the intrigue an imbroglio

(1

)

Cf . Pref. des Meditations.

(2) Cf. Freres Parfaict, Hist, du th., X, p. 118.

(3) Cf. Freres Parfaict, Hist, du th., X, p. 118.

(4) Cf Op.ciL,U,5.
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ires complique, mais conduit avec un certain art {1). The
only one of Gilbert's pieces to see the light in modern
times, les Intrigues amoureuses — the greater part of
it — which he finds of an enorme longueur, has been
printed by Fournel in les Contemporains de Moliere (2).

(1) Cf. Op. cit.^ loc. cit.

(2) Cf. Op. cit., ibid., 6. Les Int. am. is the first piece of vol. II.

Gabriel Gilbert. ^^



11. LOST AND UNPUBLISHED PIECES

The dramatic work of Gilbert discussed in the pre-

ceding chapters is the whole extant, published work of

the author. It is not, however, the complete body of

Gilbert's dramatic composition. Les Amours d^An-

gelique el de Medor was presented in 1664 and was
published the same year. In the epitre dedicaioire,

addressed to the king, the author says that the present

is his sixteenth work for the stage :
" Get ouvrage de

Theatre est le seiziesme que j 'ay donneau public"... Our
list of the dramatic work of Gilbert published before

1664 includes nine titles : Marguerite de France, Tele-

phqnie, Rodogune, Hypolite, Semiramis, Chresphonte,

les Amours de Diane ei d^Endymion, Arie el Pelus, and

les Amours d^Ovide. Les Amours d''Angelique el de

Medor is the tenth. The files of the Regislre de la

Grange provide three more titles : la Vraye el la fausse

pretieuse, presented the seventh of May, 1660 ; Huon
de Bordeaux, presented in August of the same year,

and le Tyran d''Egyple which was seen in February of

the following year. To the thirteen titles thus listed

is to be added, on the authority of Loret, Theagene,

noted in la Muze Historique of the fifteenth of July, 1662.

So slight is the estimation in which the authority of

Mouhy is held that without trustworthy corroboration

his assertion that the Courlisan parfail was performed

at the Marais in 1661 can have no effect upon ascribing

to that play a date which would place it upon this list.

However, a possibility of the Courlisan's having been one
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of the sixteen may be entertained, since it is mentioned

by Boursault, in terms which connote public familiarity

with the piece, in his gazette of July 19,1665 (1). This

evidence, coupled with the strong Italian influence upon
the CoLirtisan, which would justify a rapprochement

of the date of its composition and Gilbert's Italian

sojourn, strengthens the grounds for an hypothesis of

its inclusion in the sixteen titles. One piece would still

be lacking to complete the number claimed by the au-

thor. Even though certain textual indications of les

Intrigues amoureuses (2) point to its composition at a

date near to that of les Amours cfAngelique el deMedor,
such evidence may not be admitted as affecting the

date of its public appearance. The comedy cannot

then be counted in the number, and consequently one
title must be acknowledged to be missing from even

thje most favorably arranged list that can be drawn up.

But one work can be added to the sum total, and that

is recorded as of a later date. Leandre el Ero is mentioned

by Loret as having had its premiere in August, 1667.

Only the slightest notes of any sort are to be discovered

to cast any light upon the unpublished dramatic work
of Gilbert. Such as exist are here given to complete

the notes on Gilbert's work for the theatre.

La Vraye el fausse pretieuse

Most regrettable is the loss oi la Vraye el la fausse

pretieuse, not only for the reason that is is needed to

complete the volume of the dramatic work of Gilbert,

but for its interest to the history of the French drama.
The relation of this work to MoHere's les Precieuses

ridicules would be of the greatest interest to the study
of the theatre of the seventeenth century and a contri-

(1) Cf. Les Continuateurs de Loret, I, 121.

(2) Cf. above, this chapter, sec. 1.
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bution to the records of the moeurs of the period. All

that can be learned of it constitutes a most meagre

addition to this study.

Le Registre de la Grange contains the entry, La
vray el fausse prelieuse, for Vendredi, May 7, 1660.

A marginal note opposite the entry reads : '

' Piece nouvelle

de Monsr. Gilbert ". The receipts Friday were five

hundred livres. On Sunday, the ninth, the piece was

repeated, and the recepits rose to five hundred and

seventy-six livres. Tuesday, the eleventh, contains

the entry of the title as Vraye Pretieuse, with the very

slender receipts of one hundred and sixty-five livres.

The piece was considered satisfactory, evidently, for a

marginal note on that date states :
" achepte et paye '*.

The work was repeated on six more days : Vendredi, the

fourteenth, Lundi, the seventeenth, Mardi, eighteenth,

Vendredi, twenty-first, Dimanche, twenty-third, and

Mardi, twenty-fifth. The receipts did not rise above

three hundred and forty livres (on the seventeenth and

the twenty-third). Under the entry of Vendredi, May
28, we read : Venselas et le Coca Im. pour la 1^® fois.

Retire sur les trois chambrees cy dessus la somme de

550 £ pour Mr. Gilbert. Nothing more is recorded of

the Vraye pretieuse, by La Grange. Nine presenta-

tions in all were given ; then the more popular Cocu

imaginaire replaced the offering of Gilbert to the Pre-

cieuses.

In the curious work of Somaize, le Diclionnaire des

Pretieuses (1), Gilbert is given the pseudonym Gallus,

or de Gallus (2). The theatre is known as le Cirque, in

the Diclionnaire (3), the Hotel de Bourgogne as le Grand

(1) Somaize, Antoine Baudeau, sieur de, Le grand Diclionnaire des

Pretieuses, historique, poetique, geographique, cosmographique, chrono-

logique et armoirique, oil I'on verraleur antiquite, costume, devises, etc.,

parle sieur de Somaize, Paris, Jean Ribou, 1661, 2 vol. petit in-8°.

(2) Cf. Op. cit., I, 82, note.

(3) Cf. Op. cit., I, 190, note.
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Cirque (1), or le Cirque des Grecs (2), and the Italian

theatre where Moliere was first installed (3) as le Cirque

des Ausoniens (4). While a comment of the Diclionnaire

on Gilbert's work is made only with the intention of

comparison, it is interesting to us as the only information

we possess of the nature of Gilbert's offering. The two

or three lines which constitute our entire information

are :
*' Gallus voudra faire paroistre au Cirque un ouvrage

a la louange des Pretieuses ; mais le succez de la satyre

sera plus heureux que celui du panegyrique "
(5). Evi-

dently Gilbert's la Vraye el la fausse prelieuse was de-

signed to smooth the ruffled plumage of the Precieuses

who found cause for offense in Moliere's Precieuses

ridicules. But the panegyrique had a very short life,

nine performances only, while the salyre, triumphant

at the time of its creation, goes on repeating its success

to the present day.

In the ''' Chronologique" of the Diclionnaire Gilbert's

phrase is adopted. Under 1659, section XIX, we read

of :
" ... Troubles impreveus a I'occasion des fausses Pre-

tieuses" (6), referring to the protests against les Precieuses

ridicules. Section XX continues the subject :
" Les

Pretieuses se verronl dans une conslernalion fori grande,

lorsque les Ausoniens se serviront de leur nom pour atlirer

le monde dans leur cirque el pour rendre leurs speclacles

plus agreables " (7). The name of the group serving as

advertisement to a work which they felt constituted a criti-

cism of themselves, naturally gave displeasure. The anxi-

ety of the Prelieuses a second time when they see their

name used to draw le monde, this time au Cirque des

Grecs (8), ismentioned in section XXVI, the occasion being

(1) Cf. Op. cit., I, 54, n.

(2) Cf. Op. cit., I, 189, n. 1.

(3) Cf. Registre de la Grange, p. 3.

(4) Cf. Diet, de Pret., I, p. 185-188-189
; Chronologiqiie, XXVI.

(5) Cf. Op. cit., I, p. 190.

(6) Cf. Op. cit., 1, p. 188, sec. XIX.
(7) Op. cit., I, sec. XX.

{8) Cf. Op. cjf., I, p. 189, sec. XXVI.
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evidently, Gilbert's comedy. One other reference to the

piece is in the glossary where the terms used by the

precieuses are defined. The expression " les braves

incommodes " as the equivalent of filous is attributed to

" Galliis en ses Vrayes el fausses Prelieuses (1).
"

Several other works used the name Precieuses. A
comedy by I'Abbe de Pure, in 1656, is noted in the

Diclionnaire as a premiere aitaque (2). Somaize brought

out in 1660 a one-act comedy, Les Veritables Precieuses

in the preface of which he incorporated an insult to

Moliere (3). The same author presented a versified

form of les Precieuses ridicules in 1661 (4). Le Proces

des precieuses, a one-act versified comedy in 1660 (5),

and several other arrangements and re-arrangements

of some of the above.

An allusion to what may be the work of Gilbert

occurs in Sorel's Connaissance des tons livres : "Vers ce

temps-la, on fit imprimer quatre Volumes d'un Livre

intitule la Precieuse, ou le Mystere des Ruelles... Ce livre

donna sujet a une Comedie Italienne de ce nom, laquelle

fut imitee en FranQois, sous le titre des Fausses Pre-

cieuses (6)." The four-volume work referred to is

evidently the roman of the Abbe de Pure, mentioned in

le Diclionnaire des Prelieuses (7). The statement about

the Italian comedy is puzzling. The list in the Dram-

maturgia of Lione Allacci gives no similar title (8). It

is probable that the allusion is to the one-act comedy

of the abbe de Pure which was given at the theatre of

(1) Cf. Op. cit., I, p. 102.

(2) Cf. Op. cit, II, p. 334-5.

(3)
" La Preface est insultante pour Moliere ", La Valliere, Bihl. du th

jr. , III, p. 59.

(4) Cf. Op. cit., Ill, 59.

(5) Cf. Op. cit., loc. cit.

(6) SoREL (Ch.), Dela connaissance des bonslivres, ouExamen de plu-

sieurs autheurs, Amsterdam, 1672, p. 409.

(7) Cf. Did. des Pr., II, 334.

(8) Drammaturgia di Lione Allacci, Venezia, 1755, 8°.
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the Italians, in Paris (1), which fact may have been the

cause of the description Comedie Italienne.

Probably no loss from the complete work af Gilbert

is so greatly to be regretted as this presentation of the

Precieuses from the favorable point of view. The fact

of the author's association with women more than

with men points to him as a logical defender of the sex.

His association at this time with the Queen of Sweden

as her Resident in France gave the author some social

prestige. His reputation as a bel-esprit (2) brought him

in contact with the group interested in having the

advantageous side of their social tenets and practices

presented to a public which had been all too ready to

applaud the caricature.

The title suggests a contrast between two types, that

which the public had already seen through Moliere's

ridicule, and the type which represented the Precieuse

as she saw herself. The confrontation of the imitator

by the perfect example that she strove vainly to copy

might have provided situations on a par with the best

of comedy. Were the lines of the merit of those of

Arie el Petus (of 1659), and the situations the equal of

those of les Intrigues amoureuses (1667), published nearly

a decade later, though in all probability written not

more than five years later, the piece deserved a longer

life than its nine presentations. It is presumable, since

la Vraye precieuse was so short-lived, that it possessed

neither the good lines of the one, nor the amusing situa-

tions of the other piece.

Huon de Bordeaux

The month of May was practically filled out by la

Vraye el fausse preiieuse. The success of the offering

(1) V. supra.

(2) Cf. " C'est en effet en qualite de bel esprit que la reine de Suede
:s'attache I'auteur d'Endymion, d'Arrie et Poetus, etc. " Diet, des Pret.,

II, 239.
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which superseded it, le Cocu imaginaire, resulted in its

being relegated to oblivion, evidently. During the twa
months, which followed the death of la Vraye preiieuse^

nothing is known of the activities of Gilbert for the

theatre, but in August of the same year, a new piece-

by him was produced at the Petit Bourbon. The
BegisiredeLa Grange lists for Jeudy 5, (of August, 1660)
Huon de Bordeaux. A marginal date opposite this

entry is : ''Piece nouvelle de Mr. Gilbert". The same
piece was given Saturday and Monday, the seventh and
the ninth. It was repeated the third of September,
which fell upon Friday, and the following day, Saturday,
the fourth, was given at the Louvre for the king. Mon-
day and Tuesday of the following week the bill was
le Cocu Imaginaire and Huon de Bordeaux. Difficulties

about the hall supervened ; the Petit Bourbon was
demolished. In January (1661 ), the company of Moliere

opened at the '^ Pallais Boyal" (1). This new endeavor
began the twentieth, and it is not until the twenty-
fifth of the following month that Gilbert's name is again

mentioned
; then it is in connection with another new

piece. But in June, Mardy 28, and Mercredi 29, Huon
de Bordeaux is again seen, this time with the new Escolle

des Maris, which was given its premiere the previous

week, Vendredi 24. This double bill was the offering

for seven performances (the regular number) until the

tenth of July. Then a tour into the provinces was
made and the bill as given in Paris was performed at

Vau for Fouquet. The company returned to Paris at

noon, " vendredi 15 pr jouer Huon de Bordeaux et

I'Escolle des Maris ". This bill was the regular pro-

gramme up to the end of July. The last date is Juillei

25. Huon appeared during this reprise, in the summer
of 1661, thirteen times at the theatre, and once before

Fouquet at Vau, fourteen times in all. The previous

year Huon had had six presentations in the theatre

(1) LoRET, Muze Hist., vol. Ill, p. 273, date, oct. 1660.
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and one at the Louvre before the king. There are, in

all, twenty-one performances of Huon de Bordeaux to

the author's credit. No hint of the text has been

preserved. It is interesting that the subject, from an

Old French legend, should have appealed to Gilbert (1).

Le Tyran d''Egypie

A production of Gilbert's given by Moliere's company
soon after their installation at the Palais-Royal has

been mentioned. This new venture, le Tyran d'Egyple,

was first given the twenty-fifth of February, and is

documented by the marginalia of La Grange as a " Piece

nouvelle de M. Gilbert ". This was repeated on Sunday,

the twenty-seventh, and again Le 29 Mardy Gras. It

appeared upon the regular theatre days until March

thirteenth. It was offered twice in May, the first and

the third. On the twenty-fourth of June, VEscolle des

Maris was given its premiere^ and le Tyrant d'Egyple

was shown with it (2). This was upon a Friday.

Sunday, Huon de Bordeaux was substituted for le

Tyrant d'Egyple on the bill with the new Moliere success.

Nothing further is heard of le Tyran d'Egyple. It was

seen ten times between the twenty-fifth of February

and the twenty -fourth of June, 1661, and then entirely

disappeared.

(1) For the story of Huon de Bordeaux, cf. F. Guessard, Anciens

Poetes de la France, Paris, 1860, S**.

In his The System of Courtly Love (Boston, 1896) Mott speaks of the

extreme freedom of Huon de Bordeaux, in the Old French version.

Cf. op. cit., 25 n.

(2) In the " Notice " of I'Ecole des Maris the editor notes " Vendredi

24 ™e Juin, Tyran d'Egypte, avec la l^e representation de I'Ecole des

Maris. He gives a foot-note on Gilbert's title, as follows :
" Nous

ne Savons quel etait I'auteur de cette piece, non plus que d'Huon

de Bordeaux. Nous ne les trouvons mentionnees ni dans le Diet,

des th., des fr. Parfaict, ni dans celui de Leris ". (Euvres de MoliSre

M. Grds. Ecriv. II, 334 and n. 2, ibid.
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Theagene

After the twenty-fifth of July, 1661, we do not find the

name of Gilbert associated with the theatre until the

following summer. The Maze Hisiorique, of July 15,

1662, gives Loret's notice of the performance of Thea-

gene, before Monsieur and Madame (1). The work is

cited by the freres Parfaict as a iragedie (2) and is called

serieuse by Loret who speaks of its premiere as follows

:

Hier qu'il etoit Vendredy,

A quatre heures apres-midy,

Monsieur, avec sa belle Epouze,

Et des siens plus de deux fois douze,

Tant Domestiques, qu'autrement,

Prirent un grand contentement,

A voir une Piece nouvelle,

Fille de la docte cervelle,

Du sage & renomme Gilbert,

En I'Art d'Apollon tres-expert,

Que Messieurs de FHotel joiierent

Et que bien des Gens admirerent,

Tant pour rexcellence des Vers,

Que pour ses intrigues divers,

Et la conduite juste et belle.

Que par-tout on remarque en elle.

Theagene en est le Heros,

Et pluzieurs tiennent ce propos,

Qu'on n'a jamais vu sur la Scene,

Rien de plus beau que Theagene.

Mais comme ce sujet nouveau.

Est aussi serieux que beau,

II fut, avec grand eficace,

Suivy du Baron de la Crasse,

(1) Philippe, the brother of Louis XIV, had recently married Hen-

riette d'Angleterre, the beautiful and greatly admired sister of Charles II,

king of England.

(2) Cf. Hist, du th. fr., t. IX, p. 142.
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Farce, d'une rare fagon,

Dont est Autheur le Sieur Poisson,

Je ne sgay que par oiiir dire,

L'article que je vien d'ecrire
;

Quand ce seroit pour des Trezors,

Le Vendredy point je ne sors :

Mais, demain, sur un banc, ou chaize,

Je verray Theagene, a I'aize,

Princesse ! et je croy qu'aussy,

Vous aurez le mesme soucy
;

Car cette Piece en vaut la peine,

Quand bien vous seriez une Reyne (1).

As in the case of the three pieces mentioned above, this

tragedy remained unpublished. Rigal's Alexandre

Hardy mentions Gilbert's authorship of a piece of this

title, and cites Loret (2). This is simply a note upon the

factof theplay as having been presented. It is based on

the authority of Loret. As was noted in the discussion

of les Amours d'Ovide (3) Gilbert wrote upon a subject

which had been attempted by Racine. The same is

true in the case of Theagene. Louis Racine speaks of the

tale of Theagene el Chariclee in the romance of Heliodorus

as having been a favorite with his father. One of

Racine's earliest efforts at dramatic composition seems

to have been upon this subject. While at Uzes he

began a tragedy, " dont le sujet etait Theagene et

Cariclee... II abandonna enfm cette tragedie, dont il n'a

rien laisse... "
(4) Since Racine was back in Paris in

1663 (5), his attempt may have coincided with Gilbert's

period of composition on the same subject. Nothing

more is known of the nature of the completed work than

of the abandoned effort.

(1) Loret, La Maze /list., Ill, 527.

(2) Cf. RiGAL, Alexandre Hardy et le theatre frangais, etc., Paris,

1889, p. 436 and n. 2.

(3) Cf. above, p. 166 and n. 2, id.

(4) Cf. Mesnard, "Notice biographique ", (Euvres de Racine, I, 228.

(5) Cf. Lanson, HisL d. la litt., fr., p. 539 (ed. 1912).
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Ero el Leandre

Robinet's verse is evidence that the public saw the

ast of Gilbert's dramatic works (exclusive of the opera).

The lettre of the twentieth of August, 1667, is as follows :

Poursuivons par un mot de 1' Hotel de Bourgogne,

Ou paraissoit Jadis une Dame Gigogne,

Le delicat Monsieur Gilbert

Y fait voir, dans le stile tendre,

Ou sans doute il est un expert,

Ero, I'infortunee, et son triste Leandre,

Qui, venant I'adorer, dans les ondes se pert,

lis sont representez, on peut dire a merveille.

Par le sieur Floridor et la grande Du Pare,

Que Ton nommeroit bien des Graces le beau pare,

Voyez-les, je vous le conseille.

Montfleury fait aussi le Recit de leur mort,

D'un air tres-digne de leur Sort,

Et qui pour eux remplit tous les coeurs de tendresse (1).

The fact that Mile du Pare played the role of Ero is

of interest (2).

No further hint than this very slight one has come
down to us to indicate the quality or the interest of

Ero et Leandre,

Five unpublished pieces add nothing to our study since

no part of the texts is now to be found. They serve only

to add five titles to the list of Gilbert's works for the

theatre. From the titles we may presume an interest

in romantic intrigue. Robinet's note of le stile tendre (3)

strengthens that impression. We have, in all, seventeen

titles to make up the sum of Gilbert's dramatic work,
— these exclusive of his one opera. With that inclu-

sion, his offerings to the public numbered eighteen.

(1) Les Continuateurs de Loret, II, 979-980.

(2) This is repeated by Lema/urier in Galerie historique des acteurs

du theatre frangais, Paris, 1810.

(3) V. sup.



CHAPTER X

OPERA
LES PEINES ET LES PLAISIRS DE L'AMOUR (1)

Gilbert was already launched as an author when opera

made its appearance in Paris. Italian players had been

familiar to Parisian audiences since Marie de Medicis

had installed a troop from her own land in the capital (2).

The possibilities of the Italian opera as a diversion for

Paris were quickly perceived by Mazarin. The first

opera, performed in Italian in 1647 (3), was due to his

efforts to introduce the genre of his native land to

Paris. At this time Gilbert had two successful plays

to his credit, Marguerite de France, and Telephonic.

There is small probability that at the moment of its

introduction he contemplated composition for the new
form. There may have been no thought at the time of

its introduction that this imported form of amusement
would take root in the soil of France, and in time pro-

duce a native branch. It was many years before a

(1) Les peines et les plaisirs de Vamour. Pastorale representee

par rAcademie Royale de Musique I'An 1672. Les Paroles sont de

M. Gilbert & La Musique de M. Cambert [s. 1. In-4°].

(2) For presence of Italian players in Paris, under Henri IV and
Marie de Medicis, cf. La Laurencie, Lionel de, Les Crealeurs de I'opera

.frangais, Paris, 1921, pp. 129-130.

(3) Cf. " Vie de Philippe Quinault ", (Ew^res de Quinauli, I, 29 ff ;

Fetis, F. J., Biographie unwerselle des musiciens, Paris, 1860, vol. II

art. Cambert, and La Laurencie, op. cit., p. 136.
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text in French was offered upon the operatic stage.

The first opera in French was Pomoiie, by the abbe

Perrin (1). This was pastoral in nature, and seems to

have been universally condemned as very poor. The
success which it did achieve was due to the music written

by Cambert. The dictum of St. Evremond is to this

effect :
" Pomone est le premier Opera FranQois, qui

est paru sur le Theatre. La Poesie en etoit fort mechante,

la musique belle "
(2). These paroles Frangoises of the

abbe Perrin are characterized by de La Porte as, a la

verile fori mauvaises (3). The music is credited by the

same authority with having caused the success of "the

enterprise.

The experiment in a native opera was sufficiently

well received that successors to the initial effort were

sought. To the names of Perrin and Cambert, as

founders of the new genre, is to be added that of the

marquis de Sourdeac. Much credit for the success

of the representations was due to the beauty of the

effects produced by the use of "machines" which were

invented by the marquis. St. Evremond extolls the

excellence of the " machines" of Pomone. " Monsieur

de Sourdeac en avoit fait les Machines "
; he says,

" c'est assez dire, pour nous donner une grande idee de

leur beaute : on voyoit les machines avec surprise, les

Danses avec plaisir
; on entendoit le Chant avec agre-

ment, les Paroles avec degout " (4). All did not run

(1) Cf. Fetis, op. cit., art. Perrin, suppl. II (1880), p. 323 ; Touchard-
Lafosse, Chroniques secretes et galantes de VOpera (1667-1845). Paris,

1844, p. 63 ; Vie de Quinault, cit. sup., p. 33, and. La Laurencie, op. cit.,

pp. 182-183. Cf. also.

" Perrin qui tenta le 1®"^ en France ce genre ",

TiTON de TiLLET, Le Pdrnasse Frangais, Paris, 1732, p. 386; Fuller
Maitland, Dictionary of Music and Musicians, I, 448.

(2) Cf. St. Evremond, art. " Les Opera ", in Comedie, CEuvres Mes-
XEES, II, 248.

(3) Cf. Dictionnaire dramatique, 3 vols., Paris, 1776, II, 332,

(4) Cf. Op. cit., vol. II, p. 248.
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with perfect smoothness in the Httle company of pro-

ducers, and troubles arose between the abbe Perrin and

Sourdeac. *' A cette epoque les muses etaient les tres

humbles servantes de la fortune ; le machiniste titre,

sous pretexte des avances qu'il avait faites et dont

Perrin n'avait pu le couvrir, s'empara du nouveau theatre,

dont il ferma purement et simplement la porte au fon-

dateur (1) ", is the not too authentic account of one

chronicler of the times. The story of the disagreement

between the librettist and the "machiniste titre" is

told by Maupoint, also, who speaks of the recelte

of Perrin's production, as that of which the " Marquis

de Sourdeac... s'empara... loua un jeu dePaume vis-a-vis

la rue Guenegaud et pour se passer du sieur Perrin eut

recours au sieur Gilbert "
(2).

The French opera had been successfully launched.

The initiators of the novelty found themselves in the

position of having created a demand for which it threa-

tened to become difficult to find a satisfactory supply.

The recourse to Gilbert was not unwarranted. Two of

the author's pieces had called for the use of machines,

les Amours de Diane et d''Endimion and les Amours
d^Ovide. Lyrics and a chorus of amours had been sung

as parts of the first-named. Gilbert responded to the

appeal and composed les Peines et les plaisirs de Vamour.

This is described as an " opera pastorale heroique ".

A goddess, as a participant in the action, had raised les

Amours de Diane et d''Endimion £rom the level of simple

pastorale to pastorale heroique. For a similar reason

the name is applied to les Peines el les plaisirs, for

Apollo is the hero, and other deities have roles in the

piece.

Cambert, the Intendant de la Musique de la Heine

Mere, as he is named on the title-page of the folio copy

(1) Cf. Touchard-Lafosse, op. cit., p. 64.

(2) Maupoint, Bibliotheque des theatres, 1733, p. 241 ; Vie de Qui-

nault, cit. sup., p. 34 ; La Laurencie, op. ci(., p. 188.
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of the work at the Bibliotheque de I'Opera (1), called

by de La Porte Vorganiste, composed the music, as he

had for the first opera, Pomone. The dances were
arranged by the same person as for the former compo-
sition, Beauchamp, surintendant des ballets da roy,

was responsible for this important detail. The machines

were in charge of Sourdeac, and the actors and musicians

(many of whom had been brought from Languedoc)
were, with the exception of the heroine, the same who
had brought success to the abb6 Perrin's indifferent

libretto (2).

Either in November 1671 (3), or April 8, 1672, the

first performance (4) of les Peines el les plaisirs de

Vamour was given at the Academic royale des Opera (5),

as the institution founded by Perrin was called (6).

The success was immediate ; the recitalif, the prologue^

and the song called le Tombeau de Climene, are comment-
ed on with enthusiasm. If the praise seems to be all

Cambert's, it is to be remembered that the words suner

were due to Gilbert. Mile Brignolle (7) was so greatly

admired in the Tombeau number that she was was always

known afterward as la petile Climene (8). St.'Evre-

mond finds a great advance artistically in this second

opera, beyond the first :

(1) Bibliotheque de VOpera, Cambert 2, folio.

(2) Cf. Maupoint, Op. cit., p. 241 and also Preface, Recueil des

Opera, Ballard, 1703 ; Touchard-Lafosse (G.), op. cit., p. 62.

(3) Cf. Lajarte, Bibliotheque musicale du theatre de I'Opera, 2 vols.

Paris, 1878, I, 20 ; also Fuller Maitland, op. cit., I, 448.

(4) Cf. Recueil, cit. sup. ; La Laurencie, {op. cit.), p. 188, gives

premiers mois ; cf. also Clement et Larousse, Dictionnaire des operas,

art, " Peines et plaisirs "... ' le 8 avril 1672 '.

(5) Cf. Title-page, ed. Varennes, Paris, 1672.

(6) Letters patent were granted Perrin for the establishment of an
Academic des Opera en Langue Frangoise, in 1669. Cf. Preface of

Recueil de Op., cit. sup. ; Vie de Quinault, cit. sup., p. 31 ; also art.

Perrin. Fetis, op. cit. Suppl. II, p. 324.

(7) The name is found Brignolle and Brigogne. Maupoint gives the

former spelling, p. 241, while Lajarte, p. 20, Fetis, and others give

Brigogne.

(8) Cf. Fetis, op. cit., Suppl. I, p. 144 ; St.-EvREMOND, op. cit., II, 249 .
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" C] En voici un autre : Les Peines eb les Plaisirs de

I'Amour.

G] Get autre eut quelque chose de plus poli, et de

plus galant, les Voix et les Instrumens s'etoitent deja

mieux formes pour rExecution. Le Prologue etoit beau,

et le Tombeau de Climene fut admire (1).
"

The subject of the text composed by Gilbert is slight

and fanciful. The story is that of the love of Apollo

for a woman and its consequences : jealousy, intrigue,

death, and the translation of a mortal to the Empyrean
regions. A background for the use of machines, ballets,

and the melodies of Gambert was the chief need. But

a background which should rise above banality was the

great demand, after the unfortunate criticisms of the

text of Pomone. Gods and nymphs, some of the minor

denizens of the mythological cosmos, some bergers and

bergeres, personifications of abstractions, — as la

Renomee and la Jeiinesse— with the figures of the ballets

and choruses, carry out the intrigue.

The list of personages is a long one : Apollon, Amant
de Climene ; Climene, Nymphe de Diane ; Pan, Amant
d'Asierie ; Aslerie, Nymphe, Rivale de Climene ; Pliilis,

Bergere, Confidente d'Asterie ; Venus ; UAmour ; La
Renommee ; Deux Peiits Amours ; Mercure ; Trois

Graces ; Trois Muses ; Iris ; UAurore ; Les Songes
;

Faune & Les Saiyres ; Six Sacrificateurs ; Six Prestresses
;,

Spectres ; Chceurs de Bergers ; Chceurs de Bergeres ; Le
Ris ; Les Jeux ; and La Jeunesse. Since the Prologue

is considered apart, the Personnages du Prologue are

named as : Venus, La Renommee, II petits Amours^

and Les Nations.

The scene is appropriately laid in Arcadia (2). A
Prologue by Venus permits the skill of the designer of

machines to be exercised (3).

(1) Cf. (Em^res Meslees, II ; 249.

(2) La Scene est en Arcadie, au fleu^'e, aupres du Mont Cyllene.

(3) The plot is the story of the love of Apollo for a mortal, Climene.
The striking novelty of the piece is that Climene is dead and in her

Gabriel Gilbert. 17
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Not^ on the decoration indicate a frequent change of

scene. The first note is the indication of the scene for

the Prologue. In addition to the general note on the

scene :
" Arcadie au fleuve, aupres du Mont-Cyllene ",

is the direction : " Venus paroist dans un char tire par

des Colombes, avecia Renommee et deux petits Amours ".

The second note on decoration is for Act 11. The direc-

tion is :
" Une allee de Cypres, et au bout, une plaine et

des hameaux ". At the beginning of the second scene

is the note :
" Le Tombeau de Climene paroist. " Near

the end of this act there is a ballet of " les Spectres et les

bergers effrayez. " Pan and the satyrs come to the

rescue of the bergers effragez, the Spectres are driven

afway and the tomb vanishes ;
" Pan avec les Satyres

chassent les Spectres qui s'evanouissent et le tombeau
aussi ". For Act III there is indicated :

" Un Jardin

d'Orangers, de Fontaines et une plaine "
; for Act IV,

" un Verger et des Fontaines ". While no change of

scenery is indicated for the beginning of the fifth act,

early in the act, when the figure of Climene is unveiled

tomb at the beginning. A rival, the nymph Asterie, has caused her
death. The griefstricken god of light laments that he can no longer

perform his function for the world. Two acts celebrate the despair

of Apollo and the counsels, interventions, and proposed diversions of
deities and semmi-imortals : satyrs, fauns, nymphs, Graces, etc. The
third act sees Mercury bringing the half-wakened Climene to the upper
world. Apollo rails against Jupiter, who " makes laws but does not
keep them ", and at Amour, who causes all the trouble of lovers. After
much discussion on the part of the fauns, Graces, and Muses, Mercury
is seen leading a veiled figure toward Apollo. The veiled lady sings.

Apollo's friends beg him to accept this substitute for Climene. After
much cross-purpose in the intrigue, Climene is led by Mercury to Apollo,
in the final act. A palace with a throne appears amidst the joyous
group of singing amours who lead Apollo and Climene to the throne.
Apollo, seated, places Climene beside him, while the throne moTints
toward the heavens in which Venus is seen singing :

L'Amour prospice a vos desirs

Change vos Peines en Plaisirs.

The chorus repeats these woJds in refrain as the throne disappears
among the clouds.
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before Apollo, he commands :
" Qu'on prepare k Climene

un Palais magnifique, Avecque la Musique". The di-

rections indicate :
" Le Theatre se change et le Palais

paroist ". A few verses are sung, then there is a note :

•' Balets des Satyres, des Bergers et des Bergeres qui

dansent avec des Brandons de fleurs ". After the

ballet Glimene inquires :
" D'ou vient ce bruit melo-

dieux ?" Apollo repHes :
*' Venus paroist aux Cieux",

at which point the notes direct :
'' Le Giel de Venus pa-

roist ". At the beginning of the last scene the directions

call for :
" Une forme de Trone descend du Giel oil sont

deux petits Amours ".

The opera takes a decided step in advance, as all who
comment upon this production remark. The character

of the genre develops : it emerges from a pastoral with

interspersed songs and an introductory, or final, chorus,

to " airs " and an arrangement of words in recitative,

with choruses as an adjunct. Of the Gilbert-Gambert

work La Laurencie says : Ici, tout annonce I'opera ; il

y a des choeurs eclatants, une magnifique scene funebre,,

(le fameux " Tombeau de Glimene"), une scene champe-

tre, un recitatif ferme et expressif, qui au dire de Saint-

Evremond, " n'ennuyait pas, pour etre compose avec

plus de soin que les airs memes et varie avec le plus

grand art du monde " (1). The freres Parfaict look

upon the production of les Peines el les plaisirs as

having brought credit to the new Academy :

*' Representee par VAcademie Royale de Musique (2)

en 1672, qui lui fit beaucoup d'honneur "
(3). Gilbert

thus became the author not only of the second French

opera, but also of the first to achieve a distinct success.

The work is dedicated to Golbert. In this dedication

the author sees peculiar fitness : Je ne puis Vadresser a per-

(1) La Laurencie (Lionel), Lully, in the series, Les Mattres de la

Musique, Paris, 1911 p. 109.

(2) The name taken by the oragnization on Nov. 15, 1672, the

previous title having been VAcademie des Opera (see above, p. 25&, n. 6).

(3)Cf. Hist, du the. fr., t. VI, p 119.
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Sonne plus JLisiemeni qii''a vous {1) ,he says. The reason for

the appropriateness of the dedication is the activity of the

minister in promoting the interests of science and the

arts. He mentions the academies which have already

been established, " pour faire fleurir les Sciences et les

Arts (2) ". He speaks with appreciation of the plan

for the academy devoted to music :
" Yous avez fait

dessein d'en etablir une pour la Musique (3) ". This

projected academy the author speaks of as VAcademie
de VOpera (4), and Academic dc la Musique {b), indifleY-

ently. After making a parallel of the glory acquired

by Richelieu in the establishment of the Academie
FranQoise, and the brilliance of the Comedies produced

under his patronage, he predicts that the lustre given

by the new academy to its Prolecteur will be no less.

He notes the lack in the Academie Frangoise :
" Je ne

puis m'empescher de dire que la Musique est une
beaute essencielle qui leur manque, et qui est le plus

grand ornement de la Scene". He cites the example of

the Greeks, the inventors of le Poeme DramatiquCy

who marked the termination of each act by des Chceurs

de Musique. He marks the advance of the opera beyond

the accomplishment of the Greeks, in that it mingles

music with all parts of -the poem, and thus renders it

plus accomply in the consequent acquisition of une

nouvelle dme aux Vers. It is acknowledged that the

minister acts under the commands of the king, and

attention is called (at the close of the epilre) to the praise

of the glorious monarch by la Renommee, in the Pro-

logue.

The epiire is interesting not only in showing the thorough

classicist that Gilbert is, and his dependence for precedent

upon les Grecs, with the interesting light upon improve-

(1) Epitre.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid.

(^] Ibid.

(r>! Ibid.
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ment shown in the modern genre, but it throws a not

unimportant side-light upon the historical moment
when the new academy was being born. The author's

prophecy of fame to be acquired by the new organiza-

tion has been amply fulfilled.

Where did Gilbert get his title ? Is it due to the

French form of verses of Ovid's ? Did " Peu de plaisirs,

beaucoup de peines; voila le lot des amans (1)
" suggest

his alliterative title ?

The legend of Apollo and Glimene is one of the many
linking Apollo and a human in romantic story. A
reference to Apollo's connection with Glimene occurs

in Hesiod (2), and in Ovid's Metamorphoses Glimene

is alluded to as a former love, and as the mother of

Apollo's son Phaeton (3). Galderon's Apolo y Climene,

whose title suggests a connection, has no points of simi-

larity with Gilbert's plot. Glimene is a name which

occurs with frequency in French pastorals. A iragi-

comedie pastorale by G. S. de la Groix, published in 1629,

bears this as the title name. The name similarly served

Puget de la Serre for a iragi-comedie, published by
Sommaville in 1643 (4). These extravagant and unin-

teresting plays which celebrate the fortunes of princesses

disguised as bergeres, or lost, or banished, resemble in

no detail Gilbert's story. A Glimene figures in the list

of characters of le Triomphe de VAmour sur les bergers

el les bergeres, by Gh. de Beys (5). Some verses now
included in his poems show that the legend was in

Gilbert's mind earlier than the time of the composition

(1) Ars. amatoria, II, vv. 514, 515.

(2) Cf. Hesiod, Eustath. ad Horn., 1689.

(3) Cf. I, 756, and IV, 204.

(4) La Valliere says of this tragi-comedie :
" Cetle piece est peut-estre

la plus mauvaise et la plus ennuyeuse de toutes cellcs de la Serre ; et

c'est beaucoup dire ". (Bibl. dii the. fr., II, 283). Rememberiirg the
dedication of Gilbert's Hypolite, it is interesting to note that his work
is dedicated to the duchesse de Sully.

(5) Performed Jan. 22, 1655 ; cf. Prunieres (Henry), I'Opera italien

««n France aidant Lulli, pp. 339-343.
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of his libretto. In lines to la Diichesse de **** occur

these verses :

En vain bel amant de Clymene

Pour rendre nos desirs contents,

D'eclatantes couleurs tu peines les bords de Seine

Et nous ramenes le Printemps (1).

La Fontaine's Clymene (2) was contemporary with

Gilbert's and has no connection with it.

The characters are conventional. Apollo, the god of

the sun, grieves for the human he loved, and, deprived

of happiness, cannot give light to the world. Climene

is the pastoral heroine, graceful, tender, and with no
thought other than of her love. The role of Asterie is

greatly subordinated, in spite of her influence on the

plot. The character of Mercury is purely perfunctory,

the messenger of the gods. He becomes, however, the

conductor of Climene through the disguises given her

after her reappearance. Pan emerges into some pro-

minence and appears to be the master of ceremonies

in the final acts. The introduction of the Faun, a

humorous role, is new to Gilbert. He doubtless adopted

from Perrin's unhappy Pomone an element which had

been pleasing, for among the characters of this opera

is found a Faune, Dieu champetre (3). Gilbert has

spectres ; I'abb^ Perrin had Phantoms. Features of

the first opera presented which were commendable
were evidently imitated by, Gilbert.

Some of the lyrics of the piece are of more worth than

the detractions of Saint Evremond would lead one to

believe. The celebrated Tombeau de Climene, an antiph-

onal song in which Climene and Mercure sing in turn,

is, though slight, graceful :

(1) Les Poesies dwerses, p. 84.

(2) Cf. (Euvres (ed. Grs. Ecriv.), VII, 146-183, piece dated 1671.

(3) Cf. Recueil General des Opera representez par I'Academie royals

d» Musique, etc. Paris, Chez Christophe Ballard, MDCCIII, tome I..
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Cl. La Mort n'est qu'un sommeil

Et qu'une absence du Soleil,

Qui des sens vous oste I'usage
;

On est sans passion,

Sans desir^ sans ambition,

Sur le sombre rivage.

Et tout s'evanoiiit dans ce triste sejour.

Mer. Mais le fleuve d'oubli n'efface point I'amour.

Dans ces beaux lieux ou Ton t'adore,

Du divin Apollon te souvient-il encore
;

As-tu mis en oubli ce glorieux Amant ?

(1)

Another lyric sung by the Second Grace and the

Second Muse, in praise of love, makes use of the title

words. The songs given to the Faune are grossier. He
evidently executed dances both humorous and suggestive.

Resemblances are to he found between this text and les

Amours d''Ovide, both in similarity of subject and in the

case of a verse in the precieiix style which seemed to the

author worthy of repetition in this piece. In the first

act oi the opera Asterie laments

...la honte d'aymer sans pouvoir estre ayme (2).

In les Amours dfOvide Cephise had sung of the " mal que

d'aymer sans le dire (3) ". The author's VAri de plaire

is mentioned in the work referred to (4) and likewise

in the text of the opera :
" Get Etranger sgait Part de

plaire "
(5). But most striking of the textual resem-

blances is the use of :

Tracez d'un pas leger mille chiffres d'amour (6).

which had been invented for the earlier piece (7).

(1) in, 1.

mj, .1.

(3) Cf. les Am. d'O^., V, 1.

<4) Cf. Ihid., Ill, 4.

(5) IV, 10.

(6) III, 6.

(7) Cf. : Et trace de son pied mille chiHres d'amour ; lea Am.
d'Ov., Ill, 5.
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The note of patriotism which frequently sounds in

Gilbert's work may be more or less perfunctory, but
seems to indicate a sentiment dear to him. It focuses

in this piece in the Prologue and becomes a celebration

of the grandeur of Louis XIV. In a car drawn by
doves and accompanied by two pelits amours, Venus
appears. La Renommee (evidently a resplendant fig-

ure) advances in a char pompeux, en Vainqueur. La
Renommee sings the praises of the king. To her :

II n'a que de nobles desirs.

Et la gloire fait ses plaisirs,

(1).

Venus replies :

Des Dieux et des Heros, illustre M essagere,

Va d'une aisle legere

Dire en publiant ses exploits

LOUIS est le plus grand des rois ( 2).

A hint of a subject which the author has permitted

himself to develop in others of his pieces (3) is the crit-

icism of Jupiter made by Apollo. To Mercury's

message of command from Jupiter that he cause the

sun to shine upon the earth, Apollo retorts that Jupiter

makes laws but does not himself follow them (4).

The versification is varied : verses of twelve, eight,

six, and four syllables are found.

Several editions of the text exist. Since some of

these bear no date it is impossible to say which is the

earliest. A quarto edition bearing neither date nor place

on its title-page, giving no printer's name, and unaccom-
panied by privilege, acheve, or dedicatory epilre, is

listed first of the five copies owned by the Bibliotheque

(1) Prologue.

(2) Prologue.

(3) Cf. Hypolite and les Am. d'Oi'.

(4) III, 5.
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Nationale (1). A copy of this is to be found at the

Bibliotheque de I'Opera, also. The work has sixty-

pages. It is calatogued as of 1672 ; the title is : Les

Peines I elj les Plaisirs j de VAmour^j Pastorale j Repre-

sentee! Par VAcademieRoyale I deMusique, jVan 167 2. jLes

Paroles sont de M. Gilbert, I & I La Musique de M. Camhert.

A duodecimo copy, the second in a recueil of pieces,

and occupying pages 49-100 of the volume, bears exactly

the same title. This is considered to be of 1672, also.

Another duodecimo copy, bearing the date 1672 and pub-

lished by Varennes, has an entirely different title-page :

Opera I Pastorale I Heroique. I Des Peines et des Plaisirs

de VAmour, en Vers Lyriques. Par Monsieur Gilbert,

Secretaire & Resident de la Reyne de Suede. Representee

€n Musique a I'Academie Royale des Opera, I'an 1672.

[Device, Vase d''or] a Paris, chez Olivier de Varennes

au Palais, en la Gallerie des Prisonniers, au Vased'or-

M. DC. LXXII. This has 76 pages, the last page,

being numbered erroneously, 64. There are evidently

two printings of this, for a duodecimo, with same title-

page except printer''s device, identical in every other

respect, including pagination and misprint of 64 for

[76], is also found (2). This contains the epitre to Colbert,

and is interesting in claiming the old titles of secretary

and Resident of the Queen of Sweden, for the author who
had long discontinued the use of them.

In the Recueil General des Opera (3) the second opera

is : les Peines et les Plaisirs de VAmour (4). In the

Catalogue of the Bibliotheque Historiquc de la Ville

de Paris, a recueil printed by Ballard in 1714 is cata-

logued (5). The writer was unable to see this copy

{1) Cf. Catalogue.

(2) This i^ariant of the above is found at the Bibl. Maz. (21831 H),

and at the Bibl. de I'Ars. (B. L.9773, t. IV).

(3) Recueil general des Opera RepreseMez par V Academic royale de

Musique, dcpuis son etablissement. T. 1^^, A Paris, chez Christopher

Ballard... M. DCCIII.

(4) The title is the same as that of the quarto .

{5) No. 612523,2.
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as it could not be found at the library. In the Ballard

recueil the date of the opera is given « 8 avril 1672 ».

There seems no occasion here to record the variants

of these different editions. They consist of slight and

unessential details. Accents are changed from more
archaic to modern forms. The spelling of aimez,

fuyez, etc., (past participles) is replaced by aymes,

fuyes, etc. (The small duodecimo published by Va-

rennes had the modernized forms.) Certain stage di-

rections show some difference. The Varennes edition

directs that the dance, after the singing of the Prologue,

is accomplished by each of the designated "Nations'*

first separately, and later by the " Nations " all together.

The only textual difference is that the Varennes edition

gives the whole of an eight-line speech at the beginning of

Act V to Mercury. It evidently should be arranged as

in the other editions, four verses by Mercury and four

by Climene.

At the Bibliotheque de I'Opera, catalogued as Camberl,

2 is a folio vohime of thirty-five pages of the text of

les Peines ei les Plaisirs de VAmour. The full title of

this copy is : Les Peines ei Les Plaisirs de VAmour.
Pastorale Mise en Musique par M. Cambert. Intendant de

la Musique de la Heine Mere. A Paris. Par Chrisiopke

Ballard seul Imprimeur du Boy pour la Musique, rue

St. Jean de Beauvais, au Mont Parnasse. M. D. G.

LXXII. Avec privilege de sa Majesie. This work is

apparently a remnant of the partition of the opera. The
words are printed on music paper, and, the music has,

apparently, been put in by hand. The first four pages

consist 01 the Overture pour les violons. Next the

Prologue^ with the personages indicated. Paraissent

en Vair dans un char, follows the names of the Prologue

personages. Trio, a quatre, and danse are indicated.

Less than the whole of the first act appears. The
remnant maybe part of a copy started and never com-
pleted.
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In Chroniques secretes el galantes (l)a version of the

difficulty between I'abbe Perrin and Sourdeac is given,

and the statement of the crowding out of the abbe by

Sourdeac is made in which the name of Cambert is

coupled with that of the abbe. Then follows :
'

' Sourdeac

chargea Gilbert de composer une pastorale, dont Lully

fit la musique ... Le premier opera de Lully maintenant

oubhe meme de nom, produisit une vive sensation,

quoique les paroles qu'il avait fait chanter fussent d'une

desesperante fadeur "
(2). In spite of the erroneous attri-

bution of the music to Lully, the story evidently is

such a report of the success of the second French opera

as circulated in later years.

Ocular evidence confirms the statement in the compi-

lation by Fetis that a portion of the score of les

Peines el les plaisirs has come down to the present day.

In the first volume of the work by Fetis (3) may be

read :
" On trouve en manuscrit a la Bibliotheque impe-

riale de Paris la partition de celui qui a pour titre les

Peines el les plaisirs de VAmour. " The later statement

(in the Supplement of the same work) is, speaking of

Pomone and les Peines el les plaisirs :
" ... le manuscrit

qui nous reste du second n'en contient guere que le

quart (4)
".

In his Bibliotheque Musicale du theatre de Vopera,

Laj arte notes the disappearance of all traces of the

music of the first two French operas. He says : Pour

cet ouvrage [Pomone] comme pour le suivant [les Peines

el les plaisirs], la Bibliotheque de I'Opera n'a jamais

possede ni parties, ni fragments d'aucune sorte. Rien

n'est reste de I'oeuvre de Cambert (5). He explains

how easily the complete loss may have occurred after the

(1) G. Touchard-Lafosse, Chron. sec. et gal. de I'OpSra, Paris, 1844,

p. 65.

(2) Op. cit., p. 64-65.

(3) Fetis, Biographie des Musiciens, cit. sup., Art. Cambert, p. 162.

(4) Supplement I, p. 143.

(5) Cf. op. cit., I, 19.
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theatre in la rue Guenegaud was closed to opera, when
Lulli in supreme control was established at the Palais

Royale, where the Academie Royale de Musique played
only works of its dlredeur. " Qui aurait pu prendre
souci de deux ouvrages delaisses ? " he asks. Such
debris left behind in some corner of the theatre at the
time that les Comediens frangais s'y sont etablis would
have been considered useless, if noticed at all. Lajarte

regrets the lack of any remnant of the music of Cambert,
and states that even among the ancienne musique
preserved in the Archives de la Comedie-Frangaise, no
trace of the first two operas is to be found. The work
cited was published in 1878, and the fragment seen by
the writer at the BibHotheque de I'Opera may easily

have been a later accession to the collection.

In his les Createurs de VOpera frangais, La Laurencie
discusses the fragment of the music of les Peines el

plaisirs de PAmour and says :
" On ne peut que regretter

que la disposition de la musique affecte surtout les

parties les plus importantes de I'oeuvre et notamment la

scene culminante du Tombeau de Climene au I !« acte ( 1

)

"

.

No mention of the name of Gilbert, nor of Les Peines

el les plaisirs de PAmour occurs in the important work by
Prunieres on the opera before Lulli (2). Although the

name of Cambert is met with upon the pages of the

work, the second opera in French is entirely unnoticed.

(1) Op. cit., p. 190.

(2) Prunieres, Henry, VOpera iUllea en France aidant Lulli, Cham-
pion, Paris, 1913.
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NON-DRAMATIC WORK
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PSALMS

ODES

Although Gilbert's chief and most important work

was for the theatre, he participated in other ways in the

literary activity of his period. Launched as a drama-

tist, with two successful pieces to his credit (1), and

a member of a coterie of well-known literary

workers (2), he would be expected to write poems

to royalty and important officials. It is, therefore,

not surprising that in 1643 he should address an

ode to Anne of Austria upon her regency. I^ater incl-

uded in the Poesies diverses, this ode was at first

printed alone. A copy is to be seen at the Bibhotheque

Historique de la Ville de Paris (3) . The ode is the second

title in the Poesies diverses, and appears there as, A

(1) Marguerite de France (1641), and Telephonte (1642).

(2) Cf. Letter of Chapelain to Conrart, cited p. 37.

(3) A La Reijne, Ode. s. 1., s. d.p. 1-20, [signed, p. 20], G. G. This

copy is a small quarto broche. After Reyne, a ms. addition reads :

" Anne d'Autriche, en 1 640 "
; the O is corrected to 3. In pencil the note

Gabriel Gilbert appears upon the title-page, and on p. 20, the initials

have been supplemented with abr as abbreviation of the first name,

and ilbert to complete the last.
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la Reyne Mere siir sa Begence, 1643 (1). It consists of

thirty-eight strophes in eight syllable verse. In con-

ventional strain, with constant conscious effort to liken

every detail to the classics, he calls upon the Muses to

leave their mountains and come to praise the princess.

In the usual panegyrical vein the queen is said to surpass

Berenice, Didon, Helene. All the heroines sung by

Greece, Rome, and Anliquite fabuleuse are said to cede

to the queen. The " pagan beauties " are described

as inferior to the queen who has only desseins pieux,,

and whose beaux yeux and belles main& are led by la

sagesse. The sorrows of the people will be ended. The

poet anticipates les Jeux, les Tournois el les danses, which

will accompany peace. The queen is apostrophised as

the only one in the world who is Fille, femme, cfc mere de

Boy. The successes in war of the deceased monarch

are praised and his demise regretted.

The fact that a son, a prince, another Louis, remains to

France is emphasized and he is said to show signs already

of majesty.

The glorious ancestors of the young king are mentioned^

with eulogistic rapture, after the illustre sang of the

queen mother has been suitably lauded. The panegyric

closes with a timely and sincere prayer for peace :

Donne a ses subjets du repos

De ton sein, & chaste & fidelle

n sort un Lys digne de toy :

Et cette palme est immortelle,

Que tu remportes a Rocroy,

Mais la France est encor plaintive,

A la Palme, au Lys, joints I'Olive,

Ce seul bien manque a nos souhaits :

Que de ta main on le regoive, *

Et fais que la France te doive,

UnRoy, la Victoire, et laPaix.

G. G.

<1) Cf. *' Table ", Poesies diverses, de Luyne, 1661-
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Having sung the praise of one woman, the Queen

Regent, in 1643,, Gilbert devoted his pen to the praise of

ladies in general, in a Panegyrique des Dames, dedicated

to Mademoiselle, in 1650 (1). This time he chose prose

as his medium. The work is a small quarto volume of

forty-eight pages and recalls the glory and beauty of the

women of history and legend. It appears that the

contents, were composed to be given before M^^^ de Mont-

pensier, as the dedicatory epistle implies. The privileg:e.

of: the work is of the thirteenth of April, and the achem

d''lmprimer, of the twenty-ninth of May of the same year
;

an immediate publication which argues desire on the

part of some interested person to have the address

printed. Gilbert proposes to show, " que les femmes sont

plus parfaites que les hommes, et qu'elles ont droit de

demander la preference ".

When the famous women of antiquity and of legend

have been cited to prove the supremacy of the sex, the

tribute to la Grande Mademoiselle is complete, and his

thesis proved by his panegyrique.

How early the attention of the poet turned to Christine

of Sweden as a subject of Ms praise in verse, it is difficult

to decide. In the Poesies diverses (2) an ode to La Reyne

de Suede is the third title found in the table. The date

affixed to the poem here is 1646. On page thirty-five

of the volume the poem is given with the title : A la

Reyne de Suede sur son couronnement. En MDCLI. Ode.

An edition of the Ode alone was published in 1655 by
de Luyne. The title-page of this printing is : Poeme

a la Serenissime, Reyne de Suede. Fail en Van 1651.

Par M^. Gilbert A Paris, chez Guillaume de Lvyne.

M. DC, LV. Avec Privilege da Roy (3). Whether th«

(t) Panegyrique des Dames, dedie a MademoiseUe par M. Gilbert,

A Paris, chez Augustus Courbe, Imprimeur et Libraire de Mgr le Due
d'Orleans, dans la petite sale du Palais, a la Palme. M. DC. L. avec
privil^e du Roy,

(2) Ed., 1661.

(3e]| This edition is to be found in the library oi Yale University.
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poem was composed in 1646 or in 1651, this confusion

of dates renders it impossible to say until an endorse-

ment of one or the other shall be discovered (1). The
ode is of eighty-five strophes of eight-syllable verse.

After the command that the doors of the palace of the

gods be opened for the passage of her glory into the

poet's verse, the Muses are invoked to make resound the

glory of the queen. From the rivages de la Seine, the

poet beholds Uranie prepare to place a crown upon the

head of the Grande Reyne. This divinity will publish

the renown of Christine from the Danube to the Ganges,

even to the land of the setting sun. Uranie will have

both eyes and ears filled with the wonder of the new
queen's court, and will bless the course which shows

her ce thresor of the Provinces de VOurse. The Nereids^

the venls, which assume for the occasion un soufle

respedueux, the Tritons, Neptune, Aurora, and Fortune,

in subjection to her glory, will proclaim her la Deesse

du Pole and a new Thetis, The habit of Christine, that

of rising early to study is remembered in :

Lors que ramour de I'Estude

T'arrache aux bras du sommeil,

the night is lighted by the brilliance of the queen. Her
interest in the public good is noted and the erudition

which in one,

En la fleur de ta jeunesse,

is the admiration of the age. The queen is likened to a

jeune Amazone and to the sun. Her fern, her porle, and

her yeux are celebrated. The Vierges sgavanles who had
their earliest home on the shores of VEuphrale, from

which they went to the Nile to establish their court.

The privilege for this poem is of August. 1, 1652, and is to Gilbert ; the-

acheve if of the 15th of February, 1655.

(1) The Coronation of the queen took place in November, 1650»
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thence to Greece and to les rivages Latins, would have

perished from the earth without the queen to welcome
them. The patroness of the virtues and the sciences,

the queen has caused the center of culture of the world

to remove from Greece to her country.

The queen is recognfzed as able to judge between

diverse theories :

... sans estre esblouye

Des feux de I'Academie.

The queen's versalility, her knowledge of languages,

which she speaks sans inlerprele.

... le divers langage

Et de la Seine & du Tage,

Et des vivans & des morts,

and her familiarity with the authors of antiquity are

celebrated. The authors of the Renaissance and Italy

are introduced into the verses to show the breadth and
inclusiveness of her culture. The queen does not des-

pise the Auiheurs of France, as this interesting strophe

notes :

ladis aux bords de la Seine

Bartas, Malherbe, & Ronsard

N'ont fait sortir de leur veine

Que des Chef-d'ceuvres de I'Art
;

Gombaut, Chapelain, Corneille,

Aujourd'huy charment I'oreille
;

Et portent loin leur renom,

Et mes Vers aux bords de Loire

Ne manqueront pas de gloire

Puisqu'ils chanteront ton nom (1).

The poet would have his Muse sing the praises of this

paragon au pied de Ion throne.

(1) PoSsies dwerses, p. 46.

Gabriel Gilbert. 18
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Mais a ces honneurs insignes

le n'oserois aspirer,

Et rEurope a trop de Cygnes

Que tu dois me preferer
;

The historians and poets are enumerated to lengthen

the list of the connaissances of the queen ; she is hailed as

a Guerriere, as VEsioile dii Norl. Minerva, the god-

desses and the Graces, the woman law-givers, Isis and

the female deities of Egypt and of Greece, the Erinnes,

Corinne, Aspasie, and the queens of antiquity, are all enu-

merated as hailing and welcoming the chief of all women
to attain glory, the Queen of Sweden. Interesting for

the recapitulation of women-warriors, since a name
which becomes a title of one of his tragedies there

appears, is the following :

le vois ouurir la Barriere

A riUustre Thomiris,

Et courir dans la carriere

Rhodogune & Nitocris (1),

a part of a strophe which recalls victories of women.
After which the example of Semiramis is remembered as

a modest parallel of the achievement of Christine.

The poem is without central idea beyond that of

claiming preeminence in all fields over all the ages for

the queen. The author displays his erudition in bring-

ing forth examples from ancient history and legend,

from mythology and literature, and his knowledge of

all the fields of literature and learning, in recalling all

the great names. He displays an innocent pride in his

use of proper names, with which his verse is overloaded,

and achieves some interesting rhythms and rhymes. Geo-

graphical names, both of antiquity and of modern times,

ornament his verse ; and the poet is undaunted by

fl) Poisies dwerses, p. 61.
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even the harsh vocables of the name of the queen's

capital city. Bravely he attacks its syllables; and as

Siocholme (1) or Siocolme (2) it finds a place in the verse.

The queen was to be made to realize that neither in

legend, in the glorious days of heroic antiquity, nor in

history throughout the ages had her equal been seen.

It would be interesting to know how much influence

this ode had upon the poet's later selection as secretary

of commandments to the queen. No information on

that point is at present obtainable.

No confirmation of the date of 1646 comes to

notice. The ode which is not in celebration of the

queen's coronation may have been composed at the

earlier date as an effort to attract the attention and

patronage of the queen. The poet may have lacked an

opportunity to use it at that time, and later seized upon

the occasion of the queen's coronation to publish it.

This ode is quite distinct from another effort in praise

of the same monarch, attributed to Gilbert by the cata-

logue of the Bibliotheque de VArsenal (3). A folio vol-

ume of fourteen pages, entitled A la Reyne de Suede

Panegyrique, published by.Loyson, 1653 (4), is cata-

logued as by Gabriel Gilbert. No name of author is to

be found either upon the title-page, or elsewhere The

poem is in alexandrine verse of, in the greater num-

ber of cases, extremely long strophes. The writer of

this essay does not believe the work to be Gilbert's.

The subject possesses more unity and sequence; the

verse is of longer flow and the transitions less abrupt

and more logical than in Gilbert's Ode. The subject is

treated more impersonally and with more restraint.

Pubhshed in 1653, unless written long before the date

(1) Poesies dwerses, p. 43.

(2) Ibid. p. 62

(3) Cat. no. « B. L. 11932. »

(4) A Paris, Chez lean Baptiste Loyson, au Palais, au Perron Royal>

a la croix d'Or. M. DC. LIII.
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of printing, the work is later than Gilbert's Ode. On
page four the author of the Panegyrique says :

Alors que ie t'admire en gardant le silence

Chaque voix peint Tesclat de ta Magnificence.

Gilbert's modesty, though naive, is sincere, while

the author of the Panegyrique recognizes his god-given

talent for speaking the langage des Dieux.

The Ode a son Eminence is that one of Gilbert's

poetical works, according to Goujet, which gives most
evidence of poetical genius. It was first published in

1659(1). Its composition is ascribed by Goujet to that

date, doubtless on the authority of the date of the first

printed edition of the single poem. It is included in the

Poesies diverses, where, as A Monseigneur le Cardinal

Mazarin, it is the fourth title. It is there dated 1660.

This long and ambitious poem is frequently referred

to as the best of Gilbert's non-dramatic poems.

The poem consists of forty-two strophes of ten verses

each ; eight syllable verse is used.

The cardinal is invoked as the Sage Pilote de la France

who watches over le bien de VEslal. The poet declares

that Uranie, who guides his ardent genie, wishes to testify

her love, and, in order to preserve the memory of the

great man, desires to publish his glory. With the

poet's usual inclusiveness, and gratifying his fondness

for the use of the name of the famous river of India,

the cardinal's praise is declared to be about to be carried

to the Ganges and to the Nile.

The poet feels, it is quite evident, the admiration he
expresses for the Cardinal-Minister. He speaks of the

early years of his hero (En la jeune ardeur de ton age),

(1) Goujet (Abbe), Bibliotheque frangoise, ou histoire de la litterature

frangoise, Paris, 1756. t. XVIII, p. 92. Delaporte, Du, Merveilleux
dans la litt. fr., Paris, 1891, pp. 190-198 cites edition of the Ode 1659.
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devoted to winning a name in military life. The later

adoption of an ecclesiastical career is mentioned as :

Preferant le Ciel a la terre

Quitta le demon de la guerre,

Pour suivre le Dieu de la Paix.

The poet's love of peace, which so frquently appears

in his dramatic work, leads him to laud the cardinal's

masterly eloquence which secured peace between Spain

and France. The poet recalls that the " sang des

Chrestiens " has been spared through the cardinal's act.

He anticipates that the glory of French courage and the

douceur and pieie of the peace-bringer will be sung

through all the world d'dge en age.

The cardinal is said to surpass the skill of -imperial

Rome for poHtical development.

The prudent and just guidance of the state through

the tender years of the youthful king are remembered,

and the wisdom that caused the king, upon assuming the

reins of government, to ratify his father's juste choix.

The victories over Germany are triumphantly sung,

and the treachery of false friends in the difficulties with

Spain deplored. The Fronde is given a place as iempestes

Civiles caused by sujets seditieux from which the Cardinal

Sceusi... Soriir de Dedale vainqueur.

The victories of the French arms in Italy and Spain,

due to the minister, are given a pastoral atmosphere by

the poet's treatment .

The English alliance is praised, since it brings France

success upon the seas. War for the sake of peace is

extolled.

The poet's dream of universal peace is mentioned as

a possible accompHshment of his hero if it may accord

with the best interests of the king. The king's illness,

from which he seems to be saved by the devotion of

his minister, and the renewal of prosperity, following the

cessation of war and plague, are commented upon.
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The celebration of peace is almost the last thought

with which Gilbert completes an ode of more unity and

logical sequence than any other composed by him. If

he has given a pastoral atmosphere to parts of his eulogy,

and has employed apostrophe and classical images without

stint, it has been, as to the first, with the intention of

giving grace and lightness to a weighty subject, adorning,

as it were, the airain with festoons of ribbons. Gilbert is

seen to be living up to the expectation of a period in

which the Modernes had not yet been born and the

Anciens exacted a tribute to which no exception was

permissible.

Delaporte derides the appearance of nymphs on the

banks of the Po, citing as an example of the ridiculous

merveilleux paien to be found in the Ode (1) :

Le P6... sur ses vertes rives

Voyoit ses Nymphes fugitives,

and,

La Nimphe de Sambre allarmee

Par la marche de nostre armee,

Dans sa grotte paslit d'effroy.

The verses referring in figurative language to the

death of Richelieu justly cause the same critic to express

disapproval (2). Naturally a more direct statement

might have been made than,

De^uis que la cruelle Parque

Trancha les joiu-s de Richelieu,

but the day of simplicity and directness had not yet

(1) Cf. Delaporte, Du meiweilleux dans la UUerature frangaisa sous

le regne de Louis XIV, p. 190, Paris, 1891. The citation is from the

edition of 1659.

(2) Cf. Op. cit., p. 198.
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arrived, and the hero thus celebrated would in all prob-

ability have found nothing ludicrous in the expression.

The ode written in 1660 (1), Sur le Manage du Roy

el de la Reyne (2) is more artificial, more in the tone of

the classical pastoral than the preceding.. The poet

has not been inspired by the same sincere admiration

which prompted his praise of Mazarin. The rejoicing

over the marriage of the king is a conventional expression

of the public sentiment.

In verses which might have a place in les Amours de

Diane el d''Endimion,' or in les Peines el les plaisirs de

VAmour, Renommee is seen preceding the royal bride

and,

De fleurs la terre est semee

Devant celle qui la suit.

The bride is hailed as ce jeune Aslre, and the political

aspect of the marriage is hinted at, while her youth and

the country from which she comes are, with the delicacy

and indirectness which the poet believes seemly, alluded

to in :

Et vient des Monts Pyrenees

Dans ses belles matinees.

Appropriately, since the collection is dedicated to the

king, this conventional and perfunctory song of praise

has the first place in the Poesies diverses. The work of

plusieurs annees is offered the king, in the eptlre dedi-

caloire^ with the assurance that the author counts him-

self fortunate " d'eslre ne Frangois, el de vivre sous le

regne glorieux de Voslre Majeste.
"

(1) " Faite en 1660" is the statement of the Table of the PoSsies

diverses.

(2) The title of the ode given in the Table of the recueil is, Au Roy
sur son maria^e.
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Poesies Diverges (1)

The recueil thus proffered in appreciation of the priv-

ilege of being a subject of the glorious monarch,
consists of several parts. The first division is that of

the Odes, certain of which have been noticed above.

There is also one to the king of Sweden, dated

1658, and one to the king of England, dated 1661.

The Odes are followed by Poemes. First on this list are

VAri de Plaire des Dames and VArl de Plaire des Hommes.
Le Portrait d'Alcidiane (2) immediately follows. This

portrait, in the style of the period, is followed by Elegies

(pages 91 to 131). Next are given Madrigaux (pages 133

to 152). Following these are Les Poesies Chretiennes

(153-165). Sonnets is the next title (pages 168-169).

Quatrains, the last title of the book, fill the three re-

maining pages. In the spirit of Les Poesies Chretiennes,

the Sonnets and Quatrains are religious and devotional,

the Elegies slight, evidently addressed to acquaintances

of patrons and patronesses, under pastoral pseudonyms.

On page 109 is found A M^^ la Duchesse de *** Sous

le horn d'Olympe, which praises the attractions of the

duchess in hyperbolic terms.

The elegie is found in the manuscript recueil of Con-

rart (3) where it is given as addressed to the duchesse

de Sully. However among the poems written after

the death of Tancrede de Rohan, one from Scudery is

to be found in which he addresses as Olympe the young
duchesse de Rohan (Marguerite de Rohan-Chabot).

In Gilbert's elegie is found the one personal note, (which

(1) Les Poesies Diverses de M. Gilbert, Secretaire des Commande-
mens de la Reyne de Suede & son Resident en France. A Paris chez

Guillaume de Lnyxie, Libraire... M. DC. LXI. Avec Privilege du Roy.

(2) Andre Mareschal had published a prose Portrait de la jeune

Alcidiane.

(3) Recueil Conrart, Bibliotheque de rArsenal.
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is not a distinguishing one to the searcher who would

estabhsh the identity of Olympe) (1)

:

Et ses deux yeux bruns, ces aymables tyrans.

The poet begins with an address to Daphnis (2), to whom
he speaks, in praise of Olympe. The last of the poems,

among those grouped as elegies, is one, Sur la Mod de

Daphnis, Stances. This evidently is written to honor

the memory of a friend who has died, but the pastoral

note is so insistent, and the precieux expression so pro-

fuse, that it is difficult to imagine a society so artificial

as to find the poem pleasing upon a solemn occasion :

Daphnis d'Amarillis croyant suivre I'envie,

Finit sa triste vie.

Le jour qu'il fit couler son sang avec ses pleurs

Amarillis faisoit des Guirlandes de fleurs,

' Pour luy faire un present, et couronne sa teste

A la premiere feste.

It is impossible not to permit the question, is the

person whose blood has been made to flow, Tancrede,

the much discussed son of the duchesse de Rohan ?

Tancrede was killed in the Fronde, and Gilbert wrote

his epitaph (3)

The Madrigaux are even less serious than the Elegies.

Among them is to be found one already cited (4) in praise

of Ovid, and addressed to Philis. This is entitled Sur

VArl d^aymer d'Ovide, and might have been written upon

a page of a volume of Ovid :

(1) Cf. reference to Gilbert's VArt d'aymer, " A Olimpe ", mentioned

by LachSvre, Recueil... II, p. 249, (dated 1653).

(2) Cf. Lachevre, op. cit. sup., loc. cit. : Daphnis un moindre objet...,

dedicated to M°»e de Sully (dated 1653).

(3) Cf. above, pp. 11, 12.

(4) Cf. above, p. 167.
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Cette lecture est sans egale
;

Ce livre est un petit Dedale,

Ou I'esprit prend plaisir d'errer
5

Philis suivez les pas d'Ovide

C'est le plus agreable Guide,

Qu'on peut choisir pour s'egarer (i).

The last of these Madrigaux is the enigmatical, a La
Reyne de Suede, Madrigal :

En servant cette Reyne egale aux Amazones

le n'auray pas perdu six ans :

Car qui sgait donner des Couronnes,

Sgait faire d'autres presens (2),

From the examples given it will be seen that Gilbert

is a typical poet of his period and of the group of Beaux'-

esprifs, rather than a genius towering above his contem-

poraries. His poetry is marked by no originality, nor

by depth of thought. It reflects the subjects in vogue

at the time, the point of view of the Precieux, and the

artificial treatment of all themes considered suitable

for poetical composition. The most interesting portion

of the book, from the point of view of the light it sheds

upon the poet, is the preface, in which his ouvrages de

plusieurs annees are dedicated to the king. This dedi-

cation has already been quoted as a record of the poet's

desire to become the king's biographer (3). The compo-

sition reveals the poet's own idea of the work which he

thus offers his monarch. He says :
" Ge livre que je luy

consacre est une peinture des actions des plus grands Heros

et des plus grands Roys de I'Europe. Et i'ay mis V. M.a
la teste, parce qu'elle les surpasse tous par ses Vertus, et

qu'elle commande a la fleur des Nations" (4). There are

|1) Poes. div., p. 146.

(2) P. 152.

(3) Cf. above, chap, i, p. 32.

(4) Epitre " Au Roy ".
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references to Henri le Grand and to the king's conduct

of wars and of the state, equal to the skill of his great

ancestor. The king is said to surpass his great ancestor

by the fact that he reigns over his passions as absolutely

as over his people.

The difference between the date of the privilege and

that of publication is likewise a question whose answer

might shed come light on the history of Gilbert. The

privilege was granted the 8 mars 1654, and is given to

the poet himself who is named "le sieur Gilbert". The

title is inaccurate, since it is given as Les (Euvres diverseSf

conlenani un poeme a la Reyne de Suede, VArl d''aimer ou

de plaire, el aulres Poesies. A note is affixed stating

that, " le sieur Gilbert a cede et transports le droit de son

Privilege k Guillaume de Luyne, pour enjouir selon

I'accord fait entr'eux". The acheve dHmprimer is of

le 14 juillet 1661. The various divisions of the book

were published singly previous to the publication of the

recueil, with the exception of the shorter poems. It is

possible that there had not seemed to be a demand for

the collection, since the more ambitious efforts were

already in circulation separately. The years indicated

are those of Gilbert's service with the Queen of Sweden.

It may be concluded that the occupations of the poet

with the secretaryship prevented his attention to the

publication of works previously composed.

l'art de plaire

I. Uart de plaire des dames {!)

On the eighth of March, 1654, the day of the granting

of the privilege of the Poesies diverses, the poet was

granted the privilege for the publication of VAri d^aymer

ou de plaire. In fact the title, included among those

(1) L'Art de plaire, a la Serenissime Reyne de Svede. Paris, de Luyne,
1655.
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mentioned for the recueil called CEuvres diverses (1),

is found in that privilege. The acheve dHmprimer is of

the eighth of February, 1655. One month less than a

year intervened between the privilege and the acheve

d'imprimer. The popularity of the subject may have
called for its printing earlier than the recueil. More
probably the cause may be assigned to the luster of the

names of the proiecleur and protectrice of the two books of

VArl de plaire. The second book, aux hommes, is dedi-:

Gated to Monsieur, frere unique du roy, while the first

book is dedicated to la Serenisseme reyne de Suede.

The privilege permits a choice of two wordings of the
title : L'Art d'aymer ou de plaire. Though no reference

to Ovid is made in the poem or epilre^ the imitation is

obvious. The first of the two forms offered for the title

is that of Ovid. Ars amaloria would naturally become
VArl d'aimer in French. A couplet of Rotrou's Ange-
lique ou la Pelerine amoureuse gives the form of our

title and may have suggested it to Gilbert :

Get aymant des esprits, cet art de plaire aux Dames,

D'ensqrceler les coeurs, & d'enchanter les ames (2).

The dedication is to the Queen of Sweden, to whom the

author says h^. has long wished to present one of his^

works. The desire to practise upon the portraits of

other heroines before attemptiiig that of the queen

has led to the postponement of that plan to the present

moment. The sovereign of Sweden is acclaimed with

more restraint in the epitre than in the poem of 1651, yet

superlatively. The queen is said to possess not only

the charms of her own sex, but the qualities which

distinguish the other. The Amazones are surpassed

by her Majesty, for she adds knowledge and eloquence

to their beauty and courage. The improvement of her

(1) Cf. Prw., Poesies diverses.

(2) Published 1637, Sommaville, Paris, cf. Act V, so. 5 (p. 96).
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people in polishing their mceurs and the cultivation of

les beaux arts are said to be her occupations. Neither

her rank nor that of her family are the source of the

brilHance of the queen, but her propres Vertus. Praise

of the wisdom and success of the queen's reign is

followed by the declaration that she enjoys a distinctive

merit which she shares with no other monarch, for her

Majesty : " A quitte le Sceptre, elle a meprise ce qui borne

les desirs des ames les plus ambitieuses ; et s'est eslevee

au-dessus des plus grands Monarques, en mettant k

ses pieds les Gouronnes qu'ils font vanite de porter sur la

teste.... Vostre Majeste... n'a rien diminue de son rang

Auguste, elle a continue de regner sur ce qu'il y avait de

plus illustre dans ses Etats, et s'est reserve seulement

I'Empire qu'elle avoit sur elle-mesme " (1). Though the

external marks of royalty are left behind, she is not de-

prived of the following of a glorious Cour, for the graces

and vertus accompany her everywhere. Renommee (2)

is said to go before her. The author gracefully introduces

the thought of the queen's probable desire to see the

capital of France, " qui n'est pas la moins celebre et

la moins pOmpeuse de toutes "
(3). The free intercourse

of the ladies with men in society is instanced as the

means of creating new perfections ; each strives to be

supreme over many competitors. Hence the ladies

of the French capital become expert in " le plus beau de

tous les arts, qui est celuy de Plaire ". The author

states that the portrait that he thus places under the

protection of her Majesty is only a " crayon imparfait

de leur Merite ". The epitre closes with a tribute to the

queen in which the author places the ladies of the

French court as far ahead of all others as the queen

is " au-dessus des autres Heroines ". The poem, then, is a

presentation of the French court lady as seen by the

author of Marguerite de France and Semiramis.

(1) Epitre.

(2) Cf . Les Peines et les plaisirs de Vamour ; Prologue, also.

{3) Epitre.
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The Deesses of the Seine and the Graces fllles dii Ciet

are invoked, and charged to parer son sexe... de ions les

agremens before appearing before the queen, ce hel Asire.

They are warned that they are not to pretend to give

instruction to the queen, for :

Son esprit sans defaut & ses vertus sans fard

Sont plus belles que vous & plus sages que I'Art (1).

The circumstances of the queen's advent and a recog-

nition of the strength of a character which could put

aside a crown are recognized in :

... qui s^ait mepriser I'eclat d'un Diadesme,

S^ait trouver son bon-heur a regner sur soy-mesme (2).

There are many repetitions of thought as Gilbert

praises the ladies of the court of France and anal-

yzes their charm and the method of its acquisi-

tion. They are praised in generalities, as born under the

star of Venus, as possessed of enchantments which

enflame ; their bodily perfection is ac/ie/-d'ceuyreofnature

where all her treasures have been lavished for this end.

Virtues like diamonds, wisdom, honor, and noble

pride so distinguish them that men yield voluntarily to

their charm. They are Hke the beauties of mythological

(1) P. 2.

(2) There is a curious rapprochement between this thought and its

expression and a couplet found on the last page of the Panegyrique

(which seems to us not by the hand of Gilbert) . The verses are :

.,, faire tant flechir par sa valeur extreme

Est bien naoins glorieux que se vaincre soy-Mesme.

In his epttre to the queen Gilbert speaks of VEmpire sur soy-mesme,

which she reserves. Much earlier he put a similar sentiment into th©

mouth of Pembroke, in Marg. de Fr. :

Montrez vous aujourd'huy digne d'un diad6me,

II est plus glorieux de se Vaincre soy mesme,

De SQavoir de son coeur dompter les passions,

Que de dans le Champ de Mars vaincre des Nations. (M. de F. V, 3)..
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legend : like those of Rome, Memphis, and Lacedemon
;

like, indeed, the glorious Amazone, to whom the poet's

youthful muse is consecrated.

The poet recognizes beauties of two classifications :

those who have valeur, and those who have adresse.

The first have dons merveilleux, and the second are

galandes. The beauties iendenl des rels (1) to deprive

man of his hberty. The author expands these two

classes and their systems with ideas and phrases which

at times become repetitious. An interesting simile,

used in connection with the thought that every one

seeks happiness, is :

Qu'on ne s'embarque pas si la mer n'est tranquille (2),

which recalls the story of Menage about the timidity of

the poet when it was necessary to venture upon the

Channel to go to England (3). A reference to "la chaste

pudeur qui luit sur leur beau teint" (4) recalls the chaste

pudeur of Phaedre (5). The expert use of dress, orna-

ments, jewels, perfumes, flowers, and veils, is mentioned

as characteristic of the galand group. The use to which

the mirror is put is particularly remarked. Gilbert dubs

the mirror "the Oracle", who inspires the beauties with

new modes :

II leur montre a tourner galamment leurs cheveux,

Pour engager I'esprit dans mille & mille noeuds (6).

(1) P. 4. Cf. les Am. d'Ovide, II, 4, Corinne says : Je luy tens des

retz
;

(also chap, viii, above.) and Ar. am. Lib. I, v, 89.

(2) P. 4.

(3) Cf. above, p. 17. The story of Menage is : M. Gilbert vouloit

aller en Angleterre voir M. de Croissy qui y etoit alors notre Am-
bassadeur. II fut un mois a Calais, ne trouvant jamais la Mer asser

calme pour hazarder le trajet. {Menagiana, III, 89, ed. Paris, 1715).

(4) P. 4.

(5) Hypolite, III, I, v. 627.

(6) P. 5.
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These knots of the artfully dressed hair are called :

un petit Dedale,

Pour retenir I'Ainant qu'elle oste a sa Rivale (1).

The subtle suggestion of charms " half-revealed, half-

concealed " in the skillful use of scarfs and veils is men-
tioned (2). The author mentions also with much detail

the advantage to which white hands may be displayed

in the arrangement of a jewel in the hair, an arm
revealed, and more intimate charms, scarcely hidden,

permitted to " troubler I'ordre de la Nature "
(3).

Most of these observations may be traced to the

remarks and directions of Ovid. The arrangement and
care of the hair is mentioned in the Ars amaioria (4).

The mirror is there counseled as a constant mentor (5),

while Quid de vesie loquar ? is a discussion of interest to

Ovid (6).

The warfare of Amour against man, and the use of the

glances from the eyes of the ladies is no novelty, but

is employed by Gilbert as part of a long and elaborate

figure in which military terms vary his description of the

struggle of poor man against the effect of the overwhelm-

ing charms of ladies. The troupes are charmes de

Vesprit and vertus
; (7) the gardes are froideur, mepris,

Vorgueil and cruaute. These watch around and about

beauty, and little amours led by une ceillade watch upon
the walls to see what passes without and give de fidelles

rapports. For a great conquest :

La plus belle commande, elle marche a la teste (8).

(1) Ibid., ibid. For petit Dedale, cf. Poi. div., p. 146, cite sec. 2.

(2) Ibid., ibid.

(3) P. 5.

(4) L. I, ch. VI, et seq.

(5) Ar. am., L. II, v. 215.

(6) Ar. am., Ill, v. 168 et seq.

(7) P. 6.

(8) P. 6.
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In this long and highly artificial figure, the poet replaces

lambours by luis, the enseigne by the Mouchoir, etc.

Naturally, beaux yeux figure importantly, lancing Irails,

and putting an end to the treve^so that lapaixis ended.

Ambushes and retreats, even Parthian shots are involved

in the encounter. But the valiant masculine warriors

are defeated by the clever tacticians who triumph as

la belle Omphale... d^Hercule (1). While complicated

and artificial, the figure is well sustained and gives

occasion for some graceful verses.

The addition of the charms de Vespril and raison

to the bewildering physical allurement is to be reckoned

with and the mille secrets thus instilled. A passage

of delicacy and grace, reminiscent in some verses, as are

certain of the details above, of the Roman de la RosCy

follows :

Le Ciel a moins de feux dans ses plus claires nuits,

Le Printemps moins de fleurs & I'Automne de fruits,

L'Afrique de sablons sur son ardent rivage,

Qu'il n'a d'inventions pour nous mettre en servage,

Et I'amour qui s'accorde avecque la beaute,

Luy bastit a nos yeux un Palais enchante,

Et fait tout a I'entour un petit labyrinthe,

Compose de soucis, de respects, & de crainte,

Ou cet aveugle enfant esgare la raison,

Et volontairement Ton entre en sa prison
;

Cette belle prison a toujours pour closture,

De la douce Venus I'agreable ceinture,

to which are added felicitez, graces, n's, mignardiseSf

Et ce je ne s^ay quoy, dont les ames sont prises (2).

Much more in the vein of the Middle Ages or of the lyrics

of the sixteenth century, than of the period in which
he wrote, this and similar passages show Gilbert to be

(1) P. 6.

(2) P. 7.

Gabriel Gilbert. 19
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possessed of a delicacy and grace of which his work for

the theatre gave little sign. The use of personified

abstractions and nature details, as fleurs and fruits

^

link the thought with the Middle Ages and the Re-

naissance.

The universality of loving is the thought which

develops further his theme. With his favorite sweeping

inclusiveness Gilbert declares that

Depuis les flots sacrez de la Mer Atlantique,

Jusqu'ou Semiramis a porte ses exploits,

all nations bow to the laws imposed by the son of

Cytheree. The poet traces the empire of Love from Asia

to Africa, until it has finally come to Europe (1). The
mention again of Semiramis is interesting. Her name
has a place in the odes to the Queen Regent and to the

Queen of Sweden.

Gilbert characterizes with interesting naivete tYie. different

countries. Remembering his proiedrice, he begins with,

La blonde Suedoise, & la froide Lapone

Ont le geste & le port d'une fiere Amazone.

The naive picture of the Laplander as q fiere Amazone
and paired with the auguste queen is amusing. The
figure of the Allemande, the complexion of the Hongroise,

the Sarmate''s unrivalled blancheur are remarked. The
Italian has a sparkling eye ; the Spaniard is noble, loving

and dashing ; the English have sweet eyes, the Greek, all

the features which make a beautiful face, while the

French lady possesses grace together with majesty. A
sort of pun connects the pomme with Paris. The
French women deservedly would receive the prize, for

they appear as they are naturally, without fard. The
artificial means of heightening the beauty are employed

by the " Nymphes du Tybre, & les Nymphes du Tage ",

(1) Cf. Ode a la Reyne de Suede, and above, sec. 1.
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in which phrase Gilbert observes his favorite practice of

referring to countries by the names of their chief

rivers (1).

The fards, which are an art both from the point of

view of composition and use, in the practice of women
of other lands than France, become the subject of a

few verses (2). But the poet returns to his claim that

Les objets de Seine & de Loire,

Sans le secours de lait, font eclater leur gloire (3),

The ladies of Paris are said to possess charms to enslave

a Hannibal within their walls. But the wit of his

compatriots seems to the poet to surpass their beauty

which rivals that of " les fleurs nouvelles ", and their

" couleurs les plus belles "
(4).

Ovid, " Ce Romain si fameux ", is spoken of as one

who revealed the secrets of fascination to " les filles de

Romule". The display of perfections and the conceal-

ment of defects, taken up rather in detail (5), again

repeats former passages, though emphasizing the im-

portance of the mind. An interesting note of observa-

tion on the functions of social intercourse shows in :

Ce Sexe y respirant un air de liberte,

Se polit tous les jours dans la societe (6).

(1) This " conceit " is developed through p. 5 and part of p. 9

The speech about the countries recalls the later tirade on the subject

of the provinces of France and some of its cities, spoken by Marot,

in les Intrigues amoureuses ; cf. above, p. 237. Cf. also the speech of

Eliante in le Misanthrope (II, 4) where the beauty of diverses charac-

teristics is developed : blancheur, port, majeste, and taille. Details in the

portion of the poem treated above are found in Eliante's speech also.

(2) P. 9. Influenced by, but not an imitation of Ovide's essay on

cosmetics.

(3) P. 9. The Zz/s of the French flag is a thought dear to the patriotic

spirit of the poet ; cf. Marg. de Fr ., II, 1, and the closing verses of

les Am. d'Ang. et de Medor.

(4) P. 9.

(5) P. 10. The dance is spoken of by Ovid in many'places, for the

young woman ; it is insisted upon in Ar. am., Ill, vv. 348, 9.

(6) P. 10.
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The poet, who has referred to the French women a»
" Nymphes de la Seine" and as members of the " Empire
des lys ", introduces a new term of denomination and

speaks of " la Race d'Hector ". The thought of the race

of Hector was developed in the sixteenth century

by Ronsard (1), who probably borrowed the idea from

Jean le Maire de Beiges (2). It seems to Gilbert to add

lustre to the French beauties to trace their descent from

Hector. Remarks are included upon the discretions of

the society expert who no longer enjoys " cette fralcheur

premiere ".

The cultivation of repose by those who are not graceful

in movement, the devotion to walking, dancing, etc., of

those Lure of grace to be displayed, the participation in

conversation on the part of those of wit and eloquence,

the feigned enjoyment of the pleasure of listening by
those who are not so gifted, and similar contrasts are

commented upon. There follows an interesting satir-

ical remark upon education. In the school of Venus
others receive lessons in the Danse, Musique, La Lec-

ture des Vers & celle des Romans (3).

An interesting turn is given the author's discussion of

accomplishments by his allusion to the amusements of

other days which are known through reading : the

iournois and Combais glorieux that the demi-Dieux of

antiquity undertook in honor of their sex. One ques-

tions the meaning of :

' Jusqu'au Ciel de Venus il esleve les belles,

Pour regarder d'enhaut les choses d'icy-bas,

Et volt ce que le sort promet a leurs appas :

Apres les ramenant dans I'lsle de Cythere (4),

(1) RoNSABD, La Franciade, 1572.

(2) Jean Le Maire de Beiges, les Illustrations de Gaule et singularitez

de Trois, 1509-1513.

(3) Ovid speaks of the desirability of knowing the art of dancing

Ar. am., Ill, vv. 300 et seq.

(4) P. 12.
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Interesting stories are extant of the elaborate entertain^

ments given in honor of the Queen of Sweden upon the

occasion of her visit to the French court. The ballets

and masquerades then in vogue were turned to occasions

for honoring her. In one such entertainment given

out-of-doors at the country estate of a wealthy cour-

tier, the occasion reached its climax when Renommee
carrying the queen's banner was seen carried aloft in

the chariot of Venus (1). The allusion, in this poem
addressed to the Queen of Sweden, may be to one of

these occasions.

Use of the contraries of what may usually be counted

attractions, but with the same end in view, is a practice

remarked in certain of les belles : tristesses, larmes, and

feint d^esire malade are some of the tactics of these.

These appear to be glace, but in reality they cause confla-

grations in masculine hearts. We recall that Hypolite

has remarked to his confident :

On croit mon coeur de glace, encor qu'il soit ardent (2).

An interesting note on contemporary mceurs is the

reward for the endeavor to thread what threatens to

become an impenetrable dedale of bras blancs, seins..,

oil VAmour bat, charmes, sourcils d'ebene, and other

specific details. Gilbert was a bel-esprit, a friend and

admirer of the Precieux, and destined to be their de-

fender. A picture of the customs of the ruelles, by one

who knew them, is given in feigned illness as an oppor-

tunity for the beauty to receive her friends en un lid

de parade (3). The well-known habit of receiving in a

magnificent bed, while the admirers were crowded into

the ruelle, has interesting confirmation in the picture

created by the verse.

(1) Cf. Relation de ce qui s'est passe a Varriwe de la reine Christine

de Suede a Essaune en la maison de M. Hesselin., Paris, Ballard, 1656,
in-40.

(2) Hyp., II, 2.

(3) Pp. 12, 13.
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Phedre was celebrated as having yeux bruns, and eyes

of the same color are noted as possessed by a beauty (1).

Dancing again, and more particularly, becomes the

subject of enthusiastic praise, and the poet permits

himself the effusive expression, already mentioned in

connection with les Amours d'Ovide, and again in treating

les Peines et les plaisirs de Vamour. As the composition

of this poem precedes that of the former piece by seven

years, and of the latter by eighteen years, the present

must be the first appearance of his :

...tragant de son pied roille chiffres d'amour (2),

As the suivanie laide was employed as a foil, so the

poet notices that a mere severe, an unyielding pere, serve

as a background of bienseance and also as an excuse for

the rendez-vous forgotten. In this connection the greater

freedom of the veufve is noticed. More than a decorous

freedom in the case of certain veufves is hinted, Gorneille's

Veuve {ot 1632) had long been known ; Gelimene was yet

to be presented to the public. Later, in his Courtisan

parfaii, Gilbert drew the portrait of a veuve and with

a similar question of her honor (3). Resembling the

episode of Ludovic's clandestine visit to Lucie (4) in

tone, is the injurious :

Dans son propre logis ou Tamour est le maistre,

Son amant quelque fois entre par la fenestre (5).

Quarrels for the sake of reconciliations which strength-

en the hold upon the amant are part of the system of

some coquettes :

... comme apres la guerre on gouste mieux la paix,

Un amant reconquis ayme mieux que iamais (6).

(1)
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The difference between the desire for one faithful

friend and the wish to have mille amanls recalls the

creed of Corinne (1), whose gloire demanded mille amanls.

Such ruses as a late arrival at a ball, " Pour se faire...

plus desiree "
(2) contrasts with the prudent early arrival

of another to secure a favorable place. The latter

grande dame resembles a general preparing for a battle.

Trimphantly enthroned in the most desirable place,

this accomplished victor recognizes only the most

distinguished in rank ; kings and princes, or, with the

aim of arousing jealousy in the hearts of others, devotes

herself to one favory (3).

Religious devotion is a form of coquetry very becom-

ing to those a little passee :

Ce trait dont a la Coiir on use avec addresse

N'est que pour les beautez d'ou s'enfuit la jeunesse
;

Pour les Soleils couchans qui lancet moins de feux,

Et de qui les Autels sont moins charges de vceux (4).

But for the " beaute naissante... dans la fleur de son age",

no such regime of devotion is advised. The eyes,

laughter, smiles, and all the grace and charm of youth

accomplish more conquests, but pen de consians, however.

Beyond the rules of the game practised by women of

bienseance, the poet recalls an historical case. He

analyzes the feigned modesty and virtue of a Sabina,

who '^charmed an emperor : — but it is quite a different

matter in Paris.

The author evokes his " Nymphes de la Seine ",

who have seen " des beautez sans fard, des vertus veri-

tables ", and he addresses the queen as the one whom
his compatriots must equal to surpass all the world of

-all time.

(1) Cf. Les Amours d'Ovide, II, 4.

(2) P. 19.

(3) The Queen of Sweden was interested by turns in a number

favoris.

(4) P. 20.
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A pun upon the name of Paris occurs in the prehminary

general discussion on love :

Encore qu'on y pretende a Madrid & dans Rome,

L'on sgait que c'est Paris qui doit doner la Pomme (1),

The theory of standards of beauty adjusted to the

qualities of the beloved (2) recalls the theories of Eliante

in her arguments on love, she going so far as to affirm

that faults are counted as perfections by the lover (3).

The same play will inevitably be recalled by the portrait

of the prude (4), Celimene's rejoinders in the word
duel with Arsinoe (5) make the same points as Gilbert's

portrait, which is (in part) given thus :

EUe tache a passer pour un objet parfait,

Et son ccEur qui n'a pas les vertus en effet,

Affectant pour le moins d'en avoir I'aparence,

Se fait un art d'aymer de I'art de bien-seance
;

L'ombre mesme du vice offense sa pudeur (6).

Another rapprochement with Moliere's play may be seen

in the verse :

Et sa vertu retient ceux que ses yeux attirent (7).

Alceste, more than a decade later (8), was made to say :

Je sais que vos appas vous suivent en tous lieux
;

Mais votre accueil retient ceux qu'attirent vos yeux (9).

(1) P. 8.

(2) Cf. Ibid : Et ses divers climats ont diverses beautez,

Par qui differemment les sens sont enchantes.

(3) Cf. Le Misanthrope, IV, 4 (ed. Grs. Ecriv. v. V, p. 488).

(4) P. 23.

(5) Cf. Le Misanthrope, III, w. 927, 934 (ed. Grs. Ecriv., v. V.»

p. 503).

(6) Pp. 22, 23.

(7) P. 3.

(8) 1666.

(9) Le Misanthrope, II, 1.
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The supremacy of French beauties and superlative

claims of the queen whom he addresses do not seem to

Gilbert themes unreconcilable as competitors for his

praise. He sings the charms and beauty of the French

woman, but extolls especially her graces of mind which

enhance her perfections and cause defects to be for-

gotten. He proclaims that were the French beauty to

add to her possessions those qualities which distinguish

the Queen of Sweden, her equal would be found in no

nation.

While Gilbert's chief source of inspiration is Ovid,

some contribution has been made by the poets of love.

But that inspiration which he found in society in the

French court, the result of his own observation, is the

quality which gives greatest value to his work.

II. UArt de plaire des hommes

The second Art de plaire, written for men, and dedi-

cated to Monsieur, the brother of Louis XIV, is a more

perfunctory performance than that designed for women.
After conventional flattery to the prince whose brother

sits upon un Throne d'or^ the author composes a work
mingled of good advice and of Ovidian precept. Either

he does not notice that the two standards are incompat-

ible, or he wishes the prince to develop sound qualities

of character and add a superficial stratum of charm
founded upon Ovid's equivocal theories.

The prince is exhorted to earn honors by worth :

Dois tout a ton merite et rien a ta fortune (1).

Honor and pleasure will accompany the progress of

such a prince, in the author's opinion. Lest the hero

of the work fear that attention to the art of pleasing the

fair sex may detract from his renown as a warrior, the

(1) P. 30.
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example of Mars who paid court to Venus is cited, that

of Hercules, and of other gods who yielded to the power
of love. The god of love is described as enjoying the

excitement of alarmes, and it is claimed that he causes

tears to flow, even as Mars inspires bloodshed, that he

causes the conquest of hearts as the sterner god does

of cities. So the author proposes :

Je veux t'apprendre a vaincre en t'apprenaat a plaire (1).

In a playful strain Gilbert tells the prince that he will

learn the art of loving from the ruses galantes of the

amantes who will press about him. The feminine Art

de plaire seems already to be known, for the author

alludes to his having revealed the ruses and arts which

the ladies subtly use for ensnaring the sterner sex. But

the Jeiine Alexandre whom the poet addresses is to add

the art of attack to that of defence. The different

qualities of the two sexes in galanl warfare is sketched

;

pudeur for the one and audace for the other. Definite

directions are given, such as feigning an ardeur that one

does not feel, or, to excite initiative from an interested

maitresse, feigning froideur. In public, respectful atten-

tion and, in private, ardent wooing is advised. Looks

and sighs are to have a place in the program of amours.

As his prototype had done, Gilbert encourages attention

to friends and relatives of the lady, advises winning the

confidente and making gifts. He is not ashamed to

include the hiring of spies to inform of affairs with

rivals. The lover's loyal devotion will make him seem

desirable to others, and, in winning one, a hundred other

conquests will be made. In fact much of the material

imitated from Ovid and found in the earlier Art de plaire

is here repeated as instruction to the prince.

In seizing an opportunity to mention famous women,

Aspasia, Sophonisbe, and Semiramis are named. Semi-

(1) P. 31.
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ramis remains for the author a name of brilHant conno-

tation ten years after his tragedy which celebrated her.

He mentions Hypohte, too, and as an example of what

a lover should not be :

Encor qu'il soit de glace il doit dire qu'il brule,

Un Hypolite icy paroistroit ridicule (1).

This almost quotes Hypolite's,

On croit mon coeur de glace encor qu'il soit ardent (2).

The example of the Greeks and Romans in their love

of the arts is cited. Eloquence, music, knowledge of

history and of letters are mentioned as desirable points

in the equipment of him who would please. Languages

are to be cultivated ; those of Italy and of Spain are

characteristically referred to by using the names of the

rivers instead of the countries. Painting should be

understood ; and answers to the questions of one's

mistress, as a pause is made before a chef-d'ceuvre in

a superbe Palais should show the lover's sgavoir, even

though the truth about the work of art in question

be not known ; or, if a name escapes the memory, the

reply is to be without hesitation, prompted by invention.

The names of cities and rivers are to aid the effect of

erudition :

De ton rare s§avoir donne luy quelques preuves,

Dy luy iusques aux noms des villes et des fleuves (3).

But the lover's conversation must surpass the art even

of the pinceau of Appelles.

Classical allusions abound, and the practice of the

tournament of the Middle Ages in the painting of the

portrait of the mistress upon the knight's shield is re-

(1) P. 32.

(2) Hypolite, II, 2.

(3) P. 35.
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called in a figure. It is to be remembered that this

practice is mentioned in les Amours d'Angelique ei de

Medor which was not published until 1664.

The author finishes with words which, though min-

gled with much that is trivial, come near to containing

serious advice. The fear of the danger of being too

serious seems to prevent his giving his words the effect

that they should have. He wants the prince to be
" digne de la grandeur de ta haute naissance "

; he

mentions the power " d'obliger les humains " as a gift

which should not be neglected, but emphasizes good

deeds as the best means of winning hearts :

Ayme a faire du bien si tu veux estre ayme,

Par I'esclat des bien-faits tout le monde est charme (1).

Clemence added to valor, is advised and a modest

mien after the accomplishment of heroic deeds. Fi-

nally something that Ovid never taught in Rome is to

crown the perfect work, for

L'art de plaire est celuy de se rendre honneste-homme (2).

Returning to Ovid, where he finds the expression of

his own belief, the poet reserves for his last word :

Deviens aymable enfin, et tu seras ayme.

This excellent advice closes a peculiar efTort at

combining advice about the cultivation of fine qualities

with the lightest and most frivolous directions for capti-

vating hearts.

That portion of the work devoted to advice on the

development of character is probably due to Gilbert's

personal opinions, while the passages concerned with

superficial ideas of conduct are traceable to Ovid.

(1) P. 42.

(2) P. 46.
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Gilbert follows Ovid where he points out the diflerence

in the effects of love upon the two sexes (1) and the

necessity of feigning ardor, (which is found everywhere

in Ovid's work). From Ovid, too, comes the counsel

that deference be shown in public (2), while more ardent

converse is for strict privacy (3). From his master the

poet takes, also, the advice about conversation (4),

singing (5), the pursuit of the arts (6), the study of

languages (7), the recitation of poetry (8), the ability

to give information with witty brevity (9), tender atten-

tions in case of illness, or feint of illness (10), adaptabil-

ity to various kinds of women and to moods of one

woman (11), Protean changes (12), ceaseless praise of the

loved one (13), constant assurance of her possession of

beauty (14), the use of letters (15), the need of attentions

to relatives, companions, etc. (16), the treatment of

rivals (17), and finally, as noted above, the need of

being lovable, if the lover would be loved (18).

Goujet finds the relation of the second Art de plaire

to the work of Ovid much more consistent than its

predecessor. He is surprised that, " on ait souffert que

le Poete ait ose donner k ce jeune Prince, des preceptes

aussi dangereux que ceux qu'on lit dans ce deuxieme

(1) Cf. Ar. am. I, 280.

(2) Cf. Ibid., I, 89 et 496.

(3) Cf. Ibid., I, 610 et seq.

(4) Cf. Ibid., II, 505 et seq.

J5) Cf. Ibid., II, 506 et seq.

(6) Cf. Ibid., I, 457, et II, 121.

(7) Cf. Ibid., II, 121, 122.

(8) Cf. Ibid., II, 275.

(9) Cf. Ibid., I, 461. et seq.

(10) Cf. Ibid. II, 320.

(11) Cf. Ibid., I, 733 et seq.

(12) Cf. Ibid., I, 760.

(13) Cf. Ibid., II, 295, 315 et seq.

(14) Cf. Ibid., II, 641.

(15) Cf. Ibid., 1, 437 et seq.

(16) Cf. Ibid., 1,351.

(17) Cf. Ibid., II, 437.

(18) Cf. Ibid., II, 206.
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Livre ". He commends, however, the model of rhon--

nete homme which the poet offers the prince (1).

The Art de Plaire was pubHsh«d both alone and with

the Poesies diverses (2). Willems mentions a Brussels

reprint, beautiful and rare, printed by Foppens

in 1659 (3).

THE TRANSLATION OF THE PSALMS

The silence of eight years, following the presentation

and publication of Les Peines el les plaisirs de Tamour,

was broken by Gilbert when he published, in 1680,

his translation of fifty psalms. This work was entitled

Les Pseaumes en vers FranQois{4), and was preceded by a

preface. Any explanation of the cause of the author's

long silence which the preface might have been expected

to reveal is absent from that essay, which takes the form

of a discussion of the Psalms. Comment is made upon

the diversity of the authorship, the style, versification,

and aim of the Psalms, and upon previous French

translations. Incidentally the author's knowledge of

Hebrew and theories about translation are revealed.

As a translator, Gilbert's aim is to err neither in too

literal a rendering, which, preserving idioms of the

original tongue, becomes obscure in French, nor in too

wide a divergence from the Hebrew text, yielding to a

desire to modernize. " Ghaque langue a ses graces

naturelles... Ceux qui... ont evite tous les Hebraismes

dans la version des Psaumes les ont afoiblis, et ceux

au contraire qui les ont conservez trop scrupuleusement,

(1) Cf. op. cit, t. XVIII, 89, 90.

(2) V. supra.

(3) Cf. op. cit., « Annexes aux Elzeviers : Editions de Bruxelles

{1656-1659), no. 1980.

(4) Les Pseaumes en vers Frangois, par Mr Gilbert, A Paris, chez

Antoine Cellier, rue de la Harpe, a I'lmprimerie des Roziers. M. DC.

LXXX. Avec Permission.
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et qui ont rendu le Texte mot pour mot, ont parle

HeJbreu en Frangois ", says the author. His own
method is to read the text many times, endeavor to

«nter into its spirit, and to translate it with the utmost

fidehty, preserving figures which are characteristic ;

and to render the verse majestic, but to avoid unneces-

sary idiomatic expressions and, in so far as possible, all

obscurities. Remarking that much of the obscurity

of the Psalms to his own contemporaries represented no

difficulty of comprehension to David's listeners, he

says :
" C'est pourquoy j'ay pris la liberte pour rendre

lies Pseaumes intelligibles aux personnes du siecle pour

<|ui j'ecris, de m'entendre un peu plus que I'Original

et de remplir mes couplets des noms des Fleuves, des

Montagnes, des Villes et des Nations qui ont este seule-

ment designees ou sous-entendues par le Psalmiste (1)
".

This reason for the characteristic use of geographical

names, constantly noted in Gilbert's work, is interesting

in this connection.

The intention of the poet in undertaking the work was

to make a complete translation of the Psalms. This

is seen in his explanation that only one hundred Psalms

are the work of David and that fifty are of diverse

authorship :
" et j'en marqueray le temps et les Autheurs

dans les Argumens que je mettray en Teste de chaque

Pseaume" (2), and also in his promise of notes to eluci-

date the most difficult passages and give authorities

for his interpretations " lorsque je ferai imprimer les

150 Pseaumes (3) ". His reason for undertaking the

work is two-fold. He wishes to provide sacred songs

not only for the artisan and the ploughman to sing at

their work (as had been the hope of the Bishop of Grasse),

but for " les gens de qualite " to use in their homes, in

order that they have the pleasure of " sometimes

(1) Preface (premiere edition).

{2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid.
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doing on earth, that which the angels do continually

in heaven ". The second reason springs from a senti-

ment of equally religious devotion, for after a modest

disclaimer of the possession of the requisite skill to

perform the work perfectly, the poet says :
" J'ay creu

que je ne devois pas enfouir le talent que j'ay receu

et que j'estois oblige de faire ce qu'il m'etoit possible

sur ce sujet "
(1).

Among his predecessors as translators Gilbert finds

more to say, for entirely different reasons, of Marot,

Conrart and Godeau, than of any of the other authors

of the fifty or more poetical versions in French of

which he speaks in general terms. He considers

Marot 's work excellent for his period, but no longer

useful because of the unintelligible idiom of a past

century. Conrart's translation, of which he speaks as

an effort to "corriger les vieux mots et les vieilles Phrases

de Marot" (2), Gilbert considers ruined by the changes

made by the one who prepared the work for publication

after the death of Conrart. He charges this person

{whom he does not name) with having made " de si

grands changements qu'il n'y est presque rien reste

que le nom de M. Conrart (3) ". Godeau, mentioned in

connection with the fact of his being one of the most

recent translators, is evidently alluded to in the comment
of the preface upon " one of the greatest poets of our

century " who had so changed the words of the psalmist

to harmonize with his own beliefs that " au lieu de nous

donner les Ouvrages de Dieu, il ne nous a donne que

les ouvrages d'un homme "
(4).

(1) Preface (l^e edition).

(2) Ihid.

(3) Ihid. This remark was evidently considered offensive and was
omitted from the second edition ; cf. Pr6face of this edition, also F61ix

BovET, Histoire du Psautier des Eglises Reformees, Neufchatel, Paris,

4872, p. 159, where comment upon this fact is made, and the offending

editor identified, with only slight question, as Marc Antoine laBastide.

Cf. Loc. cit.f n. 1.

(4) Preface, and Cf. Bovet, op. cit., p. 137, 138, also letter of Boileau

cited p. 137, 138.
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In his own work Gilbert intends to make a wholly

new translation (1), and, as has been stated above, of

ihe book of the Psalms entire. In addition to wishing

to provide family songs for the gentility, his purpose

must have been in part to give a satisfactory version

to the services of the church of which he was an adher-

ent. He mentions tlie difficulty of conforming his

verse to the demands of music already familiar to the

protestants through the use of Marot's version. He
feelingly avers that Marot had a great advantage over

him, in that the music had been made to fit the verses

of the earlier poet, while he finds himself under much
constraint in adapting his verse to the music of Marot's

songs.

The point of view of the author in regard to this last

work is religious and scholarly. There seems little

ambition to add to his artistic work, though, in points of

style and versification, the preface indicates thought and

care. The religious conception is attested in the remark

of the preface :
" Ges sacrez Cantiques qui sont un parfait

formulaire d'Oraison", and in the expression of a desire

to retain the meaning of the original, explicit in his

remarks about this translation and implicit in his criti-

cism of that of I'Eveque de Grasse (2). No doubt

exists in the poet's mind of the divine inspiration of the

Psalms, for he speaks of " les paroles de Dieu " and of

^' le Divin autheur ", and avers, " Sans doute cet ex-

cellent Prophete a este inspire de Dieu, et conduit par la

Providence" (3). His scholarly intention is seen in his

•effort to translate not only the spirit, but, so far as is

possible, the idiom and style of the Psalmist ; in his

reference to authorities in support of his interpreta-

tions, to consultations with rabbis and to the introduc-

tory " argumens " to each psalm. On the point of.

(1) Mon dessein est de faire une version toute nouvelle (Pref.).

(2) Godeau.

(3) PrSface (!'« cd.).

Gabriel Gilbert. 20
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style he aims at simplicity, in the interests of intelli-

gibility, and at majesty to harmonize with the grandeur

of the subject. Gilbert's usual care in observing the

laws of versification is manifested not only in his verse

but in his observations about Marot's freedom from the

rules of versification and his frequent indulgence in

hiatus and other licenses which, in Gilbert's time, were

considered offences.

A conscious aim of creating literature is, apparently,

as remote from Gilbert's mind as he considered it

to be from that of the Psalmist. In his comment upon

certain Psalms, whose chief interest from the poetical

viewpoint lies in the fact that they are technical Tours

de force^ he excuses David's use of the " alphabatic '^

form as due, not to a " jeu d'esprit ", but to a desire to

create an artificial aid to memory. Evidently the

poet's spirit of devotion, in approaching this task, im-

posed restraint upon artistic ambition ; in the same way
he regarded the Psalmist's compositions as for religious

edification rather than for artistic enjoyment.

The content of Gilbert's work is fifty Psalms. These

were the psalms, translated by Marot and de Beze, used

in the protestant meetings since their completion (1),

up to that time (2). The same material had been worked

upon by Conrart a few years previously. One of

Conrart's psalms had been published before his death

in a recueil, and favorably received (3). An original

translation of a small number of the Psalms by Conrart,

led to a demand by his co-religionists for further work

of the same nature. To supply this demand, Conrart

reworked the Marot translation putting it into modern

phraseology. After his death additional work of the

same nature was found among his papers. In conse-

quence, the fifty-one Psalms of which Conrart had

(1) In 1562, Cf. BovET, op. cit., p. 31.

(2) Cf. Ibid., pp. 47-56.

(3) Cf. Kerviler et Barthelemy, Valentin Conrart, Sa vie et sa

correspondance, p. 158.
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made versions were published after the author's death

with the title : Le livre des psaumes en vers frariQais par

CI. Maroi ei Th. de Beze retoiichez par feu M. Conrart,

conseiller secretaire du Boy. The first part was pubhshed

at Charenton, 1677, and the second part in 1679 (1).

The success of this version led to its immediate adoption

in church worship (2). For two reasons this work of

Conrart's is closely connected with that of Gilbert :

first, because of the contemptuous remarks (in Gilbert's

first preface) in regard to the blundering changes of

the editor of Conrart's posthumous volume, and second,

because the use of this version in church service is the

reason that the work of Gilbert never became, as he

evidently had intended, the authorized version for the

protestant churches. Conrart had been importuned

to give the Huguenot churches a modernized version.

The need caused the immediate adoption of his work.

By the time Gilbert's translation was ready, the churches

were already familiar with the Conrart version which

seems to have been acceptable to them. Gilbert's

entirely new translation probably seemed strange,

whereas Conrart's work of retouching the already fa-

miliar appeared as improvement of the old, rather than

introduction of new verses (3). Satisfaction with the

version in use led to its adoption formally at Geneva

in 1693 (4). Thus no opportunity offered for formal use

of Gilbert's translation, and the reward which his

painstaking effort and pious devotion deserved was

never won.

(1) Cf. Kerviler et Barthememy, Valentin Conrart, sa vie et sa

correspondance, p. 160 and note.

(2) These psalms were adopted in many congregations as soon as

the first part appeared ; cf. Preface of complete edition (Charenton,

1879) and Haag, op. cit., art. " Conrart ", * Avertissement '.

(3) Cf. BoVET, op. cit., p. 181.

(4) Cf. Kerviler et Barthelemy, op. cit., p. 160, also Forster,

MargaEete,Z)ie jranzosischen Psalmeniibersetzungen (Berlin dissertation),

1881, p. 147, 148.
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As a comparison of the three versions two stanzas

from Psalm VI are here given :

Marot :

le te supply (6 sire)

Ne reprendre en ton yre

Moy, qui t'ay irrite,

N'en ta fureur terrible

Me punir, de I'horrible

Torment, qu'ay merits.

Ains (seigneur) viens estendre

Sur moy ta pitie tendre,

Car malade me sens.

Sante doncques me donne

Car mon grand mal estonne

Tous mes os & mes sens. (1)

Conrart :

Seigneur tu vois ma peine,

Ne me prens point en haine,

Cesse d'etre irrite
;

Dans ta juste colere,

Ne sois pas si severe,

Que jel'ay merite.

Que plutot ta tendresse

Soulage ma faiblesse,

Dans les maux que je sens
j

Ma force m'abandonne,

Et la douleur etonne

Et mes OS, et mes sens. (2)

(1) Trente Pseavlmes de David mis en Francoys, selon la v6riUi He-

braicque, par Clement Marot, valet de chambre du Roy, Paris, s, d.

(2) Conrart, V., Les Psaumes en vers frangois retouches sur Van-

eienne version de CI. Marot et de Th. de Beze..., Charenton, 1679 ,12o.
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Gilbert

:

Ne sois point si severe (1)

Seigneur, en ta colere

Ne me puni jamais
;

Voy la foiblesse hurri.aine

Et ne rens point ma peine

Egale a mes forfaits.
^

Je pame de foiblesse

Et pousse en ma tristesse

Des soupirs languissans
;

Je suis dans la torture,

Et les maux que j'endure

Etonnent tous mes sens. (2)

The following editions and printings of Gilbert's

Psalms are known :

1. Les Pseaumes en vers Francois par M^ Gilbert, Paris, Cellier,

1680.

2 . Les Pseaumes en vers FranQois par M^ Gilbert. Rouen, Cailloue,

1680.

[With music.]

3. Cinquante Psaumes de David mis en vers Frangois par feu

M'^ Gilbert. Seconde edition, revue & augmentee du Deca-

logue & du Cantique de Simeon. A Paris, chez Antoine Cellier,

1680.

[With music]

4. Cinquante Psaumes de David mis en vers Frangois, par feu

M"^ Gilbert, seconde edition, revue & augmentee du Deca-

logue & du Cantique de Simeon, Rouen, Cailloue, 1680.

5. Cinquante Pseaumes de David, mis en vers Frangois par

M' Gilbert, seconde edition reveue & corrigee surles memoires

de I'Auteur apres sa mort, et augmentee du decalogue et du

(1) In the first edition this line reads :

Si i'osay te deplaire.

(2) Second edition : Cinquante Psaumes de Dai>id..., Paris, Cellier,

1680.
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Cantique de Simeon. A Amsterdam, chez Abraham Wolfgang^

1681.

[With music (1).]

6. Les Pseaumes de David, mis en vers Fraagois par feuM. Gil-

bert, Seconde Edition, revue & augmentee du Decalogue et dii

Cantique de Simeon. Se vend a Charenton, Par Samuel Perier,

demeurant au Palais a la Gallerie des Prisonniers au Hoy de

.Suede, 1682.

[With music]

The success of Gilbert's translation of the Psalms for

private use, at least, is proved by the story of their use to

console the last hours of M^^ dela Muce : " ...la pieuse

Marguerite de la Muce, sur son lit de mort, a Nantes,

en mai 1681, recitait des Psaumes tantdt de la version

de Conrart ; tantot de celle de Gilbert "
(2).

(1) Cited WiLLEMs, op. cit., no. 1953 [p. 526].

(2) Recit des dernieres heures de Mile de la Musse, ed. de Valence^

1822, p. 31, 32.



CHAPTER XII

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GILBERT'S

THEATRE

However little Gilbert's work may appeal to modern

taste, it received much commendation from his contem-

poraries. His first tragedy drew tears from Chapelain's

«yes and spontaneous, unsolicited praise from his

pen ; while the second received the unparalleled honor

of being produced by the two '* royal " companies, and

was besides chosen for private entertainment by the

jiiece of Richelieu, the duchesse d'Aiguillon. One of the

plays now lost to us was performed before the king at

the Louvre, and the same piece was honored with private

presentation for Fouquet at Vau, while one of the first

public appearances of Monsieur, the king's brother, with

his bride, was greeted with another piece from the same

pen. Again, this author was asked to write a Kbretto

for the opera, just coming into being as a French genre,

and thus became the author of the second opera written

in French, the first in that language to receive even

tempered praise. Praise has been given his Ode to

Mazarin, while his verson of the Psalms has been immor-

talized in one of the most touching of the seventeenth

century stories of a holy death (1). On the whole,

4he poet presents himself to us, after the lapse of three

centuries, as an artist who achieved some success in

(1) Cf. above, chap, xi, sec. v.
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his own time, and as a figure not altogether negligible-

to the student of the movement toward the perfection

of classicism. We may accept the opinion of Paul

Lacroix that his plays have been " bannies un peu trop

rigoureusement des Repertoires modernes "
(1),

Gilbert's success is attested by seventeen plays which

were performed|(if|^we concede the production of Le
Courtisan parjail, not a difficult admission, on Bour-

sault's authority), and the opera, not only produced

but written by request. Twelve of these plays and the

opera were published, and several in more than the

initial edition. Marguerite de France was printed in

quarto form in 1641, and in duodecimo in 1642. Of
Telephonie we have the quarto edition of 1642 and two
editions in this form of 1643, while two duodecimo
printings appeared in the latter year, and under the

title of Philoclee ei Telephonie it was twice reprinted in

the eighteenth century. Les Amours de Diane et d'En-

dimion is credited with five editions, and the second

pastorale, les Amours d'Ovide, had two editions, the

second printed by Elzevir. The last work of the poet,

the translations of the Psalms, was printed in six diffe-

rent editions. While few of his plays remained long

upon the stage, the judgment of his contemporaries

favored Gilbert to the degree that les Amours de Diane
et d'Endimion saw one authenticated reprise, and perhaps

received that honor more than once ; Rodogune seems

to havs been played as late, at least, as 1649, and
Telephonie, on the evidence of the text of the Baron de la

Crasse, was still in a provincial repertory in 1682. The
record of publication and of performance is not that of

work which can be altogether neglected. Of the twelve

published dramatic works left by Gilbert, six are tragi-

comedies, four are tragedies, one a paslorale-heroiquCy

and one a comedy. The opera is also a pastorale-

heroique

(1) Catalogue Soleinne, III, 36.
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Tragi-comedie seems best to suit Gilbert's tastes and

endowment. His preference is for the tragic story

which by a fortunate peripelie eventuates in the happy

denouement. In more than one instance he makes use

of a tragic story and refuses to carry it through to the

tragic conclusion. His first plot, the story of Prince

Henry of England and his French bride, Marguerite,

terminates, not in sorrow with the fall of the prince

and his death (for which history could have provided

warrant), but in the capitulation of the king, swayed by

paternal affection (for which attitude on his part history

also afTords precedent), and the reunion of the married

lovers. Since the central motive of the story is the

unhappy position of the princess, and the chief appeal

to the emotion of the audience is the pathos of her si-

tuation, the death of the prince and the suicide, or

flight, of the princess would have augmented the pa-

thetic situation and formed an entirely logical denoue-

ment. But much as he shuns the denouement of horror,

Gilbert loves the shudder with which such a denouement

is anticipated. The moment is dear to him in which he

holds in one hand his happy ending, while with the other

he displays death and despair. Thus, in the instance

just cited, the rumor of the death of the prince and the

acceptance of the report by the princess, permits the

shudder and draws tears from the audience (in witness

of which, Chapelain), but the auditors — and the author

— breathe a sigh of relief and smile as the mistaken

identity is cleared up, and the curtain comes down to

the sound of not too distant wedding bells. While

the subject of the second piece was not of his

own choosing but seems to have been suggested

to him by Richelieu, its tragic subject with happy
termination is well suited to his skill and taste. The
classical form of the averted tragedy by means of the

intervention of mother instinct, and the traditional

recognition by the " old man ", are replaced, in Gilbert's

hands by recognition on the part of the lost fianceCj
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and the catastrophe is averted by means of the same
personage. Gilbert has hardened and made more

horrible the tragic situation by his use of Merope's

unrelenting spirit of vengeance, but the atmosphere of

happiness which his denouement wears is enhanced

by the romantic restoration of separated lovers. Of

the much discussed denouement of Rodogune,

one hesitates to put forth a claim for Gilbert's

tastes or preference ; for the theories of obedience to

a commanding patron and of flattery to a widowed
queen regent have been advanced in their place (1).

Yet it is quite within the possibilities that this strange
*' happy ending " is due to the author's sensitiveness

to happiness and his shrinking from tragic horror.

These early iragi-comedies differ from the later group

to such an extent that they seem a different genre.

Marguerite de France, Telephonte and Rodogune are

tragic stories with happy endings, while Chresphoniej

les Amours d'Angelique et de Medor, and Le Couriisan

parfaii are romantic stories with, at moments, tragic

possibilities.

In the latter group the emphasis is decidedly upon the

romantic situation. Here the author's love of romance

iinds expression. He particularly favors the romantic

situation oi the lowly suitor, endowed with qualities

superior to the arrogant aristocrats about him, who is

finally revealed to be the possessor not only of more

heroic qualities, but also of more exalted station than

they. The knight favored by the lady's preference may
have, in addition to the drawback of lowly rank, the

handicap of being the chief enemy of the paternal house.

This latter device occurs in Chresphonte and in les

Amours d^Angelique et de Medor. These heroes of tragi-

comedy surpass their competitors, whose rank is un-

questioned, as much by the lofty sentiments they express

and their visible superiority of character as they do,

(1) Gf. chap. IV, above.
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finally, (when the ultimate disclosure offers each a

waiting throne) by rightful rank.

In the pastoral Gilbert is less happy. His Amours

de Diane ei d'Endimion has too many episodes, though

none is unrelated to the main intrigue, to present a

smooth sequence of scenes. In its pretentions to no-

velty and iconoclastic attitude, les Amours d'Ovide

fails, and is oratorically platitudinous and flat. Gil-

bert's attempts in his opera to relieve the tragic si-

tuation by comic interludes, not in the best taste, also

fail, as do his efforts to depict the sufferings of the gods.

But it is redeemed by its lyric quality and the music with

which Cambert clothed the slender drama.

More than a mediocre gift for comedy is displayed

by Gilbert in les Intrigues amoureuses. The piece

shows excellent invention of situation, skill in compli-

cating the intrigue, and in resolving the complications.

The humorous dialogue is well composed. The suspense

is sustained and the spirit of comedy is not relaxed,

but persists to the end of the piece. It is a matter of

surprise that Gilbert did not repeat his success with this

form. His preference, his predilection, for the romantic

tragi-comedy probably outweighed his interest in

comedy.

Passages of Hypolite and large portions of Arie ei

Petus prove that Gilbert possessed more than mediocre

endowment for the writing of tragedy. Yet pure tra-

gedy, the tragic story followed by the logical tragic

denouement, does not appear to have appealed to him.

The temptation to turn his intrigue in the direction of

joy and happiness before the final curtain is all but

unconquerable. Success and happiness, the reward of

noble endeavor and heroic deeds, is to Gilbert the rea-

sonable termination, though not exemplified in his

own career. Out of thirteen plays Gilbert has given

only four to tragedy : Hypoliie, Semiramis^ Les Amours
de Diane ei d^Endimion, and Arie ei Petus, but elements

of the " happy ending " cling to Semiramis, for, while
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the husband of the heroine is dead, her enemies are-^

vanquished, and she triumphantly mounts a throne to

remain there, the idol of the people.

Both Garnier and La Pineliere had produced French
versions of Hypolite, but the story of Semiramis and
that of Arie were discovered as material for tragedy

by Gilbert. The author's originality, evidenced in

these cases by the use of new subjects, is revealed no less^

but in a different manner in Hypolite; for that story

has been changed by Gilbert and made his own. His

ability to write tragedy is proved in this his first essay

in that genre, and he shows himself greatly superior

to his two precursors. The difficult fifth act of this

piece he has treated with more logic, greater delicacy,

and immeasurably better taste. Gilbert's Hypolite

remains dignified in death, and is not trivialized into a

decor horrible as in the denouements of the earlier ver-

sions. Thesee is properly remorseful, and is self-

convicted of sin. The consciences of Thesee and

Phedre play important roles in the plot as conceived

by Gilbert. Semiramis has several fine passages, in-

troduces an interesting picture of Zoroaster, and, by
emphasizing the poignancy of the grief of Semiramis,

lightens the darkness of the picture of her revenge.

The figure of Semiramis, the bereft Amazon, the one

of the wedded lovers left to pursue vengeance, offers

a strong contrast to Arie, who refuses to outlive her

husband and immolates herself to show her lord the

way to death. Gilbert has drawn no better figure than

hers, and probably the best play in his theatre is that

which bears her name. In spite of minor faults the

piece has excellent points. The poisonous atmosphere

of Nero's palace, Nero in the vanity of triumph, and

finally in the rage of frustation, contrasted with the

purity of the figure of Arie and the nobility of that of

Fetus, the perfect love of the pair, their perfect confi-

dence, and united death are good tragic material. The
march of events set in motion by Nero's unholy passion
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'tor Arie and his jealous hatred of Petus has the appear-

ance of the inevitable. The weaknesses arc in the

ineffective portraits of Seneca and Petronius and the

tone of galanlerie in the conversations of Arie. The

light subtleties which characterize Arie's defence against

Nero are not in character with her sincerity. The
characters are not wholly lifelike ; it must be admitted

that Petus is rather stifT and wooden
;
yet the piece is

both convincing and touching. Arie shows high cour-

age when, in order to show her husband how to die,

and to hasten her reunion with him, she takes her own
life first. The bright picture of her courageous death

has a dark pendant in the mad rage of Nero, who sees her

shade with averted face pass from him forever. The
€nd is logical and artistic, resembling that of Brilannicus.

In Racine's play, too, we find a Nero who strongly re-

sembles the persecutor of Arie and Petus.

A conviction of the author's originality in handling a

€lassical subject is the result of reading these three

tragedies. In less degree, the same concession is made
to Gilbert's handling of the story of Telephonte. The
original elements he brings to this story are : the character

of Philoclee, and the love interest thus created ; the

son given to the tyrant, and the jealousy theme intro-

duced with that personage ; the test imposed by Tele-

phonte upon the " mother-instinct ", and the " recog-

nition " of Telephonte, which is achieved by Philocl6e.

The originality of the treatment is the most striking

quality displayed in the tragedy of Hypolite. It is

difficult to decide whether the sensibilite of the garQon

insensible or the situation of Phedre, not the wife, but

the fiancee of Th6s6e, is the most interesting point in

this originality. The latter innovation creates diffi-

culties for the march of the intrigue according to classical

precedent. The author has been not too successful in

resolving a situation he had not created : the classical

denouement without the classical donnees imposed diffi-

culties. But he ventured his original strokes, and ta
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some degree at least in respect to one of the innovations^

they found brilliant imitation. The figure of Semiramis,

as well as of other Amazon queens, had long interested

Gilbert. He succeeded in the tragedy in which he cele-

brates her, as he failed in the one in which he treated

another Amazon, Rodogune. His introduction of the

figure of Zoroaster (and his prophesies) is of interest

and is novel.

His choice of the portion of the story of Semiramis

which he treated is due not so much to his originality

as to another quality, as conspicuously evident in his

work. That quality is Gilbert's strange and, shall we
say bold delicacy, or, hesitating boldness ? However
it may be phrased, the fact is apparent that Gilbert

shuns the indelicate. On the other hand, the evidence

is indisputable that he enjoyed approaching such sub-

jects. He appears to be fascinated by glimpsing rela-

tions which he hesitates to develop into situations. In

other words, it seems to be exactly the knowledge of the

thin quality of the ice which tempts to the exercise of

skating. In the first piece for the theatre, the motiva-

tion is the emotion felt by the king for the wife of his

son. In the first of the tragedies, the theme is the classi-

cal subject of the criminal love of Phedre for her hus-

band's son. Historical warrant for a tragedy based

upon a similar feeling on the part of Semiramis, but for

her own, not her husband's son, offered a like plot for

the second tragedy. The tragic story in pastoral setting,

which describes the love of Diana for Endimion brings

forward as counter-plot the brother-sister situation in

the love of Apollo for Diana. The introduction of

Aretino and Joconde into the plot of le Couriisan

parfait permitted more than a suggestion of questionable

relations, while certain situations of les Intrigues amou-

reuses appear to be those to which Chapelain objected

on the ground of indelicacy. Yet, in composing his

first plot, Gilbert avoided all the ugly stories about the

long-continued and scandalous situation of King Henry
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and his son's betrothed bride, which history offered. The
promptings of dehcacy forbade the use of the darkest

passages of the story, and yet the desiro to skirt the

precipice and peer into the depths permitted the sugges-

tion of horror. In the handling of the plot of his first

tragedy, Gilbert has called down upon himself ridicule,

has indeed earned it, by avoiding the classical situation.

He frees Phedre from the bonds of wedlock and divides

the responsibility of the love complication between

the susceptible Hypolite and Phedre, virtuous, though

passionate. The author wants a pure Phedre as heroine

of an impure story ; naturally this was a difficult prob-

lem, and naturally he won no signal success. All the

authors of tragedies founded upon the story of Semi-

ramis who have followed Gilbert to the sources of legen-

dary history have chosen the desperate story of the

crime averted by a reconnaissance of the son of Semi-

ramis. Gilbert has preferred to represent Semiramis,

the devoted wife, rejecting the offers of a share of the

throne of Ninus, the avenging widow, and the trium-

phant queen. He permits no scandal to darken his

plot of which the Amazon queen is the heroine. In

the pastoral tragedy, Diane discusses freely the horror

of the situation into which the decree of the king of

Olympus and the desire of Apollo are thrusting her.

She conceives the subject, however, from the point of

view of Christian morality and recoils in horror. Gilbert

condemns the gods and their pratices. The conversa-

tions of Joconde and of Aretino which he introduces into

the plot of le Courlisan parfait mark the limit of sugges-

tiveness in his pieces. This play — assigning it to the

year in which the first reference to it is found — is

almost twenty years later than Hypolite in making its

appearance. Influences of a profligate court, of a royal

patron of broad conversations and strange moeurs, are

probably accountable for the diminished delicacy.

These elements of the last mentioned piece are not,

however, its chief characteristics. Delicacy is trium-
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phant in the person of Felismant, le courlisan parfait.

One scene of the comedy, les Intrigues amoureuses,

while no broader, nor even as broad as many scenes of

the contemporary comedy, might well have called forth

Chapelain's reproach. Yet, many opportunities given

by the story adopted by Gilbert for his plot are carefully

avoided, and the grossierete is slight compared to what

it might have been in the hands of many of his contem-

poraries ; still, it is present. The opera shows the

lower strain only in the personage of the buffoon, the

satyr Hylas. The main plot is quite idyllic and free

from suggestion. Considering that the suggestive,

though immanent in the theme, was carefully avoided

in the development of situation in Gilbert's early plays,

and that the same sort of atmosphere is introduced,

one might say, intruded, in some of the later plays, one

of two conclusions must be reached : either native deli-

cacy became besmirched by the associations of a milieu

in which that quality was disregarded, or native ten-

dency to linger near the borders of thin ice was embold-

ened by the associations of the group where restraint

was unknown. The meager details of Gilbert's life

which are in our possession provide no data for the for-

mation of a judgment, but the study of his works inclines

to the former of the two hypotheses.

Leaving aside the comedy, which is of the valet genre

and displays the traditional personages of comedy,

one may consider the characters of Gilbert's

plays with complacence, if one desires to place

him among the classicist group. His actors are all

persons of lofty rank : kings, queens, gods, goddesses,

princes, and duchesses. The exception is the hero of

the piece celebrating Ovidain theories, but the classical

poet is supreme in his class. Nymphs and Hyacinthe,

as representatives of supernatural personages, have roles,

while the Graces as well as Amour appear. The scene

is taken to the classical setting of the gardens of Ama-
thonte, on the island sacred to Venus.
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The bienseances are well observed. The kings and

emperors feel their royal characters, and are suitably

addressed by the other persons. They themselves

speak with^ authority. Precedence is strictly observed.

The prince of Ferrara cannot fight with Felismant, the

unknown knight. Angelique suspects that she is de-

barred from the tournament, not so much because of

established precedent, as because the daughter of Char-

lemagne, a princess, is not willing to yield the pas to

her, an exiled queen. Henry, king of England, vaunts

his power and conquests. Thesee makes a similar

claim to deserve the honor accorded him. Phedre is

no mere half-prisoned bride, but a queen for whom a

throne waits in Crete. The worthy knight Felismant,

beloved by the duchess, receives her hand, but only when
his equal rank is established. In these relations Gilbert

shows scrupulous care to maintain the dignity of the

atmosphere of lofty rank.

While rank elevates the older group among Gilbert's

adeiirs, the hero achieves his rank through spiritual

values. However debased or dishonorable other char-

acters may be, the hero is always high-minded. He
shrinks from indelicacy as he does from dishonor. Prince

Henry risks becoming a parricide only from high and
holy motives arising from his ideal love for his wife.

Felismant, the faultless knight, shines with a brighter

luster in contrast to the dark distortion of the soul of

Aretino. Hypolite plans to ask for the hand of Phedre
openly, upon the return of Thesee ; and the prize in the

debate between Ovid and Hyacinth is won by the latter,

who champions the constant lover, while the woman's
prize is accorded to Cephise. Honor and virtue triumph
in Gilbert's characters as does right in the denouement
of his intrigues : Prince Henry wins, Rodogune with-

draws her persecutions, Semiramis triumphs and ascends
the throne, Medor vanquishes the most famous knights,

in combat, and puts to death Angehques's political

enemies. Hypolite, Endimion, and Arie are sacrificed

Gabriel Gilbert. 21
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to the Tragic Muse, but their sentiments triumph, their

actions are vindicated.

While the mighty occupy first rank on the scene,

Gilbert has chosen interesting and unusual persons in

minor roles. Even such minor personages as his confl-

dentes and confidents always have acting parts and in-

fluence the march of the intrigue, while Queen Elenore,

Zoroaster, Aretino, Ovid, and Petronius give originality

and luster to the lists of his minor characters. King
Henry and Thesee are bombastic and egotistical,

but there may be no lack of verisimilitude in ^his.

Prince Henry and the Princess Marguerite plead for

their right to happiness simply and naturally. If we
deplore the sophisticated speeches of Merope to Chres-

phonte and of Arie to Nero, it should be remembered
that they are probably due to the effort to imitate the

subtleties of the salon conversations of the author's

period. They probably reflect the precedent of the

Precieuses and the beaux esprils.

While the feminine interest is not overwehlming in

Gilbert's theatre, his female roles are the most striking.

We remember Felismant, Ovide, and Endimion ; Hypo-
lite at least shares the honors with Phedre, yet we are

especially impressed by Marguerite, the two Meropes,

Philoclee, Rodogune, Semiramis, Arie, and Angelique.

The greater part of Gilbert's life seems to have been

passed in the service of women, and doubtless he was
more at home in their society than with men. The
roles of the women characters were seemingly more
sympathiques. Two chief types are to be discerned

;

the Amazon, and the lovely princess. The Merope of

Telephonte is, of course, the classical queen, and may
not be legitimately ranged in either of these two classi-

fications. Still, her qualities are those which the author

gives to the heroines of the first group : she consistently

may be given a place with them. The type inaugurated

by Marguerite is his preferred heroine. As in the case

of Merope's fitness for a place in the first group, we must
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make some modification of the second classification

to place Phedre within it, for she is both the unhappy-

princess and the queen for whom a throne is waiting.

But Philoclee, Lidie, the Merope of Chresphonie, and

Angelique are successors of Marguerite. Though Ange-

lique is described as an Amazon, in spite of the fact that

the portions of her story which fall within the Hmits of

her iragi-comedie do not represent her as such, but

rather as a princess in distress, still, to Gilbert she may
have seemed to partake of the qualities of both classes.

It is necessary to devise a classification apart for the two

women characters of the piece which celebrates Ovid.

For Corinne is an unqualified Precieuse and Gephise,

whom he evidently creates as an ideal with purer and

more lofty sentiments, is a second Precieuse : the manner

of gaining their ends and the manner of speaking is alike

in the two roles. Arie, the Roman matron, falls

into neither category. She shows a kinship, however,

rather with the lovely princess in distress, than with

the Amazon queen, until the final moment when her

courage, unflinching before the horror of self-inflicted

death, allies her to the Amazons. Perhaps this was the

feature of her history which attracted Gilbert to her

story.

In regard to women, two sets of opinion are to be

found in Gilbert's theatre. One idealizes, while the other

detracts. The spokesmen of the one, such as Felismant

and Prince Henry, emphasize the virtuous and noble

side of woman. The opinion of the hard and seasoned

courtier, such as Cambridge, who believes that every

woman has a price, and that a diademe will win the most

difficult, finds many repetitions. It is the corner stone

of Ovid's theories ; it is echoed by Petronius, who be-

lieves that " toute femme est vaine ", and that " de la

plus fiere un Empire est le prix ". Occasionally it is

one of the women characters who inveighs against her

own sex — as in the case of the rivals of Angelique —
or who advises the use of arts, as in the case of the
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confidentes of Marguerite, Semiramis, and other he-

roines.

Characterization is not carried to any degree of subtlety

by Gilbert. Much the same manner of speech is given

to the different characters. They are distinguished by

their sentiments, yet here, too, there is frequent confu-

sion. When Rodogune demands the death of the prin-

cess Lidie at the hands of her sons, one presumes an

opposite line of conduct would actuate the princess's

desires. But her ultimatum repeats that of the queen;

the beautiful princess echoes the brutal words of Ro-

dogune. Better contrast in characterization is shown

between Felismant and Aretino, between Ovid and

Hyacinth, between the king of England and the prince.

In these cases definite expression of sentiment evokes

a picture of contrasting personalities. The differen-

tiation of character is produced by situation and by the

attribution of inherent qualities rather than by deft

characterization through speech. Prince Henry and

Felismant express sentiments which accord with the

qualities attributed to them and show their devotion

and heroism by heroic action in the situation created.

It is the situation of Marguerite and of Arie — the

purity of character attributed to them, and the contrast

between character and the lot which has befallen them
— which constitutes the pathos of these characters.

Opinions of the insincerity of court life creep into more

than one of the pieces. The pictures make of the court

a place of intrigue, where chacun pense a soy, an orga-

nization faiale aux liberiez and pleine de Finesse. Cour-

tiers are pictured as corrupt, cheats, evil-speakers,

persons who bring all the vices to the court. On the

other hand, Felismant sees grandes verius and belles

passions struggling against corruption there.

The author's own ideas in regard to life are not difficult

to identify. The sentiments expressed by the prince

and by Marguerite in the first play have the ring

of personal conviction. Hypolite, too, declares that
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•honneiir est plus grand, after he has celebrated the power

of love ; and Thesee goes to his self-inflicted end with

the conviction that he has " outraged Nature ". Hypo-

lite declares, after Corneille's Auguste and many others :

Et qui veut vaincre autruy, se doit vaincre soy-mesme.

Repetitions of this idea are to be found in several

places, as is the moral attitude toward vice in high places:

il faiit punir le vice, even without respect de personne.

The beneficent effect of struggle againt odds is part

of Gilbert's teaching. For Endimion :

Les maux sont les degres du temple de la Gloire.

Obstacles and perils enhance the prize to this hero.

These and other expressions of the same nature show

the trend of Gilbert's mind. Still another set of sen-

timents gives out the unmistakably Christian, even Cal-

vinistic, point of view. The fact that the future cannot

be learned from signs is one form this idea takes : les

glioses futures... sont seulement escrites dans les Cieux.

In a narrower sense the expression of faith is seen in a

retort to Petronius that un infidelle juge mat de lafoy,

while in a broader sense, it is seen in the words which

one feels that it must have given great pleasure to Gil-

bert to put into the mouth of Seneca :

C'est cet Esprit Divin, cette essence infinie,

Qui de cet Univers entretient I'harmonie.

Criticism of the moeurs of the gods is to be found in

several pieces. The infidelities and adulteries of the

gods are urged as examples by Thesee, speaking in his

own defense. The subject reappears in les Amours
d]Ovide, as an example and as subject of criticism.

Diane finds the examples of her family of deities open

to censure and speaks of their crimes. In Arte el
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Peius, the subject reappears and the immorality of the

denizens of Olympus is condemned.

In this insistent tone, which may derive from the

Calvinistic training of the author, can be seen the expla-

nation of the use which he makes of stories involving

questionable situations as noted above. A sudden
conversion to right thinking may transform even a

wilful and headstrong king :

Ma douleur me fait voir ma faute clairement,

La perte que j'ay faite en est le chastiment (1).

And all ends as : ...dans le Ciel il estoii ordonne (2).

Ovid is subjected to scrutiny by Calvinistic standards,

and receives the author's condemnation which falls

from the lips of Hyacinthe; but the poet who is supreme
over the literature of the middle ages is not to be too

hastily punished, and he is permitted to " return to

Rome ".

Repeated examples of patriotic sentiments are to be
noticed throughout Gilbert's plays, and frequently this

subject is joined with a celebration of the joy of peace.

Marguerite de France provided occasion for the praise

of the gallant French soldiers. The flag of France is

enthusiastically celebrated as the symbol of the nation.

The closing speech evokes une elernelle paix. A similar

sentiment echoes in the final words of Telephonie. The
prophesy of peace with the return of the Heraclides

sounds in the final scene of Chresphonie. Patriotism

and peace are the two motives on which the changes are

rung in the Odes, — to Mazarin, to the King, and even

in the early ode celebrating the Queen Regent. Love
of country seems deeply planted in the author's heart,

and the desire for peace is expressed with the strength

of a ruling passion.

(1) Marguerite, V, 1.

(2) Id., id.
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The usual inics are employed by Gilbert to assist the

complication of his plot and lead to a happy denoue-

ment. The disguise, the exchange of armor (in one case

of feminine costume), and the false rumor of the death

of the hero, or heroine, are freely used, as has been noted

above in the discussion of Marguerite de France, Chres-

phonte, and (as to the " disguise ") in Tetephonte and les

Amours d'Angetique et de Medor. The reconnaissance

is freely used in this group and the dream figures in

Hypolite, Semiramis, and Les Amours de Diane et d^En-

dimion. Billets are used in Les Amours d'Ovide and le

Courtisan parfait, while a mirror, equally, plays a part

in both of these pieces. A mysterious cabinet assists the

intrigue of Arie et Petus, while the denouement of les

Amours d'Angetique et de Medor is accelerated by a scarf

which identifies the hero of the final test as the hero

of the first meeting.

Gilbert is lavish in the use of classical allusions and

historical references to strengthen the atmosphere of

his pieces. The historical backgrounds of Marguerite

de France and of Chresphonte have been carefully

constructed. That of Rodogune seems fanciful and may
be affixed to no definite historical period, certainly not

to the same time and place indicated by Corneille in his

similarly named piece. Local color is profuse in Arie

et Petus and in le Courtisan parfait.

The unities have been studied in detail in connection

with each play and have been found, on the whole,

carefully observed. The exception to the observation

of the rule of twenty-four hours is found in the case of les

Amours de Diane et d^Endimion. Here the " call " to

the contestants prescribes a three days feast, and the

time is carefully noted to bring the action within the

desired portion of that time. In all other pieces, not

^nly is the unity of time observed, but it is documented
fey frequent time references. The unity of action is

maintained in the greater number of cases with reason-

aMe; care. Certain scenes, especially in Marguerite
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de France and in Arie ei Peius, do not advance the action,

yet ai;e valuable as increasing the effect of historic atmos-

phere. There seems a conscientious regard for the

unity of place.

The denouements are usually striking, and frequently

depend upon a reconnaissance, upon clearing up a false

rumor, or some similar fortunate peripeiie. In the major-

ity of cases, Gilbert's peripelies are well conducted.

The author's choice of scenes a faire is good. He usually

heightens his dramatic effect by a good confrontation

of the chief antagonists : King Henry and Prince Henry,

Rodogune and Lidie, Ghresphonte and Tysmane,
Felismant and le prince de Ferarre, and Nero and Petus,

for example. The acts are— after the first two pieces —
of quite uniform length. The characters are usually

few in number, and the scenes present, in the greater

number of instances, dialogues between two acleurs.

Except in le Courlisan parfaii, the action is chiefly

psychological. In the last named play, the representation

of the end of an attack by ambush and the presentation

of the pastoral do not materially add to the interest.

Commendation is almost invariably bestowed upon
Gilbert's easy versification, which merits the praise.

However, his figures are neither original nor interesting.

The conventional precieux vocabulary, with references

to the astre du jour and similar hackneyed phrases are

frequently met with. Sentences containing enumera-

tions are frequent, and those in which the name of a river

is substituted for the country to which it belongs are

almost without number. The Tiber constantly figures

for the Empire of Rome, and the Thames in the same
fashion for England, while the Seine is constantly in

use to denote the poet's own land.

A strange habit of presenting his chief character upon
the first rising of the curtain is unconquerable. The
curtain always finds the action going on, and introduces

the intrigue in medias res. King Henry is seen at the

opening of Marguerite de France ; Phedre, in Hypoliley
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and the habit persists with the author through le

Courlisan parfait and les Amours d'Angelique el de

Medor, in which, in the one case, Felismant explains his

presence to his confidant, and in the other AHmant-
Medor does exactly the same thing. Thus the expo-

sitional material is largely given by the chief personage

in dialogue with a confidant : King Henry and Gam-
tridge, Phedre and her confidente, Felismant and

Medor to the characters who bear the same relation to

them.

A great love of the recii is seen throughout Gilbert's

dramatic work. In several of the pieces there is more
than one. Chresphonte and les Amours d'Angelique el

de Medor, as well as the first of the tragi-comedies, give

occasion for a recit in connection with the false rumor
of a death, and for a second recit contradicting the

first when the truth is known. The broken recit is

found, too, begun by one speaker, who in all probability

possesses only partial information, and continued by
another who knows the correct story of the finale.

For instance, the long recit of Aristee, in Hypoliie, is

interrupted to admit the announcement of the death of

Achrise, but is continued by the same speaker, while

that in Chresphonte is begun by a confidant and termi-

nated by the king, who had more vital and exact infor-

mation. The recit of the. death of Hypolite, as given

by Aristee, is a striking example of Gilbert's good taste.

The trivial and shockingly realistic details, which makes
the recits of Garnier and of la Pineliere offensive, are

absent from Gilbert's account. Indeed, a very good

piece of work is exhibited by this recit of Aristee.

The chief faults of Gilbert's theatre are, first, the per-

sonal one on the part of the author who does not possess

the ability to rise in expression to the height of his

conception of his story. He lacks skill to carry on the

marche de Vinlrigue with the effect of inevitability.

The art to make his characters live upon the stage is

not his, either. While Gilbert has evidently made a
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serious effort to give natural speech, an unoratorical

effect, to his characters, he has not always succeeded

in his aim.

The plea that one of Gilbert's contemporaries be not

forgotten and ignored by the present century has been

eloquently made in favor of Chevreau (1). His apologist

says :
" Pour mieux faire ressortir les merites de Corneille

on a trop rabaisse ses rivaux" (2). In the same way, it

may be claimed for Gilbert that the condemnation of

his work as fade, plai, and mediocre, is made in the light

of the superior excellence of his great contemporaries.

There has been too little willingness to admit such claims

to consideration as Gilbert possesses. While he himself

evidently profited by suggestions in the work of Cor-

neille, he just as evidently made contributions to the

work of Racine. Ideas which emerged only confusedly

from Gilbert's unimpressive scenes and pHcieux dia-

logue, stand forth with conspicuous effect when a master

like Racine gives them life. Thus the study of Gilbert

is valuable, among other reasons, in reconstituting a

link in the sources of certain of Racine's works. After

the study of Gilbert and the comparisons made above we
may claim that in examining the work of Racine, Gilbert

is to be taken into consideration. We cannot admit that

the work of Racine is due to the classical sources and to

his own invention solely. We claim a debt to Gilbert

for an intermediary step (3).

Gilbert was gifted with an ability to conceive what he
lacked the artistic ability to express. It is this ine-

(1) Boissiere, G., Urbain Chevreau, Niort, 1909. 8°.

(2) Op. ciL, p. 126.

(3) In support of this claim, cf. " Le Racinisme a existe avant Ra-
cine... quelques critiques font, k ce propos, beaucoup d'honneur k un
nomme Gabriel Gilbert, qui, de 1640 a 1672, fit jouer des tragedies oii

J'on pretend retrouver les commencements de Racine... Gilbert peut
passer pour le rival de Pradon, mais non pour le rival de Racine ".

Albalat, Antoine, L'Art Poitique de Boileau Paris, 1929, p. 151. (The
work here cited has been published while this essay on Gilbert has
been in press).
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quality between originality in discovering his " good

story " and lack of skill in presenting it which caused

Manage to say of him :
" II trouve bien le gibier au glte»

mais ce n'est pas pour lui qu'il le fait partir "
(1).

(1) Cf. Menagiana.
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CoRNEiLLE (Thomas). —- Timocrate, Paris, 1656.

Cotin (I'abbe Charles). — (Euvres meslees, Paris, 1659, 12°.

CouRAjoD (Louis). — Les sepultures des Plantagenets a Fojitevrault,

Paris, 1867, 4°.

Crebillon (Prosper de). — Semiramis, Paris, 1717, 12°.

Ctesias of Cnidus. — Histoire de Perse, trad, fr., Buchon, Paris, 1857.

Daniel (Samuel). — The Collection of the history of England (by S. D.)

London, 1626, fol.

Delaporte (p. v.). — Du Merveilleux dans la litterature frangaise sous

le regne de Louis XIV, Paris, 1891.

Deltour. — Les Ennemis de Racine, au xvii^ siecle, Paris, 1859, 8°.

Depping (G.). — Un banquier protestant en France au xvii^ siecle,

Barthelemy Herwarth, Controleur General des Finances (1607-1676)...,

Revue historique, 1879, t. x, 285-338.

Des Avenelles (Albin). — Le Remede d'Amour, Paris, 1556, in-16°.—
Appien, Des Guerres des Romains, trad, en fr. par .,. Paris, 1560.

3 t. en 2 vols., 8°.

—

Epitome des vies de L/F, personnes extrait de

Plutarque, Paris, 1558, 2 t. in 1 vol., 8°.

Descartes (Rene). — Les Meditations Metaphysiques de RenS Des-

cartes,... traduites du latin de I'Auteur par M. le D. D. L^ N. S.

[Charles d'Albert due de Luynes], Paris, 1647. Meditations,

(Euvres de Descartes, Paris, L. Cerf., 1897-1910, vol. 7-8.

Descubes (A). — Nouveau Dictionnaire d'histoire, de geographic, de

mythologie, et de biographic, Paris, 1889. 2 Vol.

Desfontaines. — La Veritable Semiramis, Paris, 1647, 4°.

DiCETO (Ralph, de). — Historical Works. The chronicle of the reigns

of Henri II and Richard I... ed. by Wm. Stubbs, [Rolls series].

Dictionary of National Biography, edited by Leslie Stephen, London,
1885-1921, 63 vols.

Dictionnaire des Theatres francais, Paris.

Dictionnaire Historique, critique et bibliographique, Soc. des Gens de

Lettres, Paris, 1822.

Dictionnaire portatif des Femmes celebres, Paris, 1769, 2 vols, 8°.

DiEz (Frederic). — Essai sur les Cours d'Amour, traduit de I'AUe-

mand..., par F. Du Roisin, Lille, Paris, 1842, 8°.

Dio Cassius Cocceianus. — Dio's Roman History, with an English

translation, by Ernest Cary, London, 1914.

DiODORUS (The Sicilian). — Bibliotheque historique de Diodore de
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Sicile, traduction notrvelle par M. Ferd. Hoefer, Paris, 1846, 4 vols.

in-12.

Divizio DA BiBBiENA {Bemardo, cardinal). — Calandra, comedia,

s. 1. 1526, 12°.

DouEN (E. O.).— Clement Marotetle Psautier Huguenot, Paris, Impri-

merie Nationale, 1878, 4°.

Du Casse. — Histoire anecdotique de Vancien tliedtre en France, Paris,

1864.

Du Chesne (Andre). — Histoire generate d'Angleterre, Paris, 1614

edition nouv., Paris, 1634).

Du Haillan. — L' Histoire de France par Barnard de Girard, seigneur

du Haillan, [Huillier], Paris, 1576, fol.

Du Moulin (Gabriel). — Histoire generate de Normandie, Rouen, 1631

Du Noyer, M^i^. — Lettres historiques et galantes, nouv. ed., London.

1757, 9 vols., 12°.

Du Peschier (N.). — La Comedie des Comedies, tT.ita.1. par L. S. D. P.,

Paris, 1629, 8°.

Du Ryer. — Alcimedon, tragi-coniedie, Paris, 1635, 4°. — Clarigene,

tragi-comedie, Pans, 1639, 4°. — Nitocris, Paris, 1650. — Themistocl&

Paris, 1648, 4°.

Euripides with an English translation by Arthur S. Way, 4 vols.

London, 1912.

EusEBius. — Histoire ecclesiastique, trad, fr., Paris, 1905-13, 3 vols.

EusTATHius OF Thessalonica. — CommentarH ad Homeri Odysseam,

Leipzig, 1825-1826 2 t. in 1 vol., 4°.

Fantosme (Jordan). — Chronicle of the war between the English and the

Scots in 1173 and 1174... with translation, Michel... London... 1840.

Fetis (F. J.). — Biographic universelle des musicians et bibliographie

generate de la musique... Paris, 1860-65, 8 vols., 8°.

Fitzmaurice-Kelly (James). — Historia de la literatura espanola,

Madrid, 1921.

Fleischhammer (Alfred).

—

Der Provinsiale in der franzosischen komo-
die, von 1650 bis 1750 ; Leipzig dissertation, Halle, 1909.

Fontenelle (B. de). — Vie de Pierre Corneille, Paris, 1785, 8°.

Forster (Margarete). — Die franzosischen PsalmenUbersetzungen vom
XII bis zum Ende des XVIII Jahrhunderts. Ein Beitr. z. Geschichte

d. franzos. Uebersetzungskunst, Berlin, 1914.

FouRNEL (Victor). — Les Contemporains de Moliere, Paris, 1875,

3 vols., 8".

Franklin (Alfred). — Christine de Suede et I'assassinat de Monaldeschi

au chateau de Fontainebleau, Paris, 1912, 8°.

FuLGENTius (Fabius Planciadis). — Mythologiarum, in Mythologici

Latini, Commelimis, Heidelberg, 1599.

Garnier (Robert).— Hippolyte, Paris, 1573.

Gassier (A.). — Le Theatre Espagnol, Paris, 1898.
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Gaudenzio (Claretta). — La Regina Christina de Suezia in Italia^

Torino, 1892.

Gauthiez (Pierre). — L'ltalie du xvi® siecle : L'Aretin, Paris, 1895.

Gervase of Canterbury. — Historical Works. Ed. Wm. Stubbs.

London, 1878-80. 2 vols., gr. 8.

Gilbert (Gabriel). — See Appendix I.

GiRAUD [Jean].— D'Apres Sapho, R. H. L., vol. 27, 1920.

Godeau. — Paraphrase des Pseaumes de David en vers frangois. Paris,

1648, 4°.

GoujET, I'abbe. — Bibliotheqi e frangoise, ou I'histoire de la litterature

frangoise, Paris, 1740-1756. 18 vol. 12°.

GouRNAY (Marie de).^— Essai suivi de " L'egalite des hommes et dts

femmes" et du ^' Grief des dames", cvec variantes, des notes, des

appendices et un portrait. Champion, Paris, 1910.

La Grande Encyclopedie, Paris, 1886-1902, 31 vols., 4°.

Gribble (Francis Henry). — The court of Christine of Sweden and the

later adventures of the queen in exile, London, 1913.

Griffet (P). —• Tancrede de Rohan, Liege, 1767.

GuARiNi. — II Pastor fido, Venise, 1590, 4°.

GuERiN DE BouscAL (Guyon). — Oroondate, 1645, Paris, 4°.

GuESSARD ET Grandmaison. — Ancicns poetes de la France, Paris,

1870; 8°.

Guillaume le Marechale. — Histoire de Guillaume le Marechale,

ed. P. Meyer, Paris, Soc. de I'hist. de F., 3 vols., 8*'.

Guise (due de).— Lettre escrittede Bruxelles a la Haye, ms. 6046, fol.

130 (6). Bib!., Natl., Paris.

GuizoT (F.P.G). — Collection des Memoires rclatifs a I'histoire de France
[vol. VIII, Louis le Jeune ; vol. XI, Phil.-Aug.], Paris, 1825, 8°.

IIaag (E. et E). — La France protestante, ed., Paris, 1877-88, 6 vols.

Haase. — Syntaxe frangaise du xvii^ siecle {trad. Obert), Paris, 1898, 8°.

Hardy (Alexandre). — Le theatre d'Alexandre Hardy... E. Stengel...

Marburg et Paris, 1883-1884.

Hauvette (Henri). — " Aretin au theatre ", Bvlletin italien, IV, 1904.

Heliodorus. — Theagene et Charicle, tr. from Greek, by R Smith,
London, 1855.

Renault (J. d'). — GB vres diverses ; Bail du Cceur de Clovis, Paris,

1670, 12°.

Herodotus. — Les Histoires d'Herodote, mises en frangais, par P. Du
Ryer, Paris, 1645.

Herrig. — Archiv fUr das Studium der Neueren Sprachen und Lite-

raturen.

Heroet (Antoine). — (Eut'rfcs poeii^ues (ed. critique), Paris, Soc. des

textes frangais modernes, 1909, 8°.

Hesiod.— The Homeric Hymns... with an English translation by Hugh
G. Evelyn-White... London, 1914.

Histoire de la vie de la reyne Christine de Suede, avec un veritable recit

du sSjour de la reyne a Rome, et la defense du Marquis Monaldeschi
contre la Reyne de Suede. Stockholm, 1677.
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IIovEDEN, Roger. - Chronica ma^l.tri... ed. by W. Stubbs, London,

1868-71, 4 vols. gt. 8° [
vol. II].

_ ^ , ,

IIvGiNus.- Mythologici Mini, in quibruh C. Jidii //ygm^, ...Fabulorum

liber I... Heidelbergae, ex. bib. Commehniano, 1599, 8«.

Jal - Dictionnaire critique de Biographic et d'Histoire Paris, 1367.

John of Salisbuuv. - Opera, ed. Giles, J. A., Paris, 1 855, 8 .

Justin - History of the world from the Assynan monarchy... Mad*.

Endish by T. Brown. London, 1713.
, ^ r^ i,

Juvenal. — The Satires, with an English translation oy G. G. Lamsay,

New York, 1918.

K,,jL (H) -^Scholia^n Apollonii Argonautica, Leipzig, 1854.

KervUh et Bahthelemy. - Valentin Conrart, sa ,ie et sa correspon-

tZance, Paris, 1881.

La Calphenedh (Gautier de Coste de). - La Mort de Mithridate,

trag-com., Paris, 1637. — Le Comte d'Essex, trag., Pans, 1639. —
Edouard, trag.-com., Paris, 1640. - La Bradamante, trag.-com.,

Paris 1637. ^ . ,^o„ . ,^
La Chapelle (Jean de). - Telephonic, Pans, 1683, m-12.

Lachevhe [Y].--BihUographiedes recneilscollect^fs^ t TaS -
blies de 1597-1700, 5 vols, et suppl., 1901-1902, 4o. Pans.

Les ffiu^resde Jean De/iewM^t, Paris, 1922
vv.nlm et

Lacombe (J). - Histoire de Christine Reme de Suede, Stockholm et

Lacour (Loul). — Le meurtre du marquis Monaldeschi, Paris, 1866.

La Caoi {A. Pherotee de). - L'Art de la poes.e franco.se et lat^ne,

La'^fT^ta'ink (Jean de). - (Eu.res completes, ed. Moland, Paris.

La gI'anJk (Charles). - Registre de La Grange (1658-1685), precede

d'une notice biographique, Pans, 1876.

. Lagrange-Chancel. — Amasis, Paris, 1701.

Lajarte (Theo). --Bibliotheque musicale du theatre delopeia (2 vols),

Lam'IrtinMA. de). - "Preface" des Meditations, (Eu.res, Paris.

Lemerre, 1885-1891, 14 vols., 18o.
, t, :

La lTurencxe (Lione'l ie) . -^ Les Createu^s de VOpera /ran,..., Pans,

/1921 8° — Les maitres de la musique " LuUy ,
Pans, iJii.

Lanca;ter (Henry Carrington). - Le M.,no.V. d. ^«^!^;.^' ^^S,
d'autres decorateurs de VHotel de Bourgogne et de la Comedie Fi angaise.

Champion. Paris, 1920. - " Les Premieres actnces ^^^nQa^ses^

L. Lacour (review) Modern Language Notes, vol 3 J,
U^^-

" The Source of Britannicns " II, 6. M. L. N., Nov. 1912.
_

Lanson (G). - Esquisse d'une histoire de la tragedie frangaise New

York 1920 8° — Histoire de la litterature frangaise. Pans, ea. ui-

La Pineliere. - Hippolyte, tragedie, Paris, SommaviUe,
^f^'

La Porte (Joseph de). - Dictionnaire dramatique contenant I histoire
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des theatres, Paris, 1776,3 vols., 8".

—

Anecdotes dramatiques, Varis,

1775, 80.

Larrey (Isaac de).— Histoire d'Eleanor de Guienne, duchesse d'Aqui-
taine..., Londres, 1788, 8®.

Larousse (Pierre). — Grand Dictionnaire Uniuersel du XIX^ siecle,

15 vol., 2 supl., Paris, 1869.

La Valliere (Louis Cesar de La Baume Le Blanc, due de). — Cata-

logue des litres de la bibliotheque de feu M. le due de La VallierCf

Paris, 1768.

Le Long. — Bibliotheque Historique de la France (ed. Foutelle), Paris,

1775.

Lemaire de Belges (Jean).— Les Illustrations de Gaule et singularitez

de Troie, CEuvres, Louvain, 1882-1891, 4 vols., 8°.

Lemaitre (Jules).

—

-La comedie apres Moliere et te theatre de Dancourt,

Paris, 1903.

Lemazurier (P.D).— Galerie historique des acteurs du Theatre frangais

depuis 1600 jusqu'd nos jours. Paris, 1810, 2 vols., 8°.

Leris (a. de).— Dictionnaire portatif historique et litteraire des theatres

2 ed., Paris, 1763.

Littre (E). — Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise, Paris, 1876.

LiviERA (Giovanni-Battisto) . — Cresfonte, Padova, 1588.

LoRET. — La Muze historique (edition Livet), Paris, 1857-1891. — Les
Continuateurs de Loret, Paris, 1881-1883, 2 vols.

Lucas (Hippolyte). —- Histoire philosophique et litteraire du theatre

frangais depuis son origine, Paris, n. d. [avertissement, 1895].

Lyttleton, (Lord George). — The History of the Life of King Henry
the Second, and of the age in which he lii^ed, in five books... London,
1777-87, 6 vols. 8".

Maffei. — Merope, Modena, 1714.

Maitland (Fuller). —- Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians,

edited by Fuller Maitland, London, 1904, 5 vols. 4o.

AIarchand (Prosper).

—

Dictionnaire historique, ou Memoires critiques

et litteraires concernant la vie et les outrages de divers personnages

distingues, particulierement dans la republique des lettres, La Haye,
1758-59, 2 vols., fol.

Marguerite de Navarre. — L'Heptameron des nouvelles... Paris,

1560, 40.

Marot (Clement).— Le Temple de Cupidon {OEuvres, I), Paris, 1824, 8°.

Trente Pseaulmes de David, mis en francoys par Clement Marot,
Paris, s. d. [Priv. nov. 1561].

Marsan (Jules). —• La Pastorale dramatique en France, Paris, 1905.

Martial (d'Auvergne). — Les arrets d'Amour... Amsterdam et Paris,

1731.

Martial (Marcus Valerius).— Epigrams, with an English translation

by Walter C. A. Kerr, 2 vols., London, 1919.

Martin (Henri). — Tancrede de Rohan, Paris, 1855.

Matthieu (Paris). — Chroniques tr. en fr. Huillard-Breholles, Paris,

1840-41, 9 vols.

Maufoint. — Bibliotheque des theatres, contenant le catalogue alpha-^
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bitique des pieces dramatiques, opera, parodies el opera corniques...

. Paris, 1733.

Memoires des Intrigues Politiques et Galanls de la reine Christine da

Suede, Liege, 1710.

Menage (G).— Menagiana ou les bons mots et remarques critiques,

historiques, morales et d'erudition, de M. Menage, recueillies par sea

am,is, 3^ ed., Paris, Delaune, 1715, 4 vols.

— Menagiana, ou bons mots, rencontres agreables, pensees judicieuses et

observations curieuses de M. Menage, 3^ ed., Amsterdam, 1713, 4 vols,

Mebay (A). — La vie au temps des cours d'amour, Paris, 1876 .

Michel (Andre).— Histoire de VArt depuis les premiers temps Chretiens

jusqu'd nos jours... Paris, 1905.

Michel (Francisque).

—

Deux annees du regne de Henri III, roi d'An-

gleterre, Poitiers, 1841, 8°. — Histoire des dues de Normandie et des

rois d'Angleterre, Paris (soc. de I'hist. de Fr.), 1840, 8°.

Modern Language Notes, the Johns Hopkins University Press, Balti-

more, Maryland.

MoLiERE (J.-B. P).— CEuvres, edition Grands Ecrivaiiis, ed. E. Despois,

Paris,, 1873-1890, 13 vols.

MoNCHRESTiEN. — L'Ecossaise, Paris, 1601^ 4°.

MoNTPENSiER {M}^^ de) .— Memoires, coll. Petitot, 2^ ser., vol. 40-42.

MoRELLE (La).— Endimion, ou le Ravissement, tragi-comedie pastorale,

Paris, 1627, 8°.

MoRERi (Louis). — Le Grand Dictionnaire Historique, Basle, 1740.

MoTT (Lewis Freeman).-

—

The System of Courtly Love, Boston, 1896, 8°.

MouHY (le Chevalier de).— Journal du theatre frangais, ^^s. fran^ais.

9, 230 (Salle des manuscrits, Bibl. Natl.).

MiJLLER (Karl). — Fragmenta historicorum Graeeorum, Paris, 1848-74,

5 vols.

Navenne (F. de). — Le Premier sejour de la reine Christine en Italie,

Paris, 1904, 8°.

Neilson (Wm. Allan).— The Origins and Sowces of the Court of Love,

Harvard Studies, Cambridge, 1899.

NicERON. — Memoires pour servir a I'histoire des Hommes illustres de la

Republique des Lettres, avec le Catalogue de lews ouvrages, 1727-1745,

43 vols.

Niger (Ralph). — Chronica, ed. Robert Anstruther, Caxton Soc,
London, 1851.

NisARD. — Memoires de Daniel Huet, trad. Charles Nisard, Paris, 1853,
120.

NoRGATE (Kate).— England under the Angevin Kings, London, 1887,
2 vols.

Orleans, (Pierre Joseph d'). — Histoire des Revolutions d'Anglesttrre

depuis le commencement de la monarchie, Paris, 1693.

OuviLLE (d'). — Aymer sans savoir qui, comedie, Paris, 1647.
Ovid.— Amores... Les amours d'Ovids, tr. fr... Ph. Martinon, Paris, 1897,
Ars amatoria... VArt d'aimer, tr. par Henri Bornecque... Paris, Les
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belles lettres, 1924. — Pastes. — Heroides and Amoves, with an Englihs

translation by Grant Showerman, London, 1914. — Metamorphoses,

with an English translation by Franck Justin Miller, 2 vols., London,

1916.

[Parfaict, Claude].— Z)ictionnaire des theatres de Paris, contenant toutes

les Pieces qui ont ete representees jusqu'd present sur les differens

theatres Fran^ais, et sur celui de I Academie Royale de Musique,

Paris, Lambert, 1756.

Parfaict (Freres). — L'Histoire du theatre depuis son origine jusqu'a

present, a Amsterdam, 1735-1749, 15 vols.

Paris (Gaston). — « Les Cours d'Amours du Moyen-Age », etude

d'histoire litteraire, par E. Trojel (two articles) Journal des Savants,

nov.-dec. 1888
; pp. 664-675 et 727-736.

Paris (Matthew). — English history,.. Tr. from the Latin by the Rev.

J. A. Giles, London, 1852-54, 3 vols.

Paul-Emyle. — Histoire des fails, gestes et conquestes des Roys de

France, Paris, 1581.

Pausanias.

—

Pausanias Description of Greece, with an English transla-

tion by W. H. S. Jones, London, 1918-1926, 6 vols (The Loeb classi-

sical library)..

Pellison et d'OLivET.— Histoire de VAcademie frangaise, Paris, 1729.

Petronius (Arbiter). — Petrone, latin et frangois, traduction entiere,

suivant le manuscrit trouve a Belgrade en 1688, nouv. ed., Paris,

1799. — Petronius with an English translation, M. Hazeltine, London,
1913,160.

PicoT, E. — Bibliographic Corneillienne, Paris, 1876, 8°.

Plautus. — Menechmes.

Pletho (Genistus).— Oracula Magica Zproastris cum scholiis Plethonis

et Piselli, Dupuis, Paris, 1589.

Plinius Secundus Caius — Histoire naturelle de Pline. Traduction

nouuelle par M. Ajanson de Grandsagne annotee par MM. Bendant,

Paris, 1829-33, 20 vols.

•— The natural history of Pliny, tr. by John Bostock and N.T. Riley,

London, 1855-1890.

Plutarch. — Les Vies des hommes illustres, tr. Amyot, ed. Brottier,

1783. — Plutarch's Lives with an English translation by Bernadotte

Perrin, 10 vols,, London, 1914. — Moralia.

PoissoN (Raymond). — Baron de la Crasse— in (Euvres, 2® edition,

Paris, 1687, tome I.

La Pompe de Scarron, Paris, Jean Ribou, 1660.

Pradon. — Phedre et Hippolyte, tragedie, Paris, 1769. — Les CEuvres,

Paris, 1688.

Prosbert (Hemma). — Le Cours d'Amour, avec Preface historiquet

Paris, s. d., in-16o.

Prunieres (Henry).—L Opera italien enFrance avant Lulli, Paris,1913.

Quinault (Philippe). — Le theatre de Monsieur Quinault, Paris (C**

des Libr.), 1739, 5 vols.
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Racine (Jean). — CEm'res, edition Grands Iilcrivains de la France,

Paul Mesnard, Paris, 1865-1870, 8 vols., 8° et 2 alb.

Racine (Louis). ^

—

Memoires sur la vie de Jean Racine, Lausanne et

Geneve, 1747, 2 vols., 12°. — Remarques sur les tragedies de Jean

Racine ; svivies d'un traite sur la Poesie dramatique ancienne et mo-

rferne, Amsterdam et Paris, 1752.

Rajna (Pio). — Le Fonti deW" Orlando Fwioso", ricerche et studi di

Pio Rajna. — Sansoni, Firenze, 1900.

Raynouard. — Choix des poesies des Troubadours.

Recueil de quelques pieces cufieuses servant a, VEclarcissement de I'Histoire

de la vie de la reyne Christine. Ensemble plusieurs voyages qu'elle a

faits. Cologne, 1669.

Recueil general des opera reprezentez par VAcademie royale de musique,

depuis son eiablissement. Christopher Ballard, Paris, 1703.

Regnault. — Marie Stuart, Reine d'Ecosse, tragedie, PariS; 1639.

Relation de ce qui s'est passe d I'arrivee de la Reine Chrstine de Suede

a Essaune en la maison de Monsieur Hesselin, Paris, Ballard, 1656, 4".

A la Reyne de Suede Panegyrique, Paris, Loyson, 1653.

Richard (Alfred).— Histoire des Comtes de Poitou, Paris, 1903, 2 vols.

gr. S°.

Richard DE Devizes. -— Chronicles, tr. J. A. Giles, London, 1841.

Rigal(E.).^— Alexandre Hardy et le Theatre Frangais a la fin du xvi®

et au commencement du xvii^ siecle, Paris, 1889. — De Jodelle a

Moliere, tragedie, comedie, tragi-comedie, Paris, 1911, 16°.

Robert de Torigni. —• Chroniques, ed. Delisle, Societe de I'Histoire

de Normandie, 2 vol. Rouen, 1872-73.

Rohan, Henri, due de. — Memoires du due de Rohan (coll. Michaud,

2. ser. voL 19).

RoLLAND. — Recherches sur les prerogatives des Dames chez les Gaulois,

sur les Cours d'Amour, Paris, 1787, 12°.

Ronsard, (P. de).— La Franciade, CEuvres de Ronsard, ed. Marty-

Laveaux, 1887-1893, 6 vols. 8°.

RoTROu. — Les Menechmes, Paris, 1636, 4°.

Saint-Evremond. — CEuvres, Paris, 1709.

Saint-Foix. — " Essai sur I'histoire de Paris ", CEuvres, IV, 109.

Sannazaro. — " Arcadia ". Opere volgari, Padua, 1725, 4°.

Sappho. — A Fragment of an ode of Sappho from Longinus, Paris, 1815.

— Sappho, Memoir, Text, Selected renderings and a literal translation

by Henry T. Wharton, London, 1895.

Schlegel (A. W). — Comparaison entre la Phedre de Racine et celle

d'Euripide, Paris, 1807, 8°.

Searles (Colbert).— Catalogue de tous les livres de feu M. Chapelain,

Leland Stanford Jr. University Publications, 1912, 4°.

Seneca. — Epistolae morales, with an English translation by Ri-

chard M. Gummere, London, 1917. — Octavia, Xvith introduction and

notes by Clara Louise Thompson, Boston, 1921. Tragedies of Seneca

with an English translation by Frank Justin Miller, 2 vols., London,

1917.
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Serres (Jean de). — Inventaire generate, Paris, 1636, fol.

Shakespeare. — Comedy of Errors.

SoMAizE (Antoine Badeau, sieur de). — Le Grand Dictionnaire des

pretieuses, historique, poetique, geographique, cosmographique, chrono-

logique et armorique, oil Von verra leur antiquitS, costume, devises, etc.,

par le sieur de Somaize, Paris, Jean Ribou, 1661, 2 vols. pet. in-8°.

— Nouvelle ed. augmentee de divers opuscules du meme auteur relative

aux Precieuses et d'une clef historique et ariecdotique, Livet, Paris,

1856, 2 voi.

— Les Veritables Precieuses, comedie, Paris, Ribou, 1660.

SoREL, Ch. — De la connoissance des bons livres, ou exmaen de plusieurs

autheurs, Amsterdam, 1672, 12°.
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